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Stellingen 
bij het proefschrift getiteld 

"R ecombinative Evolutionary Search" 
van Cees H .M . van Kemenade 

1. Recombinatie-gebaseerde evolutionaire algoritmen hebben het potentieel om mutatie
gebaseerde algoritmen te verslaan door het uitbuiten van het zogenaamde impliciet 
parallellisme1. 

2. Recombinatieve evolutionaire algoritmen verrichten een globale exploratie over de 
ruimte die opgespannen wordt door de gehele populatie, en kunnen daarom baat 
hebben bij lokale zoekmethoden voor het beter exploreren van de directe omgeving 
van individuen2 • 

3. Elitist recombination kan beschouwd warden als een adaptief selectiemechanisme dat 
de selectieve druk aanpast aan de mate van succes van de evolutionaire operatoren3

. 

4. De balans tussen exploratie en exploitatie binnen een evolutionair algoritme is be
langrijk en een nadruk op snelle resultaten , corresponderend met een voorkeur voor 
exploitatie boven exploratie, kan eenvoudig resulteren in snelle duplicatie van sub
optimale oplossingen4 . 

5. Biases in evolutionaire operatoren kunnen snellere convergentie van zoekmethoden 
mogelijk maken door het zoekproces primair te richten op bepaalde delen van de 
totale zoekruimte, waarbij bet echter van groot belang is zulke biases zorgvuldig te 
kiezen aangezien een verkeerd gekozen bias de kans op het vinden van het (globale) 
optimum kan reduceren5

. 

6. Als men niet tracht strikt het proces der natuurlijke evolutie na te bootsen, dan 
zijn er veel innovatieve, niet-traditionele adaptieve methoden die nog steeds ge
bruik maken van (krachtige) principes overgenomen van het proces der natuurlijke 
evolutie6

• 

1 Zie onder andere J .H. Holland ("Adaptation in natural and artificial systems" 1975/1992 en "Hidden 
order: How adaptation builds complexity"), D.E. Goldberg ("Genetic algorithms in search, optimiza
tion and machine learning" 1989) , :VI. :'vlitchel "An introduction to genetic algorithms" 1996) en <lit 
proefschrift. 

2 Zie hoofdstukken 9 en 10 van <lit proefschift 
3Voorbeelden van de succesvolle toepassingen van zulk elitisme kunnen onder andere gevonden worden 

in <lit proefschrift , hoofdstukken 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 en 12. 
4 Zie proefschrift. 
5 Zie hoofdstukken 1- 3 van proefschrift en L.J. Eshelman and J.D. Schaffer, Productive recombination 

and propagating and preserving schemata. In L.D. Whitley and :'vl.D. Vose, editors, Foundations of 
Genetic A/gorithms-3, pages 299- 313. :Vlorgan Kaufmann, 1995. 

6 Zie hoofdstukken 4, 6, 7, 9, 11 en 12 van het proefschrift en vele andere publicaties die voorbeelden 
van niet-natuurlijke varianten op natuurlijke evolutie tonen. 



7. In (unsupervised) remote-sensing beeldverwerking zijn significant betere classifica
ties te verkrijgen door het uitbuiten van dichtheids-gebaseerde separatieregels voor 
klassen en het uitbuiten van spatiele kennis gedurende het classificatieproces7

• 

8. Aangezien uitdagende, maar haalbare, doelen een belangrijke impuls kunnen vormen 
voor verder onderzoek is het zinvol als iedere onderzoeker (in opleiding) een dee! 
van zijn/haar tijd besteedt aan het formuleren van uitdagende probleemstellingen 
die de grenzen van de "state-of-the-art" methoden aftasten. 

9. Toename van capaciteiten van computers maakt het aanpakken van grotere pro
blemen mogelijk , doch de meer fundamentele grenzen aan de toepasbaarheid van 
computers worden grotendeels bepaald door het vakmanschap van onderzoekers en 
ontwikkelaars. 

10. Het voile potentieel van technieken uit het gebied der computationele intelligen
tie wordt zichtbaar als men zich bezig gaat houden met toepassingsgebieden met 
dynamisch veranderende gegevens, meerdere optimalisatiecriteria, vage restricties , 
mogelijk incorrecte informatie en onvolledige kennis , aangezien in deze gebieden mo
gelijk geen optimale oplossingen bestaan en men zich dient te richten op robuuste 
oplossingen die een redelijk compromis bieden met betrekking tot de optimalisatie
criteria en de gegeven restricties. 

11. Mensen onderschatten de waarde van vaardigheden die ze zelf niet bezitten, wat 
eenvoudig leidt tot een te positief zelfbeeld (en een te negatief beeld van anderen). 

12. Yerkregen kennis en vaardigheden verworden tot een trivialiteit dan we! automa
tisme, wat eenvoudig leidt tot een onderschatting van de waarde van de eigen capa
citeiten, en daardoor tot een te negatief zelfbeeld. 

13. De wetenschap dient zich voornamelijk bezig te houden met het verkrijgen van prak
tisch toepasbare inzichten en niet te veel tijd te besteden aan praktische oplossingen 
voor specifieke problemen. 

14. Het onderhouden van een kat laat je alvast wennen aan bepaalde facetten van het 
ouderschap, want zowel katten als kinderen vragen expliciet om (veel) aandacht, alle 
twee creeren een berg rommel en geen van de twee ruimt uit eigen initiatief deze 
rommel op. (Dat ze zich altijd netjes aan de huisregels houden kun je al helemaal 
vergeten.) 

7 C.H.:\1. van Kemenade, J.A. La Poutre, and R.J. :\fokken. Density-based unsupervised classifica
tion for remote sensing. In Proceedings of Machine Vision In Remotely sensed Image Comprehension 
(MaVIRIC), 1998. 
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Preface 

In this dissertation I present the results of my research performed between September 1994 
and September 1998 at the department SEN (Software ENgineering) of the Centre for 
Mathematics and Computer Science (CWI) in Amsterdam. This research was supervised 
by Prof. dr. J .N. Kok of Leiden University. 

This dissertation is divided in two parts. The first part ( chapter 1 through 5) is about 
the theory of genetic algorithms (GA's), and the second part (chapter 6 through 12) deals 
with empirical and applied research. The focus of the dissertation is on recombination
based search. 

An overview of the field of evolutionary computation is given in chapter 1, which is 
followed by a more detailed introduction in chapter 2. In chapter 3 a simple problem is 
introduced , and the behaviour of evolutionary algorithms when solving such a simple prob
lem is studied by means of some quantitative models. Chapter 4 describes the so-called 
transmission function framework, and contains implementations of transmission function 
models for a broad range of genetic algorithms (GA's). These models describe GA's with a 
population of infinite size. Real GA's always use a finite population, and therefore exten
sions of the transmission function framework for modelling of GA's with finite population 
size are considered in chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the mixing evolutionary algorithm 
(MixEA). This algorithm places more emphasis on the mixing of building blocks than the 
more traditional GA's. In chapter 7 a three-stage method, the bbf-GA is introduced, where 
bbf-GA is an acronym for building block filtering genetic algorithm. This algorithm sepa
rates the exploration and exploitation processes that are performed simultaneously in the 
more traditional GA's. In chapter 8 a test-suite of binary optimization problems is given . 
This test-suite is used to compare the performance of the canonical genetic algorithm, 
the generational genetic algorithms with tournament selection, the random-mutation hill
climber, the elitist recombination, the triple-competition, the mixEA, and the bbf-GA. One 
of the interesting properties of evolutionary algorithms is that these algorithms can easily 
incorporate heuristics and local optimization methods. In chapter 9 the cluster evolution 
strategy (CLES) for evolutionary optimization is introduced. The CLES discriminates 
explicitly between global search (exploration) and local search (exploitation). The global 
search is provided by an evolutionary algorithm, and a local search method is used for 
the exploitation. Chapter 10 discusses the use of evolutionary algorithms for constrained 
numerical optimization, and compares the performance of CLES and a number of other 
selection schemes on a set of constrained optimization problems. In chapter 11 we give an 
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application of GA's with diagonal crossover operators for numerical optimization. The di
agonal crossover is a multi-parent recombination operator that uses a set of n 2 2 parents , 
where n is adaptable. An application of GA's to air traffic flow management is given in 
chapter 12. A recombination-based evolutionary algorithm is used for this problem, and it 
is discussed how recombination improves the efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm. 

Preliminary results from chapter 4 and chapter 5 were presented at the seventh "Inter
national Conference on Genetic Algorithms" [vK97a] and at the third "Nordic Workshop 
on Genetic Algorithms" [vK97c]. The MixEA described in chapter 6 was first introduced at 
the fourth "IEEE Conference on Evolutionary Computation" [vK97b]. Chapter 7 is based 
on a paper published in the proceedings of the "IEEE World Congress on Computational 
Intelligence" [vK98b], and the building block filtering method used in this chapter was first 
presented at "Parallel Problem Solving from Nature IV" [vK96c]. Chapter 9 is based on 
a paper presented at the third "IEEE conference on Evolutionary Computation" [vK96a]. 
Chapter 10 is based on a paper presented at the seventh "Dutch Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence" [vK96b]. Chapter 11 is based on a paper for the journal "Control & Cybernet
ics" [EvK97]. We would like to thank the editors for their kind permission to add the paper 
to this dissertation. Earlier work in this direction was presented at the third "European 
Conference on Artificial Life" [EvKK95], and at the sixth "Dutch Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence" [vKE95]. Chapter 12 is a paper published in the "Handbook on Evolutionary 
Computation" [vKKvdA97]. We would like to thank the editors for their permission to 
add the paper to this dissertation. Earlier work on the same problem was presented at 
the sixth "International Conference on Genetic Algorithms" [vKHHK95] and at "Parallel 
Problem Solving from Nature IV" [vKvdAK96]. Furthermore I did research on unsuper
vised classification of satellite imagery for more than two years. The results arc outside 
the scope of this dissertation, however these results were published in the Proceedings of 
"MAchine Vision In Remotely sensed Image Comprehens ion (MAVIRIC)" [vKPM99a], 
and in a book entitled "Spatial Statistics and Remote Sensing" [vKPM99b]. 

Many of my friends, fami ly, and colleagues supported me during my research . I am 
grateful for their support. Some of them I would like to mention especially. My co
authors helped during research and in presenting my work. I had many discussions with 
Dirk Thierens about building block processing, mixing, deceptiveness, and evolutionary 
computation in general. These discussions have strongly influenced and enhanced my work. 
I discussed a lot with Han La Poutre on algorithmics and remote sensing, and he shared his 
vision on several areas from the field of computational intelligence and their applications. 
Eva was always there for (non-scientific) support and was patient with me. On several 
occasions holidays had to be postponed due to approaching submission deadlines . Although 
it might seem the other way round , she is much more important to me than my work. 

Cees H.M. van Kemenade 
Amsterdam, 1999. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Evolutionary computation is about the use of simulated evolution in a computer in or
der to solve optimization problems, in order to obtain adaptive systems, and in order to 
model evolution itself. Evolutionary computation methods typically use a population of 
individuals. These individuals have to compete for scarce resources. The distribution of 
these resources is based on the relative fitness of the different individuals, where the fitter 
individuals are likely to get more resources. 

The theme of this dissertation is recombinative evolutionary search. One of the rea
sons that evolutionary search is so successful in nature is the highly parallel nature of this 
search mechanism. This parallelism really starts to pay off when recombination is used, 
because then it is possible to discover different traits in parallel and recombine them after
wards. Recombination-based evolutionary search promises to apply the same principles for 
artificial evolution. The primary components of recombinative evolutionary search are a 
fitness-based selection and a recombination operation. These two components are equally 
important for a reliable evolutionary search. In this dissertation we study the conditions 
for the reliability of selection schemes, we search for the reasons that traditional recom
bination operators fail on certain binary optimization problems, we show how to extend 
the range of applicability of recombination for these problems, and we show successful ap
plications of recombination-based evolutionary search. In particular we study models for 
building block discovery and mixing processes, we develop more effective recombination 
operators by exploiting additional information , and we design selection mechanisms and 
recombination operators for several domains of application . 

The plan of this introduction is as follows . A historical perspective on the field of evolu
tionary computation is given in section 1.1 , followed by a brief overview of the vocabulary 
used in this field in section 1.2. Two perspectives on evolution are presented. First, natural 
evolution is described as a method to manage a complex adaptive system in section 1.3. 
Next , in section 1.4 natural evolution is described as an optimization process , and it is 
shown how the two perspectives can fit together. In section 1.5 a simple random search 
method is step-wise refined until a mutation-based evolutionary system for optimization 
is obtained. Section 1.6 discusses the decomposition of complex problems in a set of sim
pler problems as a strategy that can be used both in engineering problems and in natural 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

evolut ion , and shows how recombination-based evolutionary algorithms exploit a similar 
principle. A taxonomy of the field of evolu tionary computation is given in section 1.7, and 
some in teresting applications of evolutionary computation are discussed in section 1.8. We 
conclude this in trod uction with an overview of the rest of this dissertation in section 1.9. 

1. 1 History of evolutionary computation 

T he basis of the theory of natural evolution was laid by Darwin and Mendel. Darwin was 
mainly interested in how species originate and develop over generations. He visited the 
Galapagos islands, sai ling on the Beagle, and observed how species had evolved differently 
on each of the isolated islands. In 1859 he published "The origin of species" [Dar59]. 
Mendel, an Austrian monk, was mainly interested in the evolu tion within a single species, 
and how traits of different parents are combined in an offspring by sexual reproduction. He 
did cross-fertilization between pea-plants, and discovered the rules for inheritance of traits 
(dominant and recessive) . In 1865 he published "Experiments in Plant Hybridization". He 
even tried to catch the attention of Darwin for his work . Unfortunately the Mendel-rules 
got forgotten until these rules were rediscovered by de Vries, Correns and Tschermak in 
1900. 

In evolutionary computation, principles from natural evolu tion are applied in compu
tational models. Usually, such models only use a small subset of the ingredients of natural 
evolu tion. Both evolu tion of different species, as first studied by Darwin , and the evolu tion 
within a single species, as studied by Mendel, are considered in the field of evolutionary 
algorithms. 

The field of evolutionary computation almost dates back to the time of the first elec
tronic computers. Some of the first publications in this area are a masters's thesis by Fried
man on the evolu tion of control circuits for autonomous robots [Fri56], a paper on simula
tion of the evolu tion of genetic systems by Fraser [Fra57], a proposal for a (non-automated) 
evolutionary approach to increase industrial productivity by Box [Box57], papers on the 
evolu tion of computer programs by Friedberg [Fri58, FDN59], and work by Barricelli on 
art ifi cial life and evolving strategies [Bar62 , Bar63]. Many of these early publications can 
be found in the book "Evolu tionary Computation , the fossil Record" [Fog98]. Although 
these early papers certainly contain many interesting ideas, the field did not really get 
momentum at that time. The turning point seems to be due to the continued work of two 
groups. The first group was centred around Holland at Michigan University (Ann Harbor) 
in the United States of America. This group focussed on adaptive systems and developed 
genetic plans, later called genetic algorithms. This work resulted in the influential book 
'·Adaptation in natural and art ificial systems" by Holland [Ho175, Hol92] and the disserta
tion of DeJong [DeJ75] tit led "An analysis of the behaviour of a class of genet ic adaptive 
systems" . The second group involved Schwefel and Rechenberg in Western-Germany. This 
group worked on the application of the principles of evolut ion for optimization and de
veloped the so-called evolu tion strategy (Evolu tionsstrategie in German). The first book 
on evolution strategies, written in the German language, is "Evolu tionsstrategie '73" by 
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Rechenberg [Rec73]. Both groups used a different perspective on evolution. The American 
group was mainly interested in adaptive systems, while the German group was aiming at 
optimization methods to be used in engineering applications. These different perspectives 
might have been the reason why the two research groups did not discover each others work 
until the 80's. 

Due to the continuous efforts of these two groups, and the rise of faster computer sys
tems, the field of evolutionary computation started to gain momentum. This resulted in 
the initiation of two important series of conferences. The first being the "International 
Conference on Genetic Algorithms" , that was first organized by Holland and Grefenstette 
in Pittsburgh in 1985 [Gre85], and the second being the "Parallel Problem Solving from 
Nature" that was first organized by Manner and Schwefel in Dortmund (Germany) in 
1990 [SM91] . Subsequent the workshop "Foundations of Genetic Algorithms", the confer
ence "Evolutionary Programming", the conference "Genetic Programming" and the "IEEE 
conference on Evolutionary Computation" followed, each of which is devoted primarily to 
topics in the field of evolutionary computation. Currently evolutionary computation is an 
area of active research. There are two journals: the "Journal on Evolutionary Computa
tion" by MIT-press that first appeared in 1993 and the "IEEE transactions on Evolutionary 
Computation" that started in 1997. 

1. 2 Basic terminology 

In this section some of the basics of evolution are described in order to introduce the 
terminology that the field of evolutionary computation borrowed from biology. 

Evolution is a gradual development , especially from simple to more complex forms. 
Natural evolution is a process by which species develop from earlier forms , as an explanation 
of their origins. This process is driven by means of a selection based on fitness. The fitness 
of individual is a measure for the potential of this individual to survive and to reproduce. 
The evolution process strives to maximize the fitness of the individuals. In natural evolution 
an individual has a genotype and a phenotype. The genotype is the genetic blueprint of 
the individual, which is given in its genome. The phenotype of an individual is given by the 
set of characteristics that an individual possesses. The phenotype is the actual expression 
of the genotype. The genotype-phenotype mapping is a many-to-one mapping, so each 
genotype results in a specific phenotype. However a phenotype can correspond to many 
different genotypes. The genome is the complete set of genetic information within a single 
cell. This genome consists of a set of chromosomes. A single chromosome is formed by 
double-stranded DNA. DNA is an abbreviation for deoxyribonucleic acid. It is a self
replicating material that is present in nearly all living organisms. A DNA strand consists 
of a sequence of genes, where a gene codes a single property, typically a certain protein 
that can be generated by the cell. These proteins express themselves by their influence 
on the characteristics of the individual. In genetics, each gene has a locus, and it can 
take a number of forms, called alleles. The locus of a gene is the location of the gene 
on the chromosome. An allele corresponds to a certain phenotypical characteristic. For 
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example, given a gene that codes the colour of the eye, its alleles are green, brown, grey, 
and black . The genome of a parent is transmitted to the offspring during reproduction. 
The simplest type of reproduction is asexual reproduction, where a single parent produces 
a single offspring. During such a reproduction the complete genome of the parent is copied 
to the offspring. It is possible that errors appear during this duplication process. Such an 
error is called a mutation. A random mutation can have either a positive or a negative 
influence on the fitness of an individual. These mutations play an important role in the 
evolution process, because mutations allow different types of individuals to arise. In natural 
evol ution, the copying process is very precise, and the mutation-rates are generally very 
low, about 10- 5 or 10- 5 per generation for most loci in most organisms [FM96]. A more 
complex process is sexual reproduction. During sexual reproduction two parents mate to 
produce a set of offspring. The genome of the offspring is formed by means of a crossover. 
During crossover, also called recombination, an amalgam of the genomes of (typically) two 
rarents is formed; Therefore, an offspring obtains a blend of the characteristics of their two 
parents . So, while mutation can generate new characteristics that were not present within 
the population , the recombination is able to bring together characteristics that arose in 
different individuals, and therefore is able to produce new combinations of characteristics. 

The proteins that are produced can have quite complex interactions. Even proteins 
that seem to code unrelated characteristics can influence each other, for example due to 
competition for the same basic resources. So, even though we have assumed that genes arc 
independent of each other in the genotype, during the actual expression phase nonlinear 
intrractions might appear. The resulting nonlinear (non-additive) interaction between 
genes is called the epistasis, or epistatic interaction. Such epistasis complicates the adaptivr 
system, and gives rise to many different effects. Alleles can both increase and decrease the 
fitness of an individual , depending on the context given by the other alleles present in the 
individual. Recombination becomes more important clue to these epistatic effects. Without 
epistasis a recombination can only combine existing characteristics. When epistasis is 
present, recombination can also result in individuals having characteristics that were not 
rxpressecl before in any individual even though the coding gene was present already. So 
the mixing of alleles clone by recombination is important for the proper assessment of the 
prrformance of an allele. Genes on the same chromosome are more likely to be taken from 
the same parent. This tendency is referred to as linkage of genes. 

Evolu t ion is driven by a selective pressure. In nature two types of selective pressure arr 
used. T he first type selection is based on fertility. Assuming a fixed lifetime of individuals, 
t he number of offspring is related to the fertility of the individual. Individuals with high 
frrLility are able to produce more offspring, and therefore to spread more copies of their 
grnf'tic content. This type of selective pressure applies for example to a predator at the 
high encl of the food chain. Such a predator does not have natural enemies, and the 
amount of offspring this predator produces is mainly related to its fertility, where fertility 
is interpreted in a broad sense. So, the ability to catch food is also incorporated in the 
measure of fertility. The other interpretation of selective pressure is in terms of viability. 
The viabi li ty of an individual is its capabil ity of living and developing normally under 
particular environmental conditions. In th is interpretation the lifetime of an individual is 
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variable and the longer an individual lives the more likely it is that it can create offspring. 
So, while the first interpretation puts emphasis on the number of offspring produced , the 
second interpretation is in terms of the probability that an individual reaches maturity and 
is able to reproduce. This type of selective pressure dominates at the low end of the food 
chain. Typical examples are small animals that produce dozens of offspring once being 
mature. Here , the selective pressure stems from the ability to reach maturity. Another 
example is an oak-tree. During its lifetime it produces thousands of seeds. On average 
only one of these seeds produces a new, fully grown tree . Given a selection scheme, the 
response to selection is the change of the population means due to the selective pressure. In 
natural evolution mutations appear at each generation, but it may take twenty generations 
before mutation begins to contribute appreciably to the response, and much longer before 
the rate of response becomes constant. Thus mutation is important only for the long-term 
responses [FM96, Hil82]. 

Ecology is a branch of biology, dealing with the relations of organisms to each other and 
to their physical environment. A species is a group of living organisms consisting of related 
similar individuals capable of exchanging genes or interbreeding. A niche is a position or 
a role taken by a species within its community. 

1.3 Complex adaptive systems 

In this section two complex adaptive systems are discussed: the first one is a natural 
ecosystem and the second one. is an economic system. Natural ecosystems are steered by 
means of evolution. We indicate that some of the principles of natural evolution also apply 
to certain economic systems. 

Natural evolution is an amazingly efficient method for steering complex adaptive sys
tems such that these perform robustly in a changing environment. An ecosystem is an 
adaptive system , composed of a large set of different individuals together with their en
vironment, in which individuals have to compete for the scarce resources available. The 
robustness of such an adaptive system is mainly due to the diversity of the individuals 
present in the system. Given a specific environment, certain individuals perform better 
than others. However, if the environment changes, then other individuals can become 
the better players. So in general the population does not have an all-time "superstar" 
that performs best under all circumstances: the robustness of the system stems from the 
fact that individuals tailored to different circumstances are present in the system, thereby 
anticipating unknown future changes of the environment. 

In a small system involving two species, one can already get interesting dynamics. 
Our ecosystem contains thousands of species , forming a highly complex adaptive system. 
Although a single individual can easily die due to a change in the environment or due to 
bad luck, the whole system is likely to survive even when there are drastic changes of the 
environment. In such a complex adaptive system, many different niches are present. Each 
niche is filled by only a small number of species. The boundaries of the niche determine 
the role of these species in the ecosystem, and the conditions under which these species 
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have to survive. The species adapts to its niche, resulting in a specialization of the species. 
If a species disappears from the ecosystem, then it leaves an empty niche. This hole in the 
system will be filled by other species. Natural evol ution is mainly a highly parallel trial 
and error search process , driven by the survival of the fittest. It uses a diverse population 
of individuals in order to be prepared for changes in the environment. Even complex 
optimization problems are futile compared to the set of problems of survival solved in 
parallel by natural evolution . 

Another complex adaptive system is an economy. An interesting example is given in 
thr book "Hidden order" by Holland [Hol95]. He describes an inhabitant of New York who 
goes for some shopping. Like most other inhabitants she expects that everything she wants 
to buy is available. To quote Holland [Hol95] 

"It 's a sort of magic that everywhere is taken for granted. Yet these cities have 
no central planning commissions that solve the problem of purchasing and dis
tributing supplies. Nor do they maintain large reserves to buffer fluctuations." 

This economic system involves many agents that all operate in parallel, and all compete 
for the same scarce resource. If an agent makes a lot of money, then other agents notice 
this. The others will try to mimic the winning strategy. As a result the number of copies 
of (parts of) the winning strategy increases. Furthermore, each agent tries to attain a 
competitive edge by improving the strategy. To do so, the agent modifies the strategy 
or combines it with other successful strategies that were used in the past. The rate of 
evolu tion in such an economic system is much faster than in the evolution of the human 
species. As a result its evolu tion is more visible. The n-ary recombination operator of 
evolution can be compared to the process of combining a set of different strategics. The 
unary mutation operator here is the process of modifying a single strategy in order to 
improve it, or to use it in a different setting. Fitness of a strategy is measured in terms of 
rrturn , i.e. money or units of purchasing power. Selective pressure is given by the drive of 
('Reh of the agents to increase their income. 

Of course, the natural ecosystem and the economy of New York are two completely 
different complex adaptive systems; However, both systems seem to use similar underlying 
evolutionary principles in order to attain a robust system that adapts itself to changes in 
the environment. 

1.4 Evolution and optimization 

The previous section described evolution in complex adaptive systems. Another way of 
looking at evolution is in terms of optimization . These two perspectives are quite diffcrrnt. 
In case of optimization one is looking for a single best performing individual, whilr in casr 
of the adaptive systems perspective the performance and robustness of the population as 
a whole are of interest. In case of optimization the individuals compete on an external 
optimization task , and fitness is measured in terms of performance on this task. In adaptive 
systems we can have a direct interaction among the individuals, because they are competing 
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for the same scarce resources. Most optimization problems are static problems where fitness 
can be evaluated without noise. The typical adaptive system is highly dynamic , involves 
a changing environment, and is plagued by noise. 

However, if we look at a single species and use a finer time scale, then optimization 
is also present in natural evolution. On a short time scale the environment of a single 
species is more or less unchanged. The environment does not change too much and the 
average interaction with the other species in the ecosystem remains more or less the same. 
Under these circumstances the evolution of a single species can be seen as an optimization 
problem. Natural evolution searches for the best possible individual of this species given 
the current environment. Due to the selective pressure, the better individuals get more 
duplicates of their genes. Of course the other species are evolving too, but it will take time 
before a successful trait is spread throughout the population of a species; Even though the 
best individual of other species might evolve rapidly, the average behaviour of other species 
changes only slowly. Hence, given an appropriate time scale, the environment of a species 
can be considered more or less unchanged, and optimization is seen as the adaptation of a 
single species. There has to be time for optimization, otherwise adaptation of the species 
would not be possible. Adaptation of a species requires that a new successful trait to 
be discovered and spread over a significant part of the population of this species. If the 
environment would change too fast ( evolve faster than the species itself) , then the species 
would not be able to adapt, and therefore the species is likely to get extinct in time. 

Hence, one can have two perspectives on natural evolution. When looking at a small 
time-scale and a single species, an optimization process is observed. At larger time-scales 
and looking at the evolution of a complete ecosystem, one observes a highly complex 
adaptive system. 

Evolutionary computation tries to exploit the principles of evolution by mimicking nat
ural evolution within a computer. Given the two different perspectives, it is clear that we 
have to be careful when mimicking nature. Within evolutionary computation this mimick
ing of evolution is not a goal in itself. The actual goals of evolutionary computation are 
optimization and generation of (small) adaptive systems. Currently, we do not understand 
natural evolution well enough to know which subset of ingredients of natural evolution is 
necessary to solve optimization problems. Many evolutionary computation models incor
porate other mechanisms. For example, the breeder genetic algorithm [MSV94] models the 
operation of a breeder that chooses who is allowed to mate with whom, and uses a deter
ministic selection scheme instead of probabilistic selection. Another modification that is 
used in evolutionary computation is to have more than two parents during recombination, 
in the multi-parent or gene-pool recombination operators [EvK97, MV95]. Other ways in 
which evolutionary computation differs from natural evolution are the use of local search 
methods , the incorporation of heuristics, and the use of problem-specific representations 
and operators, e.g. [Mic92, Mic94, Mic96]. 

The optimization perspective is used more often than the adaptive systems perspective 
in evolutionary computation. The majority of research in this area is related to optimiza
tion, and many extensions have appeared in evolutionary computation that do not have 
an equivalent in natural evolution. 
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1.5 Mutation-based evolutionary algorithms for 
optimization 

In this section the usage of evolutionary algorithms for optimization is discussed and we 
introduce the notion of black box optimization problems. Next, a number of optimiza
tion methods arc discussed, starting from a simple random search to a mutation-based 
evolutionary algorithm. 

Consider a black-box optimization problem [Gol89b, Kar95]. Such a problem involves 
a black-box device with a bank of input switches. For every setting of these switches, there 
is an output signal J(s), where s encodes the setting of the switches. Now the objective 
is to find the setting such that the output of the box is maximized. Because the way 
in which the box operates is unknown, a direct optimization method seems to be most 
appropriate . Direct methods only need to be able to evaluate the output signal given a 
parameter setting [Sch95], and therefore only use little knowledge about the underlying 
problem. Indirect methods use a model for the problem under consideration, and addi
tional information is extracted to fit this model to a specific problem instance. If the 
model-assumptions are correct, then an indirect method is likely to locate well-performing 
solutions fast . Evolutionary algorithms are direct optimization methods [Sch95]; An evo
lutionary algorithm only needs a qualitative measure to compare the performance of the 
different individuals in order to proceed. Taking function optimization as an example, an 
evolutionary algorithm can do direct optimization. This means that one only needs to be 
a.blc to evaluate the function in order to do the optimization, but one does not need to 
evaluate any derivatives of the function. An example of an indirect method is a gradient
based optimization method. Exploitation of an assumption corresponds to a bias in the 
search process. To quote Eshelman and Schaffer on biased search [ES95]: 

"Only two search algorithms are bias free: random search and exhaustive enu
meration. They work equally well, but equally inefficiently, on all problems. 
To improve efficiency of search one introduces some means of exploiting the 
information in previous samples to bias future samples. Such a practice will 
invariably divide the space of problems into two classes: those in which the 
bias is effective (or at least not ineffective), and those on which the bias will be 
deceived (the Achilles' heel of the bias)." 

Now, let us delve a little bit further into the details of the evolutionary computa
tion, when used for optimization. Given a black-box optimization problem, the simplest 
approach is an enumeration of the search space, or to visit at least a large part of the 
search-space by means of random search. An advantage of such an enumerative method 
is its generality, because it does not use problem-specific knowledge. The disadvantage is 
that the number of computational steps required to locate the optimum is proportional 
to the cardinality of the search space. For a large search space such an enumerative ap
proach is just too slow. Faster methods can be obtained by exploiting assumptions about 
the structure of the search space. An example is the assumption that a neighbourhood 
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of a well-performing solution is likely to contain even better solutions. For a search space 
that adheres to this (local) property, a hill-climbing method can locate a local optimum 
relatively fast. Such a hill-climber is a path-oriented search method that climbs a nearby 
hill, and locates its peak. Of course, a hill-climber is not a reliable global optimizer. The 
hill-climber converges to the nearest local optimum, and it only evaluates the function 
along the path it travels. A better behaviour can be obtained by doing multiple restarts of 
the local hill-climber, each time using a different starting point. Each hill-climber does a 
path-oriented search. The combination of all these paths results in a more or less volume
oriented search. Given that the local hill-climber is efficient, such a method is likely to be 
significantly faster than an enumerative method. When using such an approach , it is tricky 
to determine how long one should proceed with hill-climbing before selecting a new starting 
point. Some global knowledge is needed to determine whether a single hill-climber should 
be continued or not , because single hill-climber does not provide this kind of global infor
mation. To obtain this information, one can run a number of hill-climbers in parallel. Now 
by comparing the performance of the different hill-climbers, it is possible to evaluate the 
potential of the individual hill-climbers. The hill-climbers that perform (far) below average 
are discarded. The low performance of a hill-climber is thus used as an indication that the 
nearest local optimum is not very good. This approach, which corresponds to a shrink
ing population of hill-climbers, is also used for global optimization [TZ89]. Apart from 
fitness-based pruning, one can also apply an intensification by creating new hill-climbers 
in the neighbourhood of successful hill-climbers . If such a new hill-climber is instantiated, 
based on the information present in a single existing hill-climber, then this algorithm is a 
mutation-based evolutionary algorithm. 

Most evolutionary algorithms use a fixed population size, and apply operators that 
produce new individuals based on the current individuals. The mutation is an unary 
evolutionary operator. It takes a single parent as an input, and generates one new offspring. 
To get this offspring a copy of the parent is taken, and some, usually random, changes are 
made to this copy. Most evolutionary algorithms do not explicitly use a hill-climber, but 
local search is performed implicitly in the algorithm because the evolutionary operators are 
producing offspring that contain parts of the existing individuals in the population. Due 
to the usage of a population a more-or-less volume-oriented search method is obtained. 

Some evolutionary algorithms also evolve internal models of the search space by means 
of evolution. These internal models are exploited by the evolutionary operators, allowing 
a more efficient generation of offspring. Examples are Evolution Strategies [Sch95, Bac96] 
and Evolutionary Programming [Fog95] for numerical optimization. Both systems use 
Gaussian distributed noise during the mutation. The width of the Gaussian kernel is 
determined by means of evolution. During the initial stages of evolution the kernel is 
relatively wide: such a wide kernel corresponds to a global search. In the final stages of the 
search the width of this kernel is usually quite small, resulting in a local search in a small 
neighbourhood around the current best individuals. The width of the kernels is adapted 
by means of evolution. 
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1.6 Recombination-based evolutionary algorithms 

Interesting optimization problems typically have a search space that is much too large to 
be searched fast by means of enumerative methods. Under these circumstances, one is 
forced to make assumptions about the structure of the search space. These assumptions 
can be used to create a more efficient search strategy for t he problem at hand. The price 
to be paid is t hat the search strategy becomes tailored towards solving problems that have 
a search space in which the assumptions are valid. 

A typical example of exploitation of structure is found in the area of numerical function 
optimization. Given a function one often assumes that the function has a continuous first 
derivative. In that case gradient-based methods can be used to do a fast local search . 
An example of such a method is a steepest ascent hill-climber , which moves uphill in the 
direction of the strongest gradient. 

Another ass umption t hat is often used is the decomposability of a function. If a function 
.f : IR" ---+ IR that maps a vector x to a real value is separable, then it can be written as 
f(x) = I:;~1 f;(x;). So, the function can be decomposed in the sum of a set of independent 
functions. Now, if we know the optimal values <pt for the independent functions f ;, then 
we a lso know the optimum of the complete problem. Decomposition of complex problems 
in a set of simpler problems is often used in the area of engineering. Goldberg uses design 
of the first engine-propelled a ircraft by the Wright brothers to explain his idea's on the 
design of genetic algorithms [Gol93]. They recognized two subproblems, i.e. the problem 
of getting lift and the problem of propelling the aircraft . They solved these problems 
separately, combined the solutions, and were able to fly. In natural evolution we can 
also observe examples of decomposing the complex problem of survival in many smaller 
independent problems. The main advantage of sexual reproduction (recombination) over 
asexual reproduction (mutation) is that sexual reproduction allows the combination of 
successful traits of different parents. 

The same principle is exploited implicit ly by recombination-based evolu t ionary a lgo
rithms. The building block hypothesis is often used as a possible explanation for the 
working of genetic a lgorithms, a recombination-based evolutionary algorithm. To quote 
Goldberg [Gol89b]: 

" ... so does a genetic algorithm seek near optimal performance through the jux
taposition of short, low-order, high-performance schemata, or building blocks." 

Given a problem , in which the optimal solution is composed of a set of building blocks , the 
building blocks are assumed to represent the most important interactions between loci for 
t hi s problem. Loci that belong to different building blocks can interact, but it is assumed 
that the strongest interactions are between loci that belong to the same building block. 
The efficiency of an evo lu tionary algorithm is strongly influenced by the efficiency of the 
recombination operator. An efficient recombination operator should be able to mix the 
different building blocks rapidly. Simul taneously, this operator should not be too disrup
tive to the existing building blocks, in the sense that building blocks have to survive at 
least the recombination in order to get another opportunity to be mixed. The standard 
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recombination operators are randomized operators. These operators are blind to where 
the building blocks are located , so it is a matter of chance whether building blocks are 
preserved and recombined. For small building blocks and an appropriate recombination 
operator this process works fine. For large building blocks such randomized recombina
tion operators become inefficient. There are several papers showing these linkage prob
lems [ECS89 , FA90, SEO91, ES93, FS94]. Recombination operators that are more efficient 
at processing building blocks are needed. The efficiency of the operator depends on the 
basis that one chooses for the search-space. Given a basis such that the building blocks 
are processed in one piece by the recombination operator, the evolutionary algorithm is 
likely to perform well. Which basis performs best is problem-specific, and sometimes even 
depends on the specific problems instances that one considers. Therefore, automated pro
cedures are needed to find a basis for the search space such that recombination performs 
well. A number of different approaches along this line have been investigated. The messy 
genetic algorithms [GKD89, GDK90] use a representation consisting of lists of tuples, where 
each tuple contains a locus and a bit-value. The messy genetic algorithm processes strings 
that only describe part of a solution ; Such partial solutions can represent a single building 
block. Specialized operators are used to process these partial solutions. This method was 
followed by the fast messy genetic algorithm [GDKH93, Kar95], and the Gene Expression 
Messy genetic algorithm (GEMGA) [Kar96c, Kar96a, BKW98]. Another approach was 
taken in the Linkage Learning Genetic Algorithm, where one searches for an ordering such 
that related genes get close to one another. The search for this ordering is done in an 
evolutionary manner [Har95]. 

Many applications of evolutionary algorithms are mutation-based . This is due to the 
fact that when one uses an arbitrary basis, it is likely that the optimal solution to the 
problem cannot be decomposed into a set of (independent) building blocks. Therefore, 
it is difficult to find an efficient crossover. Even for problems that are decomposable, it 
might be difficult to find independent building blocks without some method for learning 
the linkage. 

1. 7 Taxonomy of evolutionary computation 

In this section we discuss the different branches in the area of evolutionary computation, 
and we give the similarities and differences between these main branches. The four main 
branches are genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, and ge
netic programming. 

Genetic algorithms, originally called genetic plans , were introduced by Holland [Hol75]. 
The genetic algorithms were originally introduced as adaptive systems, though genetic 
algorithms were used for optimization too [DeJ75]. The original genetic algorithms typi
cally use a binary coding of fixed length , a one-point crossover, a generational replacement 
scheme, and a fitness proportional selection. In a generational scheme there is no overlap 
between subsequent generations. So, the individuals of generation G1 produce offspring, 
and this offspring forms generation G1+1. After production of offspring the parents of 
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G1 are discarded. Fitness proportional selection implies that the expected number of 
offspring of an individual is proportional to its fitness. Many ideas used in genetic algo
rithms like the one-point crossover, binary coding, and fitness proportional selection were 
inspired by natural evolution. More details on genetic algorithms can be obtained from 
Holland [I-Iol75, I-Iol92, I-Iol95], Goldberg [Gol89b], Michalewicz [Mic92, Mic94, Mic96], 
l\ilitchel [Mit96], and Back [Bac96]. 

The evolution strategies were developed by Rechenberg and Schwefel in Berlin , Ger
many, in 1965. At that moment the evolu tion strategy was basically an experimental 
strategy that was performed by hand. One of the first problems was finding an optimal 
sett ing for a parametrized shape, where the goal was to minimize the drag of this shape. 
Each fitness evaluation required the adjustment of the shape by hand, and performing an 
experiment in a wind-tunnel. The first numerical evolution strategies were developed in 
the 70 's. The original strategy involved a kind of mutation-based hill-climbing, where the 
step size was determined by the fraction of successful mutations. If the number of success
ful mutations was too large, then the step-size was increased, if it was too small , then the 
step-size was decreased. Evolution strategies basically come in two variants. The first is 
the (µ + .\) strategy. In this strategy one uses a population ofµ parent individuals. These 
fl parents are used to produce A offspring, where a uniform selection of parents is applied. 
Next the best µ individuals from the set involving both the parents and the offspring, 
arc transferred to the next generation. The second variant is the (µ, .\) strategy. In this 
strategy the µ parents of the next generation are obtained by selecting the µ best among 
the A offspring only. So, in case of a (µ+.\)-strategy the parents can survive, while they 
cannot survive in case of the (µ, .\)-strategy. The first evolution strategy, which involved a 
wind-tunnel experiment for each fitness-evaluation, was a (1 + 1)-strategy. The evolution 
strategies are very successful on numerical optimization problems. The evolu tion strategies 
evolve a vector of real values, and use a Gaussian kernel during the mutation operation. 
This Gaussian model is adapted during the evolu tion. In case of the (µ, .\)-strategy, this 
model is adjusted by means of evolution. Mutation is the main operator in the evolu
tion strategies, although recombination is used too. Further information about evolution 
strategies can be obtained from Rechenberg [Rec73, Rec94], Schwefel [Sch81, Sch95], and 
Back [BI-ImS91 , Bac96]. 

Originally evolutionary programming was used to evolve finite-state automata for a 
machine learning task. These evolu tion programs were developed by Fogel 1, Owens, and 
Walsh in 1965 [FOW65]. In the 1990's Fogel 2 developed a variant of the evolution pro
grams, specificall y tai lored for numerical optimization [Fog95]. This method is purely 
mutation-based, and it uses a Gaussian kernel for mutation. 

Genetic programming was introduced by Koza and Rice [KR92, Koz94]. In genetic 
programming an individual typically consists of a Lisp-expression of variable length. Such 
a Lisp-expression corresponds to a computer program. This general representation makes 
genetic programming su itable for machine-learning tasks. Genetic programming typically 

1 L.J. Fogel 
2 0.13. Fogel 
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uses mutation and recombination. Some research suggests that recombination is not an effi
cient operator for genetic programming, and experiments show that a simulated-annealing 
based search through the space of Lisp expressions performs better than genetic program
ming on a number of tasks [0094, Mit96], thereby suggesting that the power of genetic 
programming is mainly due to its representation. Many successful applications of genetic 
programming are given in "Advances in Genetic Programming" [Kin94, KA96]. 

1. 8 Applications of evolutionary computation 

There are many examples of successful applications of evolutionary computation. Here, 
we mention a few successful applications; Next, we give a more detailed description of the 
features that make evolutionary techniques successful, and the characteristics of problems 
where evolutionary algorithms are likely to outperform other methods. More interesting 
applications can be obtained from the "Handbook of Evolutionary Computation" [BFM97], 
and from an overview paper by Goldberg [Gol94]. 

One of the early complex engineering applications was the design of a nozzle [Rec94]. 
This nozzle should produce a high-speed, vapourized jet. Given the complexity of this 
system, involving both fluid and damp phases, it was not possible to design the optimal 
shape of the nozzle by means of traditional techniques. The evolutionary approach resulted 
in a nozzle with an efficiency of 80%, while the traditional design had an efficiency of 
approximately 50%. The evolution strategy used in that case involved real experiments, 
in the sense that a parametrized shape was used and fitness was determined by actually 
measuring the performance of the shape. 

A completely different application is the Faceprints system, which is used to compose 
photographs of suspects [CJ91]. When using the traditional method of composing a photo
graph by means of a transparency-based sets of facial features , the witness has to explain 
why a composed photograph does not match. This requires the victim to be able to recall 
the individual features of the face . The Faceprint system uses an evolutionary algorithm to 
compose 20 different photographs. The witness has to rate these photographs on a 10-point 
subjective scale. A genetic algorithm is then used to take this information through nor
mal selection, crossover, and mutation in order to generate a new set of photographs after 
which a new evaluation of the photographs by the witness follows. 

Evolutionary algorithms have also been applied successful in the area of engineering 
design. Deb and Goyal [DG97] compared a genetic algorithm with an augmented Lagrange 
method, and a branch-and-bound method, on a set of four engineering design problems. 
The test-suite involved nonlinear programming problems that were nonlinear both in the 
objective function and in the constraints. In their paper the genetic algorithm shows to be 
a flexible yet efficient optimization technique that handles mixed variables . 

An interesting area for evolutionary computation is multi-objective optimization, be
cause a population of individuals can easily follow different objectives. An overview is 
given by Fonseca and Fleming [FF95]. Furthermore evolutionary algorithms have been 
applied to combinatorial optimization problems, to evolve hardware, to design circuits , 
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and to evolve neural networks wi th non- t radi t ional archi tectures . 

Evolu t iona ry a lgori thms are direct and fl exible methods t hat perform well on many 
complex problems involving nonlinear objectives, nonlinear constraints, mul tiple objec
tives, dynamically changing problems, and in noisy environments . Evolutionary algorithms 
arc direct methods. A large vari ety of problems can be handled directly by evolving a rep
resentation t hat is na tural to t he problem at hand . So, the evolutionary approach does 
not require one to recast t he problem in a specific mathematical framework, nor does it 
require simplifying assumpt ions, such as linearization of the const raints. Evolu t ionary al
gori t hms are fl exible: t he addition of new constraints or an addi tional obj ective does not 
require a change of t he evolu tionary method . Problem-specific solving methods can easily 
break down when the problem changes slight ly. It is easy to incorporate problem-specific 
knowledge, heuristics, or local op t imization methods wi thin t he evolutiona ry framework , 
resul t ing in so-called hybrid evolut ionary algorithms. These hybrid algori t hms combine 
t he advantages of t he problem-specific methods and the evolu t ionary framework. 

Problem-specific op t imization methods a re usually qui te fast . These methods use a 
model for t he problem under consideration ; Such a model contains the assumpt ions a bout 
t he problem-domain t hat the method is tailored to. Evolutionary methods are general 
methods, and t herefore t hese methods cannot exploit such problem-specific in fo rmation. 
As a result , the evolutionary methods usually cannot compete with problem-specifi c meth
ods on well-understood , structured problems. For example on problems only involving 
linear objectives and linear constraints, a method that exploits t his knowledge such as t he 
s implex-method , can search effi cient ly for the optimal solu t ion. Due to t he lineari ty t he 
feas ible region is a convex hull. T he simplex-method locates t he opt imum by jumping over 
adj acent vert ices, such that t he obj ective va lue increases along the pa th followed . So, t he 
simplex-method only visits a t iny subset of the complete search space. On such linear 
pro blems a general evolutionary method cannot be competit ive. Now, if we change t he 
problem by adding a nonlinear constraint , or by adding a nonlinear term to t he objective , 
t hen t he simplex method is not a pplicable anymore, because t he lineari ty assumption is 
violated . The evolu t ionary method is still applicable: it does not make use of t he linearity 
ass ump t ion. 

Developing useful t heory for evolut ionary algorithms is difficul t because evolu t ionary 
algorithms a re general opt imization methods. General t heory of evolut ionary algorit hms 
investigates t he operation of an evolutionary a lgori t hm on an arbi trary (optimization) 
prob lem. The resul ts predicted by such t heories are of li tt le practical value because no re
st ri ctions are imposed on the optimization problem under consideration. More applicable 
t heoretical resul ts can be obtained by restricting t he class of opt imization problems that 
is handled by an evolu t ionary algori thm. Examples of restricted classes arc t he functions 
of uni tation (such as oneMax) , spheri cal fun ctions for real-values, and linear fun ctions. 
T he resul ts obtained from such a t heoretical approach can give more insight in t he actual 
operation of evolutionary algorithms, and t he t heoretical resul ts can be verified by exper
iments. Of course one has to be very careful when applying such resul ts to problems that 
do not adhere to t he restrictions imposed during derivation of t he resul ts . 
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1. 9 Overview 

This dissertation is divided in two parts. The first part (chapter 1 through 5) is about the 
theory of genetic algorithms (GA's), and the second part (chapter 6 through 12) deals with 
empirical and applied research. The focus of the dissertation is on recombination-based 
search . 

In chapter 2 a more detailed introduction into the area of evolutionary computation is 
given . A number of different evolutionary algorithms are introduced, genetic operators are 
described, and topics related to the reliability of convergence of evolutionary algorithms 
are discussed. These preliminaries form the basis for later chapters. 

In chapter 3 a simple problem is introduced. The global optimum to this problem can be 
decomposed in two building blocks. Some of the factors that influence the probability that 
the global optimum is discovered are investigated. For this problem it is shown that the 
traditional crossover operators are not always efficient in transferring the building blocks 
with arbitrary linkage. The mixing of the building blocks is studied , and it is shown that 
cross-competition takes place between these building blocks. Such cross-competition can 
easily lead to the situation that one of the two building blocks is being pushed out of the 
population, and therefore it reduces the probability that the global optimum is found. If 
a building block is lost , then it has to be created again. The probability that this takes 
place is investigated. 

In chapter 4 the so-called transmission function framework is described , and implemen
tations of transmission function models are given for a broad range of genetic algorithms. 
These models describe GA 's with a population of infinite size. An actual implementation 
of these models for a non-trivial problem involving deception is given, these models are 
traced , and the results are visualized by means of population flow diagrams. These dia
grams show that cross-competition between different parts of the optimal solution takes 
place. 

Infinite population models show a deterministic behaviour. Genetic algorithms with 
finite populations behave non-deterministicly. For small population sizes, the results ob
tained with these models differ strongly from the results predicted by the infinite population 
model. When the population size is increased towards infinity, a convergence to the results 
predicted by the infinite population models is observed. In real GA's random decisions are 
used during the run of the GA. These random decisions can lead to a behaviour that results 
in a deviation of the GA from the expected path of evolution . In chapter 5 four sources 
of non-determinism are identified. Finite population models are generated by explicitly 
modelling two of these sources. When comparing the results to runs of actual genetic algo
rithms, similar results are obtained. Hence, this model shows what are the most important 
sources of non-determinism in the GA for the problem at hand . 

Chapter 6 describes the mixing evolutionary algorithm (MixEA). This algorithm is 
specifically designed to handle building block oriented problems, where the linkage is not 
known. Such problems are difficult to handle when the optimal building blocks are larger 
(high-order). Given a problem with arbitrary linkage the traditional recombination oper
ators are not efficient. Therefore the transfer of high-order building blocks is not efficient , 
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and t hus t hese building blocks will propagate and mix slowly. Suboptimal building blocks 
of low-order can easily generate many duplicates , and these low-order subopt imal blocks 
recombine easily to subopt imal solutions with a relatively high fi tness. Individuals con
taining optimal building blocks can be pushed out of the popula tion, and as a resul t the 
probabili ty t hat t he optimum is fo und decreases. T he MixEA prevents such problems by 
using a more flexible allocation of t rials. In this way it compensates for the low effi ciency of 
t he recombination operator, and it prevents the rapid duplication of lower-order building 
blocks. T he population size of the MixEA decreases during the evolu t ion. Simul taneously, 
the maximal nu mber of recombination operat ions per individual increases. T he idea ex
ploited here is t hat during evolu t ion better individuals containing more building blocks 
a rc found . As a resul t more recombinative t rials are required to propagate these building 
blocks, because of the increase of the number of bits that have to be propagated. T he large 
ini t ia l population of the MixEA allows fo r a good explorative search at the start of the 
evolu t ion; T he small populations during t he later phases of evolu tion allow fo r more re
combinative t ri als per individual such that a good exploitation and mixing of the building 
blocks present in these individuals is obtained . 

Recombination works fine on many art ificial problems involving t ight ly linked building 
blocks. On problems involving loose linkage, tradi t ional recombination operators perfor m 
less well. T he MixEA can prevent premature convergence due to the ineffi cient recombi
nat ion operation and therefore increases the probabili ty that the global optimum is found ; 
However, the speed of convergence of t he MixEA is still bound by the low probabili ty 
of success of a recombination event, and t herefore it converges only slowly. To make a 
more effi cient recombination possible, one has to be able to discover the structure of the 
underlying problem. We have studied binary problems, where we t ry to discover and learn 
the linkage in the search-space during evolut ion. In chapter 7 a three-stage method , the 
bbf-GA is in troduced , where bbf-GA is an acronym for building block fil tering genetic 
algorithm. During the first stage, an ensemble of fast evolu t ionary a lgorithms is used to 
explore the search space. T he best individual found by each of t hese evolut ionary algo
rit hms is propagated to the next phase . During the second stage, building block fi lter ing 
is used to extract the essent ial parts of each of these local opt imal strings, and masks 
these essential parts. During the third stage, a single evolutionary algori thm is used to 
fi nd t he global opt imum by recombining the masked strings. For this purpose we use a 
specia l recombination operator that exploits t he in fo rmation stored in the masks. Given an 
appropriate basis, such that par tia l solu t ions can be discovered and evaluated in parallel 
and be combined afterwards, a recombination-based evolu tionary algorithm can be very 
efficient. T herefore , learning of the structure of problem-spaces is important to make a 
more efficient recombination possible. T he bbf- GA is a first step along this line fo r binary 
search spaces and problems that adhere to the building block hypothesis. 

In chapter 8 a test-sui te of binary opt imization problems is given. T his test-sui te 
is used to compare t he perfo rmance of the canonical genetic a lgorithm , the generational 
genet ic algori t hms with tournament selection, the random-mutation hill-climber, the eli t ist 
n'co mbination, t he triple-competition , the mixEA, and the bbf-GA. Several performance 
measures are given and the resul ts are discussed . 
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One of the interesting properties of evolutionary algorithms is that these algorithms 
can easily incorporate existing heuristics and local optimization methods. In chapter 9 the 
cluster evolution strategy (CLES) for numerical optimization is introduced. The CLES dis
criminates explicitly between global search (exploration) and local search (exploitation). 
T he global search is provided by an evolutionary algorithm, and a local search method is 
used for the exploitation. Applying local search directly in an evolutionary algorithm can 
sometimes lead to an ineffi cient method , because many individuals have to be optimized , 
and the same local optima are likely to be discovered several times. In such hybrid evo
lu tionary algorithms it is often difficult to find an appropriate population size. A small 
population is needed to prevent that a large amount of computation is spend on local op
t imization, while a large population is required to get a reliable global search. The CLES 
resolves this apparent contradiction by using a large population during the recombination 
phase, and pruning this population before applying local search. An additional reason for 
pruning is that it helps in obtaining a more reliable global search. Recombination tends 
to focus on regions that already contain relatively many individuals. Due to this effect 
the search can easily focus on broad suboptimal peaks , because these are discovered easily. 
The density-based pruning also helps in reducing this source of premature convergence. 
T he CLES is tested on a set of unconstrained optimization problems. 

Chapter 10 discusses t he use of numerical optimization methods for constrained nu
merical opt imization , and compares the performance of CLES and a number of other 
sr lcction schemes on a constrained optimization problem. The dimension of this problem 
is adjustable, and it is shown that t his problem becomes more difficult as the dimension 
increases. Large differences arc observed between the performance of the different selection 
schemes. The CLES outperforms the other selection schemes on this problem. Next , a set 
of evolutionary algorithms is applied to a larger test-suite involving eight numerical con
strained optimization problems, and it is shown the proposed penalty-approach combined 
with the evolutionary algorithms used results in a well performing system. On all problems 
our GA's are very competitive with other evolutionary systems, and on two problems we 
obtained results that exceed the best results reported in literature. 

In chapter 11 we give an application of GA 's with diagonal crossover operators for 
numerical optimization. The diagonal is a multi-parent recombination operator that uses 
a set of n 2'. 2 parents, where n is adaptable. This operator is shown to outperform the 
more traditional recombination operators on a test-suite. 

An application of GA 's to air traffic flow management is given in chapter 12. A 
rrcombination-based evolu t ionary algorithm is used for this problem, and it is discussed 
how recombination improves the efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm. The recombina
tion operator used in this application was specifically designed for this problem. During 
t he design we paid special attention to obtain a proper balance between exploration and 
rxploitation. The recombination operator should be such that enough information is pre
served to be effective, and at the same t ime the recombination operator should be disrupt ive 
enough to provide good global search. 
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Chapter 2 

Concepts of evolutionary algorithms 

In this chapter a more detailed introduction to evolutionary algorithms is given. Its primary 
aim is to present the basic knowledge about evolutionary algorithms needed in the rest of 
this dissertation. 

Most work presented in this dissertation is about genetic algorithms (GA's), and unless 
stated otherwise, an individual is represented by a fixed length string of bits . In section 2.1 
functions of unitation are described. Several test-functions used in theory and experiments 
of evolutionary algorithms are based on these functions. In section 2.2 the commonly used 
rvolutionary operators for bit-string representations are given. Evolutionary operators are 
used to generate new individuals based on a set of parent individuals. These operators pro
vide the actual exploration and discovery of new (possibly superior) individuals. In section 
2.3 different selection schemes are discussed. The selection scheme determines the fertility 
and viability of individuals based on their (relative) fitness , and hence the selection scheme 
is the actual driving force of the evolutionary process. In section 2.4 the schema theorem 
is given, together with an intuitive explanation of this theorem. Section 2.5 discusses the 
rxtcnsion of the schema theorem to more general representations by means of formae. Sec
tion 2.6 discusses the building block hypothesis , the notion of deception, and the actual 
definition of a building block , as used in this dissertation. Genetic hitch-hiking is discussed 
in section 2. 7, genetic drift is discussed in section 2.8, and the stochastic sampling errors 
arc discussed in section 2.9. In section 2.10 we look at the balance between exploration and 
exploitation. During a GA-search , an appropriate balance between these two processes is 
necessary. If this balance is not good, then the GA converges slowly, or it converges to 
suboptimal solutions. This balance is drawn implicitly in many genetic algorithms. In 
section 2.11 the quasi-random NK-landscapes are introduced. These landscapes are often 
used to test the performance of evolutionary algorithms. 

2.1 Functions of unitation 

A GA maximizes the fitness values of the individuals in its population. When using a GA 
with fitnrss proportional selection the fitness is required to be a positive value. Function 
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optimization involves the task of finding a value x , such that the objective function J (1·) 
is maximized or minimized. When using a GA with fitness proportional selection as a 
function optimizer one chooses a representation such that an individual codes a value :r, 
and one usually sets the fitness equal to ( a.f (x) + /3), where a. is negative for a minimization 
problem and a. is positive for a maximization problem , and f3 is chosen such that fitness is 
always positive. 

The path of evolution taken by an evolu tionary algorithm depends on the fitness land
srnpr defined by the fitness function. It is possible to develop general theory for an evo
lutionary algorithm , but then no assumptions can be made about the underlying problem 
and therefore about the fitness landscape. As a consequence the results of such a theory 
havr to be quite general. Another approach is to assume a class of optimization problems 
and dcvrlop theory for an evolutionary algorithm , when applied to this class of problems. 

An example of such a class is the class of the functions of unitation. This class is defined 
as fo llows. Let x be a bit-string of length l, and let u(x) define the number of 1-bits in x. 
A function of unitation is on ly dependent upon the number of 1-bits in a string. Now , if 
.f : S --+ IR is a function of unitation , then there has to exist a function g : [O , I SI] --+ IR 
such that 

J(x) =(go u)(x). 

A problem of unitation that is often used is the oneMax problem. This problem is about 
thr maximization of the number of 1-bits in a string, with f(x) = u(x). The optimum is 
a string contain ing only 1-bits, which has fitness l, where l is the total number of loci. 

2.2 Evolutionary operators 

Evolutionary a lgorithms are population based search methods. Evolutionary operators arc 
usrd to explore the search-space, by generating offspring from parents. One can discrimi
nate between two classes of operators. The first class contains mutation operators. These 
arl' unary operators , which means that the operators take a single parent as input and 
produce a single offspring. The second class contains the recombination operators, also 
ca ll ed the crossover operators. These are p-ary operators, which means that these opera
tors usr p parents as input. Most recombination operators use two parents as input , just 
likr in natural evolution , but it is possible to use different numbers of parents, under the 
restriction that p 2 2. 

[11 the remainder of this section a description is given of the most commonly used 
c•vol11tionary operators for bit-string representations. More specific evolutionary operators 
arr introduced in later chapters. A description is given of then-point crossover, the uniform 
rernmbination. the multi-parent recombination, and the mutation operator. 

2.2.1 n-Point recombination operators 

Holland [I-10175] introcl11cecl the one-point crossover operator. This operator takes two 
individuals, represented as bit-strings, as input. A random position between two loci is 
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selected as the crossover point, and both strings are split at this crossover point. Next, t he 
first offspring is generated by combining the first part of first parent and the second part of 
the second parent. The second offspring is generated by combining the second part of the 
first parent with the first part of the second parent. Given a pair of parents, (l-1) different 
crossover points are possible , and therefore at most (l - 1) different pairs of offspring can 
br obtained . 

A generalization of the one-point crossover is then-point crossover [DeJ75, DS91, DS93]. 
This crossover uses two parent individuals. It chooses n crossover points at random , splits 
both strings at these n points. The parts are numbered from 1 to (n + 1). Two offspring 
arc generated; The first offspring combines the odd-numbered parts of the first parent with 
the even numbered parts of the second parent; The second offspring is generated from the 
rven numbered parts of the first parent and the odd numbered parts of the second parent. 

2.2.2 Uniform recombination operators 

The uniform crossover was introduced by Syswerda [Sys89]. It uses two parent individuals 
as input and creates two offspring. For each bit-position a separate coin is flipped. De
pending on the side of the coin, the first offspring inherits the bit-value of the first parent 
or the second parent. The second offspring inherits the bit-value of the other parent. In 
case of uniform crossover the probability that two adjacent bit-values are obtained from the 
same parent is 0.5. Thus, the uniform crossover behaves roughly the same as an n-point 
crossover with (l - 1)/2 different crossover points. 

Of course, one can also use a biased coin during the uniform crossover. Given that O! 

is the probability of obtaining heads, such a crossover takes approximately al bit-values 
from the first parent and (1 - a)l bit-values from the second parent, where l is the length 
of the bit-string. 

2.2.3 Multi-parent/Gene-pool recombination operators 

The p-parent generalizations of the traditional one-point crossover and uniform crossover 
in GA's were introduced in [ERR94] . Traditional crossover creates two ch ildren from 
two parents by splicing the parents along the single crossover point and exchanging the 
'tails'. The basic idea behind diagonal crossover is to generalize this mechanism to an p-ary 
crossover. Diagonal crossover selects (p - 1) crossover points resulting in p chromosome 
segments in each of the p parents and composes n children by taking the pieces from the 
parents 'along the diagonals ' . For instance, the first child is composed by taking substring 1 

from parent1, substring2 from parent2 , etc., while the second child would have substring 1 

from parent2 , substring2 from parent3 , etc. Figure 2.1 illustrates this idea. 
Notice that for p = 2 diagonal crossover coincides with the traditional one-point 

crossover. The reason to expect that the use of more parents in diagonal crossover leads 
to improved GA performance is basically that the search becomes more explorative. Due 
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parent I 
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parent 3 

offspring I 

offspring 2 

offspring 3 

Figure 2.1: Application of diagonal crossover with three parents 

to the larger number of parents , mixing of building blocks of low defining length (see sec
tion 2.4) is more effective than with then-point crossover , and the probability of producing 
clones (duplicates of existing individuals) decreases. An overview on multi-parent recom
bination operators can be found in the "Handbook of Evolutionary Computation" [Eib98]. 

2.2.4 Mutation operators 

The mutation operator takes a single parent individual as input and produces one offspring. 
If individuals are represented by bit-strings, then each bit is flipped, changed to the opposite 
value, with a certain small probability Pm ; So a biased coin is flipped for each locus. For 
the oneMax problem it has been shown that the optimal mutation probability is given by 
Pm = 1/l , where l is the length of the bit-string [Mi.ih92]. For complex problems it is not 
known which value for Pm is optimal. As mutation is a disruptive operator , a large value 
of Pm can prevent the convergence of the evolutionary algorithm. For some optimization 
problems it has been shown that it is best to have an adaptive mutation rate [Fog89], 
where Pm is large during the initial , explorative phase of evolution, and Pm decreases as 
the evolution proceeds [Biic92, Biic93]. 
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2.3 Selection schemes 

The se lection scheme enforces a selective pressure by adjusting the fertility and the viabil
ity of individuals based on their fitness. The selection scheme determines who is a llowed 
to reproduce, how often individuals are allowed to reproduce, and which individuals arc 
allowed to survive and thus are propagated to the next generation. Here , we discrimi
nate between three types of selection schemes: the generational schemes, the steady-state 
schemes, and the local competition schemes. A separate subsection is devoted to each of 
these schemes. 

2.3.1 Generational selection schemes 

In generational evolutionary algorithms a sequence of generations is created. The individ
uals in generation G1 arc the parents of the individuals in the next generation Gi+L- There 
is no overlap between subsequent generations in the sense that none of the individuals of 
generation G1 are transferred to the next generation , and thus all individuals in generation 
G1+ 1 arc obtained by application of the evolu tionary operators to the parents selected from 
generation G1. We use three different types of generational schemes: the selection scheme 
of the canonical genetic algorithm, the generational genetic algorithm with tournament 
sclrction , and the (µ, ,\) selection scheme. 

In a generational genetic algorithm , a selection method is used to select a number of 
parents . Next, a recombination operator is applied to these parents to get two offspring 
individuals. The mutation operator is applied to these offspring. These mutated offspring 
arc put in the population P1+ 1• This process is continued until the next population is 
completely filled. 

Usually recombination is only applied with a certain probability given by the crossover 
probability, often denoted by Pc· If no crossover is applied, then the parents are duplicated , 
and mutation is applied to the resulting copies , to get the offspring. 

During the selection step, the generational genetic algorithm needs a selection method. 
Two fitness-based selection methods are discussed here. The first is the fitness propor
tional selection. When using this type of selection, the probability that an individual x is 
selected is proportional to its fitness. So given the average fitness Jover the population 
P, , the number of copies of individual xis f(x)/ J. The process of the selection of an indi
vidual can be visualized by means of a roulette-wheel with a pointer. The roulette-wheel is 
divided in a number of parts, one for each individual; The part corresponding to individual 
.r covers a fraction J(x)/ J of the roulette-wheel. Now a single individual is selected by 
turning the roulette-wheel. When the rotation stops, the pointer points at a certain part , 
and the corresponding individual is selected. If we have to select n individuals , then one 
has to spin the wheel n times. On average, individual x is selected nf (x)/ J times, but in 
practice it can be selected more often , or less often. This spread in the number of copies is 
a sampling error during selection. The sampling error of fitness proportional selection can 
b<' reduced by using "Stochastic Universal Sampling" [Bak87]. This selection method is 
obtained by means of a small modification to the previous method. Instead of one pointer, 
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this method use n pointers, where the angle between two subsequent pointers is 21r /n; 
:\ow, a single spin of t he wheel results in the selection of all n individuals. The sampling 
error is much lower now. The actual number of copies of an individual Cx in this case is 
bounded by 

lnf(x)/lJ ~ Cx ~ 1nf (x)/fl-

Fitness proport ional selection is a non-deterministic selection method. This selection 
method only modifies t he probability of selection of the different individuals. The fitn ess 
proportional selection requires that the fitness of individuals is given by positive values , 
because the probabilities of selecting an individual are proportional to fitness , and these 
probabilities cannot be negative. Furthermore, the fitness proportional selection is not 
in vari ant under scaling of fitness values. For example, if the fitness of a ll individuals is 
changed by adding a large positive constant a, then the average fitness is increased by 
a, and t he select ive pressure of fitness proportional select ion is decreased. Due to the 
same effect the selective pressure of fitness proportional selection decreases when most 
individuals in t he population have a near-optimal fitness. 

An example of a generational genetic algorithm with fi tness proportional selection is the 
canonical genetic algorithm that was introduced by Holland [Hol75]. It is also described 
by Goldberg [Gol89b] under the name simple genetic algorithm. 

Another fitness-based selection scheme is tournament selection. A form of tournament 
select ion was already studied in Brindle's dissertation [Bri81]. A tournament selection with 
tournament size k, where k ~ 2, is obtained by selecting k individuals uniform at random 
from the populat ion. The best out of these k individuals is selected. After tournament 
selection the best individual is expected to have k copies, the median individual is expected 
to have (1/2)k- l copies, and the worst individual is expected to have no copies. Larger 
values of the tournament size k result in a stronger selective pressure and therefore in more 
duplicates of the best few individuals. Tournament selection is a non-deterministic selection 
method. In this selection scheme it is possible to reduce the sampling error during selection 
by means of an intermediate population. Given that a single recombination operation uses 
two parents to produce two offspring, an intermediate population of size kn is generated by 
duplicating all individuals in the parent population k times. Now a parent is selected by 
drawing k individuals without replacement from this intermediate population and setting 
up thr k-tournament. The sampling error is reduced as each individual participates rn 
rxac tly k tournaments. 

The (µ, .\) selection scheme from evolution strategies is a generational scheme too. A 
parent population of size µ is used to generate ,\ offsprin g. Next, the µ best individuals 
0 11 t of the ,\ offspring are used as parents for the next generation. This selection scheme is 
clct crministic. In this selection scheme it is also possible to reduce the sampling error during 
srkct ion by means of an intermediate population. This intermediate population is filled 
with the number of parents needed. Next, the actual parent pairs are selected without 
rrplacement from this intermediate population. Now given that a single recombination 
operat ion uses two parents to produce two offspring, the number of times a parent is 
selected for reprod uction is bounded by l ,\ / µ J ~ Cx ~ I,\/µ l- A similar selection scheme 
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is the T%-truncation selection, which is a deterministic selection scheme that retains the 
T% best individuals. Truncation selection is used in Breeder Genetic Algorithm [MSV94] . 

2.3.2 Steady-state selection schemes 

Steady-state selection schemes typically replace only a limited number of individuals. An 
individual can live for more than one generation, and thus there is an overlap between 
subsequent generations. A steady-state selection scheme requires a selection method and 
a replacement method. The selection method determines which individuals are allowed to 
reproduce. The resulting offspring has to be added to the population. In order to keep 
the population size constant, the offspring will replace individuals from the population. 
The replacement method determines which individual is replaced. So the selection method 
determines the fertility of individuals , while the reduction scheme determines the viability 
of the individuals. Both the selection method and the reduction method can be used to 
obtain a selective pressure. An example of the usage of the selection method is a selection 
scheme where tournament selection is used to select individuals for reproduction , and the 
individual to be replaced is obtained by a uniform selection. In this selection scheme 
the replacement is not by a fitness-based selection, and therefore the selective pressure 
is solely due to the selection method. Another example is a selection scheme where a 
uniform selection over the population is used to obtain the individuals that are allowed 
to reproduce, and the replacement method always replaces the worst individual of the 
population. In such a selection scheme, the selective pressure is solely enforced by the 
replacement method. Steady-state genetic algorithms are used in Genitor [Whi89, WS90] 
and several other genetic algorithm [Sys89, vKKE95]. 

B rnodom ~ oc<le< ~ ~ X ~ H shuffle H triple H H 
P' s 

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of triple-competition selection 

A different steady-state scheme is the triple-competition selection scheme [vK97c]. Fig
ure 2.2 shows how the next population Pt+1 is produced from the current population Pi. 
On the left we see the current population Pi, where each box represents a single indi
vidual. The values in the boxes denote the fitness of the corresponding individuals. An 
intermediate population Ps is generated by doing a random shuffle on P1. Population Ps is 
partitioned in a set of triples. Within each set of three individuals the two best performing 
individuals are allowed to create one offspring. This offspring replaces the third individual. 
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This modified triple is propagated to the next generation. So two-third of the individuals 
are propagated unmodified to the next generation . The best two individuals are never lost 
when using this selection scheme. It has been observed that triple-competition selection 
tends to result in relatively fast convergence of the population. 

The (µ + >.) selection of evolu tion strategies is considered to be a steady-state selection 
scheme too. A parent population of size µ is used to generate ,\ offspring. Next, the best 
µ individuals out of the µ parents and the ,\ offspring are used as parents for the next 
generation . 

2.3.3 Local competition selection schemes 

Local competition evolutionary algorithms use a local competition between the parents 
and their direct offspring. The winners of this competition are transferred to the next 
population. An example of a local competition selection scheme is the Elitist recom-

Q ~ 
----.._ X _ IT] competition Fl 

random 5 ___.., [[] 7 

shuffle · offspring · 

Pt Ps Pt+l 

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of Elitist recombination 

bination [TG94]. It selects parents by creating random pairs of individuals. Because all 
parents have exactly the same probability of being selected this corresponds to a uniform 
selection. The sampling error during this selection is reduced because each individual par
t icipates exactly once in a competition during a single generation. Figure 2.3 shows how 
the next population P1+1 is produced from the current population Pi- On the left we sec 
the current population Pi, where each box represents a single individual. The values in 
the boxes denote the fitness of the corresponding individuals. An intermediate population 
Ps is generated by doing a random shuffle on Pi. Population Ps is partitioned in a set of 
adjacent pairs and for each pair the recombination operator is applied to obtain two off
spring. Next, a competition is held between the two offspring and their two parents, and 
the two winners are transferred to the next population Pi+i- In the example one parent 
and one offspring are transferred to Pi+l · Elitism is used because parents can survive their 
own offspring. Elitist recombination has been shown to be more efficient than some other 
GA's on a problem involving a high-order building block [vK97a]. 

Deterministic crowding is almost similar to eli tist recombination. It uses local compe
tition between parents and offspring too [Mah92]. The only difference is the way in which 
the local compet ition is set up. In order to get a competition two pairs are formed , each 
consisting of one parent and one offspring. These pairs are formed such that the similarity 
between the individuals in the pairs is maximized . For each pair a competition is held , and 
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the winner is propagated to the next generation. Due to the similari ty based matching of 
parent-offspring pairs, a too rapid duplication of well-performing individuals is prevented. 
Deterministic crowding is likely to converge more slowly than eli tist recombination, but it 
is less sensitive to premature convergence. 

Other selection schemes that use a local competition are parallel simulated anneal
ing [MG92, MG95], and the Gene Invariant GA (GICA) [Cul93] . 

2 .4 Schema theorem 

The schema theorem by Holland [Hol75] gives lower bounds on the expected proportion of 
strings that contain a schema in the next generation. A binary coding is assumed. Given 
that a single solu tion consists of a sequence of l bits, a schema is represented by a string of 
length l over the alphabet { 0, 1, #}. Here O and 1 denote the values of a the bit , and # can 
represent either a O or a 1. A schema that contains m # -symbols represents 2m different 
bit-strings. A defined locus in a schema is a position where the schema contains either a 
O or a 1 symbol. Now, let the defined loci of a schema H be given by i 1 , ... , ih, such that 
i 1 < i 2 < • • • < ih, where each ik denotes a position of locus in the bit-string. The order of 
a schema, denoted by o(H) is h, and the defining length of the schema, denoted by o(H) is 
(i1i - ii). Holland [Hol75] derived a lower bound on the growth of the proportion of strings 
that adhere to a certain schema over a single generation, when using the canonical genetic 
algorithm (a generational genetic algorithm with fitness proportional selection, one-point 
crossover, and a low probability of mutation): 

J(H) [ o(H) ] m(H, t + 1) 2 m(H, t)f 1 - Pc l - l - o(H)pm • 

This inequality is called the schema theorem [Gol89b] . The proportion of strings that con
tain schema H in generation t is given by m(H, t), f (H) denotes the (observed) schema 
fitness of schema H , J denotes the average (observed) schema fitness , Pc denotes the prob
ability that recombination is applied, and Pm gives the probability that a bit is mutated. 
The right-hand side of the equation contains three factors. The first factor is the pro
portion of instances of the schema in the previous generation, the second factor gives the 
growth of the schema due to fitness proportional selection, and the third factor ( within the 
square brackets) gives the probability that the schema H is not disrupted by the genetic 
operators. Within the square brackets, the second term gives the probability of disrup
tion by a one-point crossover, and the third term gives the probability of disruption by 
means of mutation. For a derivation of the schema theorem, see Holland [Hol75, Ho195], 
Goldberg [Gol89b], or Mitchel [Mit96]. 

The schema theorem implies that up to 31 schemata are processed simultaneously. This 
is called the implicit parallelism of the genetic algorithm. In older work this effect is called 
intrinsic parallelism. However, currently one discriminates between these two, and intrinsic 
parallelism implies that GA's are relatively easy to parallelize, as the different individuals 
in the population can be evaluated independently from each other [Hol92]. 
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2. 5 Forma analysis 

Radcliff showed that implicit parallelism has application areas beyond the binary domain by 
in trod ucing formac and general operators that manipulate these formae [Rad9lb, Rad9l a] . 
A forma describes a combin ation of more elementary properties that are present within an 
iuclividual. In fact, if each of the different properties of an individual are encoded in a single 
two-valued bit, t hen the set of a ll formae that an individual is a member of, corresponds 
to t hr set of all schemata that an individual is a member of. Formae have been applied to 
set-based representat ions [Rad93], to representations for the travelling salesperson problem 
(TSP) [Rad9lb , RS95], and to real-valued representations [RS97]. 

Given these formae one can take a look at properties of recombination operators. A 
recombination operator is said to be respectful if offspring are always members of a ll formae 
present in a ll of its parents. The n-point crossover, uniform crossover, and multi-parent 
crossover operators are respectful operators in the binary domain. 

A recombinat ion operator is said to properly assort a set of formae if the offspring 
ran become a member of an arbi trary combination of compatible formae that either of 
thr parents is a member of. It can easily be seen that that one-point crossover does not 
properly assort. Given the parent strings 111 and 000 one can not obtain the string 010 in 
one step by means of one-point crossover. So the formae 0##, # 1#, and ##0 that arc 
present in one of t he parents can not be mixed in one step. Uniform crossover properly 
assorts in this case. A recombination is said to weakly assort if assortment can be obtained 
bv means of a repeated incestuous recombination. One-point crossover does have this weak 
assortment property. 

Radcliff introduces the random, respectful recombination R3 [Rad9lb], which is an 
operator that produces an offspring by means of selection of uniform selections amongst a ll 
poss ible offspring that belong to the similarity set of the two parents, where th is similari ty 
srt is defined as the highest precision forma which contains both of the parents. 

2.6 Building blocks and deception 

Goldberg [Gol89b] in troduces the notion of a building block in a qualitative manner. He 
states that building blocks are short, low order schemata with high average fitness, such 
that ucar-opt imal solu t ions can be constructed by means of the composit ion of a set of 
such building blocks. 

Herc a more specific definition of building block is used. We first give some additional 
defiuitions. Let the fitness J(s) of schema s be defined as the average fitness over all 
possible instantiations of this schema, and let d(s) denote the set of defined positions 
of the schema s. We define a schema s to be a sub-schema of schema t if d(s) <:;; d(t) 
and V'i E d(s) : s; = t; . A partition is a string over the alphabet { f , #}. A partition 
that contains k f-symbols divides the space of strings in 2k parts, where each part is 
labelled by the corresponding schema. For example, the partition # f # f ## corresponds 
to the partition where the parts are labelled by the four schemata # 0# 0##, # 0# 1##, 
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# 1#0##, and # 1# 1##- Now, we define a first-order building block as the order-one 
schema containing the optimal bit for a locus. Higher-order building blocks are given by 
schemata that adhere to the following two conditions. First, the schema needs to have 
the highest possible schema-fitness within its partition, and second the schema should not 
be fully covered by sub-schemata that form a building block. This definition is based on 
the idea that the building blocks are given by high-performance schemata (first condition) 
that have to be processed in one piece (second condition). If a schema is fully covered 
by lower-order building blocks, then this schema is not considered to be a building block 
because instances of this schema are likely to be generated due to the composition of the 
lower-order building blocks. Note that we do not require a building block to be represented 
by a short schema, this in contrast to the description given by Goldberg [Gol89b]. 

Two schemata s and t are called non-overlapping if d(s) n d(t) = 0, and we call two 
schemata compatible if Vi E d(s) n d(t): Si= t;. 

In many optimization problems the linkage of loci is unknown; Therefore, we would like 
to find highly fit schemata independent of the length of these schemata. In a completely 
linear problem the largest possible building block is of order one, because in case of linear 
problems one only has additive interactions. Only in case of problems involving epistasis, 
the building blocks can become of a higher order. A problem involving epistasis does 
not have to be difficult. However, such a problem becomes difficult when there is some 
deception in the problem. Deception is present when lower order interactions are such that 
at some loci non-optimal bit-values are preferred. 

A specific class of epistatic problems is the class of fully deceptive problems [Gol89a, 
DG93, DG94]. A partition or order k is fully deceptive, when all lower order schemata 
are such that the search is led to the bit-wise complement of the optimum. For example, 
in case of a three-bit optimum #11 1#, the problem is deceptive if the following twelve 
conditions hold: 

!(#0###) > !(#1###) 
!(##0##) > !(##1##) 
!(###0#) > !(###1#) 

!(#11##) > !(#01##), !(#10##), !(#00##) 
!(##11#) > !(##01#), !(##10#), !(##00#) 
f (#1# 1#) > !(#0#1#), !(#1#0#), !(#0#0# ). 

So, when using first-order and second-order statistics only, it seems that a value of O is 
the preferred value for all three defined positions. However, when observing the fitness of 
the complete building block # 111# , it is clear that a value of 1 should be used at these 
loci . So the genetic algorithm has to discover instances of the schema # 111# in order to 
assess the schema fitness properly. Deceptive partitions of order three usually do not cause 
a problem to genetic algorithms, because one out of eight randomly generated individuals 
is an instance of such a low order schema. Of course, if the global optimum contains many 
deceptive partitions of order three, then the problem can become difficult. Deception of 
higher order is more difficult to handle. 

An example of a fully deceptive function is the order-k trap-function [DG93] . The 
fitness contribution for a set of k bits that together compose a building block is calculated 
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1 

0 u(x) k -1 k 

Figure 2.4: Fitness calculation for a single building block. The function u(x) counts the 
number of 1-bits in the string x. 

according to the following formula, 

J(x) = { 
1 

k-1 - u(x) 
r k - 1 

ifu(x) = k 

otherwise 

where u(x) counts the number of 1-bits in string x, and r < 1 denotes the fitness ratio 
between the optimal and the suboptimal solution. An example is shown in Figure 2.4. 
The horizontal axis represents the number of 1-bits in the bit-string, and the vertical axis 
denotes the fitness contribution . The optimal string contains k 1-bits, and the deceptive 
attractor is the string containing only 0-bits. This problem is deceptive (given that r is 
not too small). For all the (2k - 1) non-optimal strings the fitness is increased when the 
number of 1-bits is decreased. Only when processing schemata of order k, one is able to 
detect the optimum. This is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for a function to be 
fully deceptive. 

There has been criticism on the assumption that deception is the main thing that makes 
a problem difficult to solve for a GA [Gre93]. Non-deceptive functions were constructed, 
that were in fact difficult to solve. These examples exploited the fact that the definition 
of deception is based on schema fitness. The behaviour of a GA is guided by the ob
served schema fitness, where these observations are based on the individuals in the current 
population [Gre93]. For a GA with an infinite population the observed schema fitness will 
correspond to the actual schema fitness , but for finite population GA's these two can differ. 
This discrepancy between observed schema fitness and the real schema fitness is important 
to consider. For example, let us take a look at the deceptive trap-function defined earlier in 
this section. If we taker < 21- k, then this problem is without any deception. The optimal 
schema containing 1-bits only has such a high fitness that !(#1###) > !(#0###); The 
same equation also holds for all other first-order schemata. However, in the case that the 
global optimal string is not present in the population , which is very likely for large values 
of k , the observed schema fitnesses still point towards the deceptive attractor , because 
an individual corresponding to the schema 11111 has to be present in the population in 
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order to get a reasonable estimate of the schema fitnesses. This example shows that it is 
important to keep in mind that real genetic algorithms are guided by the observed schema 
fitness and not by the real schema fitness. 

Difficult problems typically involve some kind of deception. So, even though the formal 
definition of deception in terms of schema fitness does have its problems, the concept of 
deception in terms of lower-order statistics leading to suboptimal solutions, is important. If 
no deception is present, then the optimum can already be found by the first-order statistics, 
and therefore the optimum can be found easily and efficiently by means of a hill-climbing 
or by bit-wise optimization [DW91, Whi91]. The fully deceptive functions themselves are 
rather artificial, but these functions form an interesting test-bed for getting a better under
standing about how evolutionary algorithms can properly delineate a problem, even when 
k - 1 order interactions point away from the optimal solution. Such problems involving 
high-order interactions are likely to deceive local optimization methods. When only con
sidering low-order interactions, the method likely converges to the deceptive attractor. In 
fully deceptive problems the optimal string is always bit-wise complement of the deceptive 
attractor. Therefore, if it is known that a problem is fully deceptive, then this problem 
can easily be optimized by locating this deceptive attractor and next complementing all 
bits, as noted by Grefenstette [Gre93]. He correctly notes that the more usual cases might 
correspond to "partially deceptive" problems. 

2. 7 Genetic hitch-hiking 

The selection scheme makes multiple copies of parts of individuals that have a relatively 
high fitness . The high performance of an individual can be due to a small building block 
in the individual. Each time an individual is selected, a complete copy of the individual 
is made and hence other parts of the individual that do not contribute to the fitness are 
duplicated too. So, the schemata that do not contribute to the fitness can get many copies 
when combined with a highly fit schema. This effect is called genetic hitch-hiking, because 
a not-so-fit schema gets a lift from the highly fit schema. 

Genetic hitch-hiking is a result of a high selective pressure, combined with a recombi
nation that has a low disruptiveness. A high selective pressure results in many duplicates 
of the best performing individuals and therefore in many opportunities for some schemata 
to get a ride by a well-performing schema. A non-disruptive crossover, such as n-point 
crossover for low values of n, is sensitive to genetic hitch-hiking. If the joint schema of 
the low-performance and the high-performance schema is of short length , then the hitch 
can take quite a few generations. Highly disruptive recombination operators, such as the 
unbiased uniform crossover, strongly reduce the effect of genetic hitch-hiking. 
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2. 8 Genetic drift 

Genetic drift is the convergence of genes without the presence of selective pressure. Genetic 
drift is clearly present in a genetic algorithm with uniform selection of parents and recom
bination as the only evolutionary operator. Once an allele is lost , it is never red iscovered , 
because mutation is needed to introduce the alleles that are lost. Hence, in such a genetic 
r1lgorithm each locus converges to either a one-value or a zero value. This effect is call ed 
grnetic drift. It has been shown by Goldberg and Segrest [GS87] and later by Asoh and 
Mi.ihlenbein [AM94] that the convergence time due to genetic drift is proportional to the 
population size. 

In practice, one will never use a genetic algorithm without selective pressure; However, 
it can easily be the case that no selective pressure is induced for certain loci. This can 
happen for many problems, where some loci have a much stronger influence on the fitness 
than other loci . In such a case a genetic algorithm is mainly busy to find good values for 
the important loci. The less important loci have no effect on the fertility or viability of the 
individual, and therefore genetic drift can appear for these loci. An interesting example is 
thr domino-convergence observed on the Binint problem [TGP98]. The Binlnt problem is 
defined as: 

l 

J(x) = L xi2t-i Xi E {0, l} . 
i = l 

The marginal fitness contribution of the loci decreases exponentially with i. Therefore, the 
value of locus i has almost no influence on the selection probability of an individual when 
the population has not converged to a unique value for all j < i . Thus, the loci with low 
marginal fitness contributions tend to drift and settle for a random bit-value. 

2. 9 Stochastic sampling errors 

Stochastic sampling errors influence the behaviour of an evolutionary algorithm. Thrse 
errors are one of the important reasons why real evolutionary algorithms with a finite pop
ulation behave differently from the ideal evolutionary algorithms with infinite population 
size. These sampling errors can have either a positive or a negative effect. If the ideal 
evolutionary algorithm converges to the optimum, then a real evolutionary algorithm can 
converge to a suboptimum clue to these errors. However, if the ideal evolutionary algo
rithm converges to a suboptimum, then the real evolutionary algorithm might be able to 
locate the optimum clue to the sampling errors. In the first case the sampling errors arc 
a nrgative influence, however in the second case effect of the sampling errors can have a 
positive influence. Sampling errors can appear during the selection step and during the 
recombination step. Both types of sampling errors are discussed here. 

Due to sampling errors during selection, the actual number of times an individual is 
se lected for reproduct ion can deviate from the expected value of this number. Let 

actual number of copies of individual i 
'Yi = expected number of copies of individual i · 
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The numerator of this ratio is an integer value in the range 0, ... , N , where N is the 
population size. If the sampling errors are small, then 'Yi ~ 1. If the expected number 
of copies of the individual is large, then this value is likely to be close to one. Therefore, 
an increase of the population size helps in reducing the sampling errors due to selection . 
Furthermore, one can use variants of the standard selection methods. An example is the 
"Stochastic Un iversal Sampling", which can replace the standard roulette wheel selection. 
Another method that can help in reducing the sampling error during selection is the use of 
recombination operators that produce only one offspring. For all recombination operators 
described in section 2.2, the number of offspring is equal to the number of parents. An 
operator that produces one offspring is obtained by discarding all offspring except for the 
first offspring. If the recombination operator produces only one offspring instead of two, 
then the selection step has to be performed twice as often. For the ratio 'Yi this means that 
the numerator is in the range 0, ... , 2N, and the denominator becomes twice as large. The 
numerator is still restricted to the integer values, but as the range is twice as large, the 
ratio is likely to be closer to the ideal value 'Yi = 1. For the usual recombination operators 
for bit-strings the number of offspring is equal to the number of parents. These operators 
arc defined such that all bit-values of each of the parents are transferred exactly once to 
one of the offspring. So the frequency of one bits for a specific locus , does not change 
due to the application of such a recombination operator. This can be an advantage during 
analysis, because only mutation and selection can change the frequency of one-bits in that 
case. Another advantage is present when the building blocks and recombination operator 
are tuned to each other, such that the recombination is unlikely to disrupt building blocks. 
In that case the building blocks that are present in any of the parents are likely to be 
transferred to one of the offspring. If only one offspring is produced, then the building 
block is only transferred with a certain probability p , which leads to another step where 
sampling errors can appear . When using highly disruptive recombination operators, like 
the uniform crossover, this advantage is not present anymore because the probability that 
a building block is propagated is small anyway. 

Sampling errors are also present during the application of the evolutionary operators. 
Even when the individuals that contain building blocks are selected in the appropriate 
proportions, this does not mean that the building blocks are propagated to the next gen
eration. During the recombination step sampling errors are present too. Due to these 
sampling errors, the actual number of building blocks in the offspring population and the 
expected number of building blocks in this population can differ. 

Let us assume that the selection of parents appeared in exactly the right proportions. 
ext , the parents have to be partitioned such that tuples of p elements are generated, 

where p is the arity of the recombination operator. The actual partition of the population 
that is chosen influences the expected distribution of the offspring. Only if parents contain 
different (but compatible) building blocks, then a successful mixing event can be obtained. 
When using large populations, the sampling errors introduced by the choice of the actual 
partition wi ll be cancelled out. However in case of small populations, the actual partition 
that is selected can strongly influence the distribution of the offspring. 
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Balancing ex ploration and exploitation 

Genetic algori thms used for optimization purposes have to do both explorat ion and ex
ploitation. The exploration phase involves an unstructured search. An analysis of the 
search space is performed and (unknown) structures in the search space are uncovered. 
During the exploitation phase the discovered structures are used to construct good so lu
t ions. In genetic algorit hms exploration and exploitation are performed simul taneously, 
but the balance between exploration and exploitation varies in t ime. At the start of the 
search the GA focuses primarily on exploration. In later generations, the balance usually 
moves towards exploitation. A successful application of genetic algorithms requires a good 
balance between exploration and exploitation. A GA that sticks to exploration too long is 
not able to construct good solu t ions. Such a GA will mainly do a kind of an unstructu red 
random search over t he complete search space . A GA that puts too much emphasis on 
exploitation does not have t he t ime to discover enough structure in the search space and 
t herefore does not get enough information for an effective construction of good solu t ions. 
A GA that makes a fast transit ion to exploi tation usually converges fast to a suboptimal 
solu tion (premature convergence) . How fast the balance moves from exploration to ex
ploitation is dependent upon the GA parameters and the problem being tackled. Hence, 
problem-specific parameter tuning is often required. 

A GA is robust when no extensive fine-tuning of GA-parameters is needed in order to 
obtain convergence to the opt imal solu t ion. So there is a broad range of parameter settings 
such that convergence to the opt imal solu t ion is obtained. Fine tuning of parameters might 
resul t in a faster convergence, but the speed of convergence is not the most important issue 
when considering robustness. 

Robustness of GA's was investigated by means of a dimensional analysis by Deb, Gold
berg and T hierens [GDT93, T hi95, Thi96]. A theoretical model fo r a problem involving the 
mixing of two k-order building blocks was generated and validated by experi ments [Thi95] . 
Figure 2.5 shows t he influence of the selective pressure and the crossover probabili ty on the 
probabili ty of convergence to the optimal solut ion. A (generational) GA will only be able 
to find t he opt imum reliably when the parameters are chosen such that the corresponding 
point is located in the interior region (also called the sweet-spot) given by these three 
constraining boundaries. T hese t hree boundaries correspond to the following processes: 

1. too high selective pressure resul ts in cross-competit ion between building blocks (ver
t ical line) , 

2. too li tt le recombination means that building blocks's are not mixed (mixing bound
ary) , 

3. too li tt le selective pressure means that selection cannot compensate for the disru ption 
of building blocks by the recombination operator (selection boundary). 

T he boundari es 2 and 3 shi ft upwards when the selective pressure increases. Detai ls about 
the actual model can be obtained from the original publication [Thi95]. Cross-competition 
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Figure 2.5: Dimensional analysis for problem involving the mixing of two order-k building 
blocks 
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is discussed in section 3.3. A robust GA will have a large region enclosed by these three 
lines. Tuning of parameters becomes more important when this region gets smaller. The 
region of reliable convergence vanishes when for example the selection boundary falls below 
the mixing boundary. In that case there is no parameter setting where we get a reliable 
convergence of the GA. In that case it will always be a matter of chance whether the 
optimal solution is found or not . 

A similar analysis was applied to the oneMax problem [GDT93, Thi96] . Figure 2.6 
taken from [GDT93] shows the corresponding control map . Just like the previous map in 
fi gure 2.5 , this map contains a mixing boundary and a cross-competitive boundary. This 
map does not have a selection boundary, because a ll bits are independent , so crossover 
cannot disrupt building blocks . On the left the drift boundary is shown. If the selective 
pressure is too low, then genetic drift dominates, and the GA does not converge to the 
optimum anymore. 

2.11 NK-landscapes 

The NK-landscapes have been introduced by Kauffman [Kau93] . These are quasi-random 
landscapes that take a bit-string as input and compute the fitness value. The fitn ess of a 
string is given by the average fitness contribution over all loci in the bit-string. The fitness 
contribution of a locus i is determined by a random function f;(·). This function uses a 
bit-st ring of length (k + 1) that is obtained by concatenating the value x; of locus i and the 
bit-string N; that contains the values of k other loci that are in a neighbourhood of locus i . 
Both the random function f;(·) and the neighbourhood N; are chosen independent ly for 
each of the loci. Two types of NK-landscape exist based on the way the neighbours arc 
selected. The first type uses nearest-neighbour interaction: each locus is dependent on its 
k nearest other loci. Hence, the expected correlation between loci decreases with distance. 
The second type of NK-landscape uses a randomly selected neighbourhood. In the case 
the expec ted correlation between loci is independent of their relative position on the bit
string and loci that arc far apart will usually be stronger correlated than in case of the 
nearest-neighbour interaction. 

The fitness of a NK-l andscape is given by the formula 

l 

! NK(x) = L f;(x;. N;), 
i = l 

wherr f ; is a random fun ct ion, x; denotes the value of locus i of individual x, N; is the 
bi t-st ring containing the values of the loci t hat form the neighbourhood of bit i , • is the 
concatenation operator, and k is a parameter of the landscape that takes a value in the 
range O to (l - 1). The fun ction f; : I--+ [O, l ], where I denotes the integer range from O 
to (2k+t - l ); So, this is a random function that maps a (k + 1)-bits integer to a real value 
between zero and one. 
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Models of Building block processing 

In this section some simple models of building block processing are introduced. These 
models are used to gain intuition about the behaviour of a genetic algorithm on simple 
problems. The efficiency of the uniform crossover operator is studied in section 3.1. Sec
tion 3.2 investigates the influence of the bias-parameter of uniform crossover on the mixing 
probabilities. Cross-competition between non-overlapping building blocks can influence 
the reliability of evolutionary algorithms. Section 3.3 shows this on a simple problem in
volving cross-competition. The power of a recombination based evolutionary algorithm is 
that building blocks can be discovered separately, and combined afterwards by means of 
recombination. It is also possible that an optimal building block is generated, which means 
that the offspring contains the building block, while neither of the parents contained it. 
In section 3.4 the balance between these two processes (mixing and generation of building 
blocks) is investigated. 

3.1 Efficiency of the traditional crossover operators 

A crossover operator is a n-ary operator that takes n individuals as an input, and produces 
a number of offspring individuals. The primary advantage of a n-ary crossover operator 
over the unary mutation operator is that the crossover mixes parts of its parent individuals 
to create the offspring, and therefore is able to mix partial solutions that have been found 
independently of each other. If the optimal parts of the different parents are mixed, then a 
superior offspring can be produced . Crossover is efficient when the structure exploited by 
the crossover matches the structures present in the search space. Which crossover operator 
performs best depends among other things on the linkage of the loci that correspond to 
the same building block. 

In most practical applications the linkage of the bits is not known beforehand. There
fore, we focus here on problem with unknown linkage. The uniform crossover operator is 
used because this operator does not make any assumptions about the linkage of loci . 

Next , a simple problem is introduced , and this problem is used to study the behaviour 
of GA's with uniform crossover. 

37 
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Let us assume that we have a problem where the optimal solution is partitioned in a 
set of building blocks. A partition consists of a set of non-overlapping blocks. Let the 
problem have the following properties: 

• linkage is unknown, thus the loci of a building block can be scattered arbitrarily over 
the bit-string, 

• f (x) = L f;(x;), where index i runs over all building blocks and x; is bit-string x 
limited to the loci that belong to building block i, and 

j( ) _ I X; - X; 
{ 

2 "f - (opt ) 

• ' x, - lookup(x;) E U[O, l] otherwise 
where lookup(x;) denotes a lookup table of size (2 lx;I - 1) with the elements drawn 
randomly from the range [O , l]. So the only structure is given by the optimal building 
block x <opt ) . The actual value of this optimal block is assumed to be unknown. 

Moreover, let us assume that two parents are picked from the current population, and that 
one parent contains building block i, while the other parent does not contain this building 
block . Within the part corresponding to the building block, the second parent is expected 
to match the first parent for approximately half of the loci. If a single offspring is generated 
by uniform crossover, then the probability that this offspring contains the building block is 
approximately Q_5(k /2). Here k denotes the order of the building block. So, the probability 
that a building block is preserved under crossover decreases exponentially in the order of 
the building block. 

Next , the mixing of two building blocks is investigated. A simple problem consisting 
of a concatenation of two building blocks of order six is used. A single individual can be 
represented by the following picture. 

12 bits 

6 bits 6 bits 

The left-hand part of the string is optimal when it is coloured light-grey, and the right-hand 
part is optimal when it is coloured dark-grey. Non-optimal parts are coloured white. Only 
during visualization it is assumed that the loci corresponding to a single part are adjacent. 
During the analysis no assumptions are made with respect to the linkage of the loci. 

Let us examine the following application of uniform crossover: 

X 

? 
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The first parent contains the optimal building block in the left-hand part of the string and 
a non-optimal solution in the right-hand part. For the second parent it is the other way 
round. Let x; denote the schema corresponding to optimal building block for part i, so x 1 

represents the optimal building block for the left-hand part , and x 2 represents the optimal 
building block for the right-hand part. In the case that the optimal building block, denoted 
by x;, is not present , let p;opt) denote the average probability that a locus defined by X; 

contains the corresponding bit-value. Note that p;opt) only applies to the individuals that 
do not contain x; . The probability of transferring each of the two building blocks can be 
computed separately. First, the transfer of the left-hand building block is examined. This 
is denoted by 

X ---+ 

So, given that exactly one of the parent individuals contains the optimal building block 
in the left-hand part , what is the probability that the offspring will contain this optimal 
building block too7 The probability that building block x; is transferred to the offspring 
is given by: 

Ptr(x , p(opt)) = (p(opt) + (1 - p (opt)) ~) order(x) 

Herc, the first term corresponds to the case that the second individual contains the optimal 
bit-value at a specific locus , and the second term corresponds to the case that the optimal 
value is not present at the given locus. To validate the formula of Pt,(x , p (op t)) the full 
computation for an example, involving a building block of order six and p(opt ) = ½, is 
shown. 

I i I Bin(6, i, 0.5) I Pt, = (½)6-i I p 

0 1 (½)6 0.000244141 64 
1 6 (½)5 0.002929688 64 
2 _!..§_ (½)4 0.014648438 64 
3 20 (½)3 0.0390625 64 
4 15 (½)2 0.05859375 64 
5 6 (½)l 0.046875 64 
6 J__ mo 0.015625 

64 

1 0.177978516 

The first column gives the number of loci where the second parent contains the optimal bit
value, the second column gives the probability that the second parent contains this number 
of optimal bits (computed by means of the binomial distribution) , the third column gives 
the probability that the offspring contains the building block in the corresponding case, and 
the fourth column shows the actual probability of the corresponding case. The sum over 
the fourth column corresponds to the value given by the formula , i.e. (3/4) 6

. Note that a 
quick guess given by formula (1/2) 612

, corresponding to the observation that approximately 
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half of the bi ts a re not correct, gives an incorrect value for the probabili ty of the event 
((1/ 2) 612 = 0.1 25 while the correct value is approximately 0.18) . 

So, if we ass ume that p (opt) = ½, then the probabili ty that the building block is propa
gated is approximately 0.1 8. So, t he probabili ty that the process ~ ~ ~ ~ x i====-
gcncrates an offspring of type ::::======::J is approximately 0.15 (= (¾) 6 (1 - (¾) 6

) ) . 

Now, let us return to the original question, what kind of offspring can we expect 
when mating two parents that contain different building blocks? Due to the symmetry 
in tlw problem and the recombination operator , t he proba bili ty that an offspring of type 

- is obtained is 0.15 too. T he pro babili ty of an opt imal offspring 1--- is 
onl y 0.032. So, t he probabili ty t hat either of the two already existing building blocks is 
propagated to the offspring is only 0.3 , and the probabili ty that t hese two building blocks 
arc act ua lly mixcJ is much smaller. 

Given the small probabili ty that the building block survives crossover t he GA should 
cit her have: 

• a low crossover probabili ty (mutat ion is less likely to disrupt the build ing block) , 

• a high select ive pressure (such that many duplicates of the fi ttest ind ivid ua ls a rc 
prod uced) , or 

• some form of eli t ism , such that well-performing parents a rc able to survive and there-
fo re get more opportuni t ies to transfer and mix building blocks. 

Another possibili ty would be to introduce a more effective crossover operator that incorpo
rates some knowledge about the linkage of the loci, and is t herefore better able to transfer 
buil<ling blocks. 

3. 2 Mix ing of building blocks by uniform crossover 

In the previous section the transfer probabili ty of a building block was studied for unbiased 
uniform crossover. In this section the mixing of two building blocks by means of biased 
nni fo rm crossover is investigated, and it is shown that the unbiased uniform crossover 
perfor ms best if t he two build ing blocks have approximately the same order. 

Let us ass ume that we have two individuals that contain d ifferent , but compatible, 
building blocks. One individual conta ins a building block of size J( , and the other contains 
a building block of size M. Now, let us assume that k values of the first building block 
arc missing in t he individual that does not contain this block, and m values of the second 
building block a rc missing in the other individua l. Given that we do not know which 
ind ivid ual contains which size of building block, t he mixing probabili ty is given by the 
fo n11ula 

Pmix(k , m,p) = 0. 5pk( l - Pt'+ 0.5(1 - p)kpm, 

where p is the bias-parameter of the unifo rm crossover operator. F igure 3.1 shows 
Pm;x(k . 1n, p) fo r /.; = 3 and m between 3 and 10. T he corresponding curves are either 
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F igure 3.1: Probabili ty of mixing two building blocks as a function of the bias-parameter 
of uniform crossover (k = 3 and m = 3, .. . , 10). 

unimodal or bimodal. In the cases where the curves are unimodal the unbiased uni fo rm 
crossover, with p = 0.5 , perfo rms best. In case of a bimodal curve a different value p per
for ms best . Next, we investigate when a biased crossover perfo rms best for different values 
of k and m. Due to symmetry considerations it suffices to show that the opt imal value 
of JJ is la rger than 0. 5. Let us ass ume that m > k. Now, the deri vative 8Pmix(k , m, p)/fJp 
is computed and evaluated at p = 0.5 + E, where E is a small positive value. If the value 
of t his partia l deri vative is posit ive, then the opt imal value of p is larger than 0. 5 + £, 

and therefore biased uniform crossover performs bet ter t han unbiased uniform crossover. 
Figure 3.2 shows the curves for different values of k. T he curves fo r k = 2, ... , 8 cross the 
zero- line at 2.3 , 2, 1.8, 1.7, 1.7, 1.6, and 1.6 respectively. T hese numbers indicate when 
biased uni fo rm starts to outperfo rm unbiased uniform crossover. So, in t he case t hat k = 3 
an biased uniform crossover using a value p -/- 0.5 starts to outperfo rm unbiased uni for m 
crossover when m / k 2 2, wh ich corresponds to m 2 6. In F igure 3.1 we sec that the 
curve for m = 6 a value p = 0.5 is still close to optimal, and we observe that the biased 
crossover outperforms the unbiased crossover significant ly for m 2 8 (The mixing probabil-
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Figure 3.2: The derivative j,,Pmix(k , m ,p) as a function of the ratio m/k evaluated at 
p = 0.5001. 

ity increases by 64% when taking p = 0.28 instead of p = 0.5). So, only when the optimal 
value of p is significantly larger than 0.5 the biased uniform significantly outperforms the 
uniform crossover. 

Given these results one observes that uniform crossover with p = 0.5 performs best 
unless the number of missing values of the blocks that have to be mixed differ a lot. 
Therefore , the value p = 0.5 is used in the rest of this chapter. 

3.3 Cross-competition between building blocks 

Compatible building blocks do not compete directly with each other , because they do not 
conflict with respect to the defined positions. However , compatible building blocks can 
still b(" involved in an indirect competition, as long as these blocks are not mixed. If the 
individuals containing a certain building block take a larger proportion of the population , 
then this means that the proportion of the population that can be taken by individuals 
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containing other building blocks decreases . When the building blocks get mixed this type 
of cross-competition decreases, because an individual can contain both building blocks. 
So , as long as the building blocks are not mixed, additional copies of one building block 
will leave less opportunities for the other building block to get duplicates. This indirect 
competition is called cross-competition. The example problem given in the previous section 
is sensitive to cross-competition. This problem is studied here. 

Assume that the following (intermediate) population is obtained after selection: 

p 
1 - p. 

So , a proportion p of the individuals contains an optimal building block of the first type , 
and the remaining proportion (1 - p) of the individuals contains an optimal building block 
of the second type. There are no optimal individuals containing both building blocks. 
After pairing of parent individuals , the following distribution is obtained: 

~~~~ x~~~~ 

~==:::J==== X c:=-
•i=:=----• X i=:=--

p2 

2p(l - p) 
(l-p)2 . 

When computing the distribution of the population after recombination, one has to 
distinguish between the case that a building block is transferred, and the case that a 
building block is generated. 

The transfer of a building block corresponds to the event 

X 

So, given that exactly one of the parent individuals contains the optimal building block 
in the left-hand part , what is the probability that the offspring also contains this building 
block? Using the equation derived in the previous section we get 

Tl!(; probability of the event that the optimal building block of the left-hand part is trans
ferred , as shown in the example above, is r(l) , the probability for the right-hand part is 
given by r(2) . 

The generation of a building block corresponds to the event 

X 
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So, given that none of the parent individuals contain the optimal building block in the 
left-hand part , what is the probability that the optimal building block is generated in the 
offspring? This probability is given by 

Herc, the first term corresponds to the probability that both individuals contain the optimal 
bit-value at a locus, and the second term corresponds to the case where only one of the 
parents contains the optimal bit-value. If none of the parents contains the optimal bit
value, then the offspring cannot get this value either. The probability of the event that the 
optimal building block of the left-hand part is generated , as shown in the example above, 
is q(l), and for tlie right-hand part the probability is given by q(2). 

The probability of obtaining each of the possible offspring given a specific pair of parents 
is given in the following table. 

X X X 

q(2) r(l)r(2) q(l) 

1 - q(2) r(l) - r(l)r(2) 0 

0 r(2) - r(l)r(2) 1 - q(l) 

0 (1 - r(l))(l - r(2)) 0 

Each column corresponds to a specific pair of parents, thus the probabilities of a column 
have to sum to 1.0. A row corresponds to a certain type of offspring. Given these proba
bilities, the distribution of the population after crossover can be computed. 

p2q(2) + 2p(l - p)r(l)r(2) + (1 - p) 2q(l) 

p2 (1 - q(2)) + 2p(l - p)(r(l) - r(l)r(2)) 

2p(l - p)(r(2) - r(l)r(2)) + (1 - p) 2 (1 - q(l)) 

2p(l - p)(l - r(l))(l - r(2)) 

It is interesting to observe the change of the ratio between the number of individuals that 
only contain the first building block, and the individuals that only contain the second 
building block. For the parents this ratio was p/(1 - p). For the offspring the ratio is: 

_P_ p(l - q(2)) + 2(1 - p)(r(l) - r(l)r(2)) 
1 - p 2p(r(2) - r(l)r(2)) + (1 - p)(l - q(l)) · 
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the proportion of individuals containing the first building block 
when each of the individuals either contains the first of the second building block . 

Consider the right-hand side of the equation . The left factor corresponds to the ratio in 
the parent population. The right factor denotes the change of ratio. 

Let us assume that the following parent population after selection is given: 

60% 
40% . 

For this parent population the distribution of pairs of parents is: 

:::::===:::::==::J X ~-~~ ~~~~ xc=-
c::==i-• X c::==:=11-■ 

The expected distribution of the offspring population is 

36% 
48% 

16%. 
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2.33% 

42.46% 

22.78% 

32.43% . 

When comparing the distribution of the parents and the distribution of the offspring, a 
number of interesting observations can be made. First, it is clear that the crossover operator 
has some problems in transferring these building blocks. Even though all individuals in 
the parent population contain the building block, only 67.67% of the offspring contains at 
least one of the b'Jilding blocks. Second, the probability of obtaining the optimal solution 
is qu ite small. Only 2.33% of the offspring corresponds to this optimal solution. Third, the 
ratio between the individuals containing only the first building block and the individuals 
containing only the second building block (i.e. ~~~~/c==--) changes from 1.5 
to 1.86 approximately. This ratio will be preserved under selection because both building 
blocks have the same marginal fitness-contribution in the problem considered here. 

Now, the evolu tion of a genetic algorithm on the example problem is modelled. Let 
11s assume that a truncation selection is used, that retains the best 2/3 of the individuals 
(An arbitrary other selection scheme will give approximately the same results, because the 
current problem is constructed such that there are no lower-order statistics that result in 
a preference for either a O or a 1 value at any of the loci.) When using such a scheme 
the selection of an individual is mainly dependent upon whether it contains at least one 
building block. Figure 3.3 shows these curves, under the assumption that p(opt.) = ½ for 
all loci where the optimal building block is not present. The lower curve gives the ratio 
before application of crossover, the upper curve gives the ratio after crossover , and the 
dashed line between the two curves denotes the evolution of the genetic algorithm. Recall 
that 60% of the individuals in the initial population contained the first building block, 
so initially p = 0.6. During subsequent generations p becomes 0.6, 0.66, 0.75, 0.85 . The 
corresponding ratios are 1.5, 1.94, 29.94, 5.64. The increase of this ratio implies that a 
genetic algorithm tends to converge to those building blocks that already appear relatively 
oft.en in the population. 

So, if one of the two building blocks is discovered before the other , or gets more copies 
clue to some random effects, then the GA is likely to converge rapidly to the suboptimal 
solution containing this building block only. If all individuals of the population contain 
the first building block, then the search for the second building block starts again. This 
means that building blocks are discovered in sequence instead of in parallel. Furthermore, 
it is possible that the partition corresponding to the second building block has converged 
to a suboptimal solution , in which case the second building block is not likely to be found 
anymore. Thus , cross-competition can prevent the discovery of the global optimum. Note 
that the marginal fitness of the two building blocks is the same. So, the cross-competition 
!wt.ween the building blocks shown here is an effect of different probabilities of disruption 
by recombination. This effect can be considered as a kind of genetic drift for higher order 
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F igure 3.4 : Evolution of t he number of optimal bits when the building block is not present 
for both t he left-h and part and the right-hand part. 

building blocks. Recall that genetic drift results in convergence of loci to specific values 
even though there is no selective pressure. 

3.4 Mixing vs . generation of building blocks 

Building blocks can easily get lost due to cross-competition. If a building block gets lost, it 
has to be generated again. The probability that building blocks arc generated is examined 
hen' . 

The probabili ty that an optimal building block is generated during crossover depends 
on the value of p )opt) . This was defined as the probability of observing an optimal bit when 
the building block is not present (section 3.3). In the previous section, it was assumed that 

this value is fixed at p )opt ) = 0.5 during the complete evolution. During a real GA run this 

value will vary. In this section t he evolution of p )opt ) is included in the model. 

In t ui t ively, it is clear that if t he proportion of individuals t hat contain t he optimal 
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the proportion of individuals containing the first building block 
when each of the individuals either contains the first of the second building block . The 
first cu rve shows the results when keeping p)0ft) is fixed at 0.5 and the second curve shows 

the resul ts when updating p;tl. , 

building block in part i increases, then p;t) increases too. 

During the computation of p;tl it is assumed that after selection only individuals of 

ty pe :::::===:::::=== and c:==•- remain. So, if one is interested in p~
0

;_1l, then one only has 
to observe the two processes that generate offspring of type c= ' . The first process 
corresponds to the event 

X 

Let us now ass ume that a proportion a of all parent pairs is of this type. T he second 
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Figure 3.6: Probability of obtaining the optimal solution. T he set of solid curves shows 
the results when keeping p;°t) fixed at 0.5 , and the set of dashed curves shows the results 

when updating ptf1l. , 

process corresponds to the event 

X 

Let us assume that a proportion b of all parent pairs is of this type. Let the fcrobabilities 
of observing an optimal bit for these two processes be denoted by p~opt) and p/pt) . If p~opt ) 

and Piopt) are known, then Pl~fJ1 is given by the following weighted sum 

(opt) + b (opt) 
(opt) apa Pb 

P1 ,t+1 = a+ b 

In case of the first process the probability of observing an optimal bit will not change, 
so 

P
(opt) _ p (op t) 
a - 1,l · 
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Figure 3. 7: Probability of transferring a building block and of generating a building block. 

In case of the second process the probability of observing an optimal bit in the offspring 
brcomcs: 

'\'k - 1 ( . I:,t;;:~-i j Bin(k - i,j,05) ) 8 . (k . (opt)) 
L-i=O i + "'•-,-1 Bin (k - .. o s) 111 'i, P1 ,t 

(opt) _ L.,,=o •,J, · 

Pb - '\'k- 1 8 . (k . (opt)) 
L-i=O 111 , i, Pi ,t 

Here, Bin (n, k,p) is the binomial distribution that gives the probability of k positive out
comes out of n tries where the probability of success is p , and i denotes the number of loci 
containing optimal values in the parent that does not contain the building block. For these 
loc i it docs not reall y matter which parent is selected , the resulting locus in the offspring 
always gets the optimal value. For the remaining (k - i) bits one computes the probability 
that _j values arc selected from the parent containing the optimal building block , so (i + _j) 
out of k values of the offspring are set to the optimal value. The sum over _j runs from 0 
to (I.: - i - 1), because one should only sum over those individua ls that do not conta in the 
complete building block. 

Figure 3.4 shows the evolution of p;0tl both parts. One can easily see that the Pi0
ft ) 

increases faster than Pttl. This is to, be expected because the number of individu~ls 
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containing the optimal solution in the left-hand part is also larger than the number of 
individuals containing an optimal building block in the right-hand part. 

Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of the ratio ~-~~/c==-- for both models. 
Apparently, this ratio is not strongly influenced by whether p; 0tl is updated or not. Thus, 
the conclusion of the section 3.3, which says that cross-competition can easily result in 
premature convergence, is still valid. 

Figure 3.6 shows the probability that the optimal solution is found for the two models. 
The set of solid curves corresponds to the case where p;°t> is kept constant at 0.5. There 
arc three processes that can generate an optimal solution. The lowest curve shows the 
contribution of the first process. The second curve shows the accumulated production of 
the first and the second process, and the last curve shows the output of all three processes. 
The first and the third process involve the generation of a building block that is not 
present in either of the parents. The second process corresponds to a mixing event where 
two building blocks present in different parents are mixed in the offspring. The probability 
that an optimal individual is generated by a the mixing process is obtained by taking 
the difference between the first and the second curve. At p = 0.6 a fraction 0.023 of the 
produced offspring are optimal, 65% of these are produced by the mixing process. During 
the sixth generation we have p = 0.984 when p;0tl is fixed at 0.5. A fraction 0.016 off the 
offspring are optimal, 6% of these are produced° by the mixing process. The set of dashed 
curves in Figure 3.6 correspond to the model where p;0tl is updated. During the sixth 
generation we have p = 0.981. A fraction 0.072 off the ~ffspring are optimal, 8% of these 
are produced by the mixing process, so for 92% of the optimal solutions a building block 
that was missing in both the parents was generated. Mixing is not efficient in this case 
because only a small proportion of the individuals in the population contain the second 
building block. Generation of non-existing building blocks is relatively easy for the current 
problem because the proportion of optimal bits, when a building block is not present , is 
significantly larger than 0.5. 

Figure 3.7 shows the probability that an optimal building block is transferred, and the 
probability of generating a building block (again for k = 6) as a function of the value 
of p(opt). Mixing is much more efficient than generation of a non-existing building block, 
rspccially when p (opt) gets a low value. Note that a logarithmic scale is used for the vertical 
axis . 

The problem investigated here does not involve any strong first-order interaction, thcrc
forr the value of p (opt) does not deviate rapidly from 0.5. If the first-order interactions lead 
to the global optimum, then p(opt) would increase rapidly, and mixing would not be very 
important. Such problems can also be solved easily by means of hill-climbing, and there
fore do not require any building block processing. If the first-order interaction lead to the 
non-optimal value, then the problem involves deception. The p(opt) ( that starts at approxi
mately 0.5 for a random initial population) is likely to decrease, and efficient building block 
processing becomes important. Hence, mixing of building blocks seems to be important 
on problems involving deception. 
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3.5 Summary 

Traditional crossover operators become inefficient when the order of building blocks in
creases: the probability that a building block is transferred decreases. 

Uniform crossover is unbiased with respect to the defining length of building blocks. 
Therefore we use uniform crossover when optimizing problems with unknown linkage. For 
the problems considered here, we have shown that unbiased crossover (p = 0.5) performs 
best in many cases. Only when the difference in the number of bits of the different parents 
that have to preserved differ a lot , the biased uniform crossover performs better. 

Even when two non-overlapping building blocks have the same marginal fitness contri
bution, there can be a cross-competition between these building blocks. The probability 
that a building Hock is transferred depends on the order of the corresponding schema, 
and on the actual distribution over the search-space of the individuals in the current pop
ulation. By means of a simple example, where the optimum can be decomposed in two 
building blocks, it was shown that if first building block has more duplicates than the 
second building block, then the population is off-balance, and the search tends to focus 
on individuals that only contain the first building block. The two building blocks have 
to be mixed fast, because otherwise the second building block can be pushed out of the 
population. 

On the simple problem presented here, the generation of building blocks is possible, 
but on problems that are partially deceptive the generation of building blocks is unlikely. 
Therefore, the mixing process is important for such problems. 



Chapter 4 

Transmission function models of 
infinite population genetic algorithms 

Altcnberg used transmission functions to model generational genetic algorithms [Alt94]. 
\ i\Tc have extended these transmission function models to a broad range of genetic algo
ri thrns . Tracing these probabilistic models corresponds to running a genetic algorithm with 
an infinite population. The results obtained by tracing these models can be regarded as 
an upper bound on the probability that the optimum is found for the corresponding "real" 
finite population genetic algorithms when using large populations. Tracing of probability 
models for a simple GA was done by Whitley [Whi93] . Kok and Floreen traced probabil
ities using a model based on bit-products and Walsh-products [KF95] . Altenberg used a 
transmission function model to model generational genetic algorithms [Alt94]. All these 
models correspond to genetic algorithms involving an infinite population. Herc , a broad 
range of genetic algorithms is modelled with transmission functions , ctnd in the next chapter 
these models are extended such that genetic algorithms with finite population size can be 
handled too. We also treat elitism: in an elitist GA the parents can be propagated directly 
to subsequent generations, this in contrast to the generational GA where the parents are 
always discarded after producing enough offspring to populate the next generation. Theo
retical analysis has shown that a canonical GA will not converge to the global optimum in 
general, but a GA that maintains the best solution will converge [Rud94, BKdGK97] and 
a GA involving elitism will converge to the optimum too [Rud96, BKdGK97]. Main taining 
the best individuals means keeping these individuals in the population without a llowing 
them to reproduce , while in case of elitism an individual is a llowed to reproduce throughout 
its lifetime. 

The outline of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.1 the transmission func
tion rnodds for different types of genetic algorithms are introduced. Section 4.2 describes 
how such transmission function models are used to model the behaviour of genetic algo
rithms with infinite population size. When restricting ourselves to functions of unitation, a 
formulation in terms of equivalence classes can be used to get a more efficient computation , 
as described in section 4.3. Section 4.4 introduces the cross-competition problem , which is 
used as an example of the application of the transmission function models. Population flow 
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diagrams are introduced in section 4.5. These diagrams are used to visualize the simulation 
rC'sul ts for the different GA's. 

4.1 Transmission models of selection schemes 

\fl/(' model the canonical genetic algorithm [Hol75], the generational genetic algorithm using 
tournament selection [Gol89b], (µ , >.) and (µ+ >.) selection [BHmS91, Rec94, Sch95], triple
competition [vK97c], and eli tist recombination [TG94]. Furthermore, the Breeder genetic 
algorithm [MSV94] and the CHC algorithm [Esh91] are discussed . 

A selection scheme selects the parent pairs for generation G;+l from the ind ividuals in 
generation G;. A detailed description of selection schemes can be found in section 2.3. 

To describe the different models we use transmission functions. Altenberg gives the 
following short description [Alt94]: 

"It is the relat ionship between the transmission function and the fitness func
tion that determines GA performance. The transmission function "screens off" 
[Sal71, Bra90] the effect of the choice of representation and operators, in that 
either affect the dynamics of the GA only through their effect on the transmis
sion function." 

The general form of transmission-selection recursion was used at least as early as 1970 by 
Slatkin [Sla70]. 

A transmission function describes the probability distribution of offspring from every 
possible pair of parents. For a binary genetic operator, the transmission function is of the 
form T( i f-- j , k) where j and k are the labels of the two parents and i is the label of the 
offspring. To be more specific, let S be the search space; then T : S 3 --+ [0, l]. We have 
L; T(i f-- j, k) = 1 for all j , k ES, because T(i f-- j , k) represents a distribution for fixed 
j and k. For a symmetric operator we have additionally T( i f- j , k) = T( i f-- k , j). 

Herc, the transmission function model is used to model the selection schemes. The 
following notation is used . The distribut ion of the current population is denoted by i , 
and the newly generated population is denoted by ;, . In order based selection schemes, 
like tournament selection , it is the fitness-based rank in the population that determines 
the probabili ty of being selected as a parent. The function frac< (j, :i) gives the fraction of 
individuals in distribution i that have a fitness strictly smaller than the fitness fi of the 
indiv idual labelled j , let Jrac= (j, i) be the funct ion that yields the fraction of individuals 
that have a fitness equal to f1, and let frac> (j , i) be the function that yields the fraction 
of individuals that have a fitness strictly larger than Ji. 

4 .1.1 Canonical Genet ic algorithm 

Tlw canonical genetic algorithm is a generational GA using fitness proportional selection. 
ThC' dynamical system that describes a transition from a current population to a new 
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population is given by [Alt94]: 

where x ; is the frequency of the individual labelled i, and x; is its frequency during the 
next generation, ]; is the fitness of the individual labelled i, J is the average fitness, and 
T0 is the transmission function describing the actual interaction between genetic operators 
and representation. The probability that a parent of type j is selected is given by xJfJ/ J, 
so the probability that parents have labels j and k under a fitness proportional selection 
scheme is 

4.1.2 Deterministic n-tournament selection 

The only difference between the canonical genetic algorithm and the generational genetic 
algorithm with tournament selection is the method used to select the parent individuals. 
This results in 

x; = LTo(i f-- j, k)PtJr(j, x)Pt~":,r(k, x), 
j,k 

where PL"Jr (j, x) describes the probability that an individual with label j is selected from 
a population with distribution x during a n-tournament. A n-tournament selection is 
performed by choosing n individuals uniform at random from the population and selecting 
the one with the highest fitness. In case of a tie , the individual which was chosen first, wins . 
Given the distribution of the current population, the probability Pt~"Jr(j, x) is computed 
by following the choices that lead to the selected individual: 

n 

PtJr(j, x) = Lfrac<(j, x)t- lXj (Jrac<(j , x) + frac=(j , x)t- t. 
t=I 

The t th term of this sum is the probability that the first (t - 1) selected individuals have 
a fitness smaller than the individual with label j , that the t th individual has label j , and 
that all subsequent (n - t) individuals have a fitness smaller than or equal to the fitness 
of the individual with label j. The sum over all possible values gives the probability that 
an individual with label j wins the n-tournament . 

4.1.3 Evolution strategy (µ, A) and BGA selection 

When using (µ , ,,\.)-selection, a parent population containingµ parents is used to generate 
,,\. offspring. To generate an offspring, two parents are selected uniform at random from 
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the parent population and recombination is applied. The best µ offspring are used as the 
parents for the next generation, so ,.\ ~ µ. 

First we introduce the truncation operator Tr : !Rn x IR -+ !Rn. This operator takes a 
distribution panda parameter a E [O, l] as inputs and returns a new distribution containing 
the a fraction of best individuals out of the original distribution. The operator selects a 
pivot individual i such that frac<(i, p'; < (1 - a) and (!rac<(i, p'; + frac=(i, p;)::; 1- a. If 
more than one value of i satisfies these constraints, then an arbitrary choice among these 
i is taken. The operator Tr(p, a) is defined by: 

l1 > f; 

l1 = f; 

/j < f; 

Given this truncation operator the formula for the (µ, >.)-selection is: 

- µ 
x' = Tr(y, ~ ), 

where the elements of y are given by 

Yi= L To(i +-- j , k)XjXk, 

j,k 

The combination of the last two formulae gives the desired model. 
The Breeder Genetic Algorithm uses T% truncation selection, which means that the 

T% best individuals of the current population are allowed to reproduce. Out of these T% 
best individuals , the parents are selected uniform at random, and a new population is 
generated. Typically T is between 10 and 50 . This selection scheme corresponds to the 
(µ, >.)-selection where µ = ,.\T /100. When applying BGA the best individual found so far 
will always be retained. 

4.1.4 Evolution strategy (µ + ..X) and CHC selection 

The (µ + >.)-selection scheme is quite similar to the (µ, >.)-selection scheme. The only 
difference is that in the (µ + >.)-selection scheme, the µ new parents are obtained by 
selecting the best µ individuals from both the µ parents and the ,.\ offspring: 

x' = Tr (m (x, Y, _µ) ' _µ) ' 
µ+>. µ + >. 

where Bl(x1 , x2 , /3) computes a weighted average of vectors x and y: 

The vector y is given by 

Yi= LT0 (i +-- j, k)XjXk· 

j,k 
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T he CHC algorithm uses unbiased selection of parents. Given a parent population 
of size N, a set of N offspring is produced . The next parent generation is obtained by 
selecting the N best among the N parents and their N offspring. This selection scheme 
corresponds to (µ + A)-selection , where µ = A = N. 

An addi t ional feature of the CHC selection scheme is the so-called incest-prevention. 
CHC does incest prevention using the Hamming distance between the two parents . If the 
Hamming distance is below a certain threshold, then the pair of parents is not allowed 
to reproduce. Typically CHC star ts with a threshold L/ 4, where L is the length of the 
bit-string. We did not use this incest prevention scheme in our model because it requires 
knowledge about the Hamming-distances between the different types. However, for prob
lf' ms where this type of information is available the modelling of the incest prevention is 
relatively straightforward . 

4.1.5 Triple-competition selection 

T he t riple-competit ion selection is described in section 2.3.3. It is an elitist genetic algo
rithm that uses a tournament-like selection of the parents, and parents can be propagated 
to the next generation. Figure 4.1 shows how generation Pt+i is generated from genera
t ion Pi: a single box corresponds to an individual, a number in a box is its fitness, and a 
stack of such boxes corresponds to a population. The first step involves a random shuffle 
of the individuals in population Pt resu lting in a randomly ordered population P5 . The 
popu lat ion Ps is partitioned in sets of three individuals, and each t riple is ordered such 
that the best individuals are on top in each triple , resulting in an intermediate population 
P;. The two top-ranked individuals of each triple are allowed to recombine to generate 
a single offspring. Next, the two parents and their offspring are added to t he population 
P1+1, so only the lowest ranked individual of each t riple is replaced . During a single step 
of this a lgorithm N/3 offspring are generated , where N is the size of the population . This 
algor ithm is modelled as follows 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of Elitist recombination 

where the first sum corresponds to the distribution of the newly generated offspring, and 
the second sum corresponds to the distribu t ion of the surviving parents. The distribut ion 
.i' of the new population consists for one third of newly generated offspring and for two 
third of surviving parents. The function P (j, k, x) gives the probability that the individuals 
j and k arc selected as parents, where the individual labelled j is selected first . To compute 
this probability one differentiates between the cases (Jj = fk) and (JJ -/= fk) , and for each 
of these two cases one distinguishes between the case that fi tness of the third individual is 
smaller and the case that its fi tness is equal to the fitness of the worst individual out of j 
and k. 

Herc, the function Sm(j, k) selects the label corresponding to the individual having the 
smallest fitn ess of j and k. The factor 3 in both formulas corresponds to the number of 
possible orders of the three involved individuals given that j is selected before k. 

Triple-competition selection as defined above uses eli t ism because the best individual is 
a lways transferred to the next generation. However, it is still possible that newly produced 
offspring has a lower fitness than the individual that is replaced by this new offspring. 

4.1.6 Elitist recombination 

Eli t ist recombination [TG94] selects parents by a random pairing of parent individuals. 
Figure 4.2 shows how the next population Pt+ 1 is produced from the current population 
P1• .Just like in t riple-competition selection , a random shuffle is applied. T he resulting 
population Ps is partitioned in a set of adj acent pairs, and for each pair the recombination 
operator is 11sed to obtain two offspring. Next, a competition is held among the two 
offspring and t heir two parents, and the best two out of these four are propagated to 
the next populat ion P1+1 • In Figure 4.2 one parent, having fitness 9, and one offspring, 
havi ng fitness 7, arc propagated to population Pi+i • When using elitist recombination it 
is possible, bu t not guaranteed that parents will survive, so parents are on ly preserved in 
thr case that their fitness is larger than the fitness of the offspring. The dynamical system 
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representing elitist recombination is: 

x; = L Te, ( i f-- j, k )XjXk

j,k 
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T he selection of individuals that enter the next population is not visible in this model. 
T his selection mechanism consists of a local competition between parents and their di
rect offspring, and therefore is located inside the transmission function Te,- Outside the 
transmission function , it is not visible which parents were used. 

Here, a generalization of eli tist recombination that creates a fixed number of offspring 
n 2: 2 per generation is modelled. The original definition of elitist recombination uses 
n = 2. Creation of a number of offspring and accepting only the best few has been 
suggested by Altenberg [Alt94] under the name soft-brood selection . For the eli t ist 
recombination and its generalization a modified transmission function Te,(i f-- j, k) is 
used , because the selection of survivors is clone by means of a local competition between 
parents and offspring. T his in contrast to the usual selection mechanisms that operate 
on the complete population. Such a local selection scheme can be modelled by modifying 
the original transmission function T0 (i f-- j, k) that describes the interaction between the 
operators and the representation used. Each column of the new transmission function 
Te,(i f-- j , k) can be computed independently. Assuming that we have C different elements 
with labels in the range O to C - 1, then the transmission function T0 (i f-- j , k) can 

be represented by a matrix hav ing C rows and C 2 columns. Let ii} denote the column 
with index (jC + k) of the matrix T0 (i f-- j, k). This column represents the probability 
distribution of the offspring when applying recombination to parent of respectively type j 
and type k. 

In the rest of this chapter the binomial distribution is denoted by Bin(n, k, p) where n 
is the total number of experiments, k is the number of successful outcomes, and p is the 
probabili ty of a successful outcome. 

The auxiliary function Paccept(P<, P=, n, a) gives the probability that an offspring in
dividual is accepted . Accepting an offspring means that the offspring is among the best 
two during the tournament between the two parents and their n offspring. The parame
ters of Paccept(P<, P=, n, a) are as follows: P< is the proportion of offspring having smaller 
fit ness than the individual under consideration, P= is the proportion of offspring having 
rq ual fitness, n is the number of additional offspring generated, and a is the number of 
offspring that can be accepted apart from the current offspring. This function is computed 
by first considering the number of superior offspring followed by considering the number 
of offspring having equal fitness: 

Paccept(P<, P=, n , a)= 

I:~=O Bin(n, l , l - P< - P=) I::-:;0 Bin ( n - l , m , P<~P~) min{l , 0~~~ 1 }. 

Here , l denotes the number of offspring having a fitness larger than the fitness of the 
i11dividual under consideration , and m denotes the number of offspring that have exactly 
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the same fi tness . T he first binomial distribu t ion gives the probabili ty that l out of the n 
other offspring have a larger fi t ness than t he current individual. T he proport ion of these 
individuals is (1 - P< - P=) - T he second binomial distribu t ion computes the probabili ty 
that m out of n - l offspring have a fitness equal to the individual under consideration . At 
thi s poin t it is know tha t a ll n - l offspring have a fi tness lower than or equal to the fi tness 
of the current individual; Therefore the proport ion of offspring that have equal fi tness is 
P=/(P< + P=) - Given the values of l and m, t he probabili ty that the current individual is 
accepted is equal to min{l , (a - l + 1)/(m + 1)}. 

A column of t he matrix describing T0 (i +- j, k) represents t he probabili ty density 
fun ction over the space of all possible offspring i for a given pair of parents j and k. T he 
offspring can be di vided among three sets. Assume that fk ::; f1 ( otherwise exchange the 
ro les of j and k) . We take 

S1 { i E S : Ji ::::: fJ} , 
Su { i E S : fk '.S f; < ! J} , 

S111 {iE S: fi< Jk}. 

Given a column V: of T0 (i +- j, k) the corresponding column from Te,(i +- j, k) is compu ted 
as fo llows. Let the unnormalized distribution of the offspring (i.e. we do not require that t he 
sum of the probabilities equals one) be denoted by o, let the distribution of the surviving 
parents denoted by s, and let the probabili ty that an offspring of type i is obtained by 
recombination be denoted by tt. Now, the probabili ty that the offspring is a lso accepted 
when applying eli t ist recombinat ion wi th n offspring for each pair of parents depends on 
whether offspring i belongs to set S1 , Sn , or S111 . If i E S1 , then the offspring is accepted 
when at most one of t he other offspring has a larger fitness, 

where frac< ( i, V:) is the fraction of individuals in the distribu t ion V: that have a lower 
fi t ness than an individual of type i . If i E S u , then the probabili ty that the offspring is 
accepted depends on t he number of offspring in S1 : 

oi = ttn ~ ~=O Bin(n - 1, l , 1 - J <(j, V:)) 

P 
(

frac<(i,~) f rac=(i,~) _ l _ l a) accept . , . , n , . 
f rac<(j, t~) frac< (j,t~) 

Herc l denotes the number of other offspring located in S1 , the binomial distribu t ion gives 
t he probabili ty of having l offspring in this region, and P accept computes the probabili ty 
t hat t he offspring of type i is accepted given that n - l - 1 other offspring also have a fitness 
below J1. At most one offspring from S11 is selected . If i E S111 , then o; = 0 because the 
individu al i is always rejected. 

Now, the distribu t ion of t he offspring is known. Next , the distribu tion of the surviving 
parents, denoted by s, has to be computed. Parent k is only retained when all offspring 
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belong to Su,, so 

Parent j is retained when all offspring is in Su U Su 1 or when one offspring is in S1 and 
the other offspring are in Su 1 . This probability is 

Here , the first term corresponds to the case that all offspring have a fitness lower than JJ , 
and the second term corresponds to the case that exactly one offspring has a fitness larger 
than or equal to f1 while all other offspring are located in region Su 1 . In that case the 
superior offspring replaces parent k instead of parent j. 

The vector o + s describes the unnormalized probability distribution of the two individ
uals that will be propagated to the next generation. Using these two vectors the column 
with index jC + k of Ter(i +- j , k) is given by the formula 

By applying this procedure to every column of T0 (i +- j, k) the matrix representing 
Ter(i +- j , k) is obtained. 

4 .2 Infinite population models 

Given that a single application of the crossover operator produces one offspring, the trans
mission function model computes the expected distribution of this offspring given the 
distribution of the parents . 

Based on the transmission function, the evolution of a genetic algorithm with an infi
nite population size can be modelled by iterated application of the transmission function. 
Let us denote a single application of the transmission function by means of the operator 
:F: P ➔ P . The initial population G0 is usually obtained by drawing a uniform random 
sample. Using a transmission function, the distribution after one step of the evolution 
is G 1 = :F(G0 ) , the distribution after two generations is G2 = :F(G1) = :F(:F(G0 )) , or 
more generally after t generations is Gi = ;:t(G0 ), where the superscript t denotes iterated 
application of the function. 

Due to the law of large numbers the transmission function models the behaviour of 
a genetic algorithm with an infinite population size. To see this , let us assume that a 
population of size N is used , and let xFl be equal to one if sample ·i is of type j, and 
zero otherwise. The strong law of large numbers states that if X 1 , X 2 , ... are independent 
identically distributed random variables and EX; = µ, where µ is the probability of an 
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Figure 4.3: The probability distribution describing the number of individuals in the pop
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(right) 

individual of type i in the offspring distribution , then 

l n - L X; --+ µ almost surely, when n --+ oo. 
n i=l 

Hence, the proportion of individuals of type j converges to the proportion predicted by 
the distribution when n --+ oo, and the actual distribution of an infinitely large offspring 
population corresponds to the distribution predicted by the transmission function model. 

4.3 Equivalence classes 

Next, the transmission function models arc used to trace the evolution of genetic algo
rithms. Tracing the evolu tion of requires a lot of computation. A single application of the 
transmission function involves ISl3 computational steps , where ISi denotes the cardinality 
of the set S. When tracing the evolu tion for a specific problem more efficient methods 
can sometimes be obtained by mapping the original search space S to a more compact 
space V where each element of V represents an equivalence class containing elements from 
S. \Text , the transmission function is lifted to the space of equivalence classes V, and the 
transmission function model is app lied to V instead of S. Equivalence classes should sat isfy 
t lw following two conditions: 

( 1) all clements of an equivalence class have the same fitness , and 

(2) the distribution over the elements of an equivalence class is known and constant. 
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T he first condition is necessary because then all individuals in a single equivalence class 
behave identical under selection . The second condition is necessary because then the 
di stribu t ion in the original space Scan be reconstructed solely based on knowledge of the 
distribu tion in V. 

Srinivas et al. [SP93] used such an equivalence-class approach to model GA 's wi t h 
infini te populations. T heir approach assumes that the opt imization problem for the GA 
is a single function of uni tation. If the size of a string from t he search space S is l bi ts , 
then S can be modelled by means of (l + 1) equivalence classes. The operation of an 
infini te population GA can be modelled exact by means of what they call a Binomi a lly 
Distri buted Population . T he t ime complexity of a lgori thm derived from this model is 
0((1) , a significant improvement over previous models with exponent ial time complex ities 
[SP93]. 

If the search space is cliviclecl over the equivalence classes based on the number of onc
bi ts , then all details wi th respect to the distribution of one-bi ts are ignored ; In fact, wi thin 
an equivalence class all loci are assumed to have the same probability of containing a one
bit. T his is not a limi tation when t racing a genetic a lgori thm wi th an infini te population, 
and even for genetic algori thms with a small population this holds when the res ul ts arc 
averaged over a la rge number of runs, because all bi ts within a part behave ident ical. 
However, within a single run the probabili ty of finding a one-bit at a specific locus can 
('as il y dev iate from the expected probabili ty clue to genetic drift . Because this type of 
dev iat ion is ignored when using the equivalence-classes , t he model actually considers a 
p;e netic algorithm without genet ic drift. 

In the rest of this chapter a problem that consist of a concatena tion of fun ctions of 
11ni tat ion is studied. Assuming tha t the problem consist of a concatenation of n funct ions 
of uni tat ion , where subfunction i has a length of l; bi ts, the total length is l = I:;~i l;. 

T he space V has cardinali ty IVI = 11]=1 (l; + 1). A mapping from S into Vis 

n i - 1 

F: S --+ V = L U; IT (lj + 1), 
i = l j = l 

where ·u; is the nu mbe r of one-bi ts in part i and l; is the maximal number of one-bits in 
part i. Given an element v E V the number of one-bits in part k is 

V 
a(v, k) = k- I mocl (lk + 1). n=I (l; + 1) 

W hen using a random ini t ial population t he distribut ion over V is 
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If we apply uniform crossover to two parents that contain respectively j and k one-bits, 
then t he probability t hat the offspring contains i one-bits is given by the recursive formula 

p(j, k, i , l) = (1 - f )(1 - f) p(j, k, i, l - 1)+ 
(1- f)H (p(j,k - 1,i , l - 1) +p(j, k - l ,i- l , l - 1))+ 
f( 1 - f) i (p (j - 1, k , i , l - 1) + p (j - 1, k , i - 1, l - 1)) + 

ft p(j-l,k-l , i- l , l - 1) , 

where p(j, k , i, n) represents the probability that an offspring string with i one-bits is ob
tained from two parent string having respectively j and k one-bits, and l is the number 
of bits in this subfunct ion. The boundary conditions a re p(l, 1, 1, 1) = p(0 , 0, 0, 1) = 1, 
p( l , 0, 1, 1) = p(0 , 1, 1, 1) = p(l , 0, 0, 1) = p(0, 1, 0, 1) = ½, p(0, 0, 1, 1) = p(l , 1, 0, 1) = 0, 
if j < 0, k < 0, or i < 0, then p(j, k, i, n) = 0, and due to the symmetry of the uniform 
crossover p(j , k , i , n) =p(k, j , i,n). 

The transmission function T(i ~ j, k) can be represented by a (n x n2 )-matrix of 
transmission probabilities where n denotes the cardinali ty of IVI. Because the different 
partitions evolve independent ly under uniform crossover the probability of an outcome is 
given by the product of the probabilities for each of the parts, which results in 

n 

T0 [i , j · k] = IT p(a.(i, m), a.(j, m) , a.(k, m) , lm)-
m = I 

4.4 Cross-competition problem 

Give n a problem that contains building blocks, the compatible building blocks can br 
in volvrd in a cross-competit ion in order to get more copies in the population. Cross
compet it ion between building blocks can strongly influence the reliabili ty of a GA . 

In order to study this kind of effects we use a mixture of an oneMax fun ction of length 
l and a deceptive trap fun ct ion of length d [Gol89b], so a single individual is rep resented 
by a string of length (l + d) bits . The bits are part itioned in two sets O and D. The first 
partition is the oneMax part. The fitness contribu t ion of this partition is J0 (b) = u0 (b) , 
where uo(b) is a function of unitation. This function counts the number of one-bits in t he 
partition O of string b. The fitness of the deceptive part is given by the formula, 

f b _ { a.d if u 0 (b) = 0 
o( ) - u 0 (b) otherwise 

where n > 1. T he global optimum of the deceptive part contains only 0-bits, which results 
in a fitnrss contribu t ion of a.d. 

T he fitnrss of a string is determined by the sum of the fitness values of the two partitions 
(.f = f o + Jo). T he global opt imal solution conta ins one-bi ts in the partition O and 0-bits 
in partition D and has a fitness of l + a.d. T he second best solu tion is given by the st ring 
containing onr-hits on l_v that has fitness l + d. 
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Figure 4.4: Tracing one evolutionary step for the canonical genetic algorithm 

The actual linkage of the bits of the different partitions is unknown , so the loci occupied 
by the two partitions can be spread over the bit-string. According to the definition of a 
building block given in section 2.6, problem instances of the defined problem class contain 
onr building block of order d, which is represented by the optimal schema for partition D. 

This problem has been designed to compare the mixing capabilities of different genetic 
algorithms when confronted with a problem containing one large building block , and a set 
of bits that can be optimized independently of each other. The cross-competition between 
the building block and the bits in partition O is investigated. 

4.5 Population flow diagrams 

Herc, the models described in section 4.1 are used to study the behaviour of genetic algo
rithms when optimizing the cross-competition problem described in section 4.4. We use a 
problem instance with l = 6, d = 6, and a= 1.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Tracing one evolu tionary step for the generational genetic algorithm with 
tournament selection 

Population flow diagrams are introduced to study the behaviour of the transmission 
function models Let us assume that the population represented by distribution g1 is trans
mitted to distribution §1+1 after a single step of evolu tion. A population flow diagram 
contains a low-dimensional mapping of the space with a ll possible populations as its ele-
11wnts. Within a flow diagram a population is represented by a point. Many populations 
map to the same point . However, given a point one can construct the most typical pop
ulation corresponding to this point. This population is determined by computing the 
distribution with the highest probability that adheres to the restrictions imposed by JJo 

and JJc1 - In case of the equivalence class model, a distribution is represented by a vrctor 
with (n0 · nd) clements, where 110 and nd correspond to the total number of loci in the given 
partit ion. The probability-density assigned to the class labelled (k0 , kd) is given by 

whrrc k0 and kd correspond to the number of one-bits for the corresponding part . At 
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Figure 4.6: Tracing one evolutionary step for (µ , .\)-selection (BGA) 
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each point a flow can be computed. To do so, one constructs the typical population by 
computing the corresponding distribution with the largest probability. This corresponds 
to a uniform distribution under the restrictions imposed by p0 and Pd· Let us denote this 
population by !J0 . Next, the corresponding point !f1 is computed by means of the finite 
population model. A flow is now represented by a square at !Jo and a line connecting !Jo 
and !f1 . Note, that this flow corresponds to the transition made by a typical population 
where the proportion of individuals in a class labelled (k0 , kd) is f (k0 , kd)-

Figure 4.4 shows a flow diagram for the application of the canonical GA to the cross
competition problem. Along the horizontal axis the probability of having a one-bit in 
the oneMax-part is given, and along the vertical axis the probability of a one-bit in the 
deceptive part is given. The population containing optimal individuals only corresponds 
to the point (1 , 0), which is the right-bottom corner of the diagram. 

The most typical distribution !Jo is computed for 121 different points. The corresponding 
.91 is obtained by applying a transmission function model. 

A uniform initial distribution corresponds to the coordinate (0.5, 0.5). The diagram 
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Figure 4.7: Tracing one evolutionary step for (µ+>-)-selection (CHC) 

contains a trace of evolution as computed by the infinite population model, denoted by the 
dotted line. The n th bullet on the line is the point corresponding to the population after 
n steps of evolution. 

The results for the canonical GA are shown in Figure 4.4. Given a uniform initial 
distribution the trace converges relatively slowly to the suboptimal solution. The conver
gence slows down as the distribution gets closer to the fixed-point. This could be expected 
because the relative fitness differences in the population get smaller. Convergence to the 
optimal solution can be obtained with a Pd below 0.4. When using a small population the 
initial population can deviate from the uniform distribution, and there is a chance that 
convergence to the optimum is obtained. The canonical GA closely follows the directions 
predicted by the flows in the plot. 

Figure 4.5 shows the resu lts for the generational genetic algorithm with tournament 
selection. This GA converges faster than the canonical GA . This GA also closely follows 
the flow as given in the diagram. To get convergence to the optimal solution, Pd has to drop 
below 0.3. The probability that an initial population is in the region where convergence to 
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Figure 4.8: Tracing one evolutionary step for t riple-competition 

the opt imum is obtained, is even smaller than in case of the generational genetic algorit hm 
with fitness proportional selection. 

Figure 4.6 shows t he resul ts for (µ, A)-selection. This selection scheme has a high selec
t ive pressure , resulting in large steps being taken. The (µ, A)-selection init ially converges 
to the suboptimal solu t ion, but after three steps of evolution the trace changes direction. 
Next , Pd drops fast to the optimal value of zero while Po decreases slight ly. Herc the 
cro~s-competition is clearly present , hence good solutions in the oneMax part are traded 
fo r good solutions in the deceptive part . Recall that the fl ows predict the direction for 
a relatively uniform distribution. The strong selective pressure of this selection resul ts 
in correlations between loci, and therefore in populations that are far from uniform. To 
grt optimal building blocks in the deceptive part , the average fitness of the oncMax part 
is decreased. Once the deceptive part has converged to t he line where Pd = 0, the one
Max part starts to converge again. After seven steps of evolu t ion almost the complete 
population consists of optimal strings . However, recall t hat the (µ, A)-selection uses seven 
times as much offspring during a single generat ion as the generational GA 's. After three 
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Figure 4.9: Tracing one evolutionary step for elitist recombination 

stPps of evolution the population is moved to (9.2 , 7.9) under (µ , >-)-selection. A uniform 
distribution with these parameters wou ld converge to the suboptimal solutio11. HowPvcr , 
thr d istribution of this population does not have to be uniform when applying selrction . 
Th<' population flow diagrams are two-dimensional mappings, while the actual model cor
rc•s ponds to a computation over a high-d imensional space. When using a high selective 
pn•ssme non-uniform distributions can be obtained after a few generations. 

Figure 4.7 show the results for(µ+ >-)-selection. This selection scheme initially conver
gf•nce to the suboptimum too, but after some steps the trace bends and moves towards thr 
optimal solution. Thr (Jl + >-)-selection converges more slowly than the (µ, >-)-selection. 

ThP rPsults for triple-competition, shown in Figure 4.8, are roughly the same as for 
(11 + >-)-selection. 

Figme 4.9 shows the results for El itist recombination. Again an initial convergence to 
th<· suboptimal solution is observed, but later the trace moves slowly towards the optimal 
point. Elitist recombin at ion converges slowly, because it is difficult for an optimal incli
,·id 11 al to generate copies of itself due to the direct compet it ion between parents and their 
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Figure 4.10: Equi-probability lines showing the chance that an optimal individual is ob
tained when drawing a random individual according to the distribution corresponding to 
the given points. 

offspring. 
Figure 4.10 shows the probability of obtaining an optimal solu tion, when generating a 

single offspring according to the dist ribution given by a point in the flow diagram. The 
probability that an individual drawn uniformly at random from the initial population is 
the optimal solu tion is approximately 2.4 · 10- 4

. 

Figure 4.11 shows a comparison of the different selection schemes by observing the 
evolution of the proportion of optimal solutions as a function of number of generat ions 
(top) , and as a function of the equivalent number of funct ion evaluations (bottom). The 
equivalent number of function evaluations is computed by scaling the number of generations 
proportional to the number of function evaluations used per generation. In most select ion 
schemes the number of function evaluations is proportional to the population size. The 
onl y two exceptions are the(µ , >-)-selection, that uses 7N evaluations per generation , and 
t riple-competition , that uses N /3 evaluation per generation, where N is the population size. 
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Thr canonical genetic algorithm and the generational genetic algorithm with tournament 
sele,tion are hard ly visible in this plot, because these two methods do not converge to 
the optimal solution. In the upper plot the (11, .-\)-selection converges very fast. It is 
followed in sequence by (µ + .-\)-selection , triple-competition , and elitist recombination. 
The bottom plot shows the equi valent number of funct ion evaluations. Herc, the triple
competition converges fastest, fo llowed in sequence by (µ + .-\)-selection , (µ , .-\)-selection , 
a11d elitist recombination. T he shapes of the curves of (µ + .-\)-select ion , (µ, .-\)-selection , 
and lripl e-competition arc basically the same. Ini t ia lly, after a small proportion of opt im al 
i11clividuals is detected , a rapid convergence to a population cons isting of on ly optimal 
individuals is observed. So, once an individual is detected that significantly outperforms 
all other individuals in the population , copies of this individual rapidly fill the complete 
population. The shape of the curve for elitist recombination is quite different . It moves 
only slowly upward. This is a result of the direct competition between parents and their 
offspring. As a result of this competition, it is difficult for an individual to create many 
duplicates, because a well-performing offspring is likely to replace the parent , and therefore 
clors not result in an increase of the number of copies of th is parent. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter transmission function models have been given for the canonical genetic al
gorit hm , the generational genetic algorithm with tournament selection, the (µ , .-\)-selection, 
the (Jl + .-\)-selection, triple-competition , and elitist recombination . We showed how these 
models can be used to trace the evolution of a genetic algorithm with an infini te population 
si :w. We discussed under what conditions such models can be traced more efficiently by 
means of a problem definition in terms of equivalence c:lasses , and we presented a form ula
tio11 in terms of equivalence classes for problems consisting of a concatenation of fun ctions of 
u11itation. Implementations of the models for a problem consisting of two functions of uni
tation were given. The results of tracing the models were visualized by means of population 
flow diagrams. Using these diagrams , it is possible to see which selection schemes a re able 
to locate the optimum reliably. These population fl ow diagrams were also used to visualize 
the run of t he infinite population genetic algorithms with the different selection schemes. 
For three models, i.e. the (µ, .-\)-selection, the (µ+.-\) -selection , and triple-competition, a 
cross-rnmpetition between the two parts of t he problem was observed. 
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Chapter 5 

Finite population models of genetic 
algorithms 

In practical applications GA 's with relatively small populations are used. Such GA's with 
a finite population can behave quite differently from the GA's with an infinite population. 
In this chapter an extension of the transmission function model is introduced, such that 
the behaviour of GA's with a fixed population size can be modelled. 

In section 5.1 the differences between finite and infinite population GA's are discussed. 
It is shown that the path of evolution predicted by distribution based models in general is 
not followed exactly by a finite population GA. However , if one increases the population 
size, then the path can be followed more closely. Section 5.2 introduces a framework that 
later is used to model GA's with finite populations. This framework is a modified version of 
the transmission function model described in chapter 4. In section 5.3 two models for GA's 
with finite populations are introduced. The first model actually simulates a random run 
by means of sampling over distributions. By performing a large number of such runs and 
computing the averaged results, a model for the expected behaviour of a finite population 
GA is obtained. The second model splits the search space in a small number of subsets 
and builds a branching tree by using binomial models. This model represents all possible 
paths of evolution in a single tree. To validate these models we make a comparison to 
experimental data obtained by running GA's. The experimental setup is described in 
section 5.4, followed by the results of the experiments and the simulations in section 5.5. 
We conclude with a summary in section 5.6. 

5. 1 Finite population GA's 

The population size can have a strong influence on the behaviour of a GA. Therefore , 
real GA 's usually do not behave exactly as predicted by an infinite population model. 
In this section we discuss four steps during the evolution of a GA where randomness is 
introduced. These steps result in the non-deterministic behaviour of real GA 's. Increasing 
the population size, usually results in a more deterministic behaviour. Next, we discuss 
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which of the randomized steps of a GA are most sensitive to the size of the population, 
and therefore resu lt in the largest differences between the evolution of infinite and finite 
population GA's. 

5.1.1 Randomness m GA's 

In practice we observe that if the population size of a GA is increased, then the behaviour 
of the GA often becomes more predictable. For example, population sizing has been 
investigated by Goldberg et a l. [GDC93]. In that paper conservative lower bounds on the 
population size are given such that sufficient copies of all building blocks are present in the 
population. 

A random generator is used to take many decisions during a run of a genetic algorithm. 
If the same type of decision has to be taken sufficiently often, then the average outcome 
over all such experiments will approximate the expected value, due to the law of large 
numbers. 

In case of a canonical genetic algorithm the following randomized steps are used during 
the GA-run: 

1. Initial population generation: the random initial population is used to represent 
a uniform distribution over the search space. The initial population is likely to 
approximate the uniform distribution better when the population size increases. 

2. Parent-selection: given a parent-population , fitness proportional selection gives the 
proportion of copies that each individual gets in the intermediate population. Given 
that the expected proportion of a certain type of individuals is sufficiently large the 
actual proportion of individuals is likely to approximate this value closely. 

3. Parent-pairing: given an intermediate population, the parent pairs are selected by 
uniform selection . If more copies of individuals A and B are present, then the ex
pected proportion of parent-pairs AB found in the intermediate population is ap
proximated better. 

4. Evolutionary operators: the evolutionary operators use random decisions to generate 
offspring. If more instances of a parent pair are present , then the combined offspring 
of all these pairs will approximate the expected distribution of offspring better. 

For each of these randomized steps the number of times that similar decisions have to be 
taken is proportional to the population size. This explains why GA's with larger popula
tions behave more deterministic. 

5.1.2 Consequences for finite population GA's 

Next, we try to identify which is the step of the evolution process that is most sensitive to 
the size of the population. Distribution based models , like the transmission funct ion model 
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described in the chapter 4, model the behaviour of an arbitrary GA with an infinite popu
lation size. Given the population of a GA one can compute the corresponding histogram. 
After normalization this histogram corresponds to a distribution. A finite population can 
only represent a limited number of distributions over search space S. This number in
creases rapidly when the population size n increases. Given that JSJ » n, a population of 
size n can represent approximately (JS In /n 1) distributions; Therefore, larger populations 
arc better at approximating an arbitrary distribution. As a result , GA's with large popu
lations can better approximate distribution predicted by the transmission function model, 
and therefore can better follow the path predicted such an infinite population model. 

The following two sections give a more detailed discussion on how well a GA with a finite 
population can approximate the behaviour of the infinite population model. Section 5.1.2.1 
discusses the conditions that determine how well a distribution can be modelled by means 
of a finite sample. (This section may be skipped upon first reading) . The consequence 
of the results of this section for distribution based models of genetic algorithm arc then 
discussed in section 5.1.2.2. 

5.1.2.1 Approximating distributions 

Next, we take a closer look at the conditions that determine how well a distribution can 
be modelled by means of a finite sample. Let J denote a distribution over a discrete search 
space S (which implies LsES ds = 1). Let CC S denote the t-support of J which we define 
to be the smallest subset of S such that L sEC d5 ~ (1 - t), where l is a small positive 
number. Furthermore, for the ease of the argument, we assume that ICI is even. 

Now, we define the spread of a distribution J by s(d) = ICI, and we conjecture that 
distributions with a smaller spread can usually be represented easier by means of a finite 
population . To make this more precise we define the distance between two distributions J 
and pas follows 

d(d~p) = L Ids - Psl-
sEC 

Now, let J represent an arbitrary distribution over S, let Cd be the t-support of J, and 
let Pn be the distribution of the best matching population of size n. First , we describe a 
proced ure that (given a d) constructs the best matching Pn- Next, we discuss a method 
to construct the J vectors that are most difficult to model by a finite population , and use 
these to estimate the distance between J and Pn- If ICdl > n, then we can construct this 
optimal JJn as follows. First note that each element of the population covers a fraction 1/n 
of the distribution given by Pn- The maximal distance d(d~ p,,) is two, where half of this 
distance is due to the fact that the elements of Pn are not covered by d~ and the other 
half comes from parts of J not covered by Pn - The optimal Pn covers as much from J as 
possible. To construct this optimal Pn we first select all elements of J for which d5 > 1/n 
and cover these with l nd5 J clements from the population. The population always contains 
enough clements to perform this operation because LsES d5 = 1. Given that a clements of 
the population are used during this step the maximal distance with an arbitrary placement 
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of the remaining elements is d(d, p,,) < 1 + n~a. Now the remaining elements are placed 

such that non-covered parts of l are covered as much as possible. Using this procedure the 
opt im a l Pn is obta ined. 

Now, t he maximal distance d( d~ 'fin) is determined by construct ion of the l that can be 

approximated worst by 'Pn· This worst case l is constructed by maximally "frustrating" 
t he optimal construction procedure of 'fin. We consider the two cases, depending on the 
value of ICI. First , we consider the case t hat n < ICI < 2n. In this case a Zis constructed , 
such that all elements d8 are either t,; or :i!,. T his is possible because ICI is even. Now for 

t he optimal 'fin we have d(d~ 'fin) = IClt,;, so ½ < d(d, 'fin) < 1. For ICI 2: 2n we can a lways 
construct a distribution with 2n elements having ds = f,,, which resul ts in a distance 

d( d~ p,,) = 1. A distance-contribution of t,; is obtained for each element of Ps > 0, so in 
order to get an even worse distribu t ion we should get a penalty term larger t han t,; out 

of each clement Ps > 0. This is possible if we use a l such that ds < 1/2n for all s E S. 
Now given an arbitrary distribution l with ds < 1/2n, the construction method of p~, 

procerds as fo l lows. We define an ordering r; of t he elements of l such that if i < j, t hen 
dr , 2: d,.J. The optimal ]Jn will now cover each of the elements in the range r 1 up to rn by 
an individual. Now we have 

Our goal is to find a distribution l that is difficult to model, and thus to find a l such t hat 
this sum is maximi zed. The first sum is maximized by having all dr, as small as possible, 
and t hus for a ll i < n we should take dr; = drn. The second sum is maximized by taking 
all rlr, as large as possible, and thus for all i > n we should take dr, = drn · Because wc 
have L sEC d. = (1 - E), t he most diffi cult distribution to model is t he uniform distribution 
over C given by ds = (1 - c)/ICI for all s EC. So given that ICI > 2n the upper bound 

on the distance is d( J, p,,) = 2 ( 1 - 1~1) . When combining these resu lts we see t hat given 

rnl11 rs of ICI and n, the worst case d istance is given by 

- { IClt,; 
d(d,p,,)::; 2 (1 - 1~1 ) 

if n < ICI < 2n 

ICI 2 2n 

Thus, we see t hat distributions larc more diffi cul t to model when the spread .,(d) increases. 
:\'otr t hat the worst casr distribution is an a lmost uniform distribu tion . If n < ICI < 2n, 
(]1('11 a ll els a rc ('ithrr f,; or ~; If ICI 2 2n, then ds = 1 - c/lCI for a ll s EC. 

5.1.2.2 Approximating distribution models 

'vVe clisc11ss t he consequencrs of these results for the match between finite and infinite popu
lat ion models of GA 's . and t he influence of population size during t he different randomized 
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steps that GA performs. When comparing the behaviour of the infinite population model 
and the behaviour of a real GA with a finite population, we expect the largest differ
ences when the s(d) is large, where l is the distribution that is predicted by the infinite 
population model. 

The initial population is used to represent this uniform distribution at the start of the 
evolution process. We have just seen that the uniform distribution is difficult to model by 
a finite population when ISi > 2n. 

The recombination steps usually increase the spread significantly. Therefore , we expect 
that the population size has a strong influence on how well the distribution after recom
bination can be approximated. For example, let us take a look at the uniform crossover 
with one offspring. If this crossover is applied to two binary strings that differ in m loci , 
then the offspring is one out of 2m possible offspring-types. Each of these offspring-types 
has the same probability of being generated, but only one of these offspring-types actually 
is generated. The evolution of the GA can be influenced strongly by which individual 
is actually generated; When using a less disruptive crossover operator, the spread of the 
distribution is increased less. 

We consider the influence of the population size during the selection-step to be less 
important , because selection only changes the proportions of the individuals that already 
exist in the population. In fact, selection is likely to reduce the spread of the distribution , 
because it increases the proportion of the best individuals in the distribution. Therefore the 
distribution after selection Sel(d) often can be approximated better than the distribution 
before selection i If we want to approximate land Sel(d) with the same error, then the 
minimal population size to model Sel(d) is smaller than or equal to the population size 
needed to model i 

In this section we mentioned four randomized steps used in a GA. These steps lead to the 
non-deterministic behaviour of GA with a small population. Due to these randomized steps 
the GA with finite population behaves different from the GA with an infinite population. 
fn order to behave similar to the infinite population GA, a finite population GA has 
to approximate the distributions of the population given by the infinite population model. 
Approximat ion of such a distribution gets more difficult when the spread of the distribution 
is larger. If we look at the different randomized steps of a GA, then we see that the initi al 
distribution has a large spread, recombination increases the spread of the distribution , and 
sdection decreases the spread of the distribution . Thus , the initial distribution and the 
distributions after recombination have the largest spread , and therefore are the relatively 
difficult to approximate with a small population. Therefore, in the rest of the chapter , wr 
will concentrate on models that explicitly consider the consequences of finite populations 
for those steps that introduce new offspring (i.e. generation of the initial population and 
the recombination step). 
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5.2 Modified transmission function models 

We arc going to ex tend the t ransmission function model. Our extension allows us to obtain 
both the dis t ributions of the surviving parents and of the newly generated offspring. First , 
a general ou t line of the framework is given , followed by the implementation detail s for the 
different GA's. 

Figure 5.1 : Schematic representation of single evolutionary step of the model (left) and a 
model for a complete evolu tion of a genetic a lgori thm (right). 

In order to get a general framework evolu t ionary algori thms are modelled by means of 
S P-boxes , which will be described next . A S P-box is shown in the left part of Figure 5. 1. 
A S P-box represents a single step of the evolution. T he S stands for Selection and P 
stands for production ; The inputs on the left are the distribu tion of the offspring Ot of 
t he prev ious evolu t ionary step and the distribution of the surviving parents St of the 
prev ious step . The outputs are t he distribution of the newly generated offspring Ot+i 
and the distribution of t he surviving parents St+i· T hese surviving parents are needed 
to model GA 's involving elitism. The genera tional genetic algorithm fits easily in to this 
schema; T here a re no surviving parents and the dist ribu t ion St can be discarded during the 
compu tation of the ou tpu t distribu t ions. In the case of evolu t ion strategies where selection 
is cl one after production of a large number of offspring one has to "reorder" the operat ions 
such t hat selection comes before the production step . This reordering is required because 
the di stribution of the offspring is needed as an ou tpu t . 

T he infinite distribu t ion model is obtained by concatenating boxes as shown on the 
ri ght hand side of Figure 5. 1. Here G; denotes the distribution of population after i steps 
of production. T his di stribu t ion is obtained by combining the distribu t ions o; and s; in to 
a single di stribu t ion. La ter we will describe exactly how one obtains this distribu t ion. To 
start one needs a special box, called the I-box, which models the first step of evolu t ion. 
For generat ional GA's the /-box is just an S P-box , except t hat there is only one inpu t 
(recall that for generational GA's the distribu t ion iJ; can be discarded). In case of evolu t ion 
strateg ics the I-box contains a production step. 

A schemati c representat ion of a P-box is shown in Figure 5.2. T he P-box takes a 
pan·nt distri but ion as its inpu t , and produces two outpu ts . T he first output represents 
the produced offspring, while the second outpu t rep resents the survi ving parents. Two 
f11nctions a rc used inside t he P-box. The first fun ction is F 0 : P -+ P, which is the part of 
the transmission funct ion t hat produces the offspring: it takes a parent distri but ion as its 
in p11 t , and it generates the distribu t ion of the offspring. T he second function is F s : P -+ P, 
which gives the distribu t ion of the surviving parents. T hese functions arc specifi c for the 
diffcrc• nt GA's; Instances of these fun ctions for different GA's will be given below. 
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Figure 5.2: Implementation of a P-box. 

Figure 5.3: Implementation of a SP-box. 

A schematic representation of a SP-box is given in Figure 5.3, the dashed box inside 
the SP-box is a P-box , which represents the production part of the SP-box. The selection 
step is performed by a function F : P x P -+ P. The actual implementation of F will 
depend on the particular GA that is modelled. The parents population is obtained by 

The distribution of the parents and the offspring is obtained by 

5.2.1 Instances for the different genetic algorithms 

In a number of subsections , the implementation of the functions F , Fa , and Fs is discussed 
for different evolutionary algorithms. These models are based on the transmission function 
models for GA 's with infinite populations, which were given in section 4.1. In the case that 
an evolutionary algorithm does not involve elitism the parents are always discarded in the 
sense that one takes Fs(PJ = ii where ii is the uniform distribution . 

5.2.1.1 Canonical genetic algorithm 

In case of the canonical GA the function Fa corresponds to the transmission function 
model. This results in 

When a generational model is applied there are no surviving parents, and therefore we can 
set Fs(P! = ii and F(s, o) = o. 
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5.2.1.2 Deterministic n-tournament selection 

In case of the generational GA's the function F 0 corresponds to the transmission functi on 
model, which result in 

F 0 (jf) = l(p) , where f ;(p) = LTo(i +- j , k)P1~";;_r(j,p)P1~";;_r(k,p). 
j,k 

\Vhc11 a generational model is appl ied there are no surviving parents , and therefore we can 
srt F.,(p) = 17 and F(s,o) = o. 

5.2.1.3 (µ, ..X) and BGA selection 

In casr of (11 , >,.)-selection we get 

F0 (p) = l(p), where f;(p) = L To( i +- j, k)p1pk 
j,k 

and Fs(jf) = u. The function F equals 

F(s, a) = Tr(o, ~) , 

so the distribution of s is discarded during the application of F. (For details , sec section 
4.1.3.) 

5.2.1.4 (µ + ..X) and CHC selection 

In case of the (µ+>,.)-se lection we get 

F0 (p) = l(p), where f;(p) = LT0 (i +-j,k)P1Pk· 
j,k 

and Fs(JJ'J = jJ (so it yields t he parent distribution without modifications), and 

F(s, a)= Tr (Bl (s, o, - 11
-), _µ_ ). 

µ +>,. µ+>. 

(For drtails , sre sect ion 4.1.4.) 

5.2.1.5 Triple-competition selection 

111 casP of the t riple-competition selection scheme, the formula given in section 4.1.5 can 
hP sp lit i11 two parts. The first part , corresponding to the distrib11tion of the offspring, is 

Fo(P! = l(p) , where f ;(JJ) = LT0 (i +-j,k)P (j,k,p), 
j,k 
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and the second part , corresponding to the distribution of the parents , is 

:F0 (p) = !J(p) , where g;(PJ = L P(i , k,p). 
k 

These two parts are combined by 

F(s, o) = Bl(s, a,~) -

5.2.1.6 Elitist recombination 

The original transmission function model of elitist recombination , as given in section 4.1.6, 
already discriminates between newly generated offspring and surviving parents . Both are 
combined in Ter(i f- j , k). We rewrite the transmission function model for elitist recombi
nation such that these two types of individuals are separated: 

r ;: ,~(p) + r ;: ,~(p) = L Ter(i f--- j, k)PjPk , 
j ,k 

where r ;; ~(p) denotes the offspring labelled i, and r;;~(p) denotes the surviving parents , , 
labelled i. Next , we define 

and 

Now, if we introduce the additional parameter 

then we get 

F(s,o) = B1(s,a,f3). 

The additional parameter {3 is needed because the proportion of parents that survives will 
vary during evolution . If the search progresses slowly, then {3 is close to one. In order to 
be able to sample over the offspring an integer number of offspring is needed. Given that 
the population size is n, we set the number of offspring equal to 

max{Round(nlrEi(PJI) , l} , 

where this value is bounded from below by one (the reason being that the null-vector is 
not normalized). 
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5.3 Finite population models 

In this section it is discussed how sampling in combination with the (extended) transmission 
function model can be used to model the influence of the generation of a finite number of 
offspring. 

In section 5.1 four randomized steps used in GA's were discussed. New individuals are 
produced during the generation of the ini tial population, and by the application of evolu
tionary operators. In section 5.1 we made plausible that the influence of the population size 
is relatively large during these two randomized steps. We develop two hybrid models, and 
us<' these models to check this assumption. These models approximate a finite population 
during the generation of the initial population and the recombination , and use an infinitr 
population model to perform the other randomized steps. 

The first modrl is a simulation model that uses the transmission function model to 
evolve a distribution. After each generation the loss of information clue to the finite popu
lation size is simulated by a sampling step. A single run of this simulation model mimics a 
single run of a GA. The second model is a branching model, which constructs a branching 
tree that models all possible paths of evolution. The next subsections discuss these models 
in detail. 

5.3.1 Modelling finite populations by simulation 

Thr infinite population model is combined with simulation-steps that mimic the behaviour 
or the recombination step on a finite population, and with simulation-steps that mimic thC' 
inft11C'11ce of the finite ini tial population . In th is way a hybrid model is obtained that follows 
the infinite population models during selection and mating, while behaving like a finite 
popu lation GA during the generation of the initial population and during recombination. 
We first discuss the conditions under which we can simulate a finite sample given the 
distribution of the infini te sample. Next , it is discussed which steps of the GA allow such 
a simulation approach, and the details of the corresponding hybrid model arc given. 

We start with a discussion about t he type of distributions for which a finite sample can 
lw modelled. Let us assume that we know the expected distribution of a sample, denoted 
b~, cT Now , if a sample consists of independent identically distributed sample-points, then 
cl can be interpreted in two different ways. F irst, J represents the expected distribution 
of a large sample; Second , d can be interpreted as the distribution used to draw a single 
sample-point. Now, given the expected distribution of the sample, one can simulate a 
population of size n by generating sample-points according to J. After normalization of 
th<' histogram of this sample a new distribution is obtained , which we denote by p. This 
step actually corresponds to approximating J by a sample of size n . For a small sample 
this actual distribution can differ quite a lot from the expected d istribution . If the size of 
th<' sample 11 is increased , then the difference between p and J is likely to decrease, and 
in the limit of 11 -+ oo the p converges to d. Thus, j"i can be considered as a randomized 
si111u lation d~ and this simulation is likely to approximate dbetter when increasing the si;,;e 
oft hr sample that p corresponds to. 
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Next, we consider the use of such a simulation approach to model the influence of the 
population size during certain steps of the GA. Such a simulation is possible for distribu
tions representing a sample of independent identical distributed sample points. Thus , such 
an approach can only be used for a population in which all individuals are generated inde
pendently of each other. This is the case during the generation of the initial population and 
during application of a recombination operator that produces only one offspring. In case of 
probabilistic selection (such as fitness proportional selection or tournament selection) the 
individuals in a population are also generated independently of each other (prov ided that 
selection variance reduction mechanism is used , see section 2.3.1 for details). Deterministic 
selection schemes do not select individuals independently of each other, and thus cannot 
be simulated in this manner. 

QS)-{~J-~QS»&CZj~l 

~i 
'------------~& 

Figure 5.4: Simulate a finite recombination-step by sampling for a generational GA. 

An example of simulating a finite population by sampling over a distribution is given 
in Figure 5.4. In the top row the evolution of a single generation is shown; Selection , 
mating, and recombination are performed in sequence on a distribution. These distribution 
represent a population of infinite size. After the recombination step a distribution J is 
obtained. Next , a random sample of size n is generated according to this distribution. The 
distribution of this sample, denoted by p, is computed. Next, pis used as an input for 
the selection step of the infinite population model. The operations inside the clashed box 
mimic recombination applied to a finite population. 

Figure 5.4 shows a single generation out of a run of the simulation model for a genera
tional GA. Using the SP-boxes a run of an arbitrary GA can be modelled. The right-hand 
side of Figure 5.1 shows the model based on SP-boxes. In the SP-box a separation is 
made between the newly generated offspring, denoted by o1, and the surviving parents , 
denoted by s1. The places indicated by open circles represent the points where simulation 
of a sample is used to model the behaviour of of a finite population. These open circles 
indicate all points where new individuals are generated. 

Hence, we introduced in this section a simulation model that uses an infinite population 
during the selection step and the mating step, and a finite population during the generation 
of the initial population and during recombination. This simulation model is a hybrid model 
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in the sense that part of the evolution process is performed with an infinite population and 
part is performed with a finite population. This model allows us to differentiate betweeu 
the influence of the population size during the different steps of evolution . 

5.3.2 Branching over binomially distributed finite populations 

Next we are going to consider a model that represents all possible paths of evolu tion in a 
single tn' e. This model splits the search space in a small number of subsets and builds a 
branching tree using binomial distributions. 

Figure 5.1 denotes on ly a single possible path of evolution. When modelling all possible 
paths of evolution a tree-like structure is obtained. The input of each node is the current 
distribution of surviving parents and newly generated offspring, and the output is a set 
of branches. each one denoting a possible actual distribution of the population of size n. 
These branches are then fed to different SP-boxes. 

Following a ll possible traces of evolution for a finite population GA requires a lot of 
computation. Given the cardinality of the search space ISi, and the population size n , a 
single node has approximately (ISi" /n1) outputs, when ISi » n. Even when a rcpresenta
t iou by means of equ ivalence classes is used, the amount of outputs is going to be large. 
The total amount of computation for the complete model is very large, because the number 
of uodes in the tree describing the complete evolution is approximately (ISi" /n!(, where 
G is the number of generations. To reduce the amount of computation an approximate 
modd is introduced, where a relatively small number of branches is generated for each 
11odc. To do so , t he set of a ll possible bit-strings S is partitioned in two disjoint subsets , S 
and S , such that SUS = S. These sets are for example chosen in such a way that elements 
of S contain certain parts of the optimal solution , while the elements of S do not contain 
these parts. The number of elements in S can vary between O and n , so the number of 
outputs of a node is n + 1. 

The same procedure can be repeated by splitting the set S in two disjoint sets S 1 

and S 1• In this way it is possible to continue until the subsets exactly defines a specific 
population. Using only a few subsets one can already observe a good match between the 
modrl and actual GA-runs, as will be shown in the rest of this chapter. 

\T'/r will focus on the case where the search space S is split in two disjoint sets S aud 
S. The tree corresponding to this case is shown in F igure 5.5. A more detailed descrip
tion of the computation is given by the dataflow graphs in Figures 5.6 and 5. 7, which 
will be discussed later in this section. Figure 5.5 shows the computation by means of a 
t rec. The nodes arc labelled with a sequences of numbers. These numbers correspond to 
the number of r lements in the population that belong to S. For example a node labelled 
L 3 4 corresponds to a path where one individual belonging to S is present in the initial 
population , three such individuals arc present in the first generation , and four such incli
\·id11als arc present in the second generation. The number of offspring produced during 
a single geucration is >.. The arcs are labelled with the probability of the corrcspondiug 
transition. The root of the tree corresponds to the distribution used to draw the initial 
population (denoted by _rj0 ). The first branch corresponds to the case that no individual in 
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Figure 5.5: Picture of a branching tree for a finite-population model 

the population is contained in S, the second branch corresponds to case that exactly one 
individual in the population belongs to the set S, and the branch with label k corresponds 
to case that k individuals belong to the set S. The probability of branch k is denoted by 

Pk· 

5.3 .2 .1 Distributions corresponding to finite populations 

Assume that we have a transition to a node in which k individuals should belong to set 
S (out of.\). If the proportion of individuals belonging to Sin an distribution§ is equal 
to p, then the distribution corresponding to k out of ,\ individuals belonging to the set 
S is constructed as follows. First, the actual proportion p' = k/ ,\ is computed . The 
proportion of all elements that belong to the set S are multiplied by factor p' /p, while 
the proportions of the other elements are multiplied by a factor (1 - p') / (1 - p) . So, the 
relative proportions of individuals that belong to the same set remain unchanged, but the 
relative proportions of individuals that belong to different sets change by this procedure. 
Let 9 : IR x P ---+ P be the function that performs this operation, where the real-valued 
parameter is the proportion of individuals that belong to the set S, and where P is the 
space of all possible distributions over the search space. The following identity holds 

Here Bin( n, k, p) is the binomial distribution that represents the probability of obtaining 
k successes out of n independent random events, where p is the probability of success. 
To prove this equality let us consider a single element g; from distribution !}, and let us 
assume that element i belong to the set S. We have L~=0 Bin(.\,k , pHg; = g;. After some 

rewriting one obtains L~=O Bin(.\, k, p)k = .\p, and hence the identity holds . The same 
result holds for an element of the set S, using Bin(.\, k,p) =Bin(.\,,\ - k, l - p) . 
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Figure 5.6: Data flow for generation G0 (for ES) 

5.3.2.2 Transitions from generation G0 

Thr root of the branching tree is the expected distribution of the initial population. A dc
tailrd view of the computation at generation Go is given by the dataf!ow graph in Figure 5.6. 
The ovals represent distributions , while the boxes represent operations on distributions. 
The dashed box marks a set of operations that correspond to a single P-box. At the top 
thr distribution of the initial population, with label §0 , is shown. The expected proportion 
of individuals in set S is denoted by 0:. Next , the functions Yk that produce the new 
distribution in which proportions 1 (k = 0, ... , >.) of individuals belonging to the set Sare 
given. The resu lting distributions are labelled Po.k· Given one such a distribution , the 
surviving parents and offspring arc computed by means of the functions :Fs and :F0 . So, 
aftrr a single generation each trace is described by means of two distributions sand o. 

\"mv let us assume that the population of parents contains /• individuals that ar<' used 
to produce >. offspring, and the distribution of the parents in the initial population is i}0 . 

The distribution of the node labelled k of the first generation is 

Pol = 9( '!:., ifo), 
µ 

\\'hich is denoted by thr symbol Yk in Figure 5.6. The probability of this transition is 

Pk= Bin(p,, k,p) , 

whrr<' k is the proportion of individuals from §0 that belongs to the set S. 
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Figure 5.7: Picture of the data flow for a single branch of generation Gt fort> 0 

5.3.2.3 Transitions from generation G1 

A detailed view of the computation of generation Gt+1 from generation Gt is given by the 
dataflow graph in Figure 5. 7. The dashed box denotes a set of operations that correspond 
to a single SP-box. The evolution of a single trace is shown. On top the inputs of a node 
consisting of the two distributions s1 and 51 are given . The function Gk is applied to this 
distribution in order to get a distribution where a proportion k/ A individuals are in the set 
S. The function F is applied to this modified offspring distribution and the distribution 
of surviving parents to obtain the distribution pj: 

pj = F(st-1 , {h(~ , iit_i)) . 

Its probability is given by 
Pt ,k = PxBin(µ,, k,p) , 

where Px is probability of reaching node Pt ,x that is the predecessor of the node under 
consideration. There is a unique path from the root of the tree to the node P1,x and the 
probability Px is the product of the individual transition probabilities along this path . 

The expected distribution g1 is given by: 

.x 

9t = L Pt ,kPt,k 
k=O 

i.e. a weighted average over the distributions at this depth in the tree . 
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5.3.2.4 Merging of transitions 

A complete evolu tion tree consists of (N + l f branches, where N is the size of the popu
lation, and G is the number of generations. It is not feasible to follow all these branches. 
In order to obtain a feasible computation the set of followed branches is limi ted to those 
brn11cl1es that have a probabili ty above a certain threshold o. Branches that a rc not 
followed wi ll be put together with the nearest branch that is being followed. The propor
tion of individuals in t he set S is assigned a weighted average according to the formula 
I,-' = LZ~1 PxkPxk , where :r is the label of the node in the preceding generation from which 
the branch originates , l and m denote the range of the branches that are combined to 
a single branch , and Px denotes the probability that the evolution ends in node :r. T he 
r('sulting value of k' docs not have to be integer anymore in case branches arc merged. This 
probability of the joined branch is set to L;;'=t Pxk · If none of the branches has a probability 
above the threshold , then the net effect is that the infinite population model is traced. 

Given the lower bound on the probability of a traced branch , the total number of 
fol lowed branches of a single generation is smaller than l ¼ J. The maximal width of the tree 
at generation G; is n i, so the upper bound on total number of branches followed is given 
b_y 

A tighter upper bound is obtained by observing that the ni :S l¼J for generations i such 
that i < " log( l ¼ J). Using this bound one obtains 

where a= max{g + 1, G} and /3 = min{O, G - g}. 
Each node of the t ree given in Figure 5.5 corresponds to a constant amount of compu

tation because each node corresponds to a single evaluation of the functions 9 , :F, :Fs, and 
:F0 . Therefore these bounds a rc also the bounds on the total amount of computation . 

5.4 Experiment setup 

To test the models we implemented the models for different GA's, implemented the cor
rC'sponding real GA's , and applied these to the cross-competition problem. This problern 
( which is defined in section 4.4) consists of two parts, the first part corresponds to a oncMax 
probl0rn , and the second part correspond to a deceptive trap-function . The individua ls arc 
rndC'd as bit-strings of lengt h 12 for the real G A's, and arc coded by means of 49 cqui valence 
dass0s (see section 4.3 for details) for the models. 

V\"h0n cod ing indi\·iclua ls in linear strings of bits , genetic drift influences the prrfor
mancc of finite population geneti c algorithms. The cross-competition problem is suscepti
ble to genetic drift. Within a partition corresponding to a single function of uni tation a ll 
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loci have simi lar importance, so there is no reason for some loci to converge faster than 
other loci. But due to genetic drift some loci might converge faster than others within one 
specific run of the GA. This type of genetic drift will be ruled out because a formulation 
in terms of equivalence classes will be used. The underlying assumption is that all loci be
longing to the same partition are governed by the same probability of containing a one-bit. 
In order to get rid of the genetic drift in the real genetic algorithm a modified version of 
the uniform crossover operator is applied. This crossover accepts two parent individuals. 
For both individuals an intermediate individual is created in which all bits within the same 
partition are shuffled . Such an intermediate individual has the same fitness as the original 
individual because the fitness of a part is given by a function of unitation. Next, uniform 
crossover is applied to these intermediate individuals. Due to this shuffling, the probability 
of observing a one-bit in each of the loci of a partition becomes equal again , so genetic drift 
of individual loci is removed. The removal of genetic drift during the experiments a llows 
us to focus on the influence of the other assumptions. 

Next , the details about the implemented GA's are presented. For the generational 
genetic algorithms, and (1.1 ; >-)-selection schemes, we have two implementations. The 
first implementation is a straightforward implementation of the algorithm, while the sec
ond implementation contains a selection method that reduces the selection variance (see 
sections 2.3.1 , and 2.9 for details). 

In case of triple-competition and eli tist recombination the algorithms are defined in 
such a way that the selection variance is small already. 

We consider the population size n of the (µ; >-)-selection to be equal toµ, because this 
is the size of the smallest population that is used to pass information to subsequent gener
ations; Therefore, this is considered as an appropriate measure for the maximal amount of 
information that can be propagated to subsequent generations. Given this definition of n 
the amount of computation required to evaluate a generation Gi , where t > 0, differs per 
algorithm. The generat ional GA's, the (µ+>-)-selection, and the elitist recombination use 
n function evaluations per generation, the (µ , >-)-selection uses n>-/ µ function evaluations 
per generation (>- = 7µ) , and the triple-competition uses n/3 function evaluations per 
generation . 

5.5 Experiments 

In this section the results of the experiments are discussed. 
The simulation model can be applied directly to the problem. In case of the branching 

model the set S has to be chosen. Here , we define the set S to correspond to exactly 
those clements of S that contain an optimal building block in the deceptive part. Because 
clements of the set Sare relatively likely to result in convergence to the global optimum, it 
is of interest to know which proportion of the population is part of this set. This proportion 
might differ between different runs , but it is possible to estimate the probabilities that a 
certain proportion of the population is contained in the set S in generation t. 
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Figmc 5.8: Proportion of optimal solutions for the canon ical genetic algorithm both for 
t hr simulation model (top) and the branching model (bottom). 
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Figure 5.9: Proportion of optimal solutions for the canonical genetic algorithm both real 
GA's both without (top) and with (bottom) reduction of selection variance. 
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Figurr 5.10: Proportion of optimal solutions for the generational genetic algorithm with 
2-to11rna111cnt srlcction both for the simulation model (top) and the branching model (bot
tolll ). 
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The probability that k individuals out of a set of ,\ offspring belong to the set S is 
given by the binomial distribution Bin(.\ , k, p) where p denotes the expected proportion of 
elements that belong to the set S. Given that k out of,\ offspring belong to the set S the 
actual proportion is p' = k/ ,\_ For large populations p' will be close to p, but for small 
population sizes the difference between these two might be rather large. 

Both tracing of the models and real experiments have been performed for all the selec
tion schemes discussed in previous sections. The modelling is done by tracing the behaviour 
of both the finite population model and the infinite population model. Plots are shown for 
population sizes n = 12, 24, 48, 96, and oo. (Recall that n refers to the number of parent 
individuals that are used to create the set of offspring.) The results for the simulation 
model and the real GA's are obtained by computing the averages over 1,000 independent 
runs. 

For all selection schemes a number of plots are shown. The first plot shows the results 
for the simulation model , the second plot the results for the branching model , the third 
plot shows results of the real GA, and the fourth plot shows the results for a real GA with 
reduction of selection variance (if applicable). In these plots the horizontal axis shows the 
index of the generation, and the vertical axis shows the proportion of optimal individuals. 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the results when using a generational genetic algorithm with 
fitness proportional selection. 
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This genetic algorithm is not likely to find the global optimal solution. The results 
of the simulation model are similar to the results obtained with the real GA's. The sim
ulation corresponds best to the implementation with reduction of selection variance . In 
the branching model the performance of the GA deteriorates when the population size 
is increased. The same behaviour is observed for the real GA's. The branching model 
underestimates the probability that the optimum is located. 

Figures 5.10 and 5.10 show the results when applying tournament selection. Tourna
ment selection results in a very fast convergence. The optimal solution should be found 
fast , otherwise it will not be found at all. We see roughly the same qualitative behaviour , 
but the actual probabilities differ between the simulation and the experiments. 

Figures 5.1 2 and 5.1 3 show the results for the(µ , >-)-selection . The qualitative behaviour 
of the simulated and experimental results match well. The results for the real GA's show 
that selection variance is small for this selection scheme. This is to be expected, because 
the parents are selected more often than in case of the generational GA 's. As a result, 
the ratio between the expected and the actual number of copies of a parent is likely to be 
relatively close to one. 
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F igures 5. 14 and 5. 15 show the results for a (µ + >- )-selection . The simulation model 
prrd ir ts t he resul ts of the runs of the real GA's very well. T he branching model overcs
tilll ates the pro port ions of optimal solutions for all populat ion sizes . If we compare the 
r<' ,1 I GA with and without reduct ion of selection variance, then the differences are small. 
T hi s is again due to the fact tha t well-performing individuals produce many copies. A 
well-performing individual might get no chance to reproduce once in a while, bu t if t hi s 
indi vidua l survives during several generations, t hen this event does not have a strong inftu
e11 n• on the progress of the evolu t ion process. For this reason we expect t hat minimization 
of sampling errors during selection is not very important for the (µ + >-)-selection. 

F igures 5.1 6 and 5. 17 show the results for t he triple-competition. Both models show 
approx imately the same resul ts as the real GA . Again the branching model overestimates 
the proport ions d uring all runs. 

F igures 5.1 8 and 5. 19 show the results fo r t he eli t ist recombination algori thm. Eli t ist 
1w·o mbination converges qui te slowly, when compared to t he other GA's . T he resul ts 
of the models match the results of the real G A runs reasonably. In the model we onl y 
sa ll!plc over the offspring. However , in the eli t ist recombination parents and offspring arc 
in direct competition. \,Vhether the parents survive depends on the fitness of their direct 
offspring. Therefore, compu t ing both dis t ribu t ions independent ly is not correct. T his 
discrr pancy between the models and the real eliti st recombination is probably the reason 
for the difference between the results predicted by the models and the results obtained 
fro m t he real GA runs. If we would like to model this interaction correctly, t hen we should 
gc nC'ra tc the distribu t ion of the parents dependent upon the distribution of the offspring 
a ft r r sampling. In order to compu te this parent distribut ion we should keep t rack of t hr 
which parents prod uced which offspring. 

T he branching model assumes a building block processing approach to optimizat ion 
( rrrall t hat set S corresponds to those individuals that contain the optimal building block 
in the decept ive part) . If we compare the resul ts of t he branching model to the resul ts 
of the real runs, t hen a good match is observed for a ll GA's, except for the generationa l 
GA's. \,Vhen using the simulat ion model these generational GA's a re also modelled qui te 
well , so the S P-boxes seem to work correctly. An explanation for the difference is t ha t t he 
und r rl ying assumpt ion of the branching model is not t rue for the two generat iona l genet ic 
a lgo ri t hms: the generat iona l GA's do not process the order-six decept ive building block. 
T hi s explanat ion is fur ther strengthened by the fact t hat the generationa l GA's arc not 
wr• ll able to optimize this problem . 

A second smaller problem instance is int roduced in which the oneMax part consists of 
six bi ts and the decept ive part consists of three bits. The generational GA wi th fitn ess 
proportional sf' lect ion is applied to t his problem. T he resul ts a rc shown in F igures 5.20 
and 5.21. The upper graph of F igure 5.20 shows the resul ts for the model (given by thr 
lin rs) and the resul ts for the real GA with reduction of sampling errors during Sf'lection 
(gi\-cn by the markers). T he match between the model and the real GA is good , especially 
fo r small population sizes . T he lower graph shows the resul ts when using sampling of thr 
di st ri bu t ion of ini t ial population and sampling of the distribu t ions after t he selection step 
by mea ns of a sa mpling step. while recombinat ion is done by means of th<' transmission 
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function model. The sampling errors by selection are here modelled explicitly, and hence 
we added the results of a GA without reduction of the sampling error during selection to 
this plot. The model in this case results in too optimistic predictions. This effect can 
be explained by means of the following example. Let A be a highly fit string, while B is 
a string with a very low fitness. Assume that the recombination produces a distribution 
containing an equal proportion of strings A and B and that this proportion is smaller 
than 1/n. After the selection the proportion of A can easily be larger than 1/n, while the 
proportion of B is close to zero. Hence, if we only sample after selection, then it is not 
surprising that the resulting model results in too optimistic predictions. 

Figure 5.21 shows the results for the real GA without reduction of the sampling error 
during selection. The upper graph shows the results when simulating a finite selection and 
a finite recombination by means of sampling. The results predicted by the model match 
well with the results obtained with the real GA's . The lower graph shows the results when 
simulating a finite selection, mating and recombination. In this case the match between 
the model and the results of the actual GA is not so good. We expect this to be due to the 
fact that our model assumption , which is that the individuals are generated independently, 
does not hold here. 

The best performance is obtained when using finite recombination, as was already 
suggested by the theoretical analysis. The distribution after recombination has quite a 
large spread and therefore the discrepancies are quite large at this point during evolution. 
Furthermore we observe a good match for the simulation-P with a GA with reduction of 
sampling errors during selection, and for the simulation-SP with a real GA without this 
reduction of sampling errors. This indicates that we can make a separation between these 
two sampling errors by means of our model. 

5 .6 Summ ary 

Infinite population models can behave quite differently from their finite population coun
terparts. Vve conjecture that the influence of population size is strongest when the expected 
distribution of the population has the largest spread. 

We introduced two models of finite population GA's, applied these models to a test
problem , and compared the behaviour of the models to the behaviour shown by real GA's. 
The simulation model predicts the behaviour of all selection schemes well. The branching 
model only fails on the generational GA's, which suggests that generational GA 's are not 
able to process order-six building blocks efficiently. 

The experiments show that modelling the consequences of finite populations during 
recombination gives a good match between models and real GA 's, and that modelling a 
finite population after the selection step results in a less good match. 

In case of generational GA with fitness proportional selection we have shown how to 
model the consequences of the finite population during selection and during recombination 
(bo th together and separately) . The results further strengthened our suspicion that finite 
population sizes have a strong influence during the recombination phase. 
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Chapter 6 

Mixing Evolutionary Algorithm 

When a genetic algorithm solves a problem involving building blocks, the GA has to 
grow the building blocks, and then the GA has to mix these building blocks in order 
to obtain the (optimal) solution. Finding a good balance between the growing and the 
mixing process is a prerequisite to get a reliable evolutionary algorithm [GDT93, TG93]. 
Different building blocks can have different probabilities of being mixed . Such differences 
in mixing probability can easily lead to a loss of the building blocks that are difficult to 
mix, and as a result lead to premature convergence. By allocating relatively many trials 
to individuals that contain building blocks with a low probability of being mixed, such 
effects can be prevented. In this chapter we introduce the mixing evolutionary algorithm 
(mixEA) in which the allocation of trials is a more explicit procedure than in the standard 
evolutionary algorithms. Experiments indicate that the mixEA is a reliable optimizer on 
a set of building block problems that are difficult to handle with more traditional genetic 
algorithms. In the case that the global optimum is not found, the mixEA creates a small 
population containing a high concentration of building blocks. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1 mixing of building blocks and 
allocation of trials is discussed . Section 6.2 introduces the mixEA. The results of some 
experiments are given in section 6.3. This is followed by a summary in section 6.4. 

6 .1 Mixing of building blocks 

In chapter 3 a simple building block oriented problem was studied. The problem involved 
two compatible building blocks, which were identical. Here , we discuss problems hav
ing building blocks with different fitness contributions and different probabilities of being 
transferred. In section 6.1.1 the consequences of such differences between building blocks 
for the mixing process and for the reliability of evolutionary optimizers are discnssed. In 
section 6.1.2 a different method of allocation of recombinative trials is proposed, which can 
help to prevent premature convergence for such problems. 

109 
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6.1.1 Transfer and mixing of building blocks 

Mixing of building blocks is a process that involves preserving the individua ls t hat contain 
building blocks, se lecting pa irs of individuals with different but compatible building blocks, 
and the allocation of enough opportunities to mix t hese building blocks for such pa irs of 
indi vidua ls. If two ind ividuals, containing compatible building blocks, are used as parents 
dming recombina tion, t hen t hese building blocks are mixed wi th a cer tain probabili ty. If 
Pnough t ries are allocated to t his pair of parents , t hen t he building blocks will get mi xed 
(•vent uall y. Let t he probabili ty t hat a building block is being transferred be denoted by P tr· 

Iu sections 3.1 and 3.3 , it was shown t hat when using uniform crossover t his probabili ty 
depends upon the order of t he building block, and upon the probabili ty t hat opt imal bit
values arc present wi thin t he pa rtit ion corresponding to t his building block. In section 3.1 
an expli cit formul a fo r Pir is given. For a simple problem involving two building blocks 
t hat both have t he same fi t ness cont ribution, and a pprox ima tely the same P ir, t he problem 
of mi xing t hese blocks can a lready be quite difficult . Cross-competition between building 
blocks ca n lead to t he loss of building blocks, and thereby lower t he probabili ty of find ing 
the global op timum . If t he fi tness cont ribu t ions of t he building blocks differ strongly, or 
if the P1r's of building blocks differ st rongly, t hen t he mixing of building blocks becomes 
rvcn more difficul t. T hese two facto rs are first discussed independent ly of each other. 

If all building blocks have a pproximately t he same P ir and one building block has a 
much larger fi t ness contribu t ion, t hen t he evolu t iona ry search foc uses on t his (high-fi tness) 
building block un t il all individuals in t he population contain t his building block. Mean
while, t he part it ions of t he other building blocks a re suscept ible to drift, which might lead 
to t he loss of diversity of a lleles in those pa rti t ions. If a ll building blocks have approx i
mately similar fitn ess contribu t ions , but the values of P ir differ a lot, then the search te nds 
to foc us on t hose build ing blocks tha t have the highest value of P tr· Again the part it ions 
of t. he other building blocks ( t hose with lower values of Pir) a re suscept ible to genetic drift. 

In t he case of two opposing effects, such as when the building blocks wi th t he lowest 
va lues of P1, have t he highest fi t ness cont ribu t ion, it is difficul t to predict whether t he 
building block will be retained . Let us call such a build ing block a high-order bu ilding 
bl ock, because a high-orde r is likely to resul t in a low value of Ptr· In case of a canon ical 
C . .\ the fo llowing condit ion is required to retain a build ing block: (Jbb/J) Pir 2: 1, where 
.!1ib dr·notes t he average fit ness of t he individua ls t hat contain the building block. T his 
rn11dition has to be sat isfi ed, such that t he propor tion of individuals containing t he building 
bl o{'k does not dec rease. So, in t he case that Pir of a bu il ding block is low there has to be 
a large fi t ness advantage of t he individua ls to compensate for the low value of P tr· 

Even when t he separate fit ness cont ributions of t he building blocks with high P1,. a rf' 
s111 a ll , these building blocks can easily combine to generate highly fi t individua ls conta in
ing 111 any of such build ing blocks. The resul t ing indi vid ua ls can push high perfonna ucr 
i11di \' idua ls containing building blocks with low Pir out of t he population. 

T hi s effect is f've n enl a rged by the fact t hat t he value Pir of a building block tends to 
innc·asc• when the proport ion of individuals t hat contain t hi s building block increases (c f. 
sc•ct ion 3.3). So, if t hr proport ion of t he low-order build ing blocks grows , t hen t his ratr 
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of growth will tend to increase, resulting in an even more rapid growth of these low-order 
building blocks. 

In elitist GA 's the retaining of well-performing individuals is guaranteed . However, 
even when using such a GA, it is not certain that the high-order building block is retained. 
Low-order building blocks can be combined, resulting in individuals that outperform the 
iudividuals that only contain a few high-order building blocks. 

Due to these effects most GA 's that allocate recombinative trials based on fitness only, 
have a (strong) preference for building blocks with a high value of Ptr· Originally, GA's 
were developed as adaptive systems. Good on-line performance in a dynamically changing 
environment (context) was considered to be important. Allocation of trials based on fitness 
is appropriate in that case. Building blocks with a low value Fir are less interesting because 
these building blocks do not allow for the fast adaptation that is required for such an on
line system. Nowadays evolutionary computation methods are often used for optimization 
problems. The problem definition (context) does not change, and the best solution should 
be found independent of the Ptr of the building blocks contained in this optimal solution. 
So in case of an optimization problem, adjustment of the allocation of trials to compensate 
for the bias towards building blocks with a high value of Ptr can help to produce a more 
reliable function optimizer. 

6.1.2 Allocation of recombinative trials 

In most GA's the fitness is taken to be equal to the objective value of the function to 
be optimized . So, the selection of parents is usually biased towards individuals having a 
relatively high objective value. Because the number of trials (recombination operations) 
assigned to a selected parent is fixed, there is a strong relation between the fitness and 
the assigned number of recombinative trials. Fitness undoubtedly is one of the important 
factors to be considered when determining allocation of trials. However, the probability 
P,, that building blocks are transferred should be considered too when optimization is the 
goal. When thinking in terms of building block mixing, it seems logical that more trials 
should be assigned to those individuals that contain important building blocks with a low 
value of Ptr· 

In our view a reliable selection scheme for optimization has two tasks to perform. The 
first task is fitness-based selection of the individuals, which is used to drive the population 
towards regions of relatively high fitness. The second task is the allocation of recombinative 
trials in such a way that an efficient exploitation of the building blocks, present in a certain 
parent , is obtained . Relatively many recombination trials should be allocated to those 
individuals that contain building blocks with a high fitness contribution, but a low value of 
Ptr· Given an individual , it is usually not known what building blocks are present within 
this individual, and what the Ptr values of these blocks are . Therefore, an allocation of 
trials directly based upon P1r seems to be impossible. So, the properties of the separate 
building blocks cannot be measured, but it is possible to measure the properties of a 
complete individual. One such property is the probability that this individual recombines 
successfully. Therefore, let us define Ptnd

) as the probability that a recombination of the 
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rn rrent individual wi th a randomly selected other individual of the population resul ts in 
an offspring that out performs both of its pa rents. It is easy to estimate this probabili ty by 
;.ictua lly performing a set of recombination operations. If recombination prod uces offspring 
I. hat out performs both parents, t hen a large number of the building blocks of the parents is 
pro bably transferred to the offspring. If we have an individua l that contains a few building 
blocks, t hen Ptnd

) depends among other things on t he P1r values of the building blocks 

wit h the highest fi t ness cont ribu t ion present within the individua l. The value Ptnd
) can 

be measured , and gives us at least partial information about the Ptr values of the build ing 
blocks present in an individua l: T herefore, t he Pt nd

) value might be used to control t he 
,tllocation of t ri a ls. 

6.2 Mixing evolutionary algorithm 

111 t hi s section we int roduce the mixing evolutionary algori thm. The mixEA is an evolu
t ionary a lgori thm that actually separa tes the two tasks of the selection scheme, and that 
uses t he Plmd} in order to a llocate an appropriate number of recombinativc t ria ls to an 
indi vidual. 

T he mixEA is designed to handle building block oriented problems. T he primary goal 
is to locate the optimum. If t his goal is too difficul t to attain , t he algori thm is meant to 
locate a (small ) set of relatively good solut ions that do contain as many building blocks as 
possible. In order to reach this goal the mixEA 

1. separates fi t ness-based select ion and a llocat ion of recombinative t ri a ls, and 

2. prevents (rapid) duplicat ion of building blocks with high values of Pt,·· 

F irst. an out line of the mixEA is presented in section 6.2.1. Next, a more detail ed 
descrip tion of the mixEA is given section 6. 2.2 together wi th an explanation of how our 
goals arc attained . 

6.2.1 Outline mixEA 

During the evolu t ion the mixEA allocates an exponentially increasing nu mber of t ria ls 
to t he individua ls in the population. Simul taneously, t he population size is decreased 
exponent ia lly, such that t he total number of fun ction eva luations per generat ions remains 
approx imately the same. T he number of t rials is increased , because during the later phases 
of evolu t ion one expects individua ls to contain a large number of building blocks, and 
therefore to ha\·e a low value of Pt"d

) . T he decrease of the population size is allowed 
beca usr the in fo rmat ion about the search space is available in a more condensed form 
whf' n evo lu t ion proceeds because a single individual probably contains mul t iple building 
bl ocks. T hus, one does not have to lose information by decreasing the population size 
dming later phases of f'vo lu t ion, because a smaller population suffices to cover all t hf' 
i11 f'o rn1 at ion. 
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F igure 6.1: A schematic out line of the mixing evolutionary algorithm . 

A visual representation of this process is given in the leftmost pa rt of Figure 6.1. Each 
bean-like shape represents a population . On the left-bottom the random initial popula tion 
is shown. A successful recombination operation is denoted by two solid lines starting at the 
parents merged in an upward arrow that denotes the propagation of the offspring to the 
populat ion. If an offspring is produced , both of its pa rents are discarded . The subsequent 
populations in a stack decrease in size. The maximal number of recombinations fo r each 
individua l is given by the number below this stack of popula tions. The stack terminates 
when the next population contains less than two individuals. At termination of a stack, 
all individuals that d id not recombine successfully a re collected . T his is denoted by the 
dashed arrows. T he collected individua ls a re pu t in the bottom population of t he next 
stack. Duplicates of complete individuals are removed from this popula tion. The maxim al 
number of recombination operations is increased by a factor two and the evaluation of this 
new stack is started . 

6.2.2 Detailed description 

T hC' selection scheme of the mixEA different iates between two tasks: selection of parents 
and a llocation of t rials. T he mixEA starts with a large population and it t ries to condense 
a ll building blocks in a set of individuals that decreases in size . T he ideal final sit uation 
corresponds to all building blocks being condensed in a single individual representing, 
t. hr optimal solu tion. In order to attain this goal the mixEA uses a (rapidly) decreasing 
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pop11lation sizr. 

Given a certain generation, the next generation is created according to the fo llowing 
rulPs. Two parents arc selected uniformly at random. The recombination operator is 
11s('cl to create a s ingle offspring, which is on ly accepted when it outperforms both of its 
parents in terms of fitness. If the offspring is accepted , then it is put in the population 
of the next genrrntion (one level higher in the stack) , and both parents arc discarded. If 
th(' offspring is not accepted, then the parents are put back in their population such that 
each of these individuals gets a new opportun ity to recombine . This process is continued 
until the current popu lation contains less than two individuals , or the maximal number of 
n•c-0111bination per individual is exceeded. Evolu t ion now continues at the next generation , 
one level up in the current evolu tionary stack. For each offspring that is accepted iLs two 
parents have been discarded , so the pool of offspring is at least twice as small as thr parent 
pool. 

Thr evol11 t ion of a stack continues un ti l the current population contains less than two 
individuals. Now all remaining individuals over all generations in the stack arc coll ected in 
the first population of the next evolutionary stack, duplicates of individuals are rcmO\·ed , 
and the maximal number of recombination events is increased by a factor two for this new 
stack. Given that the first population of the previous stack contained N individuals, the 
first population of the current stack contains at most N - Srec individuals, wherP S,-cc is 
the number of successful recombination event in the previous evolutionary stack. 

T he allocation of trials to an individual is influenced by its Ptnd
) value. An individual 

with a high value Ptnd
) recombines easily. Therefore, it uses only few recombinative trials 

in order to produce offspring. Furthermore, due to the fact that it recombined successfully 
the in formation contained in this individual is likely to be propagated upwards in the 
evol11tionary stack . This process continues until the offspring population contains less than 
t,1·0 individuals. This happens also when P1~

nd
) has decreased such that P1~

nd
) < 1/ N,·ec,y, 

where Nrec,g is the maximal number of recombination operations per individual in the stack , 
which is given by N,-cc,g = 29 nrec· The information present in the individual is likely to be 

propagated 11pwards in the stack. The value of Ptnd
) decreases during evolution beca11se 

individuals arc likely to contain more building blocks , and therefore more recombinative 
trials arc required in order to preserve enough of these building blocks , such that an 
offapring with superior fitness is obtained . Individuals that fail to recombine are likely to 
conta in a few building blocks with low values of Pi,-, or a large number of building blocks 
with a rC'latively high value of Pi,·, but the combined effect of these building blocks again 
lewis IO 1-l low val UC of Pt"d

) . 

Prrn·ntion of the rapid duplication of building blocks with high values of Pir is achirn•d 
h,· al lowing rach parent to produce only a single offspring, by removing duplicates at the 
first population of each stack. Furthermore, duplicates of building blocks arc removed 
licca11sc' i11di,·id11als that have somr building blocks in common are likely to recombine , 
thcrchv remov ing one srt of the common building blocks. Bui lding blocks with high val11cs 
of P,, are lik<'ly to movr far up in the first few evolutionary stacks , and thereby these 
b11ildi11g blocks rapid ly dccrrase in number without getting lost. 
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The mixEA requires only three parameters, i.e. the size of the initial population, the 
maximal number of recombinations operations per individual in the first evolutionary stack 
n, ec, and the maximal number of subsequent evolution stacks. The algorithm is not very 
sensitive with respect to the actual values of these parameters and hence parameter tuning 
is easy. 

An "opposite" approach is the reproductive evaluation [Whi87]. During reproductive 
evaluation additional copies are assigned to individuals that have created relatively many 
good offspring. We think reproductive evaluation indeed might help to obtain rapid con
vergence , but when one is interested in actual optimization such a system is likely to fail 
because it enlarges the preference of the GA for building blocks with a large value of Ptr· 

Next we present the pseudo-code of the mixEA. The following tuples are used: 

resultGen = [parents , offspring]; 
pair = [first, second]; 

Herc , resultGen is used to contain the results of a generation, where parents represents 
a population containing the parents that did not produce an offspring, and offspring repre
sents a population containing the offspring, and pair is used to represent a pair of parents, 
where first is the first parent and second is the second parent. 

Mix EA (initPopSize , maxStack, nrec) 
S0 = initiaJPopulation( initPopSize); 
for t = I to maxStack do 

St = EvolveStack(Si- 1, nrec2t- l ); 
od; 

end 

EvolveStack(P0 , maxRec) 
failfndiv = {}; 
t = O; 
while (IPtl > 2) do 

resultGen : res; 

od; 

res= EvolveGen(P1, maxRec); 
add res.parents to failfndiv; 
Pi+1 = res. offspring; 
t = t + I; 

add Pt to failfndiv; 
EvolveStack = failfndiv; 

end 

EvolveGen(P, maxRec) 
resultGen : res; 
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res = {} ; 
for g = 1 to maxRec do 

od; 

pairs = randomPartitionSet(P ); 
for each p E pairs do 

od; 

offs = evolve(p .first, p.second); 
if (Fitness(offs) > Fitness(p.first)) and (Fitness(offs) > Fitness(p . .first)) then 

add offs to res. offspring; 
remove p . .first from P; 
remove p .second from P; 

fi · 
' 

res.parents= P; 
EvolvcGen = res; 

end 

Here, the function initialPopu/ation( initPopSize) generates a random initial population , 
the function randomPartitionSet(P) randomly partitions a set P in a set of pairs (if /P l 
is odd , then one clement remains), the operation add puts an element in a set, and the 
operatation remove removes an element from a set . 

6.3 Experiments 

During our experiments we used the fully deceptive trap function (see section 2.6). The fit
ness contribution for a set of k bits that together can compose a building block is calculated 
according to the following formula, 

f(x) = { 
1 

. k - 1- u (x) 
1 k - l 

ifu(x) = k 

otherwise 

wh<~re n(.T) counts the number of one-bits in string x, and r < 1 denotes the fitness ratio 
br~tween the optimal and the suboptimal solution. This type of building blocks is difficult 
to detect because al l lower order schemata direct the search towards the local optimum 
containing just 0-bits. A fitness ratio of r = 0.7 is used, and no assumptions regarding the 
li11kagr of loci are made. The fitness of an individual is taken to be the sum of the partial 
fitnesses of the different subfunctions. 

During our experiments the mixEA is compared to two other evolutionary algorithms. 
The first is a generational genetic algorithm (GGA) using tournament selection (tourna
ment. sizr = 2) , in which crossover is applied with probability 0.7 and the mutation rat.r 
is set. to 1/ l , where l is the length of the bit-string. The second is a steady-state genetic 
algorithm (SSGA) applying uniform selection and truncation reduction, crossover is always 
applied and thr mutation rate is set to 1/l. Both GA's terminate when the optimal solution 
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mixEA GGA SSGA 
order num fracbb fracbb % succ. fracbb fracbb % succ. fracbb fracbb % succ. 

bb bb best pop. runs best pop. runs best pop. runs 

3 13 1.0 1.0 100 0.83 1.0 10 1.0 1.0 100 
4 10 1.0 1.0 100 0.33 0.26 0 0.71 0.97 0 
5 8 0.86 1.0 10 0.18 0.03 0 0.19 0.48 0 
6 7 0.76 1.0 10 0.12 0 0 0.12 0.3 0 
7 6 0.68 1.0 0 0.07 0 0 0.08 0.1 0 
8 5 0.6 1.0 0 0.02 0 0 0.04 0.03 0 
10 4 0.48 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 6.1: Results for different order of the building blocks (first set of problems) , where 
frncb1, best/pop represents the fraction of building blocks present within the Best solu
tion/final Population, and % succ. shows the percentage of successful runs. 

order mixEA GGA SSGA 
bb ll\,best 11\,pop ]!\,best JP'k,pop IP'k,best JP'k,pop 

3 0.95 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
4 0.95 1.0 0.25 0 1.0 1.0 
5 0.95 1.0 0 0 0 0.1 
6 0.85 1.0 0 0 0 0 
7 0.75 0.9 0 0 0 0 
8 0.30 0.9 0 0 0 0 
9 0.25 0.85 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0.55 0 0 0 0 

Table 6.2: Results for a fully deceptive problem involving building blocks of different order 
(second problem), where IP'k,besi/IP'k,pop denote the probabilities that the building block of 
order k is present in the Best solution/final Population, respectively. 

is obtained, or when the variance in fitness is zero, or when the number of function eval
uations exceeds 500,000. We use n,ec = 32, so the mixEA allows 32 recombination-trials 
per individual during its first evolution process. An upper bound of 16,384 is used for the 
maximal number of recombinations per individual, which results in at most ten subsequent 
evolution processes to take place. No mutation is applied. All three selection schemes have 
an (initial) population containing 4096 individuals and use uniform crossover. All results 
arc obtained by taking an average over twenty independent runs. 

Two sets of experiments are conducted. First, it is investigated how the different 
selection schemes behave when all building blocks have the same Pi,- Next, it is investigated 
what happens when different building blocks have different values of Pi,- The first set of 
experiments is used to study the behaviour of the different selection schemes in relation to 
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F igure 6.2: Number of function evaluations before ob taining t he best solu t ion fo r the first 
srt of problems. 

t he order of the building blocks k. The number of building blocks is adjusted such t hat 
t he• lc11gth of t he bi t-st ring is approximately 40 bits. The resul ts are shown in Table G.1. 
For each selection scheme t he first column in t his table, denoted by fracbb best, shows the 
frac ti on of a ll building blocks present in the best obtained solu t ion . Herc, a value of 011e 
rneans t hat a ll building blocks are present . The mixEA perfo rms significant ly better tha n 
t he other two select ion schemes when using t hi s measure. T he second column , denoted by 
fr ac1,1, pop, shows t he fraction of a ll building blocks t hat are present in t he fin a l populat ion. 
For t he mixEA t his fract ion is close to 1.0 during t hi s experiment, which means that a lmost 
a ll building blocks a rc still present wi t hin t he fin al population. Usuall y t his population 
('onsis ts of approx imately ten individuals for t he mixEA . In case of t he GGA t he fract ion 
o f" building blocks drops rapidly when t he order of t he bui ld ing blocks increases . An 
int l' rrst ing observat ion is that t his fract ion is zero fo r a ll problems having building blocks 
rn 11 t aining more t ha n 5 bi t posit ions even when the best solu t ion does contain a small 
frac ti on of t he build ing b locks. T his means t hat t he best solu t ion is not present in t he fi na l 
popnl a ti on , and a ppa rently t he GGA lost t rack of t he most important parts of t he search 
spa('<' . T he SSGA performs better, but it a lso is not a ble to preserve large bui ld iug blocks 
in its popnl ation. T he t hird column shows the percentage of successful runs (i. e. r u11s t hat 
f"o nnd th r globa l opt imnm). F igure 6.2 a nd 6.3 show t he num ber of fun ct ion evalua ti ons 
pc• rfo rrn cd before the !)('st solu t ion is fo un d (left) and t he total number of evaluations 
1w rfo rn H·d brforr terminat ion (right). Compa rin g thr two graphs fo r t he mixEA wr sec' 
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F igure 6.3: Number of function evaluations before termination of t he algori t hms fo r t he 
fi rst set of problems. 

t hat this selection scheme terminates relatively fast after it has found its best solution. 
T his in contrast to t he GGA that almost always uses the maximal number of funct ion 
rvaluations before it terminates. 

From the first set of experiments it is clear t hat t he mixEA can handle problems 
invo lving relatively large building blocks when all build ing blocks have t he same order 
( same Fir) . A second series of experiments is conducted to study the behaviour of t he 
se lection schemes when applied to a problem instance involving a set of building blocks of 
different order. T he act ual problem instance used , contains eight building blocks having 
order ranging from t hree to ten bits, resulting in a problem having a length of 52 bits . 
T he resul ts are shown in Table 6.2. Each row in t his table summa ri zes t he res ul t fo r 
a building block of a certain order. For each selection scheme the first column (ll"k ,bcst) 
shows the proba bili ty t hat t he building block of order k is present wit hin t he best obta ined 
solu t ion, and t he second column (11\,best) shows the probabili ty t hat t he building block of 
order k is present in t he populat ion. All t hree selection schemes easily find t he order-t hree 
build ing block, bu t t he order-fo ur building block is already diffic ul t to find for t he GGA 
and the SSGA fails on t he order-five building-block. T he mixEA is able to find and mix t he 
la rge r building blocks with a reasona ble proba bility. When studying t he pro ba bili ty t hat 
a build ing block is present in t he fin al population roughly t he same resul ts a rc obtained. 
Ag;:i in the mixEA signifi cant ly out performs the other two methods. It is a lso interesting to 
no tr t hat t he proba bili ty of t he la rgest building block to be present in t he fin a l populat ion 
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is still 55%, which means that the final population of the mixEA is still very diverse and 
is likely to contain all building blocks. These building blocks are concentrated in a small 
population of approximately ten individuals. Results on a larger test-suite are shown 111 

chapter 8 in which we compare a number of different algorithms with each other. 

6.4 Summary 

A selection scheme basically has two tasks: the selection of parents to drive the population 
towards more promising parts of the search space and the allocation of recombinative 
trials in order to get an effective mixing of building blocks. Most traditional GA's do not 
differentiate between these two tasks and both are steered by fitness only. As a result the 
search is usually biased towards finding building blocks with a low value of P1,. , because 
these building blocks are recombined easily. The mixEA is a simple selection scheme that 
uses a sequence of evolution stacks. In the mixEA selection of parents is also steered by 
fitness , but the second task, allocation of trials is varied during the evolution process. 
Subsequent evolutionary stacks use an increasing number of trials because more complex 
building blocks are likely to be present. 

During our experiments the mixEA significantly outperformed two traditional GA se
lection schemes on a number of test problems, especially when large building blocks need 
to be processed. Also when the problem instance contains many building blocks having 
different values of Ptr the mixEA performs well. When the optimum is not found, the 
mixEA usually terminates with a small final population that still contains most of the 
building blocks. Analysis of this population can reveal more information regarding the 
actual structure of the search space. 



Chapter 7 

Building Block Filtering and Mixing 

Problems involving high-order building blocks with unknown linkage are difficult to solve. 
Neither n-point crossover nor uniform crossover can mix high-order building blocks effi
ciently. Linkage learning methods, as briefly discussed in section 1.6, might help in gen
erating more efficient recombination operators. Even when having an efficient crossover, 
it might still be difficult to strike the balance between exploration and exploitation . In 
th is chapter t he bbf-GA is developed. This is a hybrid GA that handles building blocks 
effectively and efficiently. A three-stage approach is used. During the first stage a large 
number of rapidly converging GA's is used to explore the search-space. During the second 
stage the best individual of each GA is filtered to locate the (potential) building blocks 
present in this individual. The third stage consists of a GA that exploits these masked 
individuals by mixing them to obtain the global optimal solution. The bbf-GA performs 
well on a set of test-problems, and is able to locate and mix more building blocks than the 
competitor GA's. 

Section 7.1 presents the basic out line of t he bbf-GA. In section 7.2 the building block 
filtering method is described. This algorithm takes a bit-string as its input , and produces a 
corresponding mask that marks the most important parts of the bit-string. The produced 
pairs of bit-strings and masks can be processed by means of the masked crossover intro
duced in section 7.3. In section 7.4 the bbf-GA is introduced. The test-problems are given 
in section 7.5 followed by the experimental results in section 7.6. Some enhancements for 
practical applications are suggested in section 7.7, and a summary is given in section 7.8. 

7.1 Outline of bbf-GA 

The GA is often assumed to be an efficient method for solving building block oriented 
problems, because it is able to find building blocks independently of each other, and mix 
these building blocks afterwards . In chapter 2 and 3 some reasons were given why GA 's 
might fail to locate the optimum. An important problem is to find an appropriate balance 
between exploration and exploitation. A GA with emphasis on exploration (searching the 
complete search-space) is likely to be slow, a GA with emphasis on exploitation (preserva-

121 
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~I exploration >-----• I learning 

Figure 7.1: Basic scheme of the algorithm 

tion and duplication of the currently best individuals) is likely to converge too rapidly to 
suboptimal solutions. 

The hybrid bbf-GA separates the exploration and exploitation task, and handles build
ing blocks effectively and effi ciently. In a traditional GA there is no explicit separation 
between exploration and exploitation . Both processes are done simultaneously. During the 
first few generations emphasis is on exploration, and during the final steps the GA is likely 
to focus on exploitation. There are no GA parameters to balance these two processes ex
plicitly. Most GA parameters influence this balance indirectly, but it is difficult to predict 
how the balance will turn out. Consequently a lot of hand-tuning of parameters might 
be required for each new problem. In the bbf-GA the separation between exploration and 
exploitation is made more explicit . A basic outline of the method we are aiming at is given 
in Figure 7.1. Here one differentiates between three subsequent phases: 

exploration: find a set of individuals that each contain a few building blocks, 

learning: locate the most important bits (and hope that these bits will cover a part/the 
core of the building block) , and 

exploitation : mix the individuals (treating the masked parts as a single piece). 

The hybrid bbf-GA follows this schematic approach . Exploration and exploitation are 
performed by means of GA's. Learning is done by a linkage learning algorithm which is 
called building block filtering. 

7.2 Filtering of building blocks 

Standard crossover operators are not always efficient. Problem-specific crossover operators 
or problem-specific choices of the operators can make the building block processing more 
efficient. Another approach lies in the usage of an evolutionary algorithm that really is 
able to learn something about the problem it solves, and that uses this information to 
steer the recombination process. In this chapter an evolutionary system that aims at this 
goal is investigated . To learn the linkage of loci , bit-strings are analysed by ·measuring the 
changes in fitness when changing each of the bits of the string, one at a time. The first 
GA that uses this approach is the GEMGA [Kar96c, Kar96a, BKW98]. Simultaneously, 
but independently, the building block filtering [vK96c] was developed. Both methods 
estimate marginal fitness contributions of the separate bits. The GEMGA basically uses 
this information to guide the evolution process by computing a global decomposition of 
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the search space (during the so-called preRecombinationExpression phase). The building 
block filtering method uses the information to make a decomposition of a bit-string in order 
to extract the loci that belong to the same building block and their optimal values. So, 
the building block filtering method aims at extracting local information. In this chapter a 
hybrid GA, the bbf-GA, that incorporates the building block filtering method is introduced. 

0 (1, -8) (1, -8) 0 * 
1 measure (2, - 2) sort on (6,-7) select 

(1 , -8) 
construct 

1 ----+ (3, -6) ----+ (3, -6) ----+ (6,-7) ----+ 
1 bfit (4 , 2) bfit (2, -2) significant building 
0 (5, 0) (5, 0) loci 

(3, -6) 
block 

1 
1 * 
1 
0 

1 (6,-7) (4, 2) 1 * 

Figure 7.2: Example of one filtering step 

If it is known which bits within a given individual belong to the same building block, 
then one can process the corresponding building block easily. If this type of information is 
not available, then it would be interesting to be able to extract such information. For this 
purpose the building block filtering method was developed. Given a specific individual this 
filtering method locates a (small) set of bits that have a relatively large influence on the 
fitness of the individual. Next, one assumes that this set of bits corresponds to an optimal 
building block, or at least that a schema corresponding to these bits is a schema that 
almost covers a single building block. These bits are marked and processed as a single unit 
when applying crossover. In this way the bias introduced by the choice of representation 
can be reduced. The defining length and the order of the schema that represents the 
optimal building block is not that important anymore, because the schema is processed in 
m1e piece. A detailed description of such a crossover operator is given in section 7.3. 

The building block filtering method is applied in Figure 7.2. On the left a single 
individual of length six is given. This individual contains the bit-string 011101. The 
method uses four steps. During the first step the marginal fitness contribution, bfit, of 
each of the bits is measured, resulting in a set of tuples. A Single tuple contains the index 
of a bit and the bfit observed when changing this bit. Next , these tuples are ordered on bfit. 
In the third step a truncation rule is used to select a subset of tuples, and in the fourth 
step a masked individual is created. The bit-string of this masked individual is exactly the 
same as the bit-string of the original individual , but a mask is added that indicates the 
most significant bits. 

In the first step the change of fitness , bfit, of each of the loci is measured. The measure
ment for a single locus is performed by changing the value to its complement. So a 1-bit is 
changed to a 0-bit and a 0-bit to a 1-bit. The bfit is the change in fitness clue to changing 
the value of the locus. It is used as a measure for the marginal fitness contribution of 
the corresponding locus with the context of the complete bit-string. In the example in 
Figure 7.2 a bit-string of length 6 is used. Let us assume that the main fitness contribution 
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within this string is coming from a building block containing loci 1, 3 and 6, resulting in 
a fitness increase of +7 when the schema 0#1##1 is present. The ofit of each locus is 
measured by flipping its value, and observing the change in fitness. A set of tuples of type 
(position , ofit) is created. Flipping the bit in loci 1, 3 or 6 breaks schema 0#1##1. As a 
result the positive fitness contribution + 7 gets lost. In our example the ofi,t-values of loci 
1, 3, au<l 6 are respectively -8, - 6, and -7. 

The pseudo-code of this filtering step uses the following tuple: 

locus = [index, ofit] ; 

Here, the index denote the position of the locus , and ofit denotes a change of fitness. 
Now, the filtering step is given by the following pseudo-code: 

Fi/teringStep(x) 
loci : list of locus; 
loci = {}; 

## Step 1: compute the marginal fitness of all loci 
for j = 1 to l do 

ocl; 

.x' =x; 
xJ = 1 - xJ; 
ofit = Fitness(x') - Fitness(x); 
add [j , ofit] to list loci; 

## Step 2: sort the list of loci on increasing ofit 
sortJfit(loci); 

## Step 3: select the most important loci 
loci = Truncate(loci); 

## Step 4: construct the masked individual 
ConstructMask(x, loci); 

encl 

Here x is the bit-string that has to be filtered, {} denotes an empty list , Fitncss(x) 
computes the fitness of individual x , and the add operation acids a tuple to a list. 

During the third step one has to truncate the ordered sequence of tuples in order to 
select a set of the most influential loci. The simplest approach is to mask a fixed number 
of tuples. A more complex approach would be to try to estimate the optimal number 
of bits to select. We estimate this truncation bound by taking a random test-individual , 
transferring the bit-values of the loci from the filtered individual to the test-individual one 
by one in the order given by the filtering step, and tracking the change of the fitness of the 
test-individual. At the moment the building block is transferred completely, a significant 
increase of the fitness of the test-individual is to be expected. So, in case of the example 
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shown in Figure 7.2 the bit-values of loci 1, 6, 3, 2, 5, and 4 are transferred in sequcncr. 
The bit whose transfer increases the fitness of the test-individual most , and simultanrously 
!'('suits in a new fitness that is larger than the initial fitness of the test-individual, is used as 
an estimate of the truncation position. Assume that the bit at ranked position r results in 
tlw largest increase in fitness. \low, if the filtered individual and the test-individual have 
('xactly the same bit-values from ranked position r + 1 to r + s , then the truncation point 
is chosen in the middle of this range at position r + f An upper bound on r is assumed 
as one expects to find building blocks of limited size only. Masking half of a bit-string 
would not make much sense. Application of this procedure with a single test-individual 
givrs only a rough estimate of the optimal truncation point. Therefore, this proced ure 
is repeated a number of times using different random test-individuals; The median of all 
obtained truncation points is used to select the bits that are masked. 

Trunca.te(x, loci) 
truncPoints = list of number; 
for ·i = 1 to numTest do 

fitBlock = list of locus; 
.fitBlock = {} ; 

ocl; 

## generate a random test individual 
y = Randomlndiv() ; 
fit = Fitness(y ); 

## determine the number of loci to transfer 
for r = 1 to l' do 

od; 

k = loci,..i; 
if (xk =I= Yk) then 

Yk = ,'Ek; 

fi · 
' 

<Sfit = Fitness(y) - fit ; 
s = NumSimilarValues(x, y , loci, r + 1); 
add [r + ½, IS.fit] to list fitBlock; 

t = MaximalLocus(fitBlock); 
if (t .<Sfit > 0) then 

add t. index to list truncPoints; 
fi-
' 

## generate the truncated list of loci 
truncationPoint = Median(truncPoints); 
Truncate = TruncateList(loci, truncationPoints); 

end 

Herc Randomlndiv() generates a random test-individual , NumSimilarValucs(x , y , loci, 
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Figure 7.3: An example of the masked crossover 

r) drte rmines the number of subsequent ranked loci in x and y that have the same value 
start ing from locus r, MaximalLocus(fitBlack) extracts the locus of list .fitBlacl.: that has 
thr highest value of 6.fit, Median(m) extracts the median from a list of numbers, and 
TrnncatcList( list, pas) t runcates a list at location pas. 

7.3 Mixing with masked uniform crossover 

T h<' filtering method described in section 7.2 produces a masked individual, where the 
masked bits arc considered to be a potential building block. Next, different building blocks 
han' to be combined in order to find a globally optimal solution to the problem. \1asks 
do not have to represent exact ly a bu ilding block. It is possible that a mask includes loci 
t.hat do not belong to the same building block, or it might miss some of t he loci that do 
belong to the building block. Therefore, a genetic algorithm is used with a special crossover 
operator to perform t he mixing task. Next, the usage of the mask during the crossover 
is described , and it is shown how to transfer the information present in the mask to th<' 
offsp ring. 

In t he case that the parent individuals have disjunct masks, the crossover is relat ively 
simpl e. The maskf'd loci of the first parent are transferred to the offspring, next the masked 
loc i of the second parent are added, and then uniform crossover is applied for the remaining 
loc i. If there is an overlap between the masks of the two parents at a certain locus, then 
two cases ha\·e to be distinguished. If both parents have the same bit-value at th is locus, 
th<'n the masked parts are compatible and the same procedure can be app li r d . If both 
par<'nts defin e clifferr nt values for the locus, then a parent is chosen at random to provide 
th<' \'alue for this locus. 

T hr next step involves the creation of a mask for the offspring based on thr two masks 
oft lw parents. A locus is masked in the offspring when it was masked by one of the parents, 
or whrn it was masked by both of the parents and t he bit-values of the both parents at 
th<' corresponding locus are equa l. If both parents masked a locus but define a different 
va lt1 c, then the locus is not maskrd in the offspring. As a result a pruning of t he masks 
ca n happen. 
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Figure 7.3 shows an example of the application of the masked crossover. The first 
locus and the last locus are masked by exactly one parent , so the offspring inherits the 
bit-value from the corresponding parents, and the corresponding mask-bits of the offspring 
are set for these loci. The third locus is masked by both parents, but the parents have non
matching bit-values, so an arbitrary parent is selected, and the mask-bit is not propagated. 
The fourth locus is also masked by both parents, but this time the bit-values match, so 
it does not matter from which parent the value of this locus is taken. In this case the 
corrf'sponding mask-bit in the offspring is set. 

7.4 The hybrid bbf-GA 

The bbf-GA uses a three-stage approach, that follows the schematic overview given in 
Figure 7.1. During the first stage a large number of rapidly converging GA's is used to 
explore the search-space. The best individual of each GA is passed to the next stage. In the 
second stage each individual is filtered in order to mask the building blocks present in this 
individual. The third stage consists of a GA that that exploits these masked individuals 
by mixing them to obtain the global optimal solution . Figure 7.4 shows a schematic 
representation of this algorithm. 

Exploration: we use a large set of small-population GA's running independently to ex
plore the search space. This way cross-competition between building blocks is pre
vented (as different building blocks can be discovered by different GA's). The ini
tial populations of these GA's are chosen at random. It is important to use small
population GA's during this phase because: 

1. GA's with small populations converge fast (i.e. reduction of the computational 
overhead), 
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Figure 7.5: The bbf-GA 

2. GA's with small populations are not very reliable, so different GA's are likely 
to explore different parts of the search space. When using a reliable GA for 
exploration the most important building block is discovered repeatedly, and the 
GA is likely to be too slow. 

Learning: we want , given an individual (suboptimal solution), to locate the most impor
tant part of it. In fact one tries to learn the linkage of bits within the context of this 
specific individual (bit-string) 

Exploitation: search for the optimal solution by means of a single reliable GA. The 
initial population of this GA consists of all the masked individuals created during 
the previous phase. This GA should exploi t all information of the different GA 's 
used during the exploration phase and should make use of the linkage learned during 
the learning phase . 

During the exploration phase a GA is needed that converges rapidly, and is likely to 
converge to different solutions, such that different parts of the search space are explored. 
Although th is GA does not have to be reliable, it is important that the GA really docs 
an exploration of part of the search space and therefore a GA that prevents too much 
duplication is preferred. The triple-competition selection, described in section 2.3.2 meets 
t hcsc requirements. Nothing can be assumed about the linkage of bits during exploration ; 
Therefore , the uniform crossover is used. 

The linkage learning can be performed by means of the building block filtering described 
in section 7.2. The output of th is second phase is a set of masked individuals. 

During the exploration phase a reliable GA is required that performs well on a mixing 
task, even in the case that the population is quite small. Therefore elitist recombination , 
described in section 2.3.3 is chosen. The information provided by the building block filtering 
is exploited by using the masked crossover operator. A detailed schematic representation 
of the bbf-GA is given in Figure 7.5 
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7.5 Test-problems 

To study the effectiveness of the filtering and the mixing, two scalable test-problems are 
used. The number of building blocks m can be adjusted and the size of the optimal building 
blocks d is adjustable. For both test-problems the global optimum can be partitioned in a 
set of m order d building blocks. 

7.5.1 The fully deceptive problem 

The first test-problem is based on the fully deceptive trap-functions that have been dis
c11ssed in section 2.6. The following formula is used to compute the fitness contribution of 
a single part: 

b = { ad if u(b) = d 
f o( ) (d - u(b))/d otherwise · 

Here a. > 1. The global optimum of the deceptive part contains only 1-bits, which results 
in a fitness contribution of a. . 

Based on this building block a scalable test-problem can be constructed by concatenat
ing m of these order d building blocks whose fitness contribution is determined by JO ( b). 
The fitness of an complete individual is computed as the sum of the contributions of all its 
parts divided by ma. , so the fitness ranges from O to 1. A solution to this problem can be 
coded in a straightforward manner in a bit-string of length l = m x d. The actual li nkage 
of the bits belonging to the same part is assumed to be unknown , so we have a problem 
with loose linkage. 

7.5.2 The NK-bb problem 

Typical properties of the fully deceptive problem are that the first-order statistics for the 
fitness values of each locus are deceptive, and that the different parts can be optimized 
completely independent of each other. Therefore a second test-problem, the NK-bb prob
lem, is introduced that docs not have these properties, but does have building blocks. As 
a basis for the problem we use NK-landscapes described in section 2.11. 

In order to build a test-problem with m building blocks of size d we take an NK
landscape length l = m x d with a random neighbourhood, and we select a random partition 
of the bit-strings in m parts . The fitness contribution of a bit is set to one if the part 
that bit belongs to is completely filled with 1-bits, otherwise the contribution of the bit 
is determined by the underlying NK-landscape. The fitness of a complete bit-string is 
computed as the average fitness-contribution of all the bits. The optimal solu tion is again 
a bit-string consisting of only 1-bits, each given a fitness-contribution of one. The NK-bb 
problem does have a set of independent building blocks of order d. The optimal building 
blocks are completely independent of each other, but if an optimal building block is not 
present within a certain part , then we have nonlinear interactions that cross the boundaries 
of the partitions, so this problem is not separable. 
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th(' fitness (bottom) when using different optimization methods for the deceptive problem. 
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7.6 Experiments 

For th (' exploratory phase of t he bbf-GA a popula tion size of 24 is used , which is evolved 
for 12 gruerat ions. Two variants of building block filtering have been investigated. The 
first nu-iant uses a fi xed bound for the number of bits that arc going to be selected in 
the· mask. T hr number of selected bi ts is set to eight. The second vari ant uses a fl exiblr 
11u111brr of bits that is determined by t he procedure given at t he end of section 7.2. During 
lll<' third stag<' eliti st recombination with masked crossover is applied for 100 generat ions 
011 a population of 100 masked individuals. 

For t he purpose) of comparison we also conducted tests using the elitist recombination , 
t IH' grncrationa l GA with tourn ament selection, and a steady-state GA. E li t ist rccombina
t ion usi ng unifon11 crossover, is a lso a pplied directly to t he problem with a population of 
300 i11di vidua ls t hat is allowed to converge for 100 generations. Furthermore a generational 
GA with tournament select ion is applied with tournament-size 2, population size 300, 100 
ge• 11 c• rations, a nd crossover is a lways applied. 

For the deceptive problem a = 1.5 is used , a nd for the NK-bb problem a ra ndom neigh
liomhood of size/,; = 10 is taken. All results shown are averaged over 30 independent ru11s. 
T hr bbf-GA wi t h fixed bound fo r t he number of bits to mask, uses 28,000 fitness evalu
at ions per e)x periment, while t he bbf-GA with fl ex ible bounds uses approx imately 10,000 
additi onal evaluations to determine the bound during the filtering stage. The generationa l 
GA and elitist rwombination usr 30,000 fi t ness evaluations per experiment. 

A. srt of 44 different expcrimr nts (experiment I) was conducted for varying orders of 
the• building blocks d, and varying numbers of building blocks m . Each rxpcrimcnt was 
wpc•atrd 30 t imes. The upper graphs of Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show t he average properties of 
the overall best individual. In case of the bbf-GA and elitist recombination this individua l 
is present in t he last popul ation , but in case of t he generationa l GA t his indi vidua l might lw 
lost , as t he off~line performance is shown. Form the smallest value such t hat l = mx d ~ GO 
is ta ken. so for d = 9 one has m = 7 such t hat t he size of an individual becomes 63 bits. 
T he· upper graph of F igure 7.6 shows t he average fraction of building blocks present in the 
best· so lu t ion for Lhe deceptive problem. The lower graphs shows the off-line best fitn ess. 
T ht' upper graph of F igure 7.7 shows t he average fraction of building blocks present in t he 
hrst so l11 t. ion for the 1"K-bb prohlrm , a nd t he lower graph shows t he corresponding fi tness. 
011 bot h problems the hbf-G A using a fl exible bound performs best foll owed by the bbf~ 
G..-\ with fi xed bound , the eli t ist recombination, and the generational GA in sequence. T he 
fle·x iiJl r bound select ion for the bbf-GA performs well on the deceptive problem while on th<' 
:\](- bb problem the resul ts are on ly sli ghtly better than for the bbf-GA with a fi xed bound. 
T he· lower gra ph of Figure 7. 7 shows t he ayeragc fitness of the best solu t ion as a fuuction 
oft !IC' order of the optima l building block for the Nl(-bb problem. It is interrsting to sPe 
that the ge nerationa l G . .\ outperforms eli t ist recombination fo r d > 12 even though it docs 
not find an~- of th<' opt ima l building-blocks. Note that these graphs show t he properties 
oft hr overall brst indi vidua l, so it might be t he case that the individual is not present in 
thr fin a l popula ti on of t he generat iona l GA and that the generat ional GA ma inly docs a 
ra ndom search. 
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.-\ second set of 32 experiments (experiment II ) was conducted. During these expcr
i111<'nts the size of the building blocks was fixed at d = 10 while t he number of building 
bloc-ks was varied . Again each experiment was repeated 30 t imes. Figure 7.8 shows the 
fra ct ion of optimal building blocks (top) and the fitness (bottom) of the best solution 
for t he NK-bb problem. Again the bbf-GA with fl exible bound performs best while the 
g<· nerational GA performs worst. The performance of the BFF-GA's degrades less when 
in creas ing t he trnmbcr of building blocks than t he eli t ist recombination. T he fraction of 
building blocks in the best so lu tion is low and nearly constant for the generational GA. 

7.7 Enhancements to the bbf-GA 

Th<· test-problems are difficult and t he bbf-GA gives good results. However, more extensive 
l<'sts are required to properly assess the performance of the bbf-GA, and compare it to other 
algorithms. Results on a larger test-suite arc shown in chapter 8 . The test-problems shown 
in t he current chapter are basically concatenations of fun ctions of unitation. In the NK-bb 
problem interactions that cross t he boundaries of building blocks are present , but these 
intNactions arc likely to be relatively small. A number of improvements have been added 
to the bbf-GA in order to prepare it for broader application. These improvements are 
di scussed in the next subsections. The results shown in section 8 are obtained with the 
bbf-GA conta ining the enhancements described here. 

7. 7 .1 Filtering step 

Two changes have been applied to the filtering step. The first change involves the correction 
for the average marginal fitn ess of a locus. This average marginal fitness is determined over 
t lw s<'t of a ll indi viduals that are used during the learning phase. During the filtering step 
the margina l fitness of locus i in function FilterStep(x) is now computed by the formula 

r5fit; = Fitness(x') - Fitness(.r) - Av(r5fit;, x;); 

wlH•re :i:' and x only differ at locus i, r5.fit; is given in the first definition of the filtering step, 
and Av; (r5.fit; , :e;) denotes the average change in fitness when changing the value of locus i 
from T; to the complementar_v value. This average change in fitness is computed over the 
set of all individua ls that arc filtered. This adjustment helps in getting an appropriate 
ordering of the loci. The original rule performed well on functions of unitation, but did 
not a lways perform well in case that building blocks overlap. 

The function Truncation has been reformulated based on t he defini tion of a building 
block , as given in section 2.6. T here, a building block is defined as a schema such that 
sdwrna fitness of the complete schema is strictly larger than the sum of the schema fitnesses 
of an arbitrary partition. This reflects the fact that a building block has a larger fitn ess 
contribution than one would expect, when accumulating the fitnesses of its parts. Given 
th is definition of a bui lding block one can locate the truncation point by comparing the 
fitness after transferring the m ines of k loci , to the fitness after transferring (k - 1) loci 
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plus the fitn ess of t ransferring only ranked locus k . If the transfer of k loci resul ts in a 
la rge r fi t ness con t ribution, and resul ts in a positive overall fitness contribu t ion, then this 
lorns is marked as a possible truncation point. Furthermore all subsequent loci where 
t he two individua ls match a re marked as possible truncation points. After applying thi s 
procedure to all tes t-individuals, the locus with the maximal number of marks is selected . 
Furthermore a minimal value is imposed on the number of loci transferred. 

7. 7. 2 Masked crossover 

111 t he masked crossover operator defined in section 7.3 a single mask is generated for the 
offspring. When building blocks can overlap, it is less convenient to merge the masks of 
both parents in a single mask for the offspring. Therefore a representa tion is chosen where 
e•ach indi vidual carries a list of masks . During crossover the pa rents are allowed to take 
t urns i11 propagating a masked set of bit-values to the offspring. The masked bits arc 
t rnnsfe rred in a random order, and a set of masked bi ts is only t ransferred when t hese 
hits arr compatible with the bits already present in the offspring, and the mask defin rs 
at least one bi t t ha t is not present in the offspring. After all masks of both pa rents have 
been processed , t he remaining loci in the offspring are determined by a uniform crossover 
of both pa rents . No pruning of masks is performed , and the offspring contains a li sl 
of a ll masks that were t ransferred successfully from one of the parents to this offspring. 
Exact duplicates of masks are removed. A fur ther advantage of this approach is t hat the 
indi vidua ls in th r fin al population a lso contain informat ion on the decomposit ion of t hese 
indi vidua ls by means of t he mask-list t hese individua ls carry with them . 

7. 7. 3 Deterministic crowding 

T he' diti st recombina tion has been replaced by deterministic crowding, which is described in 
sec tion 2.3.3. T he only difference between eli t ist recombina tion and deterministic crowding 
is that in deterministic crowding each parent competes wi th only one offspring; The pa rents 
and offspring a re paired such that the similari ty between the parents and the offspring is 
max illli zrd. Due to t he masked crossover , the same pa rts of an individual a re transferred 
t i111 e a ft er time. This can lead to a rapid duplicat ion of the best few masked indi vidua ls. 
D<' L<' rmini stic crowding performs bet ter a t preventing t hi s ty pe of dupli ca t ion. 

7. 7.4 Population size during exploitation 

In the cx plora ti ve phase some loc i might a lways converge to the same value. If t ha t c-asr. 
such a locus can nen ~r get t he opposite value during the exploitat ion phase. To prevent thi s 
t he• popul at ion size during exp loitation is doubled , and t he second half of the popul a tion 
is filled wit h ra ndom indi vid uals. T hese individua ls provide the bit-n1 lues that might have• 
1)('<' 11 los t. A fur t her adva ntage is t hat a ll masked indi vidua ls on average get one opportunit Y 
to dupli cal.e their masked part befo re encoun tering another masked indi vidual. 
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7.8 Summary 

Th<' proposed building block filtering method is able to discover parts of high-order building 
blocks even in quasi-random landscapes. Using this filtering method we create masked 
i11clividuals which arc processed with a special crossover operator. This crossover operator 
11s<'s the mask to process a set of bits, assumed to be relatively important, in one piece 
while the non-masked bits are processed by a uniform crossover. The masked crossover 
also computes a new mask for the offspring based on the masks and the bit-values of both 
of the parents. 

The bbf-GA is a hybrid three-stage GA. During the first stage an exploration of the 
s<'arch space is performed. The second stage locates a set of potential building blocks, and 
thr third stage tries to exploit the the building blocks by mixing them in order to generate 
th<' opt imal solution. The bbf-GA outperformed its competitors and scales better when 
increasing either the size, or the number of building blocks on our test-problems. 



Chapter 8 

Comparison of genetic algorithms 

In t his chapter a di verse test-sui te of binary optimization problems is given. For all prob
lm1s it is assumed that the linkage of t he bits is not known . This test-sui te is used to 
111 akc a comparison between a set of eight different opt imization methods introduced or 
discussed in this dissertation: the random-mutation hill-cl imber, the generational genetic 
a lgo ri thm with fi tness proport ional selection , t he generational genetic a lgorithm wi t h tour
na lll ent selection, the eli t ist recombination , the t riple-competit ion , the mixing evolu t ionary 
a lgorithm , and the building block fil tering genetic a lgori thm . These methods a rc described 
more in detail in section 8.2. The results on the test-sui te arc shown and discussed in 
sect ion 8.3, foll owed by a summ ary in section 8.4. 

8.1 Test-suite 

T he foc us of this disser tation is rccombinat ive evolu t ionary search , and most research has 
been directed towards obtaining a better understanding of the processes of building block 
cli scovNy and mixing. Hereby, we have rest ricted ourselves to a limi ted class of problems. 
llowever, by studying the behav iour of GA's on these problems thoroughly and by enh anc
ing the building block processing capabili t ies of GA's, we hope to have extended the range 
of problems where GA can outperform other (randomized ) search methods. T herefore' we 
dev(•lo1w d a test-sui te of problems in order to show how t he different methods perfo rm 
011 binary problems wi th unknown linkage . We have explicit ly chosen to fo cus on prob
i<' ms with unknown linkage, because the challenging problems arc those were linkage is not 
kn own. If linkage is known, then effi cient t raditional methods a re likely to exist. For exam
ple. suppose we have a bin ary coded problem t hat can be decomposed in m independe nt 
subproblems each encoded by a bit-st ring of order k. Solving a ll subproblems by means of a 
co111plcte enumeration of the search-space of these subproblems and combining t he rcsul ls 
req uires m2k function evaluations. If the linkage in form ation and t hus the decomposit ion 
of the problem is not known , then solving this problem by means of enumerat ion requires 
2"'k fun ction evaluations. Given that a decomposition of the search space is poss ible, it 
is reall y valuable to have methods that are able to di scover and exploi t knowledge about 

137 
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schema I fitness II schema I fi t ness I 
1 ####### 1 0.0080 5 ###1#### 0.0080 

2 ###### 1# 0.0080 6 ## 1##### 0.0080 

3 ##### 1## 0.0080 7 # 1###### 0.0080 
4 #### 1### 0.0080 8 1####### 0.0080 

Table 8. 1: Building blocks of problem BTl (Royal road). 

linkage within a problem-space. 
For a ll problems in this test-suite we assume the linkage to be unknown. A binary 

pro blem with known linkage can easily be transformed to a problem wi th unknown linkage. 
To do so one generates a random permuta tion 1r of length l , where l is the length of the 
bi t-st ring. If the original problem is defined as J(b), then a problem wi th unknown linkage 
can be defined by g(b) = (! o 1r)(b). 

In some of the problems below one can not optimize the subfunctions independent ly 
of each other due to the fact that the subfunctions use overlapping parti t ions. If the 
subfunctions require opposite values for the overlapping loci, t hen the subfunctions a re not 
compatible. This effec t is call ed "frustration" . 

Multimodali ty means that there is more than one local optimum. Multimodal problems 
might be difficul t to optimize because the GA might be tracking different local optima 
simul taneously. If the local opt ima differ in many bits, then the recombination of near 
opt imal st rings close to different opt ima is likely to resul t in in fe rior offspring. 

Most problems involve some kind of deception, and therefore are at least partially 
dC'ccpt ivc. Basically, when a parti t ion of order k is full y deceptive, then processing of only 
schema of order m < k guides the search to the bit-wise complement of the optimal schema. 

In the rest of this section, let b denote a binary vector of length l , let b;, 1 ::; i ::; l denote 
elemC' nt i of this vector , and let b;,j denote the substring consisting of bits b;b;+ 1 • • · b1 of b. 

8 .1.1 BTl : R oyal road 

T he Royal-road function by Mi tchel is a simple function , involving building blocks of 
order 8 [Mit96]. T he function docs not involve deception. An individual consists of a 
string of 64 bits, di vided in 8 blocks of 8 bi ts . Each substring of order 8 is evaluated by 
the fun ction 

fmilchel(x) = { ~:~ 
so, t hi s fun ction is defined as 

7 

for X = 1111111 1 
otherwise 

Fan(b) = L f mitchel(bsi,Bi+?) -
i=O 

T his problem involves no decept ion and it is rela tively easy to find the local opt imum by 
doing hill-climbing. The only structure defined by this function are the completed building 
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schema I fitn ess II schema I fi t ness I 
1 ######### 1 7. 5 6 ####1##### 7.5 
2 ########1# 7.5 7 ###1###### 7.5 
3 #######1## 7. 5 8 ##1####### 7. 5 
4 ######1### 7. 5 9 #1######## 7.5 
5 #####1#### 7.5 10 1######### 7.5 

Table 8.2: Building blocks of problem BT2 (massively mul t imodal). 

blocks. T herefore if a locus changes va lue, this will only influence fi t ness if t he number of 
build ing blocks in t he string changes. Because the building blocks are relat ively la rge it 
can ta ke a while before a building block is detected in a certain part it ion . Genetic drift 
can then easil y resul t in t he loss of a lleles in this pa rt ition . 

F igm r 8.1 shows t he building blocks of a royal road fun ction of eight bi ts accordin g 
to the defini t ion of the building block given in section 2.6 . T he block 11111111 is not 
included , because t his block can be composed from the lower ord er building blocks. 

8.1.2 BT2: Massively multimodal function 

A single subfunction of t he so-call ed massively mul t imodal function is defin ed by 

.fmulti(.1;) = u(.1;) + g(:c) where g(x) = { ~ if odd(u(x)) 
otherwise ' 

where .r corresponds to a bit-string of order 5. The complete fun ction consists of a con
ca (c11 at io11 20 of such blocks, so an individual is represented by a bi t-string of 100 bi ts , 
so 

19 

FBr2(b) = L .fmulti(b5i,5i+4)-
i=O 

T hi s problem is highly mul t imoda l. We use t he standard binary coding for t his pro blrrn . 
In t hat case t he pro blem is rela ti vely simple because the first order schemata a rc not 
clec-cpt ivr . 

F igm c 8. 2 shows t he building blocks for the massively mult i moda l fun cti on of t<1 11 bits . 

8.1.3 BT3/ 4: Deceptive trap function 

Decepti ve trap fun ct ions were int roduced by Ackley [Ack87]. We use the decepti vr fun ction 
as defin ed by Deb a nd Goldberg [DG93] . A diffi cult instance of t hi s class can be crea ted 
by using t he parametri zed set of full y decep t ive trap fun ctions [Go l89a]. A full y dccrpti,·c 
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schema I fitness II schema I fitness I 
1 #########0 3.688 7 ###0###### 3.688 
2 ########0# 3.688 8 ##0####### 3.688 
3 #######0## 3.688 9 #0######## 3.688 
4 ######0### 3.688 10 0######### 3.688 
5 #####0#### 3.688 11 #####11111 6.688 
G ####0##### 3.688 12 11111##### 6.688 

Table 8.3: Building blocks of problem BT3 (deceptive function) 

trap (s11b)function of order k has value [Kar95] 

{ 
k 

fdecept(x) = k _ u(x) _ l 
ifu(x) = k 
otherwise 

where u(x) is a function that counts the number of 1-bits in x. The global optimum of this 
fun ct ion is the string consisting of k 1-bits resulting in the maximal fitness contribution k. 
The second best solution is a string consisting of k 0-bits having value (k - 1). Because 
decreas ing the number of one bits usually increases fitn ess, except for the optimal string, 
hill-climbing a lgorithms will be strongly attracted by the second best optimum. 

By concatenating m of these order k subfunctions a building block problem is created, 
that has a solution which can be represented by a bit-string of length l = m x k . 

We use two variants of this function , the first function is BT3 with k = 5, m = 40, and 
l = 200, so 

39 

FsrJ(°b) = L fdecept(bsi,5i+4)-
i=O 

The second fun ction is BT4 with k = 8, m = 25, and l = 200, so 

24 

F BT4 ( b) = L f decept ( bsi,8i+ 7) • 

i=O 

These problems are difficult due to the deception present in these problems and due to 
the fact that a single problem instance contains many building blocks. The BT4 is more 
difficult than the BT3 because high-order building blocks are difficult to process when 
linkage is unknown. 

Figure 8.3 shows the building blocks for an order-five deceptive problem of ten bits . 

8.1.4 BT5: function with frustration 

i\Iiih le11bein [MR98] defined a few test-functions where the building blocks are conflicting. 
Such "frustrated" problems are difficult to solve due to these conflicts. Even if the EA 
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I schema I fitness II I schema I fitness I 
1 ####0 0.57 5 0 #### 0.373 
2 ###0 # 0.461 6 1##0 # 0.525 
3 ##0 ## 0.57 7 10 ### 0.525 
4 #0 ### 0.461 

Table 8.4: Building blocks of problem F ZubanJ · 

schema I fitness II schema I fitn ess I 
1 ########0 0.918 10 1##0 ##### 0.873 
2 #######0 # 0.809 11 10 ####### 0.873 
3 ######0 ## 0.918 12 ####1#000 2.125 
4 #####0 ### 0.809 13 ####1 0 #00 2.125 
5 ####0#### 0.943 14 ####1 00#0 2.125 
6 ###0##### 0.809 15 ####1 000# 2.125 
7 ##0###### 0.918 16 ##0#01 ##0 1.735 
8 #0####### 0.809 17 ##0 #0# 0 10 2.33 
9 0 ######## 0.72 

Table 8.5: Building blocks of problem BT5 (function with "frustration "). 

finds ,dl building blocks, then it might sti ll be difficul t to combine them . The fun ctions 
F~\,banl and F Z,,&,m /are given by 

0.595 if X = 000 
0.200 if X = 001 
0.595 if X = 010 
0.100 if X = 011 
1.00 if X = 100 ' 
0.05 if X = 101 
0.09 if X = 110 
0.1 5 if X = 111 

F5 ( ) { 4Fc
3
ubanl (x1 X2X3) if X4 = X2 and X5 = X3 

'cu b,ml .TI x 2x 3x 4 ,T5 = 0 otherwise 

Give n the auxiliary functi on F Z,,&aru the test-problem BT5 is defined as 

wh0r0 th e subsequent substrings overlap in one locus. For odd values of L thi s fun ction has 
a singll' global opt imum. The optimum consist of alternating substrings 10000 and 00101. 
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The first substring is the optimum of subfunctions FZubanl > having value 4.0. The second 
substring corresponds to the third-best solu t ion having value 0.8. The optimal solution for 
L = 15 is 

1000001010000010100000101000001010000010100000101000001010000, 

,rncl consists of 61 bits. 
Adjacent parts can not both contain an optimal building block due to "frustration " . 

ThP optimal solu tion contains an optimal bu ilding block in a ll odd parts. This way an 
individual containing eight optimal blocks can be constructed. Individuals with optimal 
blocks in the even parts can contain at most seven optimal blocks. Due to the conflicts all 
tlw bi ts of the string interact. 

Figure 8.4 shows the bui lding blocks of the function FZubani, and Figure 8.5 shows the 
building blocks of function BT5 of nine bits. Note that the building blocks of the first five 
bits correspond to the building blocks of FZubanJ· The range of bits from locus five to locus 
nine have diffcrc11t building blocks due to the overlap in locus five. 

8.1.5 BT6: function with long blocks 

T his is a modified version of the BT5 problem with a larger size of the blocks. A block 
consists of ten bits. The fitness of a block is defined by 

The test-problem BT6 is given by 

L - 1 

fBT6(b) = L F1!n9 (b9j ,9(j+l)) , 
1=0 

where subsequent substrings overlap in one locus. The optimal value for L = 7 is 

1000010000010100101000010000010100101000010000010100101000010000, 

1d1ich consists of 64 bits. 

8.1.6 BT7: function with frustration 

:-. •J i.ihlenbein [M R98] defined the fo llowing function that involves "frustration", and where 
the optimum is composed of an a lternation of different building blocks. 

{ 

u(x) forx = 0***0 
p 5 X = 0 for X = 0 * * * 1 

cuban2 ( ) u(x) for X = 1 * * * 0 

v,(x) - 2 for x = 1 * * * 1 
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I schema I fitness 11 I schema I fitness I 
1 ####0 2.0 4 #1### 1.75 
2 ###1# 1.75 5 1#### 2.0 
3 ##1## 1.75 

Table 8.6: Building blocks of problem FZuban2 (subfunction of BT7). 

schema I fitness II schema I fitness I 
1 ################0 4.07 18 ###########11#### 3.848 
2 ###############1# 3.82 19 ##########1#1#### 3.973 
3 ##############1## 3.82 20 #########1##1#### 3.848 
4 #############1### 3.82 21 ###11############ 3.848 
5 ############1#### 3.848 22 ##1#1############ 3.973 
6 ###########0##### 3.559 23 #1##1############ 3.848 
7 ##########0###### 3.668 24 1##0############# 3.622 
8 #########0####### 3.559 25 10############### 3.622 
9 ########0######## 4.095 26 ##########000#### 4.067 

10 #######1######### 3.82 27 #########0#00#### 4.067 
11 ######1########## 3.82 28 #########00#0#### 4.067 
12 #####1########### 3.82 29 ########0#01##### 4.317 
13 ####1############ 3.848 30 ########010###### 4.317 
14 ###0############# 3.559 31 ##000############ 4.067 
15 ##0############## 3.667 32 #0#00############ 4.067 
16 #0############### 3.559 33 #00#0############ 4.067 
17 0################ 3.47 34 ########10000#### 5.847 

Table 8.7: Building blocks of problem BT7 (problem with "frustration"). 

The test-problem BT7 is defined as 

L- 1 

FBT7(b) = L faux(b, i), 
i = 0 

where the auxiliary function is defined as 

f (b ·) _ cubanl 5i,5{i+l) - { F 5 (b ) if i is odd 
aux , i - F5 (b ) th . 

cuban2 5i,5(i+1) 0 erw1se . 

Subsequent substrings overlap in one bit, and L = 4m + 1 for an integer m. The definition 
of FZ,,ban1 (x) is given in section 8.1.4 . The optimum string consists of a concatenation of 
the four substrings 10000, 01110, 00101, and 11111. The first and the third substring are 
evaluated by F]ubanl while the second and the fourth substring are evaluated by F],,ban2 . 
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The fitness-contribution of these substrings is 1.0, 3, 0.8, and 3 respectively. The first 
substring is the only local optimum out of these four substrings. The global optimum 
consists of a repetition of these four strings, starting with substring one. For L=l 7 the 
global optimum is, 

100001110010111110000111001011111000011100101111100001110010111110000 

which has a value of 32.2. 
Figure 8.6 shows the building blocks for F:uban2 , and Figure 8.7 shows the building 

blocks for a function BT5 of 17 bits. 

8.1.7 BT8: NK-landscape 

The NK-landscapes [Kau93] are quasi-random fitness landscapes that were already dis
cussed in section 2.ll 1

. We take F8 r 8 (b) = !NK(b). So, 

l 

!ars(b) = L f;(b; · N;), 
i=l 

where f; is a random function , x; denotes the value of bit i of individual x, N; is a bit
string representing the values of the loci that form the neighbourhood of bit i, · is the 
concatenation operator , and k is a parameter of the landscape that takes a value in the 
range 0 to l - 1. Here, an NK-landscape with a length of 80 bits, with random linkage, 
and a neighbourhood of size k = 7 is used. 

8.1.8 BT9: NK-bb landscape 

We introduce a new type of NK-landscape, the so-called NK-bb landscape. In order to build 
a test-problem with m building blocks of sized we take an NK-landscape length l = m x d 
with a random neighbourhood, and we select a random partitioning of the bit-string in m 
parts. The fitness contribution of a bit is 1.0 if the part that bit belongs to is completely 
filled with 1-bits, otherwise the contribution of the bit is determined by the underlying 
NK-landscape. The fitness of a complete bit-string is the average fitness-contribution of 
all the bits. This corresponds to 

where 

_ l m - 1 _ 

Farg(b) = l L faux(b, i), 
i= O 

- { d faux(b , i) = '°' di+d~l J ·(b . N) 
u;= d·i J J J 

if u(bdi,di+d- 1) = d 
otherwise 

1 We used an implementation of NK-landscapes by Terry Jones from the Santa Fe Institute 
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and where the neighbourhoods N1 are random neighbourhoods over the complete string b. 
Tl1(' optimal solu tion is again a bit-string consisting of only 1-bits having fitness 1.0. The 
bb-NK problem docs have a set of independent building blocks of order d. The optimal 
building blocks are independent of each other, but if an optimal building block is not 
present within a certain part then we have nonlinear interactions that cross the boundaries 
of the partitions, so this problem is not separable. We consider a problem with a length 
of 80 bits, with random linkage, and a neighbourhood of size k = 7. The size of a single 
block was set to 8 bits, and there is no relation between the neighbourhood structure and 
the location of these 8 bi ts . 

8.2 Compared methods 

The following algorithms will be compared on this set of test-functions . 

l. RMHC: Random-mutation hill-climber with Pm = 1/l , 

2. CGA: canonical GA as described in section 2.3.1 with n = 300, Pc = 1.0 and Pm = 1/l, 

3. TGA: generational GA with tournament selection as described in section 2.3.1 with 
11 = 300, Pc= 0.6 and Pm= 1/ l , 

4. TGAc: generational GA with tournament selection with n 

JJm = 1//, 
300, Pc 

5. En : Elitist recombinat ion described in section 2.3.3 with n = 300, 

G. TC: Triple-competition described in section 2.3.2 with n = 300, 

1.0 and 

7. mixEA: Ylixing evolutionary algorithm as introduced in chapter 6, with nimt = 3000, 
11 ,-ec = 32, maximal number of stacks = 10 , and 

8. bbf-GA: Building block filtering GA as introduced in section 7.7 where during explo
ration we use 100 populations of size 24 that are evaluated for 12 generations , during 
the filtering step the number of test-individuals is nine , the minimal mask length is 
fiw , the maximal length is twelve , and the maximal number of failur0s to increase 
fitness is six out of nine , and during the exploitation step deterministic crowd ing 
with population siic 200 is used , where the second half of the population is filled 
with randomly generated individuals. 

If th<· mutation operator is applied to a string, then for each locus a change of rnluc is 
perfornwd with probability Pm = 1/ l , where l is the length of the bit-string. The rcco111-
bi11ation operator is the uniform crossover. The maximal number of function evaluations 
is set to 100,000. For the CGA and the TGAc we a lways use recombination (p, = 1) . 
. .\ lwa~,s using recombination helps in preventing to rapid convergence , and thereby lwlps 
to ovC'rcomc premature conwrgence. For comparison we added the TGA with JJc = 0.G. 
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If a problem can be solved by means of hill-climbing, then it is likely that such a hill
di111bing approach is more effi cient than an evolu tionary approach. Hill-climbing methods 
can preserve informat ion effi ciently, while EA's always carry the overhead of evolving a pop
ulation of individuals. In our suite of optimization methods we have included a randomized 
hill-climbing a lgorithm. This randomized hill-climber is similar to the random-mutation 
hill climbing [FM93 , Mit96], except for the applied mutation operator. In the original 
impl r mentat ion exactly one bit was changed by the mutation operator. We consider this 
to be too restrictive. Therefore we apply the mutation operator, that is used in the evo-
1 u tionary algorithms. On average the value of one locus is changed , but it is possible that 
n1ultiple loci change. This can help in preventing that the hill-climber becomes trapped . 
T hr pseudo-code for the random-mutation hill-climber is as follows. 

RMHC{) 
best = Random String(); 
nmnEval = l ; 
while ( numEval < maxNumEval) do 

mut = mutate(best) ; 

ocl; 

if (Fitness( mut) ~ Fitness( mut)) then 
best= mut; 

Fi· 
' 

RMHC = best; 
('!]( / 

Herc, the mutate(x) creates a copy of the string x, and changes each bit to the opposite 
value with a probabili ty 1/l. 

In all cases the fitness is set equal to the value of the objective function . All test
functions have to be maximized, and the for all test-functions we have f (x) ~ 0. 

8.3 Results 

To compare these eight methods a number of performance measures are used: 

1. proportion of runs that found the optimum, 

2. distance to the optimum , 

3. number of function evaluations unt il the best individual is observed, 

4. number of function evaluations before termination, 

5. proportion of building blocks in the best solu t ion , 

G. proportion of bu ilding blocks in the fina l population , and 
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7. average number of building blocks in each individual in the final population. 

Al l results have been compu ted by running 50 independent experiments and computing 
t he median values over all these runs. The median value of a set of values x0 , x 1, ... , Xn is 
a val ue .Tm that exists in this set such that half of t he values is smaller t han or equal to 
.r,,,. In case of symmetric distributions t he median value is close to the average value. In 
case of a skewed distribution this docs not have to be the case. We use the median values 
i11stC'ad of the average values, because the median values are less sensitive to outli ers in the 
data-set. 

Next, we will show the resu lts in a number of tables. In these tables a row contains the 
rC's11 lts for a single test-problem, and each column represents an optimization method. For 
each (('St-problem the best resu lts arc shown in boldface. In case of a tie, multiple entries 
arc shown in boldface. 

II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 1.00 0.00 0.28 0.24 1.00 0.54 0.00 1.00 
BT2 0.72 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 
BT3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .74 
BT4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BT5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
l3T6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.06 
BT7 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BT8 - - - - -

BT9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.02 0.00 0.90 

Table 8.8: Proportion of runs that find the optimum. 

Table 8.8 shows the proportion of runs that find the global optimal solu tion. So a 
Yal11c 0.8 means that during 80% of the runs the global optimum is fo und . The eli tist 
rc'rn111bi11r1tion performs best on five out of nine problems and the bbf-GA performs best on 
fonr 011! of nine prob lems when using th is performance measure. The bbf-GA outperforms 
th<· elitist recombinat ion on problems where uniform crossover is expected to be inefficient , 
bcrn11sC' large building blocks have to be transferred in one piece, such as BT3, l3T4, and 
l3T9. ThC' random-mutation hill-climbing always finds the optimum for the problems BTI. 
This indicates that this problem is relatively easy to solve , and therefore does not require 
an evo lu tionary algorithm. 

Tahir 8.9 shows the median distance to thr optimum . On six out of nine problems 
th<' bhf-GA approachrs the optimal fitness value the closest. Esprcia lly on those problems 
wherr uniform crossover is not very efficient, th(• bbf~GA performs very well ; Howrvrr , it is 
011tpc'rformcd by ditist recombination on problems involving "frustration " (BT5 and BT7) 
and prnblcms that do not ban! bui lding blocks (l3T2 and BT8). 

Table 8.10 shows thr median numbrr of function evaluations performed brforc the best 
individual is obtained. This value is used as an indicator for thr spree! of a mrthod. 
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II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 
BT2 0 .00 29.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 
BT3 37.00 76 .00 40.00 40.00 40.00 40 .00 77.00 0.00 
BT4 25.00 63.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 55. 00 9.00 
BT5 0.08 1.34 0 .08 0.08 0.08 0.16 0.64 0.20 
BTG 1.86 1.64 0.44 0.86 0 .04 0.16 4.50 0.04 
BT7 0.08 7.26 0.08 1.20 0.08 0.1 2 2.99 0.12 
BT8 0.26 0.36 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.33 
BT9 0.24 0.32 0.12 0.14 0.03 0.10 0.26 0.00 

Table 8.9: Median of the minimum distance to optimum over all runs. 

II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 10373 46424 56297 60254 19121 8599 49000 30841 
BT2 66764 56644 19339 14765 12844 5649 75063 43133 
BT3 2192 76849 21793 16807 18279 7728 89639 45435 
BT4 2241 67551 19366 15642 14869 6685 42000 48944 
BT5 61620 55254 68898 65680 37481 7507 74186 34075 
BT6 27805 62284 65161 76313 28189 8580 89573 35287 
BT7 25981 58035 50286 49228 23802 6760 41960 37052 
BT8 23129 59333 81465 78859 92933 14223 75644 19720 
BT9 14004 43946 87936 83657 46986 12173 85360 34054 

Ta ble· 8.10: Median of the number of function evaluations before finding best over all runs. 

T he tr iple-competit ion finds the best solution very fast. If we also consider the median 
distance to the optimal fitness-value, which is shown in Figure 8.9, then we see that triple
competition is not only fast , but it a lso finds relatively good solutions. Elitist recombination 
and TGAc are also relatively fast. 

Table 8.11 shows the number of iterations before termination. A run is terminated when 
the optimum is reached , when the maximal number of function evaluations is exceeded , 
or when the method can not continue (in case of the mixEA and bbf-GA). The random
mutation hill-c-limber performs bes t on problems BTl , where it a lways finds the optimal 
sol II t ion. In all other cases the bbf-G A performs best . 

Table 8.1 2 shows the fraction of optimal building blocks present in the best solution. 
T he fraction of optimal building blocks in the optimal solution is 1 for BTl-4 and BT9, 
0.47 for BT5, 0.57 for BT6, and 0.29 for BT7. The bbf-GA performs best on five out of 
the eight problems for which this measure is defined. 

Table 8. 12 shows the fraction of optimal building blocks present in the fin al population. 
,-\ building block is present when at least one individual contains this building block. The 
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II RMHC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 10373 100409 31031 
BT2 75780 99948 53849 
BT3 100001 100001 45782 
BT4 100001 85310 63802 
BT5 100001 98819 49906 
BT6 100001 100010 50179 
BT7 100001 65108 50727 
BT8 100001 100021 51822 
BT9 100001 100016 35769 

Table 8.11 : Median of the number of iterations before termination over a ll runs . 

II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 1.00 0.75 0.88 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 
BT2 1.00 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.75 
BT3 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 1.00 
BT4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .64 
BT5 0.47 0.27 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.27 0.20 0.20 
BT6 0.29 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.43 
BT7 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.29 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.12 
BT8 - - - -

BT9 0.10 0.20 0.55 0. 50 0.90 0.60 0.40 1.00 

Table 8.12: Med ian proportion of optima l build ing blocks in best. 

fraction is a value bctw0en zero and one. The bbf-GA performs best on four out of th0 
<'ight problems for which this measure is defined. The canonical genetic algorithm performs 
well on Lhrcc problems. This is mainly due to the fact that the CGA docs not converge, 
a11d hcnC'c all building blocks arc sti ll present in the population . This does not mca11 that 
the CGA is effective at optimizing these problems as we have seen in Tables 8.8 and 8.9. 

Tab le 8.14 shows the average number of building blocks per individual. T he random-
111ntation ltill-clirnbcr uses a population of size one, therefore this figmc corrrsponds to 
i he 11urnber of building blocks in the final solution. The mixEA and the bbf-GA perform 
W('ll 011 thr deceptivr trap functions. Even though the final popu lation mixEA on most 
problC'ms contains a large fraction of all build ing blocks. as shown in Table 8 .1 3, it prrforms 
11ot wC'll i11 gett ing Lhrsc bu ilding blocks mixed . This is probably cine to the inrfficicncy 
of tlH' uniform crossovrr at mixing building blocks. In a traditional GA this is rrmediecl 
b:I' thr fact that many duplicates of build ing blocks are generated. If two indi\'iduals arc 
rC'C'ombinrd. then the building blocks present in both individuals arc likely to be prrscnt in 
ti!(' offspring (if no mutation is applied , then these building blocks arc always present in tlw 
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II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 1.00 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
BT2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.90 
BT3 0.07 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 1.00 
BT4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.64 
BT5 0.47 1.00 0.73 0.80 0.53 0.27 0.43 0.30 
BT6 0.29 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.43 0.29 1.00 0.57 
BT7 0.18 0.94 0.76 0.71 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.29 
BT8 - - - - - -

BT9 0.10 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.90 0.60 1.00 1.00 

Table 8.13: Median proportion of optimal building blocks in population. 

II RMHC I CGA I TGA I TGAc I ER I TC I mixEA I bbf-GA I 
BTl 8.00 2.59 4.16 4.09 7.97 7.97 0.54 6.61 
BT2 20.00 1.98 16.05 16.37 20.00 20.00 8.25 14.52 
BT3 3.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.90 37.66 
BT4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.92 15.92 
BT5 7.00 2.44 4.75 4.45 5.97 3.99 3.00 2.00 
BT6 2.00 1.48 1.88 1.44 2.99 1.99 0.85 2.13 
BT7 3.00 1.92 3.71 4.81 2.99 2.99 2.50 2.05 
BT8 - - - - - - - -
BT9 1.00 0.05 3.81 3.31 8.89 5.98 1.06 8.02 

Table 8.14: Median of the average number of building blocks per individual. 

offspring). MixEA prevents duplication of good individuals , and therefore has difficulties 
when it has to combine a very large number of building blocks. 

A set of graphs is included that show the distance to the optimum of the best individual 
as a function of the number of function evaluations for all problems, and all optimization 
met hods. This best individual is determined off-line, which means that this individual does 
11ot han: to be present in the final population (this is possible for the generational GA's); 
111 these plots both axes use a logarithmic scale. The diamonds in these graphs denoted the 
media11 distance to the optimum, computed over all runs, and the length of the error-bars 
is chosen such that for 90% of the runs the best individuals fall in the corresponding region. 

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the results for the problem BTl (the royal road). On t his 
problem only eight different fitness values are possible. The corresponding distances to the 
optimum arc clearly visible in all graphs as a set of discrete steps that the median takes 
when co11verging towards the optimum. The RMHC converges fast to the optimum on this 
problem , indicating that this is a relatively simple problem. The CGA, TGA, and TGAc 
converge slowly. The ER converges fast and reliable. The TC also converges fast, but it 
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does not converge to the optimum in all cases, which is clear from the large confidence 
interval. The mixEA converges slowly. When using the mixEA different individuals are 
likely to contain many different b11ilding blocks. Therefore the probability of a successful 
recombination becomes very small during later phases of evolution. The bbf-GA converges 
slowly during the exploration and filtering phase. However , given the masked individuals 
the optimum is found almost instantly during the exploitation phase. 

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the curves for problem BT2 (the massively multimodal prob
lem). The CGA fails on this problem. During the later stages of evolution the average 
fitness is close to 140, which means that the fitness proportional selection induces almost 
no selective pressure. Tournament selection does not have this problem, and both the TGA 
and tlw TGAc find the optimum fast. ER and TC both converge rapidly and reliable. The 
graph of the mixEA shows a jump close to 20 ,000. This corresponds to the transition from 
the first to the second evolutionary stack. Apparently, the mixEA is often able to recom
bine individuals in the first stack (using at most 32 recombination per pair of parents) , but 
these individuals do not combine easily. 

Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the results on problem BT3 (the deceptive problem of order 5). 
The RMHC, TGA, TGAc, ER, and TC converge fast to the deceptive attractor, which 
n·sults in a distance of 40 with respect to the optimum. The CGA converges much slower 
towards the deceptive attractor. This is again due to the low selective pressure when the 
average fitness becomes large. The mixEA converges slowly, but as we have seen from 
tr1ble 8.14 its population contains a high density of optimal building blocks. The bbf-GA 
finds thr optimal solution easily. 

Fig11rcs 8.7 and 8.8 show the results for problem BT4 (the deceptive problem of order 8). 
On this problem RMHC, CGA, TGA, TGAc, ER, and TC converge to the deceptive 
attractor, resulting in a distance of 25 with respect to the optimum. The bbf-GA performs 
much better , and combines approximately 15 out of 25 optimal building blocks in a single 
individual. 

Figures 8.9 and 8.10 show the curves for problem BT5 (function with "frustration "). 
The RMHC converges slowly, indicating that this function can not be optimized easily 
by hill-climbing. None of the methods finds the optimum on this problem . A closer 
inspection showed that the individuals that arc filtered contain the building blocks for 2.7 
functions F;,,0,.,. 1 on average. As a result of this , the building block filtering marked part 
of these building blocks. As a result suboptimal building blocks were processed during the 
<'xploitation phase. 

Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the curves for problem BT6 (function with long blocks 
and "frustration"). Recall that for this problem each building block was composed of two 
building blocks of the kind used in problem BT5. All methods show roughly the same 
convergence characteristics as on problem BT5, except for the bbf-GA which is able to 
locate the optimum iu a numbrr of runs. 
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Figures 8.1 4 and 8. 15 show t he curves for problem BT5 (function with "frustration") . 
On thi s problem the TGA outperfo rms the TGAc. This function also uses the subfunction 
F(uuant , so again the building block fil tering step marked subopt imal building blocks for 
thi s subfunct ion. 

F igures 8.16 and 8. 17 show the curves for problem BTS (the NK-landscape with random 
linkage). The opt imal solution is not known fo r this problem. T herefore it is assumed that 
the opt imal fi t ness is l. All methods converge slowly in the direction of the opt imum. 

F igures 8.1 8 and 8. 19 show the curves for pro blem BT9 (the NK-bb landscapes). Only 
the bbf-G A is likely to be able to locate the opt imal solution. 

II mixEA I 
BTl 1911 
BT2 2 
BT3 17 
BT4 3 
BT5 3 
BT6 75 
BT7 2 
BTS 161 
BT9 95 

Table 8. 15: Size fin al population. 

Table 8. 15 shows the size of the final population for the mixEA. The final population 
size of t he other methods is 300, except for the RMHC t hat has popula tion size 1, and 
bbf:-GA that has popula tion size 200 during the exploitation phase . Only in case of the 
mixEA the final population size is variable. On most problems the final population is qui te 
small. In case of problem BTl t he mixEA has a large final population size. T his is due 
to the fact that this problem does not have any structure except for the building blocks. 
As a resul t , the mixEA spends a ll its function evaluations during the building of the first 
evolu t ionary stack. 

Table 8.1 6 shows t he resul ts for t he building block fil tering step that is used for ex
plorat ion of the search space. T he first column shows the proport ion of masks that is 
accepted. The second and thi rd column count the number of building blocks present in 
thr set of 100 ind ividuals obtained after the exploration step. Here we count the number 
or optimal building blocks of order-five that maximize a subfunction. The second column 
shows the number of optimal (order-five) building blocks that have been masked correctly. 
A building block is said to be masked correctly by t he building block fil tering step when 
a ll its bi ts are masked , and no other bi ts in t he string are masked (not even if these bi ts 
also correspond to a building block). The maximal value for this column is 100. T he 
third column shows the number of optimal building blocks present in the individuals after 
exploration. T he fo ur th column shows the average fraction of bi ts of all building blocks 
that are masked. 
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proportion number of number of fraction 
masks building building masked 

accepted blocks blocks bits 
masked present 

BTl 0.89 81.50 109.50 0.83 
BT2 0.07 0.00 317.50 0.01 
BT3 0.96 29.00 326.50 0.48 
BT4 0.23 21.00 24.50 0.91 
BT5 0.88 0.00 265.50 0.54 
BT6 0.86 25.50 41.00 0.90 
BT7 0.80 1.00 245.50 0.33 
BT8 0.18 - - -

BT9 0.57 12.00 67.00 0.72 

Table 8.16: Performance of building block filtering. 

\,\Then comparing the values of the second and the third column we see that the building 
block filtering step is likely to fail in case that the average number of building blocks per 
individual is relatively high. In that case the filtering procedure is not effective, because it is 
likely to mask parts of different building blocks. Therefore the structure of the underlying 
problem-space is not detected correctly. Problems where the building blocks arc found 
C'asily can be solved with the traditional GA's without a linkage-learning procedure like 
the building block filter. The building block filtering proves its power on problems with 
deceptive building blocks , and problems with high-order building blocks. In these cases 
only a small number of building blocks is detected , and these are masked correctly. 

Some of these test-functions arc also used by other researchers. Here we will briefly 
discuss their results. Miihlenbein uses the FDA, an algorithm that is based on factorizing 
a probability distribution into marginal distributions. He applies this algorithm to a test
suite that includes BT2, BT5 , and BT7. A major difference is that he assumes the linkage 
to he known , and he explicitly uses this linkage information to decompose the problem 
in a set of subproblems. For example in case of BT7 the complete search space contains 
2r,9 strings. When using the information of the decomposition all subfunctions can be 
computed using only 544 ( = 17 · 25

) function evaluations. Composing the optimal solution 
whC'n having this information is easy. The FDA solves this problem in 6800 function 
<'Valuations. On the other problems the FDA also converges faster than the methods 
presented here, but it is important to note that the effective search space is orders of 
magnitude larger without the linkage-information. 

Problems with unknown linkage are used to test the performance (significantly modified 
Yersion) ofGEMGA [BKW98]. The original GEMGA was developed by Kargupta [Kar96a]. 
T his algorithm measures the marginal fitness contributions of bits , and uses this informa
tion to discover the linkage information. The problems BT2 and BT3 are used among 
others to assess thC' performance of the GEM GA. The optimum is located in 88 ,000 func-
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t ion evalua tions in for BT2, and 55,000 fun ction evaluations for BT3. G EMGA was not 
t<·strd on fun ctions containing higher-order building blocks or having conflicting building 
blocks, and hence we can not make a further comparison . 

8 .3.1 bbf-GA 

T he bbf-GA performs well on problems involving building blocks. For problems containing 
building blocks that a re diffi cult to find , t he building block fil tering step performs well. 
0 11 t he current test-suite it often masks the building block correctly. On such problems 
t he bbf-G A perfor ms well. For problems where t he building blocks are easy to find , t he 
build ing block fil ter is likely to mark parts of different building blocks. Because masks a re 
lik<' ly to correspond to parts of building blocks, the exploitation phase of the bbf-GA is 
not able to mix these building blocks effectively. The bbf-GA seems to extend the range 
of applicability of GA's because some problems involving building blocks tha t are difficul t 
to process by means of traditiona l GA 's can be handled with the bbf-GA. 

8.3.2 M ixing EA 

T he mixEA converges slowly. It is able to find a large number of opt imal building blocks, 
but it often fail s to combine and thus to find the global optimum on the current problem. 
O ne of the reasons for these problems is the fact that the mixEA really works hard to 
prevent any dupli cation of building blocks. The goal of t he mixEA is to find a ll building 
blocks needed to find the optimum. In order to make the probability to find these building 
blocks as large as possible, duplication of individuals is prevented . Unfort unately, t his also 
makes the mixing of building blocks more difficul t . In t he later stages of evolu t ion la rge 
parts of each of the individua ls have to be retained during recombina tion in order to produce 
superior offspring. Retaining large parts of individuals is qui te difficul t because most 
individuals differ in many loci from each other. Therefore the probability of a successful 
rPcombina tion step becomes low. For example, suppose that we have a problem involving 
thr<'c compa tible deceptive building blocks of order k, labelled A , B , and C. In that case 
it is easier to first create the individuals AB and AC (where AB represents the individua l 
conta ining building blocks A and B) ; Given individual AB and AC the optimal individua l 
A B C is created wi th probabili ty 2- 2k by uniform crossover. The mixEA is more likely to 
r 11d up in a state where for example A B and C are the only available individuals . For this 
pa ir t he proba bili ty of a successful recombination is only 2- 3k _ 

T he mixEA performs well on finding high-order building blocks, and collecting these in 
a small population. However, it fails to mix these building blocks. Hybrid methods that 
use the mixEA for exploration , and next apply an eli tis t GA on the final population of the 
rnixEA might prov ide possibili t ies to solve these problems. 
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8.4 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter was to compare the introduced evolutionary algorithms on 
a large test-suite. The results show that the building block filtering step ( contained in 
the bbf-GA) is very effective in masking building block when an individual contains only 
Ft single building block. Therefore the bbf-GA is able to outperform traditional GA's on 
problem for which building blocks are relatively difficult to find and process. The mixEA 
is also good at finding and preserving building blocks, but it has problems to mix these 
building blocks. The elitist recombination performs reliable on most problems, but does 
not handle problems involving high-order deception very well. The triple-competition 
converges fast and in many cases finds near-optimal solutions rapidly. 
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Chapter 9 

Cluster Evolution Strategies 

]\Jany randomized search methods can be regarded as random sampling methods with 
a (non-uniform) sampling density function. Differences between the methods are then 
n•flrctrd in different shapes of the sampling density function and in different adaptation 
mrchanisms that update this density function based on the observed sample-points. A 
drscription of such algorithms in terms of sampling density functions shows similaritirs to 
t hr transmission function models that have been used in sections 4 and 5. An evol ut ionary 
algorithm is proposed , that uses an enhanced selection mechanism. It uses not only fitness 
va lues of the individua ls but a lso considers the distribution of individuals over the search
spac<' . After a fitness-based selection, the individuals arc clustered, and a representative is 
s('IPc-tcd for each cluster. The next generation is created using only these representatives. 
Us ua ll y the set of representatives is relatively small, and the efficient incorporation of local 
S('arch teclmiques is possible. 

ThP outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 9.1 a number of optimization 
111Pt hods arc described as biased random sampling methods. Section 9.2 discusses sornl' 
oft hl' problems that evolutionary optimizers can encounter when optimizing a real-valued 
f1111ctio11. In section 9.3 the cluster evolution strategy (CLES) is introduced , and it is 
discussed how this method can amid some of the problems mentioned in section 9.2. 
Srction 9.4 presents the details of the clustering method used in CLES, section 9.5 dcscri bes 
t Ii(' ('\'O l11 tionary operators, and section 9.6 presents the local search methods that arf' 
incorporated. A test-suite and performance-measures arc presented in section 9.7, fol lowPd 
In· t hf' results in section 9.8. This chapter is concluded by a summary in section 9.9. 

9.1 Randomized sampling methods 

Ernl11tionary a lgorithms belong to the large class of randomized search methods , contain
ing among others, l\lontc-Carlo methods, simulated annealing [AK89 , KG\/83], clustering 
lll('thods with random sampling [TZ89], evolu tionary programming [BS93, Fog94], and evo
lution strategies [BS93 , Rrc73, Sch95]. Randomized sampling methods can be modelled by 
nH•,rn s of a sampling dc•nsity function OYcr the search space S. In case of a discrete sPa rd1 
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space such a density function assigns a value to each point in the search space. This value 
de11otf'S the probability that the point is obtained during the next step that the algorithm 
makes. All these probabilities have to sum to one, so if all elements of the search space are 
enumerated, then 

~ ISi d = l 
L...,,i=l l ' 

where d; is the probability assigned to element i of search space S. Modelling by means of 
sampling density is also possible for real-valued spaces, in which case the sum is replaced 
by an integral over the complete search space. 

The simplest random sampling method is the unbiased random search. This method 
generates a random point in the search space, computes the fitness of this point , and 
kf'cps track of the best point observed. The sampling density function of this method is 
a uniform density function over the complete search space. This density function is not 
changed. If one can expect that the search space has a certain amount of smoothness, then 
faster randomized sampling methods are the biased random searches, such as a hill-climber 
with a Gaussian distributed kernel. Such a method uses a Gaussian distributed sampling 
density function that is centred around the current best individual , so the sampling density 
function changes each time that a better individual is discovered. A slightly more complex 
method is the (1 + 1)-ES. This method is similar to the previous method, except for the 
fact that the o--parameter, which determines the width of the Gaussian , is a self-adaptive 
paramete r. The adaptation of the parameters is done by means of an evolution process . 
A more detailed description of the (1 + 1 )-ES will be given in section 9.6.2. In case 
of simulated annealing the sampling density function is determined by the current best 
point , the neighbourhood structure and a temperature based cooling schedule. A more 
detailed description of this algorithm can be obtained from Aarts et al. [AK89]. In case 
of a generational evolutionary algorithm the sampling density function can be determined 
as follows. Given a n-ary evolutionary operator and a set of n parent individuals, one 
computes the probability that certain offspring is obtained. This information defines a 
sampling density function corresponding to an evolutionary operator with a fixed set of 
inputs. Now given the current population one can take all possible sets of n parents, and the 
corresponding probabilities of these sets . The sampling density function of the evolutionary 
algorithm is obtained by a weighted superposition of the sampling density function of the 
n-ary evolutionary operator over these parent-sets , where the weights are the probability 
that the set of parents is obtained. The sampling density function of the evolutionary 
algorithm remains constant during a single generation . It is the selection scheme that 
modifies the sampling density function by generating a new parent population, and thereby 
changing the probabilities of obtaining the different sets of parent individuals. So, in a 
generational genetic algorithm the update of the sampling density function is obtained 
whf'n one moves to the next generation, and the offspring of the current generation are 
considered as parents. It is quite straightforward to generalize this model for the case that 
more than one evolutionary operator is used. 

Most randomized sampling methods try to improve the unbiased random search by 
fornsing the search process on a subset of the search space. The robustness of such algo-
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space such a density function assigns a value to each point in the search space. This value 
d<motrs the probability that the point is obtained during the next step that the algorithm 
makes. All these probabilities have to sum to one, so if all elements of the search space are 
<mumerated , then 

1s1 
""' · d; = l , L..., ,=I 

where d; is the probabi li ty ass igned to element i of search space S. Modelling by means of 
sampling density is also possible for real-valued spaces, in which case the sum is replaced 
by an integral over the complete search space. 

The simplest random sampling method is the unbiased random search. This method 
generates a random point in the search space, computes the fitness of this point , and 
kreps track of the best point observed. The sampling density function of this method is 
a uniform density function over the complete search space. This density function is not 
changed. If one can expect that the search space has a certain amount of smoothness, then 
faster randomized sampling methods are the biased random searches, such as a hill-climber 
with a Gaussian distributed kernel. Such a method uses a Gaussian distributed sampling 
density funct ion that is centred around the current best individual , so the sampling density 
function changes each time that a better individual is discovered. A slightly more complex 
method is the (1 + 1)-ES. This method is similar to the previous method, except for the 
fact that the a -parameter, which determines the width of the Gaussian, is a self-adaptive 
parameter. The adaptation of the parameters is done by means of an evolution process. 
A more detai led description of the (1 + 1)-ES will be given in section 9.6.2. In case 
of simulated annealing the sampling density function is determined by the current best 
point, t he neighbourhood structure and a temperature based cooling schedule. A more 
detai led description of this algorithm can be obtained from Aarts et a l. [AK89]. In case 
of a generational evolu t ionary algorithm the sampling density function can be determined 
as follows. Given a n-ary evolutionary operator and a set of n parent individuals, one 
computes the probabili ty that certain offspring is obtained. This information defines a 
sampling density funct ion corresponding to an evolutionary operator with a fixed set of 
inpu ts . Now given the current population one can take all possible sets of n parents , and the 
corresponding probabilities of these sets. The sampling density function of the evolutionary 
algorithm is obtained by a weighted superposition of the sampling density function of the 
n-ary evolutionary operator over these parent-sets, where the weights are the probability 
that the set of parents is obtained. The sampling density function of the evolu t ionary 
algorithm remains constant during a single generation. It is the selection scheme that 
modifies the sampling density function by generating a new parent population, and thereby 
changing the probabilities of obtaining the different sets of parent individuals. So, in a 
grnerat ional genetic algorithm the update of the sampling density function is obtained 
when one moves to the next generation, and the offspring of the current generation are 
considered as parents . It is quite straightforward to generalize this model for the case that 
more t han one evolutionary operator is used . 

Most randomized sampling methods t ry to improve the unbiased random search by 
foc usi ng the search process on a subset of the search space. The robustness of such algo-
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rithms is related to the probability that the global optimum is located in such a subset. If 
it. is not , then one can only hope to find a suboptimal solution of reasonable quality. There 
arc at least two approaches to circumvent this problem. The first approach is to avoid the 
exclusion of certain parts of the search space. Simulated annealing takes this approach. 
Instead of restricting the search to a subset, the algorithm modifies the sampling density 
f11nction. As the search proceeds th is density function gets increasingly peaked around the 
current best solution. Even though it is never impossible to find the location of the global 
optimum during the next iteration of the simulated annealing algorithm , the probability 
that this will happen can become arbitrarily small. Hence, the proof of convergence docs 
not really provide us with a practical guarantee that there is convergence within a finite 
amount of time. The second approach is to control the subset selection process by requiring 
a certain amount of evidence before a restriction of the search-space is permitted. This sec
ond approach is implicitly used in many population-based evolu tionary algorithms. Here 
the selection mechanism focuses the search on a subset of the search-space by controlling 
the probability of the different sets of parent individuals. 

The main difference between the two approaches is that the first approach samples 
over the search space according to a density function that is non-zero everywhere, while 
the second approach does allow the density function to become zero at some points. For 
methods that embrace the first approach, there are often proofs that these methods even
tually will find the global optimum. Sometimes one can even prove convergence to the 
optimum with probability one when allowing for an infinite amount of computation. Note 
that this docs not tell anything about the speed of convergence, the probabili ty that the 
optimum is found with in a certain number of steps , or about the probability that these 
methods outperform unbiased random search . 

Each method that uses the second approach can easily be modified such that it corre
sponds to the first approach too. To do so, one only has to generate a complete random 
individual once in a while, and check whether this individual outperforms the current hest 
individual. Because all points in the search space can be generated, the sampling density 
function is non-zero everywhere. Given a sufficient amount of steps the optimum is likely 
to he found . Even though such an approach might be of theoretical interest, it does not 
make much sense from a practical point of view. On those problems where the randomly 
gcncrntPd points arc accepted , the original method apparently failed , and the modified 
method basically corresponds to a random search with a large and complicated overhead. 
In case of evolutionary algorithms it has been shown that the optimum is always found 
prnvided that the mutation operator is disruptive enough . It would be more interesting 
to compare the two approaches when only a limited amount of computation is allowed. 
However, such questions might only be answered when one restricts the class of problems. 
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3 

Figure 9.1: Example of the distribu t ion of a population over a search-space. 

9.2 Evolutionary numerical optimization 

Sorn r evolu t ionary algorithms are known to have problems wit h general function optimiza
t ion tasks [DeJ93, Biic96]. A possible reason for these difficul t ies is that most evolut ionary 
algori thms have a strong bias towards large regions with a high overall fi tness [MV95]. 
When the global optimum is present within this region, this behaviour does not cause a 
problem, however if the region of attraction of t he global opt imum does not coincide with 
this region, then the evolu t ionary algorithm is likely to converge to a suboptimal solu t ion. 
At first sight this might seem to be a problem that is inherent to evolutionary algori thms. 
T hr fast convergence to regions having a high average fi tness is one of the important rea
sons why an evolu tionary algori thm is able to outperform an unbiased random search, in 
ma ny cases. As we shall t ry to show, a careful design of an evolu t ionary algori thm can 
circumvent t his type of problem, resul t ing in a more reliable function optimizer. In a given 
evolu t ionary algori thm the sampling density function is mainly determined by the distri
but ion of the population over the search-space and the definition of the genetic operators . 
Large regions having a high average fi tness are likely to be discovered early, and many 
indi,·iduals in t he population belong to such regions. The large number of individuals in 
such a region can resul t in a high probabili ty of int roducing new individuals in the same 
region. A simple way to lower the probability of such over-sampling is to use disruptive 
evolu t ionary operators, and simul taneously to assign a limited lifet ime to individuals. The 
di srup t ive operators prevent t hat many (almost identical) copies of an individual are gen-
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Figure 9.2: Density of parents and offspring when applying intermediate crossover 
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rrated ; However , even when the operators are disruptive , an individual that survives for 
many generations can generate quite a lot of copies. A limited lifetime can prevent such 
duplication. Limiting the lifetime of individuals has to be done with care. The population 
size should be chosen large enough to allow well-performing individuals to propagate their 
information before its lifetime expires . The information of individuals residing in a region 
with a low density (for example a small region corresponding to a narrow peak) is more 
likrly to get lost than information contained in individuals residing in a region with a high 
drnsitv (for example a broad peak with relatively high average fitness). 

A simple example of a search-space is shown in Figure 9.1. The circles and bullets 
show the locations of the individuals of the current population in the search space. Along 
the horizontal direction we have the value of the individuals, while the vertical position 
givC's a measure for the fitness of the individual. The global optimum is located in a 
narrow peak. The individual that is closest to the optimum, is not the best performing 
individual. If a high selective pressure is applied , then this individual (that is close to the 
global optimum) is likely to be thrown out of the population. However, many individuals 
in tlw broad suboptimal peaks will be retained. Application of recombination can evrn 
make the situation worse, as we will show next. It was already observed in section 3.3 that 
the recombination can easily amplify an unbalanced distribution of the parent population 
among different parts of the search space. Herc , we will show that a similar effect is likely to 
lir present for n·combination in real-valued space. Figure 9.2 shows an artificial example of 
the evolution of the density function for a one-dimensional numerical optimization problem. 
The black line represents density function of parents in the search-space. Apparentl_v the 
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rrn lu t iona ry a lgori t hm has discovered two regions of interest , cent red a round t he values 2 
a 11cl 7. The lrft-ha nd region contains 2/3 of t he sample-points , while t he right-ha nd region 
only a t tracted 1/3 of t he sample-points. The sample-points belonging to a single region 
ar<' normally di st ributed . The grey line represents t he density function of offspring when 
using uniform sc lrct ion of pa rents and an intermedia te recombinat ion operator [BS93] . The 
i11t <' rmcdi at e rrcombination generates a n individual uniform at ra ndom between t he two 
pa rr nt indi viduals. l'\ow, t hree cases can be dist inguished , depending on what regions t he 
pa r('11ts belong to. T he first case is t hat both parents are from t he left-hand region, which 
has probability 4/9 . In t his case t he offspring is given by a Gaussian distribution, which 
is !llorc narrow t han t he original distribution in t he left-hand region. T he second case 
corrrs ponds to both parents being taken from t he right-hand region , which ha ppens with 
pro ba bili ty 1/ 9, a nd resul ts in a Gaussian distribu t ion a round t he cent re of t he ri ght-ha nd 
region. In t he rema ining cases t he two parents are taken from different regions, and t he 
rrs ul t ing offspring is distribu ted uniformly over the interval between the two pa rents. Note 
t ha t. t he density dec reases when the distance between the parents increases . These three 
co11tribu t ions have been approximated , a nd the resulting distribu t ion is shown by the grey 
line in Figure 9.2. ow, let us assume that selection is applied and that t he individua ls 
between the two peaks are discarded. Two observations can be made. First , t he density 
fun ction of offspring after selection is more strongly peaked tha n the density fun ction of 
the parents . Second , it can be observed that the a pplication of this recombination operator 
rrsul ts in an enl argement of the existing differences in number of individuals in each of t he 
two regions. 

In ord er to prevent these effects one can use a more sophist icated selection mechanism. 
Such a mecha ni sm should not only be biased towa rds t he fi ttest individuals , but a lso take 
t he di stribution of t he popula ti on over the search-space into consideration . In the nex t 
srction we propose the Cluster Evolution Strategy. 

9.3 Outline of CLES 

T hr Clus ter Evolu t ion Strategy (CLES) uses a two-stage selection process . The first stage 
is c1 fi t ness-based selection, while t he second phase of selection is based on t he distribution 
of individua ls over t he search space. During the first stage a subset of t he complete 
population, containing the best individuals, is selected . This step results in t he required 
se lC'ct ive pressure, which guides t he search towa rds regions of high average fitness . Next, a 
clus tering process is a pplied to t he individuals selec ted during the first phase, and t he best 
indi vidua l of each cluster is selected as a representative of t ha t cluster. A new population 
is crea ted by apply ing t he evolu t ionary operators to t hese representatives only. Using only 
r('prcsentatives as pa rents helps in prevent ing prema ture convergence. As we have seen in 
srcLio11 9.2, if a region extracts relatively many individuals, t hen t his unbala nce is likely 
to be enlarged by the recombination operator. This problem is resolved as each cluster of 
individua ls is reprrsrntecl by only one representative, independent of t he size of t his cluster. 
Nrarl _r ident ical individua ls arc likely to belong to the same cluster , a nd t hus only one of 
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these individuals needs to be present in the set of representatives. Because the presented 
two-stage select ion schedule is not very sensitive to premature convergence, it is relatively 
safe to preserve t he selected individuals. This results in population-elitism , which helps in 
preserving information and propagating obta ined information to subsequent generations. 
Let us ret urn to the example shown in Figure 9.1. The circles and bullets represent 
indi viduals in the current populat ion. These individuals are distributed uniformly over the 
search space. T he cl ashed line represents the selection boundary, so that the individuals 
in the grey region a re discarded. Given the distribut ion of the surviving individuals, three 
clusters can be fo und: t he left-hand cluster contains fi ve individuals, the middle cluster 
one indi vidual, and t he right-hand cluster three individuals . The representa t ives of the 
three clusters a rc numbered. Observe that the second representative is closest to the 
global opt imum. T his individual docs not perform so well , however due to the fact that 
it perfo nns reasonably well , and that it is far away from all other individuals it becomes 
important to retain t his indi vidual until the potential of the region a round t hi s poin t is 
in vest iga ted a li tt le better . 

\Yi t hin many randomized clustering methods local opt imization is applied fo r two rea
sons [TZ89]. First, if the search space a round an individual is relatively smooth, there is no 
r<'ason to use a slow global opt imization method. Second, by applying local optimization 
in an ea rly phase the potentia l of different sample-poin ts can be compared better. For 
these reasons we have incorporated local search in our a lgorithm too . Local opt imization 
is appli ed to the representatives only, as these representa tives arc assumed to be typical for 
thr current population . Applying local opt imization to the (small ) set of representatives 
n'd11ces the amount of computation required and decreases the probability of locating the 
sa me local optimum mul t iple t imes. Because high quali ty representatives arc likely survive 
fo r several generat ions due to the popul a tion-eli tism , the local optimiza t ion can be done 
in stages . During each generation only a limi ted number of local opt imization steps a rc 
spend on each representat ive, so the number of local opt imization steps spend on an incli
\· iclua l is proportional to the number of generations it is able to survive. T his mul t i-stage 
loc-a l opt imization process prevents that a lot of local opt imization steps arc spend on au 
indi vidual that is discarded immedi ately afterwards. 

l\'ex t , the pseudo-code of the a lgorithm for the main loop of the cluster evoluti on 
strategy is given . 

CJ ust,f' rEvolu t ionStrn tegy() 
i = O; 
,V = (>. + l )N,·r7n-es; 
P0 = randornPopula tion(N); 

repea t 
i = i + l; 
## two-sta,ge selection 
P; = sclcctBest( N,·epres, P;_ I ); 
R, = selcctC/usterReprescntativcs(P;. T, rmin); 
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if --, ready then 

## local optimization of representatives 
far all x E R.;_ do 

loca lOptimize(x, s10 c); 
od; 

## production of new offspring 
while JP;J < N do 

i[ JR;J > 1 then 

else 

select Pi and P2 E R;, (P1 -/= P2); 
P; = P; U recombine(p1, P2) ; 

P; = P; U mutate(p) , p ER.;_; 
Ji· 

J 

od; 
fj-
' until ready; 

end 

Here, P; denotes the population created during the i th generation, N is t he maxi
mal populat ion size, Nrepres is the maximal number of representatives, ,\ is the minimal 
number of offspring per parent , JRI is the cardinality of set R, R.;_ ~ P; is the actual 
set of representatives. The function randomPopulation(N) generates a random popula
t ion of size N, selectBest(Nrepres, P;) selects the Nrepres best individuals from population 
P;, selectC/usterRepresentatives(P; , T , r min) denotes the selection of the representatives of 
a ll clusters, localOptimize(x , s10c) performs the local optimization step on individual x , 
recombine(p1, p2) denotes an application of the recombination operator to parents Pt and p2, 
and muta.te(p) denotes an application of the mutation operator to parent p. T he ready 
predicate becomes t rue when the desired objective value is obtained, or when the total 
a llowed number of function evaluations ma.xeval is reached , or when a ll clusters have a size 
below a certain minimal threshold . Note that individuals that survive selection arc retained 
for a complete generation, even if the individual is not selected as a representative. Re
taining well performing individuals is important , because this helps in accumulating more 
information about the shape and size of the cluster the individual belongs to. In the next 
subsections detail ed descriptions of t he different parts of the algorithm arc presented . 

9.4 Clustering m ethod 

The clustering problem can be stated as follows: Given a space S and a set X of sample
points i; E S , try to discover a number of subsets A; ~ Sunder the restrictions U;A; = S 
and A, n AJ = 0 if (i -/= j) , that minimizes a certain measure F(A). The exact definition 
of F(A) , and the (maximal) number of clusters to be discovered differs per app lication . 
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Clustering problems tend to be difficult , especially if the number of clusters is not known 
in advance [KR90]. 

For the problems we are handling the search space is S = [a, b]n , where a, b E IR.. It 
is inherent to these problems that the density of tbe sample is very low. When allowing 
a high density of the sample that covers the complete search-space there would be little 
need for complex optimization methods such as an evolutionary algorithm. In order to 
get a good balance between speed and quality of the clustering a specialized clustering 
heuristic was developed. We did not use the existing clustering methods because many of 
t hese methods require the number of clusters to be known beforehand. Furthermore these 
methods aim at the best possible clustering, while for our purposes an approximation to 
the optimal clustering is sufficient . Furthermore the clustering method has to be fast, 
because the clustering is applied during each generation. 

In order to avoid the curse of dimensionality [Sco93], and to increase the density of the 
sample a set of n mappings of S to a one-dimensional axis have been defined by 

where e; is the unit vector along the i th dimension. 
For each dimension i the following procedure is applied. The set S is sorted on the value 

.r;;(.f) , and D (i) is defined as the distance between i and its predecessor in this ordered 
set. The expected value of D(i) is 

E[D(-)] = (max{g;(i)} - min{g;(i)})/(Nrepres - 1). 
X X 

A cluster boundary is assumed in front of each sample-point i satisfying the condition, 

D(i) 2'. T max{E[D(-) ], rmin}, 

where rmm is a lower bound on the resolution . For each cluster a representative is chosen: 
the individual with the highest fitness in this cluster. By repeating this process for each 
dimension a complete set of representatives is obtained. 

After the set of representatives is determined, a second pass is made over all dimensions 
and all data to determine the sizes of the clusters that the different representatives belong 
to. Given a representative r, the size of the corresponding clusters is given by the vector 
(:: (r). To determine ci7'l the sample-points are ordered on the value g; (i), and the cluster 
boundaries are determined again. Now the size along dimension i is given by 

c(r) _ "{ (~{r)) (~{r) ) } 
i - max 9i Xlast - 9i X first 'Tmin ' 

where .i[;~,t and ij~~t arc the first and the last individual of the cluster that is represented 
by r. 

Next, the pseudo-code for the clustering step is given. The following tuple is used by 
this code: 

point = [index, map]; 
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Here, the index denote the position of the point, and map denotes the mapping of this 
point on a projection ax is. Now, the clustering step is given by the following pseudo-code: 

Clustering({ i }) 
for k = l to d do 

ocl; 
end 

gx : list of point; 
gx = {} ; 
## Create mapping on axis ek 
for i = l to N do 

a.dd [i, i; · ek] to gx; 
od; 
sortmap(gx); 

## compute the distance-threshold used to determine cluster boundaries 

threshold= min { T (gxN · map - gxi ·map) , Tr min}; 
## Create first set for dimension k and add first point 
crea.teNewSet(k ); 
a.ddToCurrentSet(gx1. map); 
for i = 2 to N do 

od; 

if (gX; . map - g1:; _ 1 . map) > threshold) then 

fi, 
' 

## Boundary detected: create a new set for dimension k 
crea.teNewSet(k); 

a.ddToCurren tSet ( gx;. map); 

Here, { i} denotes the set of all data-points , gx contains a one-dimensional projection 
all data-points , the a.dd operation adds a tuple to a set, crea. teNewSet(k) creates a new set 
for dimension k and makes this the current set, and a.ddToCurrentSet(poin t) adds a point 
to the current set. The procedure creates a partition of the data-points over a number of 
sets fo r each dimension. Given a dimension each data-point is assigned to exactly one set 
for this dimension. Each set delivers one representative, and the size of the cluster of this 
representative C is determined by looking up the set of this representative in each of the 
part itions. 

9.5 Evolutionary operators 

The evolutionary operators also strongly influence the shape of the sampling density fun c
tion , and hence the design of these operators can have a strong influence on the reli ability 
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F igure 9.3: Density fun ction used by main recombination operator for in two-dimensional 
search space 

of the evolu t ionary optimizer. Many recombination operators, such as for example inter
mediate rrcombination, generate offspring by means of a density fun ction t hat is fo cussed 
on the centre of thr current population. This effect is especia lly st rong in high-dimensional 
spaces. Such a bias towards the cent re is undesirable, because such a bias corresponds 
Lo thr assumpt ion that the global opt imum is not located a t the boundary of the search 
space. and that the local optima t hat initially attract the individuals are scattered evenl y 
around thi s global opt imum. Even though many art ifi cia l test-functions adhere to these 
assump t ions, th ere is no reason to suspect tha t an arbi t rary real function optimiiat ion 
problem ad heres a lso to t hese assum ptions . 

Our main operator is a (d isrupt ive) recombination operator. For each dimension it 
chooses the value of either of its parents with equal probability, and adds some Gaussian 
noise to it. Give n two different parents :f{P1) and f (P2l, an offspring is created according to 

where N(O , a 2
) is a Gaussian distributed random \·ari able with mean zero and stand ard 

drv iat ion a = [.i:;pl ) - x;P2) [/3. F igure 9.3 shows the density function fo r a two-d imensional 
sl'arch-spac-c' . T he parents a rc represented by the bullets at locations (1, 1) and (2, 5). T his 
opera tor r nforces a qui te broad dist ribution of the indi viduals, where the width of t hi s 
di stribu t ion is pro port ional to the distance between the parents. Only if a ll pa rents a rc 
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Figure 9.4 : Density function used by mutation operator 

located in a small part of the search space, then the offspring are located in the same parl. 
Furt hermore, an over-sampling of t he centre of the current distribution is prevented , as the 
region mid-way between t he two parents gets a rela tively low density. If t his operator is 
a pplied for a la rge populat ion t hen t he offspring are scattered over roughly t he same region 
as t he parent individuals. Only after selection of the fi ttest individual a shrinking of the 
region under investigation takes place. By taking different alleles from different parents, 
this operator can create new combinations of existing alleles. (This operator shows some 
resemblance to the fu zzy recombination operator [VMC95].) 

T he operator prevents that the sampling density function narrows too rapidly. However, 
when a ll well-perfo rm ing values fo r different dimensions have been collected , t he operator 
might have pro blems in combining different a lleles in order to find the optimal solu t ion. 
Because the Gaussian noise is proport ional to t he distance between the two parents a long 
that dimension, values t hat arc far apar t cannot be exchanged easily. In order to enlarge 
the~ pro babili ty of this ki nd of long-distance exchanges, a discrete recombination operator 
is applied with a low probabili ty ? discrete· T he discrete recombination operator creates a 
valu r fo r the offspring using t he fo rmula 

lf t here is only a single representative left, then it is not possible to apply recombi
uation anymore. Only under t hese circumstances an unary mutation operator is app lied . 
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F igure 9.4 shows t he density function used by this mu tation operator for a two-dimensional 
search-space . T he pa rent is represented by t he bullet at location (5, 5), and C is the size 
of the cluster this pa rent belongs to . The sampling density is constant over the region 
t hat rovers the cluste r, and it decreases linearly outside this region. A constant density 
sampling over t he duster is chosen, such that t he search does not become biased towards 
t hr cent re of t he cluster, and only selection can decrease the size of t he cluster. Only if 
th l' bes t individuals a re located in a part of t he cluster , t hen t he search will fo cus on t his 
part cl11 C' t o selection. T he sides , that a re located outside the cluster , are added such that 
somC' of t he newly generated sample-points are located outside the cluster , and the cluster 
can grow. 

9.6 Local search strategy 

In orc! C' r to get a better insight in t he relat ive quali ty of the different clusters, some kind of 
loca l search is needed. We have chosen to use a simple and fast local opt imizer because t he 
globa l search is provided by t he evolu t ionary algori thm, and the evolu t ionary a lgori t hm 
as a whole should be fast. The local op t imizer is only allowed to use a limited number of 
funct ion eva luations, given by sloe · Well-performing individuals are preserved due to the 
populat ion-elitism. Such individuals are passed to t he local op timizer during t he subse
quent generations, so a single pass t hrough the local opt imizer just has to perform a part ia l 
optimization. T wo d ifferent local opt imizers have been implemented . The ·first opt imizer 
is bas<·d on Lagrange polynomials, and the second optimizer a pplies a (1 + 1)-Evolu t ion 
Strategy. 

9.6.1 Lagrange optimizer 

A simple a pproach to create a local opt imizer is to draw two random sample-poin ts in a 
nr ighbomhood of t he point .f to be optimized , build a one-dimensional quadratic model 
b_y 111 C'a 11 s of elemrn tary calculus and t hen use t his model to estimate t he location .f' of t hr 
optin111m . T his procedure is implemented as foll ows. Given t he origina l sample-poin t .i, a 
base vC'ctor e; is chosen at random. Next , a step size h E [O, C;/2] is determined uni fo rm at 
rando111 , where C; denotes the size of t he cluster of .f a long dimension e;. A second-order 
Lagrangl' polynomia l is determined by means of t he t riple of poin ts .f, .i- h -e; and .i + h- e;, 
and t. hC' corresponding fi t ness values . T he poin t .i' is set to the posit ion of t he max imum 
of t his polvnomial. If .i' is unbounded , t hen it is replaced with .i ± 3 · h · e; where t he sign is 
d r t<• nnincd by which of t he two sam ple-points x ± h · e; has t he highest fi tness . T he fi ttest 
of t h<· fo ur evaluated poin ts 5', x - I, · e; , .f + h · e; , and _;, replaces t he origina l indi vidual i'. 
A sc l<•ct<'d base vecto r e, is not used for a second t ime un til a ll other base vectors e"j (j =I i) 
haw ])('r n used at least once. 

T hr LagrnngP opt imizer locally builds a one-dimensiona l quadrat ic app rox irn at ion to 
t h<' f1111 ct ion tha t has to lw opt imized , and ex ploits t his app rox im ation to gurss whcrt' 
th e· opt i11111rn is located. Tf such a quad rat ic model matches t he local structu rr , then t his 
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optimizer is likely to perform well . If this assumption is not met, then this local optimizer 
might fa il. 

9.6 .2 (1 + 1)-ES opt imizer 

T he second local opt imizer is based on a two-membered (1+ 1)-Evolut ion Strategy [Rec73, 
n rc94 , Sch81, Sch95]. T his local optimizer is more genera l than the Lagrange optimizer , 
because it docs not ass ume a quadratic model for the function under consideration. When 
applying thi s (1 + 1)-ES a single parent is used. A single offspring is created by applying 
th e fo llowing fo rmula for each dimension i, 

x{o) = x (p) + N(O a 2 ) 
. t t ' ' 

wh0rc N(O, a 2
) is a normally distribu ted random variable with mean zero and variance 

a 2
. T he offspring replaces the parent if it outperforms the parent on t he function f to be 

optimized . T he va lue of a is adjusted by means of the 1/5-success rule [Sch95]: 

determine the ratio of the number of successful mutations to the total num ber 
of trials. If the ratio is greater than 1/ 5 the variance should be increased, if it 
is less than 1/5 than decrease the variance. 

Wi thin our algori thm each poin t i is associated with a cluster of size C. It is easy to 
incorporat0 this information into the optimization process by setting a = a'· C;, where a' is 
a scala r parameter with initia l value 0. 5 tha t will be updated according to the 1/5-succcss 
rnlc. So, the rule for constructing offspring becomes 

T he 1/5-success rul e is implemented by means of a mul t iplication . After a fa iled opti
mization step the a' is mul tiplied by the parameter m fail < l , and when a successful step 
occurred a' is mult ipli0d by ( l /mfail)5. 

9. 7 Test-suite 

For our experiments we used the test-problems and performance measures defined for the 
first In ternational Contest on Evolutionary Optim ization, taking place during the T hird 
IEEE conference on Evolutionary Computation (J apan 1996) . 

A test-sui te containing fi ve tes t-problems is used . All test-problems have a scalable 
dimension, and for each problem both a five-dimensional and a ten-dimensional problem 
in stance a rc tes ted . T he test-problems are t he sphere model, the Griewangk's funct ion, 
the Shekel's fox holes , the Michalewicz function, and the Langerman 's function. 
T he sphere model is defin ed by: 

N 

f(x) = I ) x; - 1)2, 
i = I 
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where x; E [-5, 5]. The goal is to find a value x such that J(x) ~ 1 · 10- 5
_ 

The Griewangk's function is defined by: 

1 N N ( X - 100) 
f(x) = d ~(x; - 100)

2 
- g cos ' ,/i + l , 
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where d = 4000, and x; E [-600, 600]. The goal is to find a value x such that J(x) ~ 1-10- 4
. 

The Shekel's foxholes function is defined by: 

m 1 

f(x) = - ~ Ix - A(i)l 2 + c;' 

where m = 30, x; E [0, 10], A is an x m matrix, c is am-vector and A(i) denotes the i 0
' 

column of A. The goal is to find a value x such that f (x) ~ -9. 
The Michalewicz's function is defined by: 

N ( . 2) J(x) = - I: sin(x;) sin2
m 

2
;i , 

t=l 

where m = 10 and x; E [0, n]. The goal is to find a value x such that J(x) ~ -4.687 for 
the five dimensional versions and J(x) ~ -9.66 for the ten dimensional version. 
The Langerman 's function is defined by: 

m 

f(x) = - L C; ( exp- ¼li - A(i) l
2 

cos(nlx - A(i)l2)) , 
i= l 

where m = 5, x; E [0 , 10], A is an x m matrix, c is am-vector and A(i) denotes the i th 

column of A . The goal is to find a value x such that J(x) ~ - 1.4. 
Three performance measures were defined. These performance measures should be 

computed over twenty independent runs. The first measure is the Expected umber of 
Evaluations per Success (E ES) , which is defined as the total number of evaluations divided 
by the number of successful runs. The second measure is the best Value reached during a ll 
runs (BY), and The third measure is the Relative Time (RT) measures the computational 
overhead introduced by the evolutionary algorithm. It is defined as the ratio between the 
amount of computation spend in the evolu tionary algorithm and amount of computation 
spend on pure function evaluations. This value is computed by measuring the CPU-time 
for a run of the evolutionary algorithm for 10,000 iterations CT and the CPU-time for 
10,000 function evaluations ET. Now the relative time is given by the formula RT = 
(CT - ET)/ ET. 

9.8 Results 

During our experiments the following parameter settings are used. The number of fun ction 
evaluations Stoc during a single application of the local optimizer is set to nine , the minimal 
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Test ENES RT 
problem (1 + 1)-ES Lagrange (1 + 1)-ES Lagrange 

Sphere 5D 14459 bf 1452 31 75 
Sphere lOD 35275 3462 27 32 
Griewangk 5D 46212 22039 2.2 2.0 
Griewangk l0D 65590 19125 1.8 1.1 
Shekel 5D 43067 51845 1.17 0.96 
Shekel lOD 39151 363685 0.88 0.53 
Michalewicz 5D 15600 10661 4.7 3.9 
Michalewicz lOD 104993 41765 3.8 2.6 
Langerman 5D 12543 11343 2.7 1.8 
Langerman lOD 75477 61729 1.8 0.8 

Table 9.1: Performance measures ENES and RT for the cluster evolution strategy with the 
(1+ 1)-ES and the Lagrange local optimizers. 

I Induct I DCL I DE I Simplex I Morphic I GEMGA I Scatter 

Sphere 5D 20 243 736 326 1278.1 1522.6 12218 
Sphere lOD 40 243 1892 1099 2934.7 6392.2 85692 
Griewangk 5D 41 21141 5765 35639 89741 511797 2977996 
Griewangk l0D 79 20898 13508 6446 2230597 890683 2110889 
Shekel 5D 74 6318 76210 13836 190134 451992 29449 
Shekel lOD 120 6075 744250 259477 4440948 14900000 879409 
Michalewicz 5D 120 6804 1877 9925 1534.1 60219 33468 
Michalewicz lOD 501 14823 10083 236348 26277 234698 20233341 
Langerman 5D 176 4131 5308 74720 232496 4578.2 6149 
Langerman lOD 372 26973 44733 1032627 15727653 443436 1071086 

Table 9.2: ENES performance measure 

number of offspring per representative .,\ is set to two, the decision boundary for the 
clustering algorithm T is set to 1.5, the minimal allowed resolution r min is set to 10-4, the 
probability that the discrete recombination is applied ?discrete is set to TQ, the multiplier 
mfail is used for updating the rJ value of the (1 + 1)-ES local optimizer is set to 0.95, 
the maximal number of representatives Nrepres is set to 100, and the maximal number of 
function evaluations during a single run maxeval is set to 50,000 for the 5-dimensional and 
to 100,000 for the IO-dimensional test problems. All parameters have been set by using 
onl y a few experiments, or their value is determined by means of an educated guess. So, 
no problem-specific parameter tuning has been performed. We have chosen not to do any 
problem-specific parameter tuning, because we prefer to have a single parameter setting 
that performs robustly over a large range of different problems. 

Two sets of experiments are conducted. During the first set a (1 + 1)-ES is used as a local 
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opt imization method. T he second set of experiments uses a Lagrange interpolation during 
thr local optimization step. A single Lagrange interpolation will require three fun ction 
evaluat ions. The resul ts are shown in table 9.1 , where the number on the left-h and side of 
thr /-symbol corresponds to the (1 + 1 )-ES method and the right- hand side of t he / -symbol 
to the Lagrange method. 

When using the ENES-measure we see that all tes t-problems can be solved wit hin a 
reasonable number of function evaluations. The best result is shown in a bold fo nt. The 
Lagrange method outperforms the (1+ 1)-ES method on eight out of the ten test-problems. 
Onl y in case of the Shekel fun ct ion the (1 + 1 )-ES method performs bet ter. P robably the 
quad rat ic model used in the Lagrange method does not give a good local approximation 
in case of the Shekel test-problems. When comparing the resul ts for the corresponding 
5-climcnsional and 10-dimensional test-problems we see that t he increase in t he ENES
lll rasurc is moderate in most cases. In case of the Shekel test-problems the 10-dimensional 
ve rsion seems to be even easier to optimize than the 5-dimensional version, wh en using 
the (1 + 1)-ES. We expect that this effect is a resul t of a larger number of representati ves 
being selected in the 10-dimensional case, resul t ing in a better exploration of the complete 
sea rch-space . 

T he BY measure is of no interest in our case because the defined acceptance threshold 
is reached for all tes t problems. As a result this measure only refl ects the location of the 
acceptance threshold . 

T he RT measure shows that the overhead of t he algori thm is reasonable on the presented 
test problems. Only in case of t he sphere function t he overhead is la rge, however this mainly 
due to t he fact t hat t he sphere function is rela tively easy. 

When comparing both cluster evolu t ion strategies, we see that the Lagrange method 
perfo rms best in most cases. Nevertheless we prefer the (1 + 1 )-ES methods. This method 
makes less assumptions regarding the actual problem being optimized , and is therefore 
cxprrtccl to resul t in a more reli able evolu t ionary algori t hm. 

T he cl uster evolu t ion strategies have been compared to other optimization meth
ods 0 11 t his tes t-sui te during the first International Contest on Evolu t ionary Opt imiza
t ion [DDL +96] . T he competitors were Inductive search (uses an oracle to opt imize sub
fun clions) [BP96] , DGL-optimizat ion (Latin square sampling wi th fun ction domain con
trac t ion techniques) [LS96], Different ial evolu t ion ( uses three-parent recombin ation where 
third parent is updated by difference between first and second parent) [SP96], sirn pkx GA 
and hybrid methods ( uses simplex method and local hill-climbing) [SB96], Morphic search 
strat<'gics (hill-climbing on randomly remapped search spaces) [KD96], GEMGA (linkage 
learning method) [Kar96b], and Scatter search (population-based tabu-search) [FGM\/96]. 
T he rrsults fo r the ENES-measure arc shown in F igure 9.2. It was not possible to comparr 
t lw different opt imizat ion methods fa irly because the functions in t he test-s ui te were not di
ve rse enough. The large differences in performance arc mainly due to the different a lllount 
of prior informat ion used by the d ifferent compet itors. Some so lved the tes t-fun ct ions 
as binary opt imizat ion problems while others included advanced nu merical optimization 
trchniq1H'S and perfo rmed problem-specific parametn t uning. \Ne have chosen not to do 
pro blcrn -sprcific paramrt C' r tuning because we are mainly interested in robust opt imization 
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n1ethods tha t do not require such problem-specific tuning. 

9.9 Summary 

In this chapter we int roduced the Cluster Evolution Strategies . Viewing an evolu t ion 
process as a self-adapt ive sampling density function helps in understanding some of the 
problems that can occur during a function optimization task. A large region , having a high 
overall fitness acts like an at tractor to the population. If an unbalanced distribu t ion of the 
populat ion over the search-space is obtained , then this unbalance can easily be enlarged 
by recombination. A two-phase selection schedule is proposed. A cluster analysis is used 
to reduce the population to a set of representa tive individuals. The evolutionary operators 
arr applied to these representatives only. This approach helps to overcome the problems 
noted in this chapter, and enhances the sampling density function, thereby resul t ing in a 
more reli able function opt imizer. 

T he search process is decomposed in a local and a global search strategy. T he global 
search is performed by an evolutionary algorithm. This algorithm is tailored towards 
relia ble global search, which is reflected in the type of evolu t ionary opera tors used . T hese 
opC'rators are not likely to perform well on a local opt imization task unless t he whole 
populat ion is converging towards a single point in the search space . The local search is 
perfo rmed by means of a separate local opt imizer, tha t is applied during every generation. 
T he local opt imizers are tailored for speed , and assume that the search-space is not too 
complex in t he local neighbourhood , were they operate. 

A nice addi t ional advantage of the clustering approach is t ha t it allows the effi cient use 
of local opt imization techniques. By applying local opt imization to representa tives only, 
the probability of obtaining the same opt imum several times becomes smaller. Eli t ism is 
needed within our algorithm because the local optimization is done incrementally. T he 
longer the lifetime of a representative, the more local optimization is performed on the 
corresponding point . 



Chapter 10 

Evolutionary Constrained Numerical 
Optimization 

A promising domain of application for evolutionary algorithm is constrained optimization. 
In this chapter we investigate the performance of different evolutionary algorithms on a 
scalable constrained optimization problem, and on test-suite of eight constrained optimiza
tion problems. 

First we introduce so-called stepping-stones problems: two simple constrained opti
mization problems with scalable dimension, adjustable complexity, and a known optimal 
solution. The stepping-stones problems are simple enough to be analysed; However , the 
constraints in the problem correspond to the type of constraints used in real nonlinear 
numerical constrained optimization problems. Vve study these problems to get a better 
11nclerstancling of the effects that take place in the domain of numerical constrained opti
mization. A set of evolutionary algorithms, all using different selection schemes, is applied 
to this problem. The performance of the evolutionary algorithms differs strongly on the 
stepping-stones problems; Selection schemes that only use a limited number of offspring 
as parents for the next generation consistently outperform the schemes that accept all 
offspring as parents and adjust their fertility based on (relative) fitness during the exper
iments. One of the selection-schemes corresponds to the selection scheme of the cluster 
C'volution strategy (CLES). To get a fair comparison the CLES is used without the local 
optimizer. 

Next, the performance of a set of evolutionary algorithms is assessed on a test-suite 
containing eight constrained optimization problems. Some of these evolutionary algorithms 
incorporate local optimization of individuals. 

A lnief intrnduction to numerical constrained optimization problems is given in section 
I 0. J. Section 10.2 describes a specific problem for evolutionary optimizers and introduces 
th<' stepping-stones constrained optimization problem. During our experiments we studiC'd 
1 he effectiveness of selection schemes used in genetic algorithms and in evolution strategics. 
The different selection schemes arc discussed in section 10.3. The results of experiments 
arC' presented in section 10.4. Section 10.5 introduces the larger test-suite and reports th<' 
results of experiments conducted on this test-suite . A comparison to the results reported 
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in literature is given in section 10.6, followed by a discussion of our results in section 10.7. 
This chapter is concluded by a summary in section 10.8 . 

10.1 Numerical constrained optimization 

I\Ia11y numerical const raint optimization problems (NCOP) can be written in the form: 

objective: MAXIMIZE f (x) 
constraints: Xi ,tow ~ X ; ~ Xi,hi gh 

G(x) ~ 0 
H (x) = 0 

(box) 
(inequality) 
( equality) 

where x E !Rd is called the objective vector, J(i) is the objective function, G(i) ~ 0 
denotes the set of inequality constraints of type g(i) ~ 0 and H (x) = 0 denotes the set 
of r q11 ality constraints of type h(x) = 0. The goal is to find the objective vector i" that 
maximizes t he objective function and simultaneously satisfi es a ll the constraints. Note 
that function opt imization problems can be written as a NCOP with only box-constraints , 
so the class of function optimization problems is a subset of the class of NCOP's. 

Thr complexity of t he constraints can have a strong influence on the difficulty of 
NCOP 's. Linear const raints (such as box-constraints) are relatively easy to process , be
cause such constraints give a feasible region consisting of a single convex hull. Nonlinear 
constraints can result in one or more irregularly shaped feasible regions. 

When applying evolutionary algorithms to a NCOP, one has to cope with t he con
strain ts . These constraints can be handled by means of penalty functions, decoders, or 
repair operators [MJ91]. Penalty functions can be used to recast the original problem to a 
new problem having only box-constraints and using a modified objective: 

j(ll (x) = J(i) - a· P(i, G, H ). 

Tlw function P(x, G, H ) is assumed to be a measure for the number of constrain ts in the 
sets G and H that are violated for objective vector x, and a is a scalar that balances 
the relative st rength of the objective J(x) and the penalty P(i, G, H ). When handling 
a black-box NCOP, it is not known whether the feasible regions intersect with regions of 
r<'latively high fitness. If thi s is not the case, then small values of a focus the search on 
thr infeasible region when using J(ll (x); Thus reducing the probability that the opt imum 
is found. 

To prevent t he necessity of choosing a value a t he following objective can be used: 

f2) ( -) = { f (i) if G and H satisfied 
x - P(i, G, H ) otherwise. 

Wlwn optimizing this function the original objective, f (i) is only calculated if none of 
thr constrain ts are violated. For some NCOP's this might even be a requirement , because 
the ori ginal objective funct ion can be undefined when constraints are violated. 
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It is possible to introduce gradient information in P(x, G, H) by a lso incorporating an 
additio na l term indicating how strongly the constraints are violated. The search process 
can benefit from such grad ient information when comparing two individuals viola.ting the 
same number of constraints. 

It is important that this gradient term cannot get too large, because this might result 
in a competition between constraints. Therefore we propose: 

P(x,G, H) = LP(g(x)) + LP(-lh(x)I) 
g EG h E I-/ 

{ 
1 + (1 - e- Yh ) if y < O 

p(y) = 0 otherwise 

wlH'n' 1 is a scaling factor. When using this P(x, G, H ) each violated constraint results 
i11 a contribution to P(x, G, H) in the range [1 ,2] . Hence, if two different constraints arc 
,·iolatccl , then t heir contribution to the P(x, G, H) differs by at most a factor two, and 
thus it is prevented that different contraints start to compete and that the evolu t ionary 
search fornsses on t he satisfaction of a. subset of a ll constraints. Figure 10.1 shows a simple 
i11rquality constraint g(x), and its corresponding penalty P(x, g). 

In Lh<' rest of this chapter we use this penalty function combined with the objective 
function .t<2)(£). 

i\ l uch more information on constrained optimization problems and the way such 
problems a.re handled by evolu tionary algorithms can be found in books and papers of 
i\J ichalrwicz [MJ91 , Mic92, Mic94 , Mic96] . 

10.2 Regions of attraction 

The r<'gion of attraction of a. local optimum z is defined as the largest set of points 
attr(z ) ~ 1Rr1, such that for any starting point fj E attr(z) the infinitely small step steepest 
ascPnt algorithm will converge to this local optimum z [TZ89]. The relative sizes of the 
regions of attraction of different local optima can strongly influence the behaviour of EA 's. 

In section 9.2 it was discussed that EA 's often converge rapid ly on relatively large 
n·gions with a high average fitness. If such a region attracts a reasonable fraction of 
individuals, theu r<'combination is effective at producing new relatively fit individuals in 
th<' sa111c' region, thercbv incrrasing the fraction of individuals in these regions even f11rthc1. 
\\.it hin constrained numerical optimization problems it can easily happrn that the optimum 
is localc'd in a narrow peak , evrn when the objective function is a smooth function. 111 the 
rf'sl of thi s chaptf'r we' study the performance of diff<'rent evolutionary algorithms 011 the 
stC'ppi11g-sto11es proble111 (SSP-a), which is defined by: 

objective: MAXIMIZE 'I:, ;~ i(.TJ 1r + 1) 
constraints: -1r S x , S 7r 

exp .T;/1r + cos(2 · .Ti) - 1 S 0. 
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Figure 10.1: The constraint g(x) = exp(x;/1r) + cos(2 · 1r · x;) - 1 ~ 0 and an associated 
penalty funct ion. 

The objective function is linear , and without the constraints this would be a very simple op
timization problem. The dimension of the problem , denoted by d, is variable. By increasing 
this parameter the problem gets more difficult. Figure 10.2 shows a two-dimensional ver
sion of the SSP, where the objective function is assumed to be zero if any of the constrain ts 
is violated. The feasible region of the SSP is spli t in 2d parts, which we call the stepping
stones. The relative size of a stone containing the optimal value along n dimensions, when 
compared to the size of the search-space, is approximately, 

0.906n · 1_973d- n ~ (l.973)d (!) n 
(2·7r)d 2·7r 2 

So for each additional x; having the correct sign , the area of the corresponding stone is 
reduced by a factor two. 

T he optimal solution is located in a narrow peak. The region of attraction of this 
peak can be extended a little bit by using an appropriate penalty function; however if the 
dinwnsion of the problem d becomes larger, then the region of attraction of the optimal 
solu t ion becomes very small compared to the volume of search space. 

Thr SSP is designed to show a certain weak point of evolutionary algorithms, i. e. their 
preference for broad peaks . However, it also shows a possible strong point of population 
based optimization techniques as we will explain next. The SSP has a disconnected feasible 
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J(.r , y) 

7r 

-7r 

F igure 10.2: The stepping-stones problem SSP-a in two dimensions. 

r<'gion. Therefore, one cannot assume the existence of a complete feasible path from a cur
rent feasible solu tion to t he global optimum. This causes problems to some path-oriented 
opti 111ization techniques , because these methods have difficulties to follow a path through 
the infeasible region. An add itional advantage of evolutionary techniques using recombi
nation is the implicit parallelism that occurs when several dimensions can be optimized 
i11clrpenclcntly of each other, as is the case for the SSP. 

A second stepping-stones problem (SSP-b) is introduced. T his problem has the same 
set of ronstraints as the SSP-a, but a different objective function has to be maximized , i.e. 

J(.i) = { I::1=1 (x;/1r + 1) if a ll x;_ 2: 0 
1 otherwise. 

Figure 10.3 shows a two-dimensional version of this problem. The SSP-b is assuml'd to 
IH' more difficult than the SSP-a, because its objective function gives less inform ation 
rcgarcling the location of the optimal solu tion. All points i t hat arc at suboptimal peaks 
(st 011rs) haxr the same fitness , independent of the number of near-optimal va lues x- , of 
t h<'S<' points. 

10.3 Selection schemes 

111 ordl'r to gPt a propC'r comparison between different selection schemes a ll EA's use· t hr 
sa111e evolutionary operators , and the same parameter settings. 
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f(x,y) 

Figure 10.3: T he stepping-stones problem SSP-b in two dimensions. 

T he Gaussian and the discrete recombination operator defined in section 9.5 arc used. 
T he discrete recombination operator is applied with a low probabili ty ? discrete· All algo
ri t hms use a generat ional approach and a population size P size· T he following selection 
schemes are compared: 

tournament-selection: A generational genetic algori thm with tournament selection (see 
section 2.3. 1), 

ES-selection: A (µ , ..\) selection with µ = P size, and ,.\ = 7 P size (see section 2.3. 1), 

trunc-selection: A (µ, ..\) selection with µ = ,.\ = P size (see section 2.3.2), 

cluster-selection: T wo stage selection scheme of CLES (see section 9.3). 

10.4 Experiments 

During all experiments we use the fo llowing parameter settings . T he scaling factor 'Y for 
the penalty-function is one, the population size P size is 100, the probabili ty P discre te that 
discrrtr recombination is applied is set to 0.1 , the tournament-selection uses a tournament 
sizr T of 2 or 3, and t he maximal number of function evaluations during a single run is set 
to 100,000. During the experiments the dimension of the problem is varied between one 
and twenty. T he results are all averaged over seventy independent runs. 
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F igure 10.4 : The average number of evaluations used to located the optimum on the SSP-a. 

F igure 10.4 shows the average number of fun ction evaluations. The tourn ament
select ion performs poor, and cluster-selection performs best. Even when it docs not con
verge any more t he cl uster-sclection is usua lly able to termina te before it reaches t he 
max imal number of fun ction evaluations . This is due to the fact tha t it can detect an 
1111 s11 cccss ful run because all clusters get a diminishing size . In case of a successful run t he 
cluste r-selection is a lso effi cient in terms of the number of fun ction evaluations needed . 

F igures 10.5 and 10.6 show t he percentage of runs tha t located the opt imum as 
a fun ct ion of the dimensionality d of the problem. A run is said to be successful if 
IJ(.i'*) - J(.f ' )I::::; 10- 3 fo r t he solu t ion .f ' , where .f* is t he location of the globa l opt i
mum . Tournament selection perfo rms poorly. The other t hree selection schemes perfor m 
consistent ly better. 

F igure 10.5 shows the resul ts when applying the different selection schemes to the 
SSP -a. T he tournament of size t hree performs bet ter t han a tournament size of two. We 
expect t hat t he low performance of t he tournament selection is due to t he fact t ha t a ll 
offspring. a lso the infeasible ones, a rc accepted and become the pa rents of the subsrquent 
generat ion. A la rger tourn ament size corresponds to a higher selective pressure, and there
fore foc 11sses the search more on t he best individuals in the populat ion ; Therefore, an 
increase of tourn ament si:te leads to bet ter performance. The ES-selection gets its selec
ti ve pr<'ssurc clue to small fraction of well-performing offspring t hat a re allowed to bccorn e 
parents. T he trunc-selection and t he cluster-select ion get their sek ctive pressure from the 
populat ion-elitism. 
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Figure 10.5 : Percentage of runs that located the optimum on the SSP-a. 

Figure 10.6 shows the results when applying the different selection schemes to the 
SSP- b. Please note that the range of the horizontal axis differs between two graphs. In 
problem SSP-b the objective function gives less information. As soon as one of the vari
ables x i is smaller than zero the objective function returns a constant value. Therefore , 
it can be expected t hat the SSP-b is more difficult than the SSP-a. The best results arc 
still observed for the ES-selection, cluster-selection and trunc-selection. It is interesting to 
observe t hat the EA with tournament selection has a higher success-rate on the SSP-b than 
on the SSP-a. On the SSP-a the to urnament selection performs relatively badly. Usually 
it converges rapidly to one of the suboptimal solu t ions . In the SSP-b all suboptima have 
the same fi tness. Therefore , the tournament selection converges less rapidly to a single 
peak , and more time is available to find the actual global optimum. The ES-selection, 
cluster-selection, and t runc-selection are less susceptible to this type of premature con
vergence because these selection schemes enforce selective pressure by only using a subset 
of a ll individuals in the population as parents. Once the individuals that are allowed to 
reproduce arc selected , the selection of the actual parents is performed in an unbiased 
manner. Therefore, these selection schemes are able to enforce a high selective pressure, 
without focusing only on t he best few individuals in the population. As a result these 
selection schemes are less sensitive to premature convergence [vKKE95]. 

The cluster-selection uses a clustering step during selection in order to get a better 
sampling of the search-space, and to decrease the preference of t he EA for broad peaks. 
T his is an important advantage because it is not only important to find the different parts 
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that const itute the optimal solution , but the a lgorithm should a lso get the opportunity to 
rni x t hese parts to construct the optimal solution. A high select ive pressure can easily res ult, 
in dense clusters of well-performing individuals that recombine easily, a nd such clusters can 
give ri se to loss of inform at ion t hat is needed to find the optimum , but that is not typical 
fo r these clusters. This corresponds to a kind of cross-competit ion between a ll eles, which 
S<'t' lllS to be difficult to prevent if one does not consider t he distribution of t he population 
d11ri11 g the selection. 

10.5 Larger test-suite 

In thi s sect ion results a rr r<'por tccl of experiments that are conducted on a larger t,cst,
s11ite of 1111111erica l constrained optimization problems to assess t he performance of a 11111n
lirr of d ifferent evolutionary a lgorithms. The test-problems a re taken from a pa per b_v 
\ li chabvicz and Schoena uer [MS96]. The test-suite involves pro blem with linear and 11 on
li11l'ar obj ective fu11 ctions , linear a nd nonlinear constrain ts, a nd convex a nd noneonvcx 
f<'asi blc regions. 

\lichalrwiez a nd Sehoc11 a uer [MS96] give an overv iew of many different ways in which 
const,rnints can be processed. A set of different penalty based methods for ha ndling con
st rain ts is compared by means of t he Gcnocop system. Herc a different perspect ive is taken. 
E mphasis is put on a proper tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. Therefore a 
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single penalty-method is used and our attention is directed towards the comparison of the 
diffNcnt selection schemes. A comparison is made between: 

Ml: cluster evo lu t ion strategy with N = 2n and T = 1.5 with local optimization, 

;\ !2: cluster evolu t ion strategy with N = 2n, T = 1.5 without local optimization, 

i\13: cluster evolution strategy with N = 2n and T = 10 with local optimization, 

M4: (11,, >-) select ion with µ = n and ,,\ = 7n, and 

i\15: a set of independent local optimizers of size N = n . 

Local opt imization is performed by the (1 + 1)-ES as described in section 9.6.2. The GA 
[Vl5 uses a population of such local optimizers that are evolved in parallel. During the 
('xperiments a value n = 100 is used. The population sizes for the different evolution ary 
algorithms are set in such a manner that the size of the smallest population (after a fitness
based selection) is the same for all algori thms. This means that different algori t hms arc 
t,('stecl with different population sizes. We consider this to be a fair way of comparing the 
diffen' nt a lgorithms because th is minimal population size determines t he bottle-neck for 
passing informat ion to subsequent generations of the evolution process. For the cluster 
('vo lu t ion strategy we set this size equal to the size of the population aft er fitness-based 
selection (which is equal to the maximal number of representatives taken). For the (µ, >-) 
selection we take Jt ( the size of the parent population) equal to n . 

The penalty approach described in section 10.1 assumes that the objective function has 
to be maximized and that the objective values are always larger than one. T his test-suite 
contains both maximization and minimization problems, and the range of objective values 
differs for the different functions. Therefore the following fitness function is used : 

f (3)n = { "'· f(x) if G and H are satisfied 
x w - P(x, G, H ) otherwise. 

Herc "' is set to 1 for an maximization problem and to -1 for a minimization problem , w 
is sC't to a large negative value such that the feasible solutions are preferred over infeasible 
solu tions, and - P(x, G, H ) is given in section 10.1. The function j (3l(x) is the fitness 
function that is maximized by means of the different GA's. 

10.5.1 Test-problems 

T he test-sui te described in this section has been taken from Michalewicz and Schoe
naucr [MS96]. T he penalty method we apply is strict in the sense that ve ry small vio
lat ions of a constraint already result in a large penalty. Equality constraints are often not 
sat isfied exactly and therefore result in a (small) violation. Hence, the penalty approach 
W(' use here is not directly applicable to problems involving equality constraints. However, 
it will be relatively easy to adjust the method to handle such constraints too by relaxing 
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thr requirements. One can achieve this goal by the introduction of a small threshold value 
and a llowing constraint violations t hat are smaller than this threshold. Of course this 
th reshold value has to be chosen carefull y. We decided to exclude the test-problems that 
involve equality constraints, and hence we use only eight out of the eleven test-problems 
contained in this test-suite. Next, the definitions of the different test-problems a re given. 

10.5.1.1 Test-problem G 1 

The first problem is a rather simple problem involving the minimization of a quadratic 
function under linear constraints. T he problem is to minimize the function 

4 4 13 
G 1(i) = 5 L X; - 5 L xl- L x;, 

i= l i:::: l i=5 

under the constraints 
2x1 + 2x2 + X10 + xu < 10, 

2x1 + 2x3 + X10 + X12 < 10, 

2x2 + 2x3 + X11 + X12 < 10, 

-8X1 + X10 < 0, 

-8X2 + X11 < 0, 

-8X3 + X12 < 0, 

- 2X4 - X5 + X10 < 0, 

-2x5 - X7 + xu < 0, 

- 2xs - Xg + X12 < 0, 

and box constraints 

0 < X; < 1 fori=l ,···, 9, 

0 < X; < 100 for i = 10, · · ·, 12, 

0 < X13 < 1, 

with a minimum at 
.1;* = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1), 

having value G 1 (x*) = - 15. 

10.5.1.2 Test-problem G2 

This problem uses a nonlinear objective fun ction , a linear constraint , and a nonlinear 
constraint. T he dimension of the problem is scaleable. During our experiments a 2O
dimcnsional problem instance was used. The problem is to maximize the function 
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under the constraints 
IT7=1 X; 2 0.75, 

~~=IX; < 7.5n, 

and box constrain ts 
0 :S x; :S 10 for i = 1, · · · , n. 

The best solution reported in literature has value G2 (x) = 0.803553 [MS96]. This 
solution was obtained by means of a GA that restricts the search to the boundary defined 
by the non-linear constraint . We found a better solution, which is not located at this 
boundary, i.e. 

rb = (3.1636147009232, 3.1285736318293633, 3.0958686047204558, 3.0560136161512346 , 

3.024386226254852,2.994476533654338,2.955710630137849,2.924596337930907, 

0.49515224295065546, 0.4873251273288 , 0.47996310267256376,0.4743587517049861, 

0.4679452481653243,0.471375117272565,0.4631084808116345,0.4620033707110338, 

0.4534465260045891 , 0.4490982581421707, 0.44331571099667527, 0.4370865239459931) , 

having value G4 (?) = 0.8036028872409808. 

10.5.1.3 Test-problem G4 

Th is problem involves a quadratic objective function and six nonlinear constraints. The 
problem definition is also given in Himmelblau [Him72] (problem 11) and in Homaifar, Qi 
and Lai [HQL94] . The problem is to minimize the function 

G4(x) = 5.3578547x~ + 0.835689lx1X5 + 37.293239x1 - 40792.141, 

under the constraints 

0 < 85 .334407 + 0.0056858x2X5 + 0.00026x1X4 - 0.0022053X3X5 < 92, 

90 :S 80.51249 + 0.0071317x2x5 + 0.0029955x1x2 + 0.0021813x~ < 110, 

20 '.S 9.300961 + 0.0047026X3X5 + 0.0012547X1X3 + 0.0019085X3X4 < 25, 

aud box constrain ts 
78 < X1 < 102, 

33 < X2 < 45, 

27 < X· 
' < 45 for i = 3, · · · , 5, 

with the best known solution being [MS96, HQL94] 

.i'" = (78, 33, 29.995 , 45, 36.776) , 

having value G4(.i"") = -30665.5. 
We found a better solution i.e. 

? = (78 .00000353186088,33 .000011837015656,27.071004256261414, 
44.999998875082134, 44.96921990751058) , 

having value G4(xb) = -31025.559. 
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Figure 10.7: Convergence curves for problem G 1 

10.5.1.4 Test-problem G6 
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This is a minimization problem with a cubic objective function , and two nonlinear con
straints. These two constraints define two circular boundaries that have a slightly different 
radius and arc displaced a littl e. This results in a feasible region consisting of a narrow 
rnrvcd valley. This valley gets more narrow as one approaches one of the end points of the 
vallry. The optimal solution is located at one such an end point of the feasible region. The 
task is to minimize the fun ction 

under the constraints 

and box constraints 

with the optimum at 

(x1 - 5) 2 + (x2 - 5)2 > 100, 

(,T1 - 6) 2 + (x2 - 5) 2 < 82.81, 

13 < X1 < 100, 

0 < X2 < 100, 

x· = (14.095 , o.84296) , 

having value G6 (x*) = -6961.81381. 
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Figure 10.8 : Convergence curves for problem G2 

10.5.1.5 Test-problem G7 

T his is a problem wit h a quadratic objective function, three linear constraints, and fi ve 
nonlinear constraints. It is also presented in Hock et. al. [HS81] as problem 113. T he task 
is to minimize the function 

G1(x) = ::d + x~ + x1x2 - 14x1 - 16x2 + (x3 - 10)2 + 4(x4 - 5)2 + (x5 - 3)2 

+2(.1:6 - 1)2 + 5x~ + 7(x8 - 11 )2 + 2(x9 - 10)2 + (x 10 - 7) 2 + 45, 

under the constraints 

105 - 4x1 - 5x2 + 3x1 - 9x8 > 0, 

-3(x1 - 2) 2 
- 4(x2 - 3)2 - 2x~ + 7x4 + 120 > 0, 

- l0x1 + 8x2 + 17x7 - 2xs > 0, 

-xf - 2(x2 - 2)2 + 2x1x2 - 14x5 + 6x6 > 0, 

8x 1 - 2x2 - 5x9 + 2x10 + 12 > 0, 

-5xf - 8x2 - (x3 - 6)2 + 2x4 + 40 > 0, 

3x1 - 6x2 - 12(x9 - 8) 2 + 7x 10 > 0, 

- 0. 5(x1 - 8) 2 - 2(x2 - 4)2 - 3xl + x6 + 30 > 0, 

and box constraints 
- lQ '.S X; '.S 10 for i = 1, • • • , n, 
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Figure 10.9: Convergence curves for problem G4 

having an optimum in the vicinity of 

i' = (2.171996, 2.363683, 8. 773926 , 5.095984, 0.9906548, 

1.430574, 1.321644, 9.828726, 8.280092, 8.375927) , 
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having value G7 (i*) = 24.3062091. This vector violates the constraints (probably due to 
the fact that the fields x; arc rounded at six decimal digits) . We did a local search to find 
a good feasible solution. The best solution we found is 

.r" = (2.1719954442208672, 2.3636826986308432, 8. 773925396935452 , 5.095983794272395 , 

0. 9906550582295296, 1.4305 7 4 792390953, 1.321644402301921, 9.828725992985344, 

8.280091841045932 , 8.375926524435313) , 

having value G7(i") = 24.306209537412375. 

10.5.1.6 Test-problem G8 

This problem is a maximization problem with a nonlinear objf'ctive funct ion and two 
nonlinear constraints. This problem was used by Schoenauer et al. [SX93]. The definitions 
given in [SX93] and [MS96] differ, and the (qualitative) problem description that is given 
does not correspond to either of the definitions, probably due to sma ll typographic errors. 
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Figure 10.10: Convergence curves for problem G6 

Herc the following definit ion is used. Maximize the function 

G (
-) = sin3(21rx1) sin(21rx2) 

8 X 3( ) , 
X1 X1 + X2 

under the constraints 
Xi - X2 + 1 < 0, 

1 - X1 + (x2 - 4) 2 < 0, 

and box constraints 
0 :::; X; :::; 10 for i = 1, 2. 

The best solution is obtained with 

i!' = (l.22797130420132 , 4.245373062532398) , 

having fitness G8 (i!') = 0.095825 . 

10 .5.1. 7 Test-problem G9 

T his problem has a polynomial objective function and four nonlinear constraints. It is also 
presf'ntcd in Hock et. al. [HS81] as problem 100. Minimize the function 

Gg(x) = (xi - 10)2 + 5(:r2 - 12)2 + Xj + 3(x4 - 11)2+ 

lOx~ + 7x~ + Xj - 4x6x 7 - 10x6 - 8x1, 
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Figure 10.11: Convergence curves for problem G7 

under the constraints 

127 - 2xf - 3xi - X3 - 4x1 - 5xs > 0, 

282 - 7x1 - 3x2 - l0x5 - X4 + X5 > 0, 

196 - 23x1 - x~ - 6x~ + 8x7 > 0, 

- 4xf - x~ + 3x1x2 - 2x~ - 5x6 + ll x 7 > 0, 

,1,nd box constraints 
-10 :S x; :S lO fori = l , ··· , 7, 

has ;-i.n optimum at 

f* = (2 .330499, 1.951372, -0.4775414, 4.365726, - 0.6244870, 1.038131 , 1.594227), 

with value G9 (x*) = 680.6301112407559. 

10.5.1.8 Test-problem C w 

209 

T he problem has a linear objective function , three linear constraints, and three nonlin
ear constraints. It is a lso presented in Hock et . a l. [HS81] as a heat exchanger design 
(prnblcm 106). The task is to minimize the function 
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Figure 10.12: Convergence curves for problem G8 

under the constraints 

and box constraints 

1 - 0.0025(x4 + x 6 ) > 0, 

1 - 0.0025(x5 + x1 - X4) > 0, 

1 - O.Ol(x8 - x 5 ) > 0, 

x 1x6 - 833.33252x4 - 100x 1 + 83333.333 > 0, 

X2(X7 - X4) + 1250(-xs + X4) > 0, 

X3Xs - 1250000 - X3X5 + 2500x5 > 0, 

100 < Xi < 10,000, 

1, 000 < X; < 10, 000 fori=2,3 , 

10 < X; < 1,000 for i = 4, · · · , 8, 

.i* = (579.3167, 1359.943, 5110.071, 182.0174, 295.5985, 217.9799, 286.4162, 395.5979), 

resulting in a value G 10 = 7049.3307. 

10.5.2 Results 

In this section the results obtained when applying the different GA's to the problems in 
the test-suite are presented , and a brief comparison to results obtained by others is given 
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in the next section. The characteristics of the different test-problems are summarized in 
Table 10.1. 

All experiments have been repeated sixty times. The results are presented by means of 
a set of plots showing the convergence curves. These convergence curves are determined by 
tracking the difference in fitness between the best performing individual and the optimal 
fitness as a function of the number of fitness evaluations during each run. Next a median 
curve is computed by taking the (point-wise) median over all these curves. 

Figure 10.7 shows the results for problem G 1. Note that the y-axis uses a logarithmic 
scale. For problem G 1 the GA M5 ( that only uses a population of local optimizers and no 
crossover) fails to locate the optimum . All other GA's approach the optimum quite well. 
The GA M4 locates the optimum closest. Furthermore notice that M2 (which does not use 
a local optimizer) converges fastest. 

Figure 10.8 shows the results for problem G2 . Again GA M5 fails to come close to the 
optimum . M2 converges fastest but the search stagnates when the fitness still is 0.02 from 
optimal. 

Figure 10.9 shows the results for problem G4 . On this problem all GA's converge fast. 
Four out of five GA 's get trapped at a large distance from the global optimum. Only GA 
M3 is able to come close to the optimal solution. 

Figure 10.10 shows the results for problem G6 . The GA M3 performs best . The GA's 
M2 and M4 get trapped at a large distance of the global optimum. The GA's Ml and M5 
do not get trapped, however these GA's converge quite slowly. 
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Figure 10.14: Convergence curves for problem G 10 

Figure 10.11 shows the results for problem G7 . The curve of GA M3 comes closest to 
the optimal fitness. GA M5 ( the population of local optimizers) gets trapped at a large 
distance from the global optimum. 

Figure 10.12 shows the results for problem G8 . On this problem the GA M2 converges 
fastrst , followed in sequence by M3, M4, and Ml. M5 converges much slower. 

Figure 10.13 shows the results for problem G9 . The GA 's M2, M4, and M5 get trapped. 
1VI5 already gets trapped at a large distance of the optimal fitness. M3 performs best of 
the two GA 's that do not get trapped . 

Figure 10.14 shows the results for problem G 10 . The GA's M2, M3, and M4 get trapped. 
M3 comes closest to the optimal fitness. Ml performs best of the two GA's that did not 
get trapped at function evaluation number 100,000. 

Thr 11ext set of plots shows the same set of convergence curves, however this time the 
c:nrves within a plot belong to different problems and were produced by the a single GA. 

Figure 10.15 shows the results for GA Ml (CLES with T = 1.5). This GA convergences 
relatively slowly and docs not get trapped easily. 

Figure 10.16 shows the results for GA M2 (CLES with T = 1.5 and no local optimizer). 
The GA always converges fast, and it usually does not make much progress anymore after 
20,000 function evaluations. This indicates that this GA might benefit from the usage of 
a larger population than the other GA's on this test-suite. 

Figure 10.17 shows the results for GA M3 (CLES with T = 10). This GA usually finds 
nra.r optimal solutions but does not converge very fast. 
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number Type of optimal linear nonlinear 
Problem dimen. f(i) objective constraints constraints 
Gl 13 minimize quadratic -15 9 0 
G2 20 maximize nonlinear 0.803603 1 1 
G4 5 minimize quadratic -31,025.6 0 6 
G6 2 minimize cubic -6961.81381 0 2 
G7 10 minimize quadratic 24.3062032 0 5 
GS 2 maximize nonlinear 0.0958250414 0 2 
G9 7 minimize polynomial 680.6300573 0 4 
Gl0 8 minimize linear 7049.3307 3 3 

Table 10.1: Characteristics of the test-problems ( the optima shown in boldface arc better 
than the best solutions found in literature). 

Figure 10.15 shows the results for GA M4 ((µ,,\)selection) . This GA relatively often 
gets trapped at a large distance from the optimal solution. It converges relatively fast, but 
not as fast as the GA M2. 

Figure 10.19 shows the results for GA M5 (the set of independent (1 + 1)-ES local 
optimizers). This GA often gets trapped at a large distance of the global optimal solution. 
In all other cases it converges relatively slow. 

Table 10.2 shows performance measures that are based on the best solution found after 
the termination of the different GA's. Each column of this table corresponds to a single 
GA and each row corresponds to one of the test-problems. For each test-problems five rows 
are given. The first row, which is labelled best, shows the best individual obtained over 
all sixty independent runs. The rows labelled low, median , and high show the statistics 
for the difference between the best observed fitness and the fitness of the global optimum. 
The row labelled median shows the median best solution at termination over all sixty runs. 
The lines labelled low and high give the bounds on the 90% confidence interval. This 
interval is obtained taking the best solu tion of each of the sixty independent runs, sorting 
these solutions on fitness and removing the 5% best solutions and the 5% worst solutions. 
The two end points of the remaining sequence of fitness values are reported. The last 
line, labelled feasible, shows the percentage of runs for which the best solution is a feasible 
solution . For each of the rows labelled best, median, and feasible the best result is shown 
in bold-face. 

10.6 Comparison to other methods 

Test-problems from the test-suite presented in the previous section have been used to 
asses the performance of a large number of evolutionary approaches to constrained opti
mization [MS96]. Furthermore a comparison is made between seven different evolu tionary 
algorithms on the test-problems Gl , G7, G9, and GlO. 
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problem Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 

best -14.9997 -14.9997 -14.9999 -15 -9.36095 

low 0.000278185 0 .00045778 0.000291878 3. 10- 8 6.41386 

Gl median 0.000397222 0.000626888 0.00044 7622 4 • 10-s 8.1346 

high 0.00061712 0.000868548 0.000631218 7. 10- 8 9.31185 

feasible 100% 100% 98.3% 100% 100% 

best 0.790802 0.80358 0.80343 0.803603 0.56874 

low 0.016 0.003 0.0001 -0.00004 0.26 

G2 median 0.041 0.003 0.0056 0.01 0.35 

high 0.10 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.4 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

best -31023.9 -31018.3 -31025.6 -31025.5 -31012. 7 

low 4.7 21.6 0.04 7.0 18.6 

G4 m edian 38.9 79.4 0.042 38.8 67.0 

high 112.4 211.2 0.44 104.378 127.3 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

best -6961.81 -6909.36 -6961.81 -6954.52 -6961.81 

low 0.00193931 152.467 2.5 · 105 123.531 0.324958 

G6 median 11.7058 643.803 0.00076073 365.341 3.23206 

high 203.15 1572.97 0.0152746 1272.81 24.4417 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 98.3% 

best 24.5112 24.324 24.3195 24.3634 29.3381 

low 0.249132 0.0531871 0.0210181 0.0743209 6.07777 

G7 median 0.436249 0.250809 0.125341 0.288405 11.807 

high 0.703945 0.854894 0.377214 1.31661 45.3596 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 98.3% 

best 0.09582504 0.09582504 0.09582504 0.09582504 0.09582504 

low 0.0 0.0014169 0.0 0.0 0.0 

GS median 0.0 0.029 0.0 0.0 0.0 

high 0.0 0.228 0.0 0.0 0.0 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

best 680.635 680.631 680.632 680.634 681.903 

low 0.0148805 0.0054169 0.0024507 0.018264 2.48683 

G9 median 0.0415661 0.0337994 0.0108!97 0.0535273 5.35698 

high 0.0890875 0.232804 0.0349449 0.186989 10.4311 

feasible 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

best 7139 .87 7066.67 7056.52 7094.35 7272.83 

low 162.886 82.7099 32.1858 137.109 399.114 

GlO median 395.008 986.571 201.291 605.38 760.798 

high 765.559 4973.58 438.629 1924.59 1457.93 

feasible 100% 98.3% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 10.2: Results obtained on the test-suite of constrained optimization problems ( best 
rrports the objective value, low, m edian and high report the distance to the optimum ). 
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On problem G2 the results are presented for a tai lor-made genetic algorithm. The 
nonlinear constraint is taken, and the initial population is generated such that all points 
a rr located on the surface defined by this constraint, the mutation operator is defin ed such 
t hat if the parents are located on the surface defined by this constrained , then the offspring 
arr located on this surface too. So, this is a problem-specific GA that only searches the 
surface defined by t he nonlinear constraint. Both GA M2 and GA M4 located solutioll s 
that are superior to t he best resul t reported in literature [MS96]. The best solution we 
obtained is located in t he interior region , and therefore could not possibly be found by t he 
problem specific GA t hat only search the boundary of the region . The problem speci fi c 
GA found solu t ions with a fitness G2 (i) > 0.8 wi thin 120,000 function evaluations (4000 
g<'nerations and a population with 30 individuals). During our experiments a single run 
usrd at most 100 ,000 function evaluations, and the median resul t was a bove 0.8 for the 
GA's M2 and M3, showing t hat on average at least one out of two runs results in solu t ions 
with fitn ess G2 (i) > 0.8 (using 16% less function evaluat ions than the problem specifi c 
GA). 

O n t he minimization problem G4 t he best results we found a re better than the results re
port.rd in li terat ure. Homaifar , Qi, and Lai [HQL94] report results using a complex pena lty 
111 r thod involving a set of penalty levels for each constraint . T heir best result has a fitness 
Gi(r) = - 30005 .7. The optim al solu t ion from li terature is G4 (i) = - 30665.5 [MS96], and 
wr obtained at result having fitness G4 (i) = -31025 .6. 

Problem G6 has been hand led by t he Genocop II system (using an annealing of penal-
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Figure 10.16: Convergence curves for method 2 

ties). This system approached the optimum closely at iteration 12, finding the point 
(14.098, 0.849) that has objective value -6955.02 [MS96]. The GA's that use a local opti
mizer Ml, M3, and M5 find the real optimum having fitness -6961.81. 

The minimization problem G7 was handled with a GA using a death penalty method 
(infeasible solutions are removed from the population). The best solution found had a fit
ness G7 (:f) = 25.653, which still is 1.35 higher than the optimal solution [MS96]. The Geno
cop III system found a solution with fitness 25.883, which is even slightly worse [MS96]. 
This GA is outperformed by GA 's Ml, M2, M3, and M4, which all find better solutions. 
For these GA's the lower bound of the confidence interval is less than 1.35 above the op
timum, meaning that 95% of the runs produced a better solution than the best run of the 
GA described by Michalewicz [MS96]. 

Schoenauer and Xanthakis developed the so-called behavioral memory method and 
tested it on problem GS [SX93]. This method adds the constraints in sequence. First one 
searches for solutions that only satisfy the first constraint, next one searches for solutions 
that satisfy the first and the second constraint , etc. They use a penalty approach where a 
penalty term is added to the objective function in order to obtain the fitness. Small penalty 
terms result in convergence to locations in the infeasible region, large penalties make it 
<lifficult to find the feasible region [SX93]. Our GA's have no problems with problem GS, 
and all five GA 's find the optimum rapidly. 

The problem G9 was handled with the Genocop III system. The best result reported 
had a fitness of 680.640 [MS96] . The GA's Ml-4 presented in this chapter found better 
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On the problem G 10 the Genocop III system found 7286.650. The GA's Ml-M5 gave 
better results. 

Michalewicz and Schoenauer [MS96] give results for seven different evolutionary ap
proaches on problems Gl, G7, G9, and GlO. The approaches are: 

MSl: GA with static penalties using a set of different penalty values for each constraint . 

MS2: GA with dynamical penalties, where the multiplier for the penalties is an increasing 
function of the number of constraints violated by the best solution in the previous 
generation. 

MS3: behavioral memory (adds constraints in sequence). 

MS4 : annealing of constraints where the strength of constraints increases each generation. 

MS5: GA with superiority of feasible points. Feasible points arc guaranteed to have a 
higher fitness than infeasible points. 

MSG: GA with death penalty (infeasible individuals are discarded). 

MS7: GA with death penalty and a initialization procedure that produces an initial popu
lation containing feasible solutions only. 
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Figure 10.18: Convergence curves for method 4 

Each method was applied ten times to each test-problem. 
On problem G 1 all methods find the optimum, although in case of method MSl the 

median out of these ten runs still violates four constraints. 
On problem G7 the GA MS4 and MS5 find a solution with a fitness smaller than the 

optimum fitness. The median solution still violates some of the constraints, so we have 
to assume that the best solutions violate some of the constraints, otherwise the authors 
probably would have reported this new superior solution. GA's MSl , MS2 , and MS7 find 
solutions with fitnesses 24.690, 25.486, and 25 .653 respectively. We assume that these 
solutions are feasible, although this is not stated explicitly by the authors. GA's Ml, M2, 
M3, and M4 outperform the GA's MSl-5 , and in case of M2, M3, and M4 the median 
solution has a fitness smaller than 24.69, which is the best solution generated by GA's 
MSl-5. 

On problem G9 the method MSl outperforms MS2-5, finding a best solution having 
fitness 680.771. This solution is 0.141 above the optimum. The best solutions obtained 
with GA's Ml , M2 , M3, and M4 are significantly better, and even the median solution 
obtained by these GA's are closer to the optimum (for example the median solution of M3 
has a fitness of 680.641 , which is 0.01 higher than the optimal objective value). 

On problem GlO the GA MS4 performs best. It finds a solution having fitness 7377.976 . 
GA's Ml , M2 , M3, and M4 perform better as at least 5% of the runs of these GA's locate 
a solution that is closer to the optimum. In case of M3 the median solution has a fitness 
7250.622 , which is even better than the best solution found by MSl-5. 
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The results produced by our GA's are promising. On two out of eight problems we have 
found better solu tions than the best results reported in literature citeMS96. On problem 
Gl our GA's find the optimum easi ly, just like some other GA's. On the five remaining 
problems our GA 's outperform the other evolu t ionary approaches . 

Non linear inequality constraints are handled well: good results arc produced and our 
approach is not tailored towards specific inequality constraints. Furthermore our method 
handl0s the constrained optimization problem as a kind of a black box problem , and the 
GA uses fitness values as the only information to guide the search . Such an approach is 
lllOre general than the different problem specific GA's that require information about the 
cliffcr011t constraints. Our parameters were set by means of an educated guess, no further 
tuning of these parameters was performed , and all problems were handled with t he same set 
of GA parameters. Th is suggests that our approach is quite robust , and not too sensitive 
to the actual settings of the different parameters. 

Th0 CLES was developed for unconstrained numerical optimizations . The a lgorithm 
was not changed for handling the constrained problems. Instead, the constraints were 
ha11dl0d by a constrained-handling method that wraps all information about feasibility 
and objective value in a single fitn ess value , thereby casting the constrained problem to an 
unconstrained numerical optimization problem. 

Our penalty approach is quite powerful, using a strong penalty for violating constraints. 
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a gradient term showing how strong these constraints are violated, and a scaled fitness
coutribution for violated constraints , such that cross-competition between constraints is 
limited. The objective function is only computed for feasible solutions. 

Local search helps a lot in finding good solutions for constraint optimization problems, 
although one has to take care that the local search does not consume to much time. Local 
search by itself does not seem powerful enough to handle complex constrained problems, 
because it easily gets trapped at a large distance of the global optimum (see results of 
method M5). 

10.8 Summary 

We introduced the stepping-stones problems SSP-a and SSP-b. These are nonlinear con
straint optimization problems (with a scalable dimension d) that have a feasible region 
consisting of 2d peaks (stepping-stones). The global optimum is located in the smallest 
peak. 

Current results suggest that for this kind of problem it is advantageous for selection 
schemes to induce selective pressure by accepting only a limited number of offspring as 
parents of the next generation. Such a selection scheme outperforms selection schemes that 
accept all offspring and adjust the fertility based on (relative) fitness of the individuals. We 
expect this to be due to the fact that fertility based selection schemes use the individuals 
that represent infeasible solutions as parents too. 

Within the current experiments the cluster-selection performs best. It can handle more 
difficult problems than the other selection schedules, and it does so using less function 
evaluations. This scheme has a high selective pressure and the application of the clustering 
step and the selection of representatives prevents the over-sampling of certain parts of the 
search-space and hence the probability of premature convergence is reduced. 

The test-results on the larger test-suite are promising. On all eight problems our set of 
GA 's Ml-4 perform at least as good as the best other evolutionary approaches reported in 
literature. On seven of these problems all other evolutionary approaches are outperformed , 
and on two problems we even find optima that are better than the best results reported in 
literature. Given that different GA 's perform with our penalty-function approach , it seems 
that our penalty-function approach is quite powerful. Furthermore, when comparing the 
different GA's we observe that the Cluster evolution strategies outperform other GA 's, and 
that local optimization really is beneficial on the test-suite. However, the method based 
on local optimization only is inferior to the GA's tested in this chapter. 



Chapter 11 

Diagonal Crossover in Genetic 
Algorithms for Numerical 
Optimization 

In thi s rhapter the results of a detailed investigation on a multi-parent recombination 
operator, diagonal crossover, are reported . Although earli er publications have indicated 
the high performance of diagonal crossover on a number of problems, so far it has not been 
investigated whether high performance is indeed a result of using a high number of parents. 
Herc we formulate three hypotheses to explain why GA performance increases when more 
parents arc used . Based on an extensive study on a test-suite containing eight numerical 
optimization problems we are able to establish that the higher number of parents is indeed 
one of the sources of higher performance, if and when this occurs. By the diversity of 
the test functions (unimodal, mul t imodal, quasi-random landscapes) we can also make 
observations on the relationship between fitness landscapes and operator performance. 

11.1 Introduction 

i\1ulti-parcnt recombination is a new research area wi thin evolu t ionary computation. Al
t hough some researchers have incidentally proposed and applied recombination mechanisms 
using more parents, [BS92, BRS66, Mi.ih89], the phenomenon of multi-parent recombina
tion has not been given much a t tention in the past. In this chapter we study thi s phe
nomenon through investigating the behaviour of di agonal crossover (see the defini t ion in 
scrtion 11 .2). Our research goals arc two-fold. 

1. Wr t ry to find connections between the structure of the fi tness landscape and the 
performance of di agonal crossover. In particular we want to establ ish on wha t kind of 
la ndscapes it is advantageous to increase the number of parents . (Diagonal crossover 
for two parents is ident ical to the traditional one-point crossover operator. ) 

2. v\'e t ry to di sclose the source of increased perfo rmance of the di agonal crossover with 
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more parents if and when it is superior to two-parent recombination . 

Further elaboration of the second research objective requires technical details, therefore, 
we return to this issue after the exact definition of the operator. The rest of the chapter is 
organized as follows. In the following section we briefly review multi-parent recombination 
operators in Evolutionary Algorithms. After the exact definition of diagonal crossover we 
formulate three hypotheses that can clarify why the performance of the GA increases when 
the number of parents in diagonal crossover is increased. To this end we design experiments 
that allow rejection or confirmation of these hypotheses. In section 11.3 we present the 
GA used in the experiments and discuss the performance measures to be used to monitor 
GA performance. The test-suite and the resu lts of the experiments on each test function 
are presented in section 11 .4. Finally, in section 11.5 we evaluate the results and draw 
conclusions. 

11.2 Multi-parent recombination 

In evolution strategies (ES) global recombination is a multi-parent operator, [Biic96, Sch95]. 
This operator creates a new value in the child chromosome based on two parents, but ran
domly chooses two parents for each variable anew. By this particular mechanism the 
number of parents is undefined, thus investigations on the effects of different number of re
combinants on algorithm performance could not be performed in the traditional ES frame
work. (Let us note that in [SR95] an extension of ES is proposed that allows tuning of the 
number of recombinants .) So far there are almost no experimental results available on the 
(dis)advantages of global recombination with respect to usual, two-parent recombination. 
Schwefel briefly touches on this issue in [Sch95] stating that "appreciable acceleration" is 
obtained by changing to bisexual from asexual scheme (i.e. adding recombination using 
two parents to the mutation-only algorithm), but only "slight further increase" is obtained 
when changing from "bisexual to multisexual recombination" (i.e. using global recombi
nation instead of the two-parent variant). 

Related work of Beyer, [Bey95], generalizes the traditional ES recombination operators 
by introducing the number of parents as an independent parameter p. The resulting 
(µ/ p, ,\) evolution strategy is studied for the special case of p = µ and theoretical analysis 
on the spherical function shows an advantage of using more than two parents. 

Global recombination in ES also fertilized Genetic Algorithms. The gene-pool recom
bination of Miihlenbein and Voigt mixes information of possibly more parents by a similar 
mechanism as global recombination in ES, [MV95, VM95]. Hence, the number of par
ents is not defined here either. Miihlenbein and Voigt report an increase of performance 
when using gene-pool recombination (CPR) instead of two-parent recombination (TPR). 
GPR is showed to be approximately 25% faster than TPR on the ONEMAX problem, and 
the fuzzyfied GPR outperforms TPR on the spherical function in speed and in realized 
heritability. 

The N-parent generalizations of the traditional one-point crossover and uniform 
crossover in GAs were introduced in [ERR94]. The resulting diagonal, respectively, scan-
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ning crossover have the number of parents as parameter. This t unabili ty is new fea
ture compared to global recombination and gene pool recombination, where the mul ti
parent opt ion can only be switched on or off, but it is not scalable. Several studies, cf. 
[EvKK95 , ERR94, ES96, vKKE95], have shown that using more than two parents in either 
crossover mechanism can increase GA performance, although this does not hold for every 
problem and the two operators can respond differently to increasing the number of parents. 

The main subject of the present investigation , di agonal crossover, generali zes one-point 
crossover for N parents by selecting (N - 1) crossover points and composing N-children by 
tak ing thr resul t ing in N chromosome segments from the parents "along the diagonals". 
The idea is illustrated for N = 3 in Figure 11.1 , left. 

parent 1 

parent 2 [ · 

parent 3 
parent 1 

parent 2 

child 1 r-··---=- parent 3 

child 2 

child 3 
child 

Multiple children One child 

Figure 11.1: Diagonal crossover with three parents and three children (left) and with three 
parrnts and one child (right). 

To investigate our second research objective let us make the following observations. 
F irst, t he increase in the number of parents automatically leads to an increased number 
of crossover points. It can be the case that higher performance for higher N's is not the 
res ul t of using more parents, but simply comes from being more disruptive by using more 
crossover points. This forms our first working hypothesis. 

H 1 Using more crossover points leads to better performance. 

Srcond , notice that applying diagonal crossover, N parents create N children in one go. 
Since we use a steady state GA and update the population , i.e. insert offsprin g, after each 
application of crossover (followed by mutation) , this means t hat a steady state GA using 
IO-parents diagonal crossover has processed more offspring before performing t he selection 
step than a GA using the two-parents version . In other words, GAs with higher operator 
ar itv have a bigger generational gap which might cause a bias in their favo ur. Our second 
working hypothesis is accordingly the fo llowing. 
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representation fixed point binary with Gray coding 
GA type steady state 
parent selection uniform random 
deletion mechanism worst fitness deletion 
number of parents 2-30 
crossover rate Pc 1.0 
mutation rate Pm I/chromosome length 
population size 500 
termination criterion populat ion converged OR optimum hit 
max. nr. of evaluations 100000 
results averaged over 50 independent runs 

Table 11.1: GA setup used in the experiments 

H2 Bigger generational gap leads to better performance. 

Finally, we maintain our original conjecture that the advantages of using diagonal crossover 
with higher arities are not the results of an unintended artifact. 

H 3 Using more parents leads to better performance. 

Note that the hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 are not mutually exclusive as there might be more 
sources of increased GA performance when increasing N in diagonal crossover. The main 
contribution of the present chapter is that these sources are investigated in isolation hence 
providing a solid ground to check whether higher performance for higher N's is an artifact 
(H 1, H2), or the higher number of parents is indeed advantageous. 

11.3 Experiment setup 

All experiments are executed using a GA setup as described in Table 11.1. A non-standard 
option is the uniform random parent selection mechanism , whereby no selective pressure 
is applied when choosing recombinants. The motivation comes from [vKKE95], where we 
obsrrvcd that this mechanism is preferable. Note , that a steady-state GA with uniform 
random parent selection mechanism is close to an evolution strategy, although using bit
string representation and no self-adaptation . 

In order to test the working hypotheses presented in section 11.2 we run experiments a 
srt of different crossover operators. For investigating H1 we apply the traditional two-parent 
two-children N-point crossover [DS92]. This operator is well known from the literature , 
thrrrforc we omit a definition. If N-point crossover exhibits increasing performance when 
innrasing N, (the experimental resu lts reported in [EvKK95] make us expect this) then 
we accept H 1. To test the second hypothesis H2 , we will apply a slightly modified version of 
diagonal crossover that creates only one child. The right hand side of Figure 11.1 illustrates 
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this operator. Using the one-child version of diagonal crossover the generational gap docs 
Hot increase when increasing the number of parents. If the original variant outperforms 
the one-child version of diagonal crossover, then we accept the hypothesis H2 . Concerning 
Hypothesis H3 , note that the number of chromosome segments using N-point crossover is 
N + 1, which equals the number of chromosome segments obtained by diagonal crossover 
for N + 1 parents. This means that the disruptiveness of these operators grows parallelly 
as N increases. If higher disruptiveness increases GA performance on our test suite, then 
the performance of both the N-point crossover and the diagonal crossover will increase 
with increasing N . This, however, does not imply that more parents have no additional 
advantage as the performance of diagonal crossover might grow faster with increasing N 
than that of the two-parent N-point crossover. We accept the hypothesis H3 if diagonal 
crossover for N + 1 parents is better than N-point crossover. 

To evaluate different GA setups, that is the effect of different number of parents, re
spectively crossover-points, several performance measures of a run are monitored. The two 
main performance measures are accuracy and speed. Accuracy is measured by the error 
at termination. Since all functions have a minimum of zero, we use the best objective 
function value at termination as the accuracy measure of one run, and the median of the 
best objective function values , calculated over the 50 independent runs, as the accuracy 
belonging to a specific setting. For practical purposes we consider 10- 10 as zero and termi
nate the run if this value is achieved. Let us remark that using medians instead of average 
values has an advantage , namely medians are less sensitive for outliers in the data. On 
the other hand , if the optimum is found in the majority of the runs, then the median will 
equal the optimum. Additionally to the medians of the outcomes we also present the 90% 
confidence interval bars to the performance curves. The second main performance measure 
is the speed of the algorithm, measured by the median number of fitness evaluations before 
termination. If the GA with a certain setup never finds the optimum, this value equals the 
maximum number of fitness evaluations. A third performance measure is the success rate, 
i.e. the percentage of runs where the optimal objective function value has been found . We 
will present figures on success rates and 90% confidence intervals, whenever the accuracy 
or the speed curves arc (nearly) constant, thus providing (almost) no basis to compare dif
ferent settings. Finally, for a detailed insight in the behaviour of the GA sometimes we also 
depict the progress curves of the evolution for 18 parents ( diagonal crossover), respectively 
17 crossover points (N-point crossover). These curves (with a logarithmic y-axis) show the 
populations best objective function value as a function of the number of executed fitness 
evaluations, averaged over 50 independent runs. 

11.4 Experiments 

Experiments have been conducted on eight numerical function optimization problems. 
Each function is to be minimized and is scaled to have an optimal function value of zero. 
The fitness landscapes defined by these functions have various characteristics, unimodal, 
multimodal and quasi-random , i.e. very rugged with randomly distributed local optima. 
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Addit ionally, some of the functions are separable, while others are not. The exact defini
tions will be given in the corresponding subsections, here we only give a summary on their 
separabili ty, the dimensions and the representation used in the experiments. As default, 
we use 20 bits for representing a single variable, but deviate from this value for Fl, F2 and 
F8 . For Fl and F2 we use the values originating from DeJong, for F8 30 bits arc used, 
following Back, [Bac96]. A concise treatment on numerical optimization problems as test 
functions can be found in [BM97]. 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 
separable y n 11 11 y y y 11 

dimension 3 2 30 10 10 10 10 30 
chrom. length 30 22 600 200 200 200 200 900 

Table 11.2: Properties of the test functions 

11.4.1 Spherical function 

The first test function is the spherical function: 

n 

FI(x) = I>f, 
i= l 

where -5.12 ::; x; ::; 5.12. This function is one of the most widely used objective functions 
in Evolutionary Computation, especially for convergence velocity evaluation . It has a 
unimodal, smooth fitness surface and is separable, making optimization rather easy. We 
tested the classical version of DeJong with n = 3. The GA found the optimum with every 
setting (every operator, for every value of N). Therefore we omit accuracy and success 
rate data, only presenting the speed curves in Figure 11.2. 

From the speed curves it turns out that the two variants of diagonal crossover show 
almost identical behaviour and both are faster than N-point crossover. Furthermore, it 
seems that there is a limit to increasing N: approximat':)ly up to 6 it leads to performance 
iucrease, thereafter the performance begins to deteriorate. 

11.4.2 Rosenbrock's saddle function 

F2 is the sadd le function after Rosenbrock: 

where - 2.048::; X ; ::; 2.048. The global minimum is zero at the point (1 , 1). The Roscn
brock function is not separable and the unimodal fitness landscape is characterized by an 
c·xtremely deep valley along the parabola xf = x2 . 
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Figure 11.2: Speed curves on the spherical function 

Recall from Table 11.2 that we use the classical DeJong setting with chromosome length 
22 for F2. Therefore, the maximum number of parents is lowered accordingly in t hese 
experiments. 

The accuracy and speed curves suggest that increasing N decreases the perfo rmance. 
The success rate curves in Figure 11.4 disclose that this is only partly true. The optimiza
tion performance grows with N for N-point crossover (up to N = 8), but deteriorates for 
the diagonal crossovers. N -point crossover outperforms both diagonal crossovers with re
spect to each performance measure. The two variants of diagonal crossover are practically 
ide11tical on F2. 

11.4.3 Ackley function 

Om third test fun ction F3 is the Ackley function: 

where - 30 ~ x; ~ 30. T he global minimum of zero is at the point i = (0, 0, 0, .. . ). 
This function is not separable and at a low resolution the fitness landscape is unimodal , 
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but the second exponential term covers the landscape with many small peaks and valleys, 
i.c~. many local optima. We tested F3 for n = 30 and observed that the GA never found 
the optimum. Accordingly, the speed and the success rate curves are constant , therefore 
omitted here. vVe present the accuracy curves in Figure 11.5. 

The effect of higher N 's is clear from the accuracy curves. Increasing N is advantageous 
for each operator up to the upper limit we tested. The one-chi ld and the N-children versions 
of diagonal crossover perform identically also on this function, and both diagonal crossovers 
arc consistent ly better than N-point crossover. 

11.4.4 Griewangk function 

F4, the Griewangk function is defined as follows. 

F4(i) = 1 + L __!i_ - IJ cos x~ , 
n 2 n ( ) 

i= l 400n i= l Vi 

where - 600 s; x; s; 600. The global minimum of zero is at the point i = (0 , 0, 0, ... ). This 
function has a product term introducing an interdependency between the variables, thus it 
is not separable. F4 was tested for 10 dimensions, the results are exhibited in Figure 11.6. 
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30 

On this function the advantages of higher N's are clear, but the performance increase of 
accuracy stops at about N = 15. While the accuracy curves show only modest differences 
between the operators, the results on the speed of the algorithm disclose that the diagonal 
crossovers are significantly faster after N = 5. The two variants of diagonal crossover do 
not differ significantly. 

11.4.5 Michalewicz function 

The fifth test function is taken from Michalewicz, [BDL +96] . 

n ( • 2) 
F5(i) = - ~ sin(x;) · sin2

n i;i , 
where O ::=; x; ::=; 1r. We tested F5 for n = 10 and observed that the GA found the optimum 
in the majority of the runs. Hence the medians of the accuracy results are equal to the 
optimal value. Therefore we rather present the success rates instead of accuracy data. 

Increasing N above 2 on the Michalewicz function results in the highest gains so far. The 
success rates show a spectacular grow from approximately 30% for two parents to 80-90% 
for N between 5-20 and the GA becomes approximately four times faster for N = 5 - 10, 
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than for N = 2. Comparing the operators we see again the superiority of diagonal crossover 
and no significant difference between the one-child and the N -child version. 

11.4.6 Rastrigin function 

F6 is thr Rastrigin function: 

n 

F6(x) =cm+ L xf - acos(2nx;), 
i=l 

where - 5.12 ::; x; ::; 5.12 . The global minimum of zero is at the point£= (0, 0, ... ). This 
function is separable and its primary characteristic is the existence of many suboptimal 
peaks whose values increase as the distance from the global optimum point increases. In 
our tests we used a = 10.0 and n = 10. 

Since many runs found the optimum , accuracy figures are replaced by success rates 
curvrs (notice the 0.65 - 1.0 scaling in F igure 11.8, left). These show that increasing N 
is advantageous , but the differences between various operators are small. Looking at the 
speed curves the effect of higher N's and the differences between operators become clear. 
\Ve can observe that each operator becomes better for higher N's and that the two diagonal 
crossovers (identical again) outperform -point crossover. 

11.4. 7 Schwefel function 

F7 is obtained by generalizing Schwefel 's 2.26 function (cf. [Sch95], pg. 344) : 

n 

F7(x) = 418.9829n - L X; sin ( vTxJ) , 
i= I 

where - 512.03 :S: X ; :S: 511.97. The global minimum of zero is at the point £ 
( 420.9687, 420.9687, ... ) . Although this function is separable, it is interesting because of 
the presence of a second-best minimum far away from (in the "opposite corner" to) the 
global minimum. T his feature, just like two-peaks landscapes, makes the GA sensitive for 
rnrl_v commitment with respect to the search direction. F7 was tested for n = 10 and 
turned out to be easy. Nearly all runs ended with the global optimum, implying that 
accuracy and success rates would give no information for comparing the operators. The 
rrsul ts on sperd , however, show that the GA performance quickly and consequently im
prnvrs when increasing N from 2 to approximately 10-15, and stagnates thereafter. T he 
algorithm becomes approximately twice as fast fo r high N 's as for N = 2. Once again, 
thcrr is 110 significant difference between the two diagonal crossovers that both outperform 
N -point, crossover. 
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11.4.8 Fletcher-Powell function 

FS, the Fletcher-Powell function is retri eved from [Biic96]: 

n 

i = l 
n 

A; L)% sin O!j + b;J cos aJ) 
j = l 

n 

B ; I) a ;J sin Xj + b;1 cos x 1) , 
J = l 

235 

wherf' n = 30 , n" = 30, and -1r :S x? :S 7r. The a;1, b;1 E {- 100, . .. , 100} a re random 
integers, and a1 E [- 1r , 1r] is the randomly chosen global optimum position. For the 
mat rices A , B and the vector 5 we used the values given in [Biic96] (pp. 265- 267). 

No runs found the opt imum on this function , resul t ing in constant speed and success 
rate curves . Accuracy curves reveal differences between performance for different N's, 
showing advantageous effects of higher N 's, up to approximately 10. The three operators, 
however, hardly differ in performance and , as the progress curves for N = 18 in Figure 11.10 
iuclicate, their search behaviour is very similar too . 
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11.5 Conclusions 

Concerning our first research objective, i. e. finding connections between the characteristi cs 
of the objective funct ions and the usefu lness of applying more parents, we can observe 
the following. With the single exception of Rosenbrock's saddle (F2) it is useful to apply 
di agonal crossover with an arity N > 2. Looking for particular features of F2 that may 
cause this deviance let us note that it has the lowest dimensionality (n = 2) and the shortest 
chromosomes (of length 22) as opposed to the other functions (200-900 for F3-F8) . This 
makes t he di srupt iveness of the crossover operators relatively high even for low N's . The 
ot her unimodal fun ction in the test set, Fl, is apparent ly so easy to optimize that the GA 
docs not suffer from this effect (all first order schemata point towards the global opt imum ), 
bu t on F2 where the optimum is "hidden at the bot tom of a long bent valley", cf. [BM97], 
thi s seems to be disastrous. 

Our second research obj ect ive concerned the ident ification of the source(s) of increased 
pr tfo rmance of diagonal crossover when used with more parents . As for the hypothesis H 1, 

i.c'. that more crossover poin ts increase performance, observe that N -point crossover did 
i)('co t1t c better for higher N's on all functions of our test-sui te. Therefore, we accept H1 

am! concl ude that higher perfo rmance part ially comes from a higher number of crossover 
poin ts . Explanations for this fact are the bet ter mixing of information, cf. [DS92], and t he 
itt crrased macro-mutation-like effects of crossover in case of using higher N's. The diagonal 
crossover strongly decorrelates loci that arc far apart because t he values of these loci a rc 
li kr ly to be taken from different parents, this contrary to the N -point crossover that takes 
va l11 rs of loci from the same parent when an even number of crossover-points fall s between 
i lH'sr loc i. 

Hypothesis H2 about the advantages of a bigger generat ional gap is clearly rejected , 
sitt C'l' th f' one-child and the N-children variants of diagonal crossover exhibited the samr 
IH'hav iom on each function. Hence, we can conclude t hat the advantage of applying diag
onal crossover wi th higher N 's is not the resul t of a bigger generational gap in the Steady 
Statr GA we use (sec section 11.2 fo r discussion). 

I"lecall , that our working hypotheses are not mu tually exclusive. Accept ing H 1 docs 
not imply rejection of H3 , i.e. that better performance for higher N 's would only comr 
fro m hav ing more crossover points . In fact di agon al crossover was bet ter than N -poin t 
nossovrr 0 11 a ll bu t two fun ctions: on Rosenbrock's saddle (F2) and on the F letcher
Powe ll fun ct ion (F8). On the F letcher-Powell function d iagonal crossover was not sig
nifi cant ly better than N -poin t crossover. Such li t tle differences in performance do not 
C' l<'a rly justify the acceptance of the hypothesis H3 on the fun ction F8. Here, there is no 
cl <'ar advantage of using more parents fo r recombination, increased performance for higher 
Y 's is srrms to be the resul t of crossovers effect as macro mu tation, which effect is itt
t c• tt sifiPd by more crossover poin ts. Recall , that F8 spans a very rugged landscape wit lt 
ra ndo mly distributed local optima , which makes it similar to NK- landscapes wi th rcl,i
t iw ly high K values. T hcsr observations are thus in agreement wit h earlier conclusions fo r 
:\1 1{- landscapes, [ES96, HM95 , Kau93], stating that on such surfaces crossover is not useful 
at a ll. O tt Roscnbrock's saddle (F2) di agonal crossover was clearly worse t han N-point 
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crossover, besides, the performance of diagonal crossover decreased for increasing N . 
According to the above considerations, hypothesis H3 has to be refined. On quasi

random landscapes , such as F8, increased performance of diagonal crossover for higher N's 
may occur, but it seems not to be the resu lt of using more parents, i.e. H3 does not hold. 
On other types of landscapes (the unimodal Fl and the multimodal , but somewhat regu
larly shaped F3-F7), diagonal crossover exhibits increased performance when increasing N , 
and it docs outperform N-point crossover, thus confirming H3 . F2 remains an exception, 
showing that even for unimodal landscapes it is not guaranteed that diagonal crossover 
will become better when increasing N. Yet , with this exception in mind, we can draw the 
conclusion that if diagonal crossover becomes better for higher N's then th is improvement 
is not only the consequence of using more crossover points, but also that of using more 
parents . 

Let us close our conclusions with noting that the most gain occurred to be in the speed 
of the GA, diagonal crossover is primarily faster then two-parent N-point crossover (if 
and when). Clearly, if we had set the maximum number of evaluations lower then this 
difference in speed would also have resulted in differences in success rate and accuracy. 
Thus, a lthough we definitely do not claim that diagonal crossover is a universally superior 
operator. However, especially when one expects that the linkage within a problem is 
relatively tight , it is a sound design heuristics to implement diagonal crossover in a GA 
and set the number of parents above two. 



Chapter 12 

Evolutionary 3D-Air Traffic Flow 
Management 

The increasing amount of air traffic requires more efficient use of airspace. One possible 
way to do this is to use a new planning model which is called the free-route model. New 
optimization tools are required to create a planning accord ing to this type of model. We 
present an evolutionary tool to solve free-route Air Traffic Flow Management problems 
within a three-dimensional airspace. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first (evolu
tionary) tool that can solve free-route planning problems involving a few hundred aircraft . 
The performance of the tool has been tested on a set of randomly generated problem in
stances, where we were especially interested in the robustness of the tool and the scaling 
of the amount of computation with respect to the size of the problem instances. 

12.1 Project overview 

Air Traffic F low Management is the general name for the routing and the scheduling of 
aircraft from half a year before departure until shortly after departure. An important 
task is the creation of a planning for trajectories of aircraft in a certain area for a certain 
time horizon (for example for the next twelve hours). Other tasks include for example 
dynamic replanning. Though some automated tools are used to make a global planning 
long before departure , especially the detailed planning just before or after departure is 
still mainly done manually. Due to the increasing volume of air traffic , improved planning 
methods and models become necessary, and automated tools to create plans become very 
nsr.fnl. One of the new planning models is the free-route model. Under this model the 
trajectories of aircraft are less restricted than under the more traditional corridor-model. 
Currently, there arc no tools that arc able to create good solu tions for the free-route model 
for a large number of flights. In a cooperation between the Centre for Mathematics and 
Computer Science CWI, Leiden University, and the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR 
the free-route model was studied with the objective to develop a planning tool for this 
model. Figure 12.1 shows the environment of such a planning tool. On the left wr see the 
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Figure 12.1: Environment of the ATFM planning tool 

data to be input to the tool. The data consists of a list of flights that have to be scheduled . 
For each flight the coordinates of departure, the time of departure and the coordinates of 
the destination are given . We also have to give the parameters of the free route model. 
The box represents the planning tool that creates a plan given the current data. The plan 
describes a schedule for a period of several hours and will be passed to a human controller 
for approval. Only after this approval will the plan be used. 

12.2 Air Traffic Flow Management Problem 

A good reference to Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) is the book [Obe85]. A plan 
describes the trajectories of all involved aircraft. A trajectory defines the exact position 
of an aircraft as a function of time, so it corresponds to a path with additional temporal 
information. Two trajectories are conflicting when the separation standards, as stated by 
the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization), are violated. Depending on the area 
and weather circumstances different separation standards apply. In this chapter we use 
the following standards. The minimal required separation between different routes in the 
horizontal plane is about 16 nautical miles (1 nautical mile = 1,852 metres), the vertical 
separation for the higher flight levels is 2000 ft (1 foot = 0.3048 metres). The airspace is 
partitioned into a set of sectors. A sector can contain a number of layers, called flight-levels. 
The controller assigned to a sector is responsible for the planning of the trajectories of all 
the aircraft that fly in this sector. When an aircraft wants to pass a boundary between 
two sectors the corresponding controllers first have to agree on the time and location of 
the crossing of the boundary. 

An ATFM plan assigns a single trajectory to each aircraft. The primary goal is to 
choose in such a way that there are no conflicts between aircraft. Secondary targets are: 

• to keep all trajectories as short as possible, 

• to minimize the number of manoeuvres (especially those manoeuvres that are un
comfortable to the passengers), and 
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• to have a fair plan with respect to all involved aircraft (i. e. the additional flying 
distance should be divided over all involved aircraft in a reasonable manner). 

Cmrently ATFM is based on a network model. This model assumes a fixed network of 
corridors within the airspace , each containing a number of flight-levels. An aircraft is 
assumed to fly through a corridor from beacon to beacon. Intersections of corridors are 
always marked by beacons. On ly near those beacons, an aircraft is allowed to switch to 
a different corridor. So this model can be seen as a kind of three-dimensional highway 
network. 

The network model restricts the number of possible trajectories in order to make the 
planning manageable. In this sense, the network model does not use the available airspace 
in an efficient manner. Due to the increasing amount of air traffic, the airspace above Eu
rope is almost saturated. Increased accuracy of navigation equipment and the availability 
of better computers allows for other airspace models. One such model is the free-route 
model that allows arbitrary shaped trajectories, has a larger degree of flexibility. A differ
ent model is the free-flight model, in which the aircraft are autonomous instead of being 
guided by air traffic control. It is clear that new methods have to be developed for planning 
problems in these models. This was the starting point of the research described in this 
chapter. 

12.3 Design process 

Currently no practical applications of the free-route model for ATFM exist , hence we have 
to use artificially generated problem instances. Moreover, if the free-route planning model 
is going to be used , it might be used in a different form than the form that is studied in 
this chapter. Therefore one of the requirements is that the tool should be robust in the 
sense that it is able to handle new constraints. Moreover, a certain degree of flexibility is 
desired. For example, a tool should offer a way to handle soft constraints. A characteristic 
of tlw ATFM problems is their dynamic nature: it is possible that additional aircraft have 
to be aclclecl to the plan and planned aircraft can deviate from their planned trajectory. 
If the current plan violates constraints clue to these changes a modified plan has to be 
created on the fly. The number of affected trajectories should not be too large . It is also 
desirable that a tool can create alternative plans, among which a human controller can 
choose. It should also be adaptive in the sense that it can cope with additional constraints 
imposed by a human controller. Hence, the construction of a tool for the free-route model 
is a challenge. An evolutionary algorithm is used to have the flexibility described above 
and to handle the many additional constraints that can arise during the development of a 
plan. 

12.3.1 ATFM and Evolutionary Computation 

The first paper about the application of evolutionary techniques to ATFM problems was 
[AGJS93]. In this paper a binary genetic algorithm (GA) was used to do (short-term) 
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conflict resolution. The problems handled involved two or three aircraft and the GA was 
shown to outperform A*-search. In France, research on conflict resolution continued , and 
currently they can handle problems involving up to 20 aircraft all having a conflict at 
approximately the same location [DAC95]. This genetic conflict solver is used as a part 
of their so-called ATC test bench. The ATC test bench has been applied to a problem 
involving 4835 aircraft. It detects all conflicts within a time window of five minutes, 
partitions the conflicts over independent subsets, applies the genetic solver to each of 
these subsets independently, and combines the resu lts to obtain a new planning. This 
procedure is repeated until no further progress is possible. Evolutionary algorithms have 
also been applied to ATFM problems using the network model [DO97]. For each flight 
a small set of possible routes and departure times is created. An evolutionary algorithm 
is used to assign the departure time and the route for each flight in order to minimize 
the work load over all involved sectors. Problems involving up to 3000 aircraft have been 
handled. Also research on the combination of neural networks and GA's for (short-term) 
conflict resolution involving two aircraft [DAN96] was investigated. In Germany at the 
DLR evolu tionary algorithms were used to solve ATFM problems involving the free-flight 
111odel and the free-route model [Ger94]. 

Our first system was a mutation based hybrid EA that could handle two-dimensional 
problem instances, so all trajectories were restricted to a horizontal plane. The system 
could solve problem instances involving up to 20 aircraft within a square 2D sector of size 
200 x 200 km [vKHHK95]. Recombination operators were used , but these operators did not 
increase the performance of the system. This is expected to be a consequence of the strong 
dependence on the context of the trajectories that arc close to other trajectories. A new 
system was developed that could handle three-dimensional problem instances where the 
altitude of the aircraft is the additional degree of freedom [vKvdAK96]. This system could 
easily find conflict-free solutions to problems involving up to 800 aircraft in a 3D-scctor 
of size 2000 x 2000 km that were spread over an interval of four hours. These problems 
can be handled on a standard workstation within roughly 15 minutes of computation. For 
these larger instances recombination is useful because on these larger problem instances 
many trajectories are either temporal or spatial independent of each other. We expect that 
some conflicts can be solved in parallel and the resolutions to these conflicts can then be 
merged by means of recombination. A more direct way to exploit this kind of parall elism 
would be to make a decomposition of the problem in a set of smaller independent problems. 
Unfortunately finding an optimal decomposition is far from trivial and the choice of the 
decomposition will restrict the set of possible solutions. In order to exploi t the potential 
parallel conflict resolution we apply an evolutionary algorithm with recombination. This 
s_vst.cm is described in the rest of the chapter. 

12.3.2 Evolutionary Algorithm 

The elitist recombination algorithm [TG94] is a simple evolutionary algorithm , that in
volves a direct competition between the offspring and both of their own parents. Fig
me 12.2 shows a single generation of this algorithm. It shows how the next population 
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Pt+i is produced from the current population Pt. To the left we see the current population 
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Figure 12.2: Elitist recombination 

I't, and each box represents a single individual. The values in the boxes denote the fitness 
of the corresponding individuals. An intermediate population P, is generated by doing 
a random shuffle of the individuals in population P1. Partition population P, in a set of 
adjacent pairs , and for each pair apply the recombination operator in order to obtain two 
offapring. Next , hold a competition among the two offspring and their two parents , and 
transfer the best two out of these four to the next population Pt+I · This competition be
tween parents and offspring prevents rapid duplication of relatively fit individuals, and as a 
result decreases the probability of premature convergence. Elitist recombination resembles 
the deterministic crowding scheme [Mah92], but deterministic crowding lets each offspring 
compete with only one of its parents, i.e. the most similar parent. 

We are using the elitist recombination algorithm as basis for our evolutionary planner. 
The (population-wide) elitism prevents a decay of the average fitness. Inferior offspring 
will not enter the population and due to the direct competition between offspring and 
its parents the duplication of the best few individuals is slowed down. Furthermore eli
tist recombination tends to be less sensitive to undersized populations than most other 
evolutionary algorithms [TG94]. 

12.3.3 Requirements 

The ATFM planning tool should be able to create a plan for an airspace under the free
route model. Such a planning should be free of conflicts, the amount of additional distancf' 
travelled by all aircraft should be minimized and the number of manoeuvres should be 
kept low. The planning tool should have appropriate scaling properties with respect to the 
number of flights to be scheduled. In order to be applicable such a tool should be able to 
create a planning for problem instances involving a few thousand flights in less than an 
hour. 

12.3.4 Representation 

A single individual represents a complete plan , describing the trajectories of all the flights 
that have to be scheduled. We represent a single trajectory by means of an ordered list of 
four-dimensional coordinates. Each coordinate is a tuple (x, y, l , t) where x and y represent 
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a locat ion in a two-dimensional plane, l represents the flight-l evel of the aircraft, and t 
reprrsents the time of passing the location. An aircraft is assumed to fl y in a straight line 
and at a constant velocity from one coordinate to the next coordinate. A complete plan is 
represented as: 

fli ght 1 
fli ght 2 

(x , y, z, t)1,1 
(x, y, z, th,1 

(x, y, z, t)1,2 
(x, y, z, th,2 

(x, y, z, t)i ,3 (x , y, z, t)i,4 (x, y , z, t)1 ,s 

flight n (:i; , y , z, t) 11 , 1 (x , Y, z, t)n ,2 (x , y, z , t)n,3 (x, y, z , t)n ,4 

Note that the number of coordinates can differ for each trajectory (flight). 
The fitn ess J(I) of the individual I is defined by 

where fc(I) is the number of conflicts between trajectories in individual I , fm(x) is the 
number of manoeuvres in trajectory x, and !d(x) is the relative length of trajectory x with 
respect to the shortest possible trajectory for the corresponding flight. The constant d 
is a large constant chosen such that the value of the second term is in the range [O, 1]. 
Hence minimization of the number of conflicts is the primary goal, while minimization of 
the distances and the number of manoeuvres is of secondary importance. 

12.3.5 Operators 

For each conflict we can identify a set of involved flights. Such a set consists of the two 
aircraft that are actually in conflict augmented with aircraft that are in their vicinity. 
If two conflicts involve disjoint sets of aircraft then often it is possible to resolve these 
conflicts independently. The possibility to resolve conflicts independently and to merge 
the results, increases the effici ency of the planner significantly. This is the reason to 
emphasize on the recombination operator in the evolutionary algorithm. Recombination 
considers the trajectories as atomic entities and therefore recombination will not generate 
new trajectories , but will only generate new combinations of ( existing) trajectories. 

We first experimented with a uniform recombination operator which took approximately 
half of the trajectories from the first parent while the other trajectories were taken from 
the srcond parent. This operator worked fine for small problems, but did not scale well 
when increasing the size of the problem. The main reason for this bad scaling behaviour is 
that a uniform recombination operator can not keep large sets of conflict-free trajectories 
together as the probability that m trajectories are taken from the same parents is (1/2t'. 

In order to handle large problems we need a better scaling behaviour. Therefore we 
developed a heuristic recombination operator. This operator starts with an empty plan 
for the offspring. Then it iteratively selects a nonscheduled flight and a primary parent; 
both are selected at random. The trajectory corresponding to this flight is taken from 
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the selected parent and it is checked whether this trajectory will introduce a confli ct in 
the current plan of the offspring. If no conflict is introduced then the trajectory is added 
to the offspring, otherwise the trajectory from the other parent is added to the offspring. 
This process continues until all flights of the offspring are scheduled. This recombination 
operator is unbiased in the sense that on average half of the flights will be taken from one 
of the parents. 

The mutation operator is the only operator that introduces new trajectories. A new 
trajectory is created by making a copy of one of the existing trajectories and add one 
additional manoeuvre. The mutation operator introduces a detour in a trajectory by 
changing its heading of the aircraft by ±45°, let it fly in this new direction for a random 
<Imation, and then change the heading of the aircraft such that it flies to its destination 
along a straight line. Note that the mutation operator can cancel previously inserted 
manoeuvres. Figure 12.3 shows a trajectory obtained after applying the mutation operator 
one time. It might seem a bit restricted to consider only changes of ±45°, but in practice 
this works well. A much smaller change of heading results in a new trajectory that is 
quite similar to the non-mutated trajectory, and a much larger change of heading will 
move the aircraft too far off course. Although this mutation operator is relatively easy to 

Figure 12.3: Trajectory obtained after applying the mutation operator once 

i111pkment one can not guarantee that a single application of the operator will produce a 
good trajectory. New trajectories that do not resolve any conflicts will rapidly be thrown 
out of the population by the EA as such trajectories only introduce a penalty and therefore 
a decrease of fitness. 

12.3.6 Evolutionary planner 

In order to get an efficient evolu tionary planner we have to obtain a good balance between 
the creation of new trajectories and the assessment of the quality of each of the trajectories. 
If too few new trajectories are generated then the search will lack diversity and we are likely 
to grt premature convergence. On the other hand a too rapid production of new trajectories 
will result in a waste of computational effort and will likely result in the introduction of 
unnecessary complex trajectories. 

In order to balance the two processes we have split the inner loop of the evolutionary 
algorithms in two parts that are alternated. The first part is an elit ist recombination 
algorithm involving recombination only. Here the quality of the available trajectories is 
assessed by mixing trajectories in order to get a complete plan. The second part contains 
thr mutation operator. Here we take an arbitrary plan and select an arbitrary confl ict ing 
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trajectory within this plan. Mutation is applied to this trajectory until a better trajectory 
is obtained within the context of the selected plan or the maximal number of trials for a 
single mutation is exceeded . So the amount of computational effort used to generate new 
trajectories wi ll increase when the generation of new trajectories becomes more difficult , 
thereby resulting in a more constant rate of introducing new trajectories . The following 
pseudo-code gives a more detailed description of the evolutionary planner. 

ATFM(N9,n, Fmut, and Ntry) 
t = O; 
Pt = initia!Pop ulation(µ); 
while (not ready) do 

od; 

## Part 1: apply Elitist recombination for N 9,n generations 
for i = 1 to N 9,n do 

od; 

Pt+ 1 = Eli tistRecombinationStep( Pt); 
t = t + l ; 

## Part 2: introduce new trajectories by means of mutation 
best = SelectBest(Pt); 
for i = 1 to Fmutfc( best) do 

plan= RandomPlan(Pt); 

od; 

flight = randomConflictFlight(plan) ; 
I,; = O; 
repeat 

k = k + l; 
if k < Ntry then 

newPlan = plan - flight+ mutate(flight) ; 
else 

n ewPlan = plan - flight+ randomStraigl1t(flight) ; 
fi · 
' 

until fc(n ewPlan) < fc(plan) or k ~ Ntry; 
if Jc( newPlan) < fr(plan) then 

Pt = Pt - plan + newPlan; 
fi · 
' 

ATFM = SclectBest(P1) ; 

end 

The function fc(plan) counts the number of conflicts in a plan , randomStraight(flight) 
creates a straight-line trajectory for the flight at a random flight level , and mutate(flight) 
creates a new flight by mutation. T he number of mutations is related to the number of 
conflicts in the current best solu tion by means of the parameter Fmut· 
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12.3 .7 Domain knowledge 

Domain knowledge is used in several places in our algori t hm . During initialization we 
have to choose an ini t ial set of t rajectories for all fli ghts . Because we know that a good 
pl an should involve as few manoeuvres as possible we ini t iali ze all plans with straight line 
trajectories or trajectories involving only a single manoeuvre. More complex trajectori es 
will be in t roduced by mutation and recombinat ion only if necessary. Domain knowledge is 
also inco rporated in t he mutation operator t hat generates relatively smooth trajectories , 
t hat do not contain too la rge devia tions from the straight line trajectories. 

12 .4 Deve lopment and implementation 

T hr evolu t iona ry planner has been implemented in c++. All experiments were conducted 
011 a. Sili con Graphics Indy 120 MHz worksta tion . A single run is terminated as soon as t he 
fit ness of t he best individual is higher t han -1 , which indicates t ha t a conflict-free solut ion 
is fo und. 

12.4 .1 Generation test problems 

T he free-ro ute model is current ly not in use in practice. T here is no practical sit uation nor 
a golden standard to compare resul ts to . Usua lly models a re compared on t he basis of t he 
number of a ircraft t hey can handle on random problem instances. Hence we generated a 
r('asonable set of randomly ge nerated tes t problems for t his model. 

\V(' decided to model a square sector of 2000 x 2000 km, containing 12 independent 
fli ght- levels. T his sector is assumed to be located at an a lt it ude of roughly 10 km a bove 
sra- lrvr l. Indep endent flight levels im ply t hat aircra ft located in different fli ght levels will 
11 cvr r be in conflict. T he source and t he destination of t he aircraft a re 2D-locations, chosen 
at random within the sector , using a uniform distribu t ion. T he fli ght-level of t he aircraft 
at t he given entry and exit locations can be chosen freely. 

T he ent ry and exit locations of fli ghts in a plan do not need to correspond to act ua l 
locations of airports. T he reason for t his is as fo llows. T he sector we are modelling is 
located at an a lt it ude of approximately 10 km a bove sea level. Our tool plans fli ghts only 
fo r higher regions of t he airspace. A local Air Traffi c Control center at an airport usually 
manages lower regions of t he a irspace. When a ircraft depa rt or a pproach an airport t heir 
traj ('c- tory is managed by controll ers at t he airport. When a ircraft reach the sector we a rc 
i11 tcrrstcd in , t hen their locations a rc already spread over a rather large a rea. Moreover , in 
Wrstrrn Europe airports arc relatively close to each other. So t he ent ry and ex it locations 
can hr considered as unifo rmly distribu ted over t he 2D-space. 

T he ernlu tionary a lgori t hm can handle a problem where a ll aircraft have a different , 
hut known, velocity. For conven ience we assume that all t he aircraft have a velocity of 
900 km / hr. The fli ghts are to be planned within an interval of 4 hours. T he t ime of ent ry 
is sc> lrctrd at random wit hin t his interval. This t ime of entry is accepted if t he aircraft can 
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Figure 12.4: Approach to solve large scale problems 

reach its exit location within the interval of 4 hours, when flying in a straight line from 
the entry to the exit location. 

In order to predict the number of conflicts we can use physical models describing the 
number of collisions between a set of gas molecules in a box per unit of time [E083]. 
Application of such a model to our case results in 

E[# C fl t 1iordsepV 2 
on = a 

82
l n 

where tiior is the interval of the planning, d ,ep is the minimal horizontal separation between 
any two aircraft, v is the average velocity of the aircraft , s is the length of the side of the 
sector, l is the number of independent flight levels , and n is the number of a ircraft. The 
ronstant a is introd uced to account for the non-uniform distribution of aircraft over the 
sector. The density of a ircraft will be highest near the center of the sector , and lowest 
near its borders. Within the gas model this constant is one as the gas molecules arc 
di stributed uniformly over the complete volume. The validity of the formula has been 
tested experimentally [vKvdAK96]. 

12.5 Handling large-scale problems 

T he expected number of conflicts scales quadrat ically with respect to the number of a ircraft. 
T herefore it can be beneficial to split a large-scale problem in a set of smaller independent 
subproblems and merge the solutions of these subproblem to a solu t ion of the large-scale 
problem. Whether we can find a set of independent subproblems will depend on the set of 
trajectories that we allow. The class of possible trajectories is determined by the mutation 
operator. Because the initial population contains trajectories that are only within a single 
level and t he mutation operator does not introduce level changes, the search is restricted 
in this case to solu t ions that only involve trajectories located in a single fli ght level. A 
population consists of flight plans and within the different flight plans aircraft can have 
different flight levels. The recombination operator combines trajectories from different 
plans. 

However, quite some efficiency can be gained by splitting the flight levels in disjoint 
subsets. We can first do an assignment of fli ghts over t hese subsets, and then use inde-
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F igure 12.5: Number of iterations required when extrapolated to the 12~level planning 
probl r m 

pendent evolu t ionary algorithms for each of the subsets . In this way, each fli ght is first 
assigned a restri cted number of fli ght levels, among which a good one is chosen by the 
evolu t ionary a lgori thm . T his approach reduces the search space significantly. However 
simul taneously the set of solu t ions is reduced. 

T hen' arr two extremes: take one subset, or take as many subsets as there a rc fli ght 
levels. T hr first one would take a lot of time and memory, and t he second one is too 
rrst ri ct ivc and docs not give very good results. In our experiments we t ried different values 
for th(' num ber of subsets . We considered 12, 6, 4, and 3 subsets. In fact, in our fo rmulae 
and fi gurrs we use a variable k that ranges from 1 to 4, where k stands for the number of 
flight lr vr ls within the subproblem. T he actual approach can be represented schematically 
as shown in fi gure 12.4. On t he left we see a ll fli ghts that have to be scheduled . The 
number of subsets k is given as an inpu t and the fli ghts are randomly partitioned over 
12/ k srts. For each set a k-level pla11ner is applied t hat schedules the flights wi thin a range 
of I,; consecut ive fli ght levels. T he resulting 12/ k plans a re combined to a plan for the 
12- levrl problem. 
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F igure 12.6: Fraction of successful runs when extrapolated to the 12-level planning problem 

12.5.1 Performance measures 

We were interested in feasibility of tackling free-route problems using evolu t ionary compu
tation. By feasibility we mean that we were interested to obtain evidence that th is type of 
problem can be solved in a reasonable amount of time and a conflict-free solution will be 
found with a reasonable probability of success. 

Moreover, we are interested in the quality of the solutions. The quality of a conflict
free solution is determined by the expected total number of manoeuvres and by a distance 
penalty with respect to a situation that all fli ghts go along a path of minimal length. 

12.6 Results 

During t he experiments we varied the number of aircraft to be planned thereby varying 
the complexity of the problem instances. We have applied the procedure described in 
sect ion 12.5 to partition large-scale problems into a set of subproblems. 

In order to measure the expected performance of the system we did run the k-level for 
different values of k. All results have been extrapolated to a 12-level problem instance. 

During a single iteration each of the k-level planners is allowed to perform a single 
fitness evaluation. If a;ter,k is the standard deviation in the number of iterations used to 
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fin d a co nf-lict-free solu t ion for a problem with k levels then we can estimate the standard 
deviation for the 12-level problem by 

Oiter,k == 
a~ter,k 

(12/k) 112 . 

T he success-rates a rc determined experimentally. The 90%-confidence intervals for the 
success-rate have been compu ted. Given the confidence in terval of the success rate fo r the 
k-lPvrl planner we can estimate the confidence interval fo r the 12-levcl problem when using 
a S('t of k- level planners by 

_ I (12/ k) 
P su.cc, k - P su.cc,k · 

G iven thr expected value µ'man ,k of the total number of manoeuvres for the k-level sub
pro blems, we have fo r the whole problem 

O"man,k = (l2 /k) 1120";,,0 n,k· 

Similar estimates can be used fo r values µ dev, J2 and O"deu, 12 for the cumulated deviations 
fro m t hr shortest paths. 
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Figure 12.8: Average total deviation when extrapolated to 12-level planning problem 

All experiments were performed with an upper bound of 5000 fitness evaluations, a 
maximal number of allowed avoidance manoeuvres of 12 per aircraft, N9en = 2, Fmut = 0.5 , 
Ni,·y = 10, #I = 16. All results are averaged over 20 independent runs. 

Figure 12.5 shows the number of iterations. The horizontal axis shows the number of 
aircraft routed in 12 levels. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation. These 
error bars are only given for the case k = 4. Note the large standard deviation for the 
number of iterations. It is remarkable that the actual number of iterations does not change 
much as the the number of levels handled simultaneously increases. Figure 12.6 shows the 
fraction of successful runs. The error bars correspond to the 90%-confidence intervals. 
Again the error bars arc only given for the case k = 4. Optimizing multiple levels simul
taneously results in a significantly higher success rate. For 2592 aircraft k = 3 performs 
best. We expect this to be a result of the rather arbitrary limit of 5000 fitness evaluations. 
The experiments for k = 4 terminate 10 times by reaching this upper limit whi le the ex
prriments fork = 3 terminate only 6 times by reaching this limit. Figures 12.7 and 12.8 
show the extrapolated number of manoeuvres and the amount of deviation. As expected , 
using larger values of k results in a lower value of the number of manoeuvres needed and 
a smaller total distance being travelled. 
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12.7 Summary 

T he free-route planning problem has a search space that grows exponent ially in the number 
of aircraft . To be able to handle la rge scale ATFM problems it is important to incorporate 
knowledge regarding the problem domain . We have done so by means of a non-uniform 
seeding of the ini t ial population and by designing problem-specific evolutionary operators. 
Int roduction of such operators has to be done carefully in order to prevent certain good 
so lu t ions from being ignored and to prevent premature convergence. 

Large problem instances can be handled relati vely easily by spli tt ing them in a num ber 
of Slll a ller problem instances each involving a limi ted range of flight levels. We have 
investigated t his approach and observed that opt imizing mul tiple levels simul taneously 
resul ts in a significant improvement of the probabili ty of finding a solu t ion and also in t he 
quali ty of the obtained solu t ions. 

Using the current tool we are able to generate a planning involving up to 2592 fli ghts 
within a 4-hour interval. Straightforward ext rapolation suggests t hat the tool can create 
a plan for 7776 fli ghts in a 12-hour interval. 
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Samenvatting 

Evolu tio11 air rekcncn behelst het gebruik van ccn gesimulcerd evolu t ieproccs voor bet op
lossen van opt imalisatieproblemen, voor hct vcrkrij gen van (zelf- )adaptievc systemen en 
voor bet modell cren van bet evolu t ieproces. Evolu tiona ire rckcnmcthoden gebruikcn een 
populatie van indi viduen. Deze individuen zijn in competit ie met clkaar voor spaarzame 
hulpbronnen, waarbij de vcrdeling van deze bronnen over de individuen gebasccrd word t 
op de vcrscbillen in prestatie t ussen de verschill ende individuen . Naarmatc ccn indi vidu 
beter prestecr t , maakt het een grote re kans op het verkrij gen van hulpbronnen. 

Hct hoofdth ema van di t proefschrift is recombinatief cvolutiona ir zoeken. Een van de re
denen waarom evolu t ionair zoeken zo succesvol is in de natuurlijke evolutie is bet pa rall ell e 
karak tcr van di t zoekmechanisme. Di t parallellisme vlocit voort ui t bet fe it dat evolu tio
na ir zorkcn ecn popula tic-gcbaseerdc zoekmethode is. Di t parallcllismc wordt nog cens 
versterk t door hct gebruik van rccombina tie, want dan is het mogelijk verschillcnde stcrkc 
l' igl'nsd mppcn van gocde oplossingen onafhankelijk van elkaar te ontdekken en daa rna 
pas tc rrcombincren. Ikcorn binaticf evolu t iona ir zoeken tracht dezelfde eigcnschap ui t tc 
lrni tc n voor gcsirnulccrcl c evolu t ic. De primaire componcnten van rccombin at icve cvo l11-
t io11 a irr wekmethoclen zijn een fit11 ess-gebaseerclc selectic en ccn recombinatie operatic. 
Bcidf' componentcn zijn van belang voor het verkrij gen van cen betrouwbarc cvol11 t io-
11 aire rekcnmetbodc. In di t proefscbrift bestucleren we de conditi cs voor hct verkrij gen 
van betrouwbare wckmethoclcn , zoekcn we naar de redenen dat traditionclc recombina
t if'o pcratoren sorns fal en op bepaalde binair gecocl eerclc opt imalisatieproblemcn, tonr n we 
aan hoc de tocpasbaarhcicl van recombinatie vergroot kan wordcn voor sommigc van dezc 
problcrn cu, en gcvru we enkele succcsvolle tocpassingen van rccombiua tie-gcbaseerdc r vo
lu t ionairr rckcnrncthocl en . In het bij zonder kijkcn we na.a r bet ontdckken en mengen van 
bouwblokken , ontwikkeleu we meer effectieve recombinatieoperatoren die aclcli t ionclc in fo r
rn a tir ui t bui ten , en ontwikkclen we sc lrct icmcchanismen en recombinat ieopcratorcn voo r 
<•ru aantal vrrschill encl e tol'passingsgcbicclen. 

Evolu t ie kan bcscbouwd worclen a ls een robuust controlemecbanisme voor het bij st u
rcn van ee11 com pl ex adapticf systf'cm, maar hct is ook mogelijk om evolu t ie te zicn a ls 
el'n opt imalisaticprocess . Dcze twee prrspectieven op evolu t ie zijn beide zinvol. In mijn 
011clcrzock heb ik de nadrnk gelegd op evolu t ie voor opt ima lisatie. 

Di t proefschrift bcvat twrl' dclen. Het rcrste dee! (hoofdstuk 1 5) gccft cen kortc 
in t rodu c:t ic en !weft betrekking op t hcori e voor gcnet iscbl' a lgo ri t rn l' n. Het twecdc cl ccl 
(hoofd st.uk G- 12) gaat OV('l' r rn piri sch en tocgcpast onderzol'k. 
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Hoofdstuk 1 geeft ccn overzicht over het ge bied van de evolu tionaire rekenmethoden. 
Ecn meer gedetailleerdc introductie volgt in hoofdstuk 2. In hoofdstuk 3 word t een een
voucl ig opti malisatieprobleem ge·introduceercl, en het ged rag van evolu t iona ire a lgori t men 
tocgepast op cl it problecm worcl t oncl erzocht door miclclel van enkele moclell en . Hoofdstuk 4 
bcschrijft het zogenaamde t ransmissiefunctieraamwerk , en bevat implementaties van trans
missicfunct iemoclellen voor een aantal verschillencle evolut ionaire algori tmen. Deze algo
ritmen bcschrij ven hct gcdrag van een genetisch a lgori t me (GA) met een oneind ig grote 
populatie. GA's gebruiken eincligc popula ties , en claarom zijn extensies van de transmis
siefun ct ic modcll cn voor het moclelleren van GA's met eindige populaties ontwikkelcl in 
hoofclstuk 5. Hoofclstuk 6 introduceert het "mixing evolu t ionary algori thm (MixEA)" . 
Di t algori tme legt een grotere naclruk op het mengen van bouwblokken clan de meer tra
cli t ionclc GA 's. In hoofcl stuk 7 worcl t een clrie-fase methocle, het zogenaamcle bbf-GA, 
ge"in trocl uceercl. Di t a lgori t me sepa reert het exploratie- en het exploitatieproces dat simul
taan plaatsvinclt in de meer standaarcl GA's . Hoofclstuk 8 geeft een serie testproblemen , 
en gc bruik t clcze om een prestatievergelijking te maken t ussen de verschillencle GA 's die 
bcschrcvcn zij11 in cli t p roefschrift. Een van de interessante eigenschappen van GA's is 
dat clezc algori tmen relaticf eenvoudig verrijkt kunnen worden door middel van het in
voegcn van heuristieken en lokale opt imalisatiemethoclen . In hoofdstuk 9 introduceren 
we de "Cluster Evolution Strategies (CLES)" voor nu merieke optimalisatie. CLES maakt 
ecn cxpliciet onclerscheicl tussen globaal zoeken ( exploratie) en lokaal zoeken ( exploi ta t ie). 
Hoofdstuk 10 toont de tocpassing van een aantal GA 's, waaronder CLES voor numeri eke 
opt ima lisatiepro blemen met restricties. In hoofdstuk 11 word t de toepassing van GA's met 
zogenaamde diagona le crossover-operatoren besproken. Een toepassing van GA's voor het 
zogenaamde "Air Traffic F low Management" is beschreven in hoofdstuk 12. 
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air t raffic flow management , 240 241 
allrlc , 3 
ATFM, see air traffic flow management 

BBF, see building block filtering 
BGA, see breeder genetic algorithm 
bias, 8 
Binlnt , 32 
brreder genetic algorithm , 7, 56 
building block , 28- 31 

compatible , 29 
non-overlapping, 29 

building block filterin g, 122 126 
building block filtering GA, 121 128 

filtering method , 122 126 
masked crossover, 126 127 

chromosome, 3 
CLES, see cluster evolution strategy 
cluster evolution strategy, 180 188 

clustering method , 182 184 
evolutionary operators, 184 187 
local search strategy, 187 188 

compatible , 138 
com plex adaptive system, 5 6 
conforences, 3 
cross-competition , 34, 42 47, 64 65 
crossover , see recombination, 4 

diagonal , 21- 22 
n-point, 21 
onr-point , 20 21 
uniform , 21 , 37 42 

Darwin , 2 
deception , 29- 31 
dceeptivr problem , 29 31 , 116, 129, 139-

140 
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deterministic crowding, see selection 
dimensional a nalysis , 34- 36 
DNA, 3 

ecology, 5 
elitist recombination , see selection 
epistasis, 4, 29 
evolution, 3 
evolution strategies, 12 
evolution strategy, 2 
evolutionary computation , 1 
evolutionary operators, 20- 22 
evolutionary programming, 12 

fitness , 3 
scaling, 20 

forma analysis, 28 
frustra~ ion, 138 

gene, 3 
genetic 

drift , 32 , 36 
hitch-hiking, 31 

genetic algorithms, 11- 12 
genetic programming, 12- 13 
genome, 3 

genotype , 3 

I-box, 80 
implicit parallelism , 27 
intrinsic parallelism , 27 

linkage, 4, 29, 137 138 
locus, 3 

masked crossover , 135 
masked uniform crossover, 126- 127 



massivelly multimodal problem , 139 
Mendel , 2 
mixEA, see mixing evolutionary algo-

rithm 
mixing , 34 , 40- 42, 47- 51 
mixing evolutionary algorithm , 109- 116 
multimodality, 138 
mutation, 4, 20, 22 

niche, 5 
NK-bb problem, 129, 144- 145 
NK-landscape, 36, 144 
numerical constrained optimization, 194-
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oneMax problem, 20 , 36 
optimization 

black-box, 8 
direct , 8 
function , 19 
indirect, 8 

P-box, 80 
penalty functions , 194- 195 
phenotype, 3 
population flow diagram , 65- 73 

random sampling method , 175- 177 
random-mutation hill-climber, 146 
recombination, see crossover , 4, 20 

assortment , 28 
efficiency, 37- 40 
gene-pool , 21- 22 
multi-parent , 21- 22 , 222- 224 
respectfulness , 28 

reproduction 
asexual , 4 
sexual, 4 

RMHC, see random-mutation hill-climber 
royal road problem, 138- 139 

sampling error, 32- 33 
schema, 27 

defining length , 27 
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fitness , 27, 29- 30 
order , 27 

schema theorem, 27 
search 

hill-climbing, 9 
path-oriented , 9 
recombination-based, 10- 11 
volume oriented, 9 

selection 
CHC, 57 
deterministic crowding, 26- 27 
elitist recombination, 26- 27, 58- 61 
fitness proportional , 20, 23- 24, 54- 55 
local competition, 26- 27 
(µ + >.), 26 , 56- 57 
(µ , >.) , 24- 25 , 55- 56 
roulette-wheel , 23- 24 
soft-brood , 59 
steady-state, 25- 26 
stochastic universal sampling, 23- 24, 

33 
tournament, 24, 55 
triple-competition , 25- 26, 57- 58 
truncation , 24- 25 

selection scheme, 23- 27 
generational , 23- 25 

selective pressure , 4 
fertility, 4 
response , 5 
viability, 4 

SP-box , 80 
species, 5 
stepping-stones problem, 195- 197 

SSP-a, 195- 197 
SSP-b , 197 

stochastic universal sampling, see selec
tion 

transmission function , 54 
trap function , 29- 31 

unitation, 20 
equivalence classes , 63- 64 
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